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"[an] engaging, picaresque account of Turin's scientific journey."

—The New York Times Book Review

"elegant ... an illustration of what happens when a maverick scien-

tific theory threatens conventional wisdom."

—Forbes

"exciting . . . Burr does a nice job of laying bare the jealousies and

vested interests that the "vibration theory" challenged. Otherwise,

it is Burr's genius to step out of the way and let his dynamic, un-

orthodox scientist subject do most of the talking."

—Time Out New York

"A gem of a book; I challenge any curious mind not to tumble into

this story and become immediately engrossed. I fell in love with

Luca Turin. He is . . . imaginative, determined, elitist without a

trace of snobbery, and, above all, a creative genius. And Chandler

Burr is a magician himself: I was mesmerized and enlightened by

the many perfect asides woven into the main body of this incredi-

ble true tale."

—Alexandra Fuller, author of Don't Let's Go to the Dogs

Tonight

"Professional perfume critic, obsessive collector of rare fragrances,

academic-bad-boy biochemist and world-class eccentric, Luca

Turin would be the worthy subject of a book even if he hadn't

come up with a revolutionary scientific theory. Written with skill

and verve, The Emperor of Scent is an engrossing intellectual detec-

tive story about one iconoclast's quest to solve a centuries-old

mystery—how smell works."

—Miles Harvey, author of The Island ofLost Maps



"[Burr's] clear-eyed enthusiasm is one of the joys of The Emperor of

Scent. . . . Burr has a knack for apt metaphor and telling detail, as

well as an allegiance not so much to his subject as to a fair story. . . .

The only disappointing thing about The Emperor of Scent is that it

doesn't come with a scratch-and-sniff page."

— The Oregonian

"Burr's book is part scientific report, part detective story, part bi-

ography. ... [It throws light] on the workings of the scientific com-

munity and the surprising . . . resistance a new idea gets when it

goes against vested interests. . . . [The Emperor of Scent] is that rare

book that will appeal both to the aesthete and to the average

reader."

—The Plain Dealer

"[Burr's] peek behind the secretive walls of the perfume industry is

plain old fun. . . . Science dilettantes and others of a thoughtful

bent who prefer some intellectual kick to their thrillers will find

much to enjoy here."

—St. Petersburg Times
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I should think that we might fairly gauge the future of biological

science, centuries ahead, by estimating the time it will take to

reach a complete comprehensive understanding of odor. It . . .

contains, piece by piece, all the mysteries.

— Lewis Thomas
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A NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR

For the sake of scientific and narrative clarity, I

have edited certain e-mails and correspondence

and presented some events out of order. Some

names and details have been changed to protect

privacy.
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m y s t e r y

tart with the deepest mystery of smell. No one

knows how we do it.

Despite everything, despite the billions the secretive giant cor-

porations of smell have riding on it and the powerful computers

they throw at it, despite the sorcery of their legions of chemists and

the years of toiling in the labs and all the famous neurowizardry

aimed at mastering it, the exact way we smell things—anything,

crushed raspberry and mint, the subway at West Fourteenth and

Eighth, a newborn infant—remains a mystery. Luca Turin began

with that mystery.

Or perhaps he began further back, with the perfumes. "The rea-

son I got into this," Turin will say, "is that I started collecting per-

fume. I've loved perfume from when I was a kid in Paris and Italy."

Or maybe (he'll tell you another day, considering it from a dif-

ferent angle), maybe it was "because I'm French, at least by up-

bringing. Frenchmen will do things Anglo men won't, and France is

a country of smells. There's something called pourriture noble. Noble

rot. It's a fungus. It grows on grapes, draws the water out, concen-

trates the juice wonderfully, adds its own fungal flavor, and then you

make wines like the sweet Sauternes. Paradise. From rotten grapes.



T H I » \ M \> } K O R O 1- S C K N T

I he i< Ira thai l!iiii<j^ should he slight I \ dirty, ove rripe, slight I \ fecal

is everywhere in France. They like rotten cheese and dirty sheets

and unwashed women. Ciu\ Robert is about seventy, a third

generation perf umer, lives in the south of France, used to work for

International Flavors & Fragrances, created Caleche for Hermes.

One day he asked me, 'Est-ce que vous avez senti some molec ule or

other?' And I said no, I'd never smelled it, what'd it smell like? And

he considered this gravely and replied, \a sent la femme qui sc neg-

lige. ' " (It smells of the woman who neglects herself.)

This makes him remember something, and he leans forward en-

thusiast ic ally. "( )ne of the stories 1 heard w hen I started meeting the

pe rfumers and was let into their tightly closed world involves Jean

Carles, one of the greatest perfume makers in Paris -he used to

work for Rourc in Grasse, near Nice, where 1

all perfumes used to be

made. He became anosmic, lost his sense of smell, and he simpb

carried on from memory, creating perfumes. Like Beethoven after

his deafness. Jean Carles went on to create the great Ma Grijfe for

Carven, a result of pure imagination in the complete absence of the

relevant physical sense. Carles's condition was known only to him

and his son. When a client came in, he el cj<> through the motions,

make a biu show of smelling various ingredients and, finally, the

perfume he had created, which he would present with great gravity

to the client, smelling it and waving its odor around the room. And

he c ouldn't sine II anything!" Turin smiles, thinking about it

.

rhe perfume obsession led Turin to write the perfume guide,

w hie h out of the blue- e racked ope n for him doors into the- \ ast , se-

c ret world in which perfumes are created, and there he started

noticing little things that didn't make sense. A weird warp in official

reality. Plus there were the- other clues, the- small pockets of strange-

ness he bumped into in the scientific literature, e arefulb fitting these

into the puzzle without even realizing it, w ithout (as he'd be the first

to admit) realb understanding what he was doing. And somewhere

along the line, betwe en scouring the French Riviera for bottles of

hidden fragrances, pursuing (in his own vcr\ particular wa\) the

strange- triplets of biolou\ and ehemistr\ and physics, and prowling

the librai N s remotest stac ks, randomly sliding into thinos he found

4



C K I A I I O N

there —something that due to his intellectual promiscuity he dot s

a lot of—somewhere Luca Turin got the- idea of cracking smell. But

it started with the mystery at smell's heart, which is not only that

we don't know how we do it. We actually shouldn't be able to smell

at all.

from everything we know about evolution and molecular biol-

ogy, smell does the impossible. Look at two other systems inside

your body, and you'll understand.

First, digestion. Human beings have evolved over millennia

while eating certain molecules—lipids and carbohydrates and pro-

teins in the roots and berries and various unlucky animals we've

gotten our hands on. The tiny carbs and proteins are made of tinier

atoms and molecules, and for your body to burn them as various

fuels, evolution has engineered a digestive system for you. The sys-

tem's first task is to recognize which raw fuel it's dealing with, so it

can send out the right enzymes to break that fuel down, process it

for us. (Enzymes are catalysts, molecule wranglers, and every en-

zyme in every one of our cells—and there are tens of thousands

of different enzymes—binds to a molecule and processes it. Some

break molecules down, scrapping them to use their dismantled

parts, some zip them together, and some rearrange them for the

body's own purposes.) But in every case the enzyme "recognizes" its

molecule by that molecule's particular shape. Fat, thin, lumpy,

rounded, oblong, rectangular. The enzyme feels some cleft in some

molecule, fits its special fingers into it like a key fits into a lock. And

if the shape of the lock and the shape of the key conform, bingo:

Recognition! By shape.

And what gives a molecule its shape? We think of atoms as these

perfectly symmetrical spheres, shining and frozen on labels of

"Super-Strong!" kitchen cleaners, their electrons zipping around

their nuclei like perfectly spherical stainless-steel bracelets. Since

electrons move at close to the speed of light, if you filmed those

cartoon atoms in motion you'd see a round electron membrane, a

solid, buzzing sphere made of blisteringly fast-moving electrons.



I H J % t M I* i h O h <> I 1 C N T

But that'f kitchen ( leanci label* The *km* ol atom* are actualK

made ol the path* ol then outermo*t electron*, hut not onl\ don't

lhe> /ip around in perlcc tl> < m ulm orbtt*. they wrvc an almost in

Unite variety ol j I> orbital groove* around thru nuclei 11 that'*not

enough, atom* get *hoved agam*t and glued to one another tn mol-

ecule*, forming bulbou* <tru< turc*, or nompherical *truc turc* with

di*k* and oblong* Imagine laknv the giant mllatahlc balloon* in the

Mary* parade, each one *hapcd dillcrcntk, and pu*hmg them

against one another, thru *km* *moo*h and warp, thru bulb* and

crevice* i untra< I and expand the elc< Iron* zip along in the*e

new configuration*, in elongated ellipse* and valley * and *harp

peak* and *t range an * Which mean* that eaeh molec ule eieate* a

unitjue *hape that an enzyme can ret ogni/e as pre* i*el\ a* a retinal

*ean

In lai t. rnole< ular recognition i* arguably the fundamental mech

ani*m ol all lite, and it i* ba*ed on thi* *ingle, univer*al principle

Shape Hc< eplor (ell* Ironi your head to n<>ui gland* and *kin re<

ognize enzyme*, hormoney, and neurolran*mitter* by their molec

ular *hape* The only variable i* time

I he thing about enzyme* i* that evolution ha* learned ovei '»»»!

lennia that you're going to need to dige*l (break down, make up,

(,i molccularly rearrange) certain thing* wild almond* and erab

apple* and dead *(|uirrel* (*ugar*, tat*, arid protein*) and not

other* raw petroleum or *aud or *ilieate (lluoroc arbon* and bora

mark) so evolution ha* by now *e let ted It^r you a complete, hxed

genetie library of enzyme* that w ill hind to and ileal with a hxed h*t

ol molecule* (It * not an exa< t <>n»- to one enzyme to lc>c>d*tuii

ratio, but it * preci*c enough that it'* why your dog tamou*l\ can't

dige*l chocolate, a culinary product hi* woll anee*tor* never ate:

evolution iiever *electcd lor dog* an enzyme that recognized the

*hape ol c hoc olatc* molecule*, *o il you Iced them the*e molecule*,

they get sick.) And il ju*l one enzyme i* rni**tng, you entl up with

na*ty, *omet»me* letlial, di*ea*e* and di*ordcr* You can dump the

tcjuirrcl* lor leirme de '<:• ei PHiU tyume^ it dor*n't mattel it'* the

*ame lipid* atid protein* in your library, and a* long a* you don't eat,

*ay. pla*tic , lor which you have no enzyme, your dige*tive *y*tero

6
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happily recognizes the molecules you consume, be it McDonald's or

the fifth course at the Clifton Inn. The thing to remember here,

however, is time: enzymes stand ready to identify the right molecule

instantly.

For contrast, take the immune system. Antibodies are designed

(they have to be) to bind to things that weren't around our ancestors,

unknown bacteria and foreign parasites and each year's new, nastier,

mutated viruses we've never seen before. Your visual system can

recognize things that weren't in Homo sapiens's evolutionary envi-

ronment, like Ferraris and Star Wars and Barbra Streisand, and so

can your immune system, but your visual system deciphers photon

wavelengths while your immune system is feeling out molecules'

shapes. Here's the difference. When it encounters a new virus, the

immune system starts rapidly rearranging genes at random, spew-

ing out antibodies until it hits on one that fits the invader's shape,

binds to it, and destroys it. (It's the exact opposite of a "fixed li-

brary" idea; Susumu Tonegawa of MIT won a 1 987 Nobel Prize for

figuring this out.) So that's why you're at home for a few days with

the flu. Your immune system needs time to break the invader's

shape code and produce the shape weapon to fight it. Where the di-

gestive system is limited but instant, the immune system is unlim-

ited—it "takes all comers"; but it also takes time.

But here is the problem. Someone hands you a molecule called a

borane. You lift it to your nose. And without fail, you smell it.

There's just one catch: boranes were created by inorganic chemists

at the beginning of the twentieth century and never existed in the

ancestral environment of any human being. Yet we smell them. This

is impossible.

The fact is that we have never found any molecule in the smell-

able size range that we could not smell instantly. This is the mystery

of smell. You smell boranes instantly, not in a few days or weeks,

even though you cannot have an evolutionarily selected receptor

molecule for their unique shape. Smell is unlimited, like the im-

mune system, and yet it is instant, like the digestive system. And

everything we know about Shape and molecular recognition s.n s

this should be impossible.

7
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We understand the human sense of vision intimately, down to

exactly which vibration of a particle of light caught in the vision re-

ceptor in the retina will make us see exactly which color (a 1967

Nobel given for vision). We know hearing in exquisite detail, can

predict with absolute accuracy which air vibration in the cochlea

will create what tone (a 1961 Nobel for hearing). But of smell, we

do not know, cannot predict. This is why smell is the object of two

cut-throat races.

The first is scientific. This all-out race is being run in some of the

most powerful labs (by the most competitive researchers with the

biggest egos). The prize is the unscrambling of one of the most im-

portant secrets of biology, not to mention (everyone is betting on

this) a Nobel Prize. An astounding 1 percent of human genes, we

recently discovered, are devoted to olfaction. "So smell must be in-

credibly important for us," notes NIH geneticist Dean Hamer, "to

devote so much of our DNA to it. The only comparable system

—

and this was the big surprise to everyone—is the immune system,

and we all know why it's important to fight off invaders. This says

smell was central in our evolution in a way that, presently, we don't

really understand."

The other race is for money. Approximately $20 billion is gener-

ated every year by industrially manufactured smells, and virtually

all these smells are made by only seven companies, the Big Boys,

which split the billions among themselves. The Big Boys shroud

themselves in secrecy to protect the public brand image of their

clients. They make the molecules that you associate with the smells

of Tide laundry detergent, Clorox bleach, and Palmolive soap, but

they are also the actual creators of the superexpensive fragrances

sold under the rarefied labels Calvin Klein and Chanel and L'Oreai,

Miyake and Armani. The creation of a single commercially success-

ful fragrance molecule represents tens of millions of dollars, and

the Big Boys employ an army of chemists tasked with creating

them. The way to create them is the magic formula.

This is why Luca Turin's theory is as important as it is unknow n.

It is not onl) a new theory of smell. Financially, it implies a technol-

ogy that threatens thousands of engineers and corporate executives,
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the investment of billions of dollars, and the industrial structures

of massive corporations in North America, Europe, and Japan. Sci-

entifically, it is a wildly revolutionary proposal contradicting a uni-

versal, bedrock assumption of biology—Shape—and positing an

astounding, microscopic electrical mechanism that operates inside

the human body and is made of human flesh. You might as well,

fumed one furious scientist who heard about Turin's idea, propose a

new theory of digestion through tiny nuclear reactors in people's

stomachs. Perhaps the only thing odder than the theory is the story

of how Turin actually came up with it, and then of what happened to

him when he did, which is what this book is about.

9
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f luca turin collected you at London's Euston

Square tube station, he would lead the way enthusiastically down

Gower Street to the biology building at University College London.

If this was back when he was teaching there, when things were sim-

pler, he'd take you up a large wooden stairwell and into his old of-

fice. The office, during his occupancy, looked like a hand-grenade

test site. Transistors, wires, tubes, plane tickets, bottles of per-

fume, obscure scientific journals and copies of Vogue and magazines

about airplanes, gadgets of every size and design, and God knows

what else, and, everywhere, vials and vials and vials. Turin would

dive in and begin selecting vials from among the hundreds spread

out chaotically on counters. Each would contain a single kind of

molecule. Each would have a single smell.

Turin can nail any odor descriptively in a few words. He's gener-

ally not only exactly spot on, he gets incredible torque from the

most recherche nouns. (His descriptions are almost entirely in the

nominative; he uses adjectives rarely to never.) He screws off a cap,

pushes over a molecule, and you look at the label: "cis-3-hexenol."

Cautiously your nose goes to the tiny opening of the dark, little bot-

tle, shoulders tensed as if rounding a corner in a tight, dark space,

/ c
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eyes narrowed. "Cut grass," says Turin, watching you. Two words,

definitive. You sniff. The molecule cis- 3-hexenol happens to smell

—it is impossible to describe it any other way—exactly like cut

grass, and very strongly. He picks up benzonitrile. "Shoe polish."

This structure of atoms smells overwhelmingly reminiscent of

round metal tins of Kiwi shoe polish. He stands a foot away, looking

intently down at you—he's around six foot three, gangly frame,

looks paradigmatically northern Italian (which he is), light brown

hair receding in wisps from a Gianni Versace face that's large and

open and animated—and as you gingerly draw some molecule from

the vial up into your nose states, "Scrambled egg, gasoline." You're

smelling the smell, it's filling your mind with a vague, inchoate

presence. And the instant he says the words the smell snaps into

concreteness, into realness, and the smell of scrambled eggs with

gasoline is precisely, bizarrely, the smell filling you. (Turin speaks a

grammatically perfect, highly inflected English, quite rapidly, with a

totally American accent although he learned English in Britain and

lives in London. So why the American accent. "I don't know." He

shrugs. "I guess because I'd've had to decide which English accent,

which is a major pain in the ass, given what that means here. The

hell with it." On the other hand, he uses British syllabic emphasis

on words like laboratory—accent on the second syllable—and

aluminium—the third—which, combined with the American ac-

cent, can produce an odd effect. Words in French and Italian, his

two native languages, he invariably renders with their native pro-

nunciations, as he does with Russian, which he speaks a little. Every

so often, the faintest foreignness will appear in his English, gener-

ally as a slightly swallowed consonant; when he says "Fantastic!"

which he does often, it sounds Dutch.)

"It makes everyone nervous, smelling," he says re the vial, "be-

cause smell is such a strong sense." Turin gives talks on smell to sci-

entific audiences, and the squeamish reaction pisses him off. The

intellectual squeamishness, too. "People will say, 'But isn't smell

totally subjective?' And I'll say 'What the hell does that mean?' It's

not more subjective than color or sound. Real men and scientists

feel slightly ridiculous smelling something. I'll say 'Let me show you

1 1
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some smells,' and I start passing out vials and everyone titters, like

I've just asked them to take off their clothes or something. It's at the

heart of the research problem, because experts on the biology of

smell will put vanillin under 'herbal.' God. When I wrote the per-

fume guide, most of mv readers were gav men, and most of mv ac-

quaintances assumed I was gav, which I'm not, not that I give a

damn. Real men don't smell things. It's a female thing.

"For a perfumer there is no bad smell. All the great French per-

fumes, everv last one, has some ingredient in it that is repulsive, like

civet, this hideous and ferociouslv powerful extract from the butt-

hole of a Chinese tomcat. Beaver pelt oil. Something. Americans

dedicate their lives to the notion that shit shouldn't stink. American

pertumerv is reallv, well . . . Americans have an obsessional neuro-

sis about being clean. What do vou call that?"

He thinks of something strange, mulls it over. "You know, there's

an aspect of smell that seems to be missing from the other senses.

When vou hear a piece of music, vou can identify the composer, or

if it is derivative, the composer's main influences, bv name. That's

Bizet, that's Glass.' When vou see a painting, vou can do the same.

'Oh, Miro.' But when vou experience a famous work of smell

—

Chanel No. 5, Shalimar, Charlie, CK One, Opium—though a number of

them have actually been designed bv the same perfumer, vou can

never identify their creator. There is no 'signature' in perfumes."

He picks up a group of vials. "OK, these are great. Oxane." He

pauses and savs, "Sweaty mango." You smell it. It is, exactly, hot

sweat on ripe mango. He grins, goes on, "That's a single synthetic

molecule thev manufactured in a lab, a six-membered ring with an

Oxvgen and a Sulfur: phenomenal power. I heard the Quest

chemists once accidentally dropped a hundred grams down the

drain, and all of Kent smelled of mango for a few hours. The odor is

a shimmering mixture of sweat and tropical fruit, with a 'green'

marijuana-like note. Used in perfumery much as trombones in the

orchestra, imparting an edge and rich bloom to virtually anv com-

position.

"Vertelon: mushroom liqueur. Again, this complex odor vou're

smelling is a single molecule. Mushrooms are at once clean and dirtv;

1 2
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it's a creature freshly born of decay. Vertelon clears a perfume, like

when you pour paraffin oil on an opaque sheet of paper and watch

as the paper becomes translucent. I am at present working on a

mushroom-Oriental that will smell of sex, but clean sex.

"Gardamide: grapefruit and hot horses. This is the horse you get

from removing the saddle after riding.

"Violet nitrile: steel cucumber. Aldehyde HC=0 groups can be

replaced with nitriles, which are CNs." He sniffs this for himself,

just to see. Thinks about it. Sets it aside and opens the next one.

"Cashmeran, a pure synthetic. Technically classed as a musk, it is

actually a peculiar combination of a transparent sweet note with no

precise character, a musty, wet-concrete note with camphorlike

feel, and a fruity, blackberries note that pops in and out of focus.

You just cannot believe that a single molecule has so many features.

The musty, wet-concrete. The camphor. The fruit. The velvet.

Smell that? Getting this molecule in your nose is like coming up

close to a beautiful face and finding it's made of independently

'wrong' features that add up to a fine harmony.

"Tuberose: black rubber flower. This is a natural oil, a complex

mixture. This one's smell evolves. The rubber is kinky, dusted with

talcum. Then an almost meaty bloodlike smell reminiscent of car-

nations, and finally a 'white flower.' " He pauses. Smiles. "Decorous

but unquestionably poisonous. Fracas, the classic Piguet fragrance

created by Germaine Cellier, was very close but made of different

pieces. Bear in mind," he notes, "this is several hundred molecules

flying in tight formation."

luc a Turin's mother, ignoring the flow of Western History as

she would more or less ignore all strictures life might try to place

on her, emigrated from the New World back to the Old.

Adela Mandelli was born in the center of Milan, though just

barely. The Mandellis were a tenth-century Milan family possessed

of one of the city's oldest names, as well as great wealth. (Adela

never told Luca any of this; he discovered it one day, by accident,

while nosing around the British Museum.) Her father was born in
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i 899, a diabetic. Not expecting their eldest son to live long, his par-

ents indulged him, and by adulthood he had become a cultured aris-

tocrat who had studied letters at several estimable European

universities and such a compulsive and inveterate gambler that his

father gave him a last lump of money and sent him to seek his for-

tune in South America. There, it was sincerely hoped, he would

finally cease decimating the family fortune. He gambled the money

awav on the ship and arrived in the New World penniless, where he

soon met the daughter of an anarchist who had been exiled from

Lombardy for various political reasons. He married her and took

her back to Milan, where they had three children, Adela the third,

and where he attempted a decreasingly successful series of business

affairs between Milan and Paris. His anti-Fascist political views

were getting him into trouble, and just ahead of the ignition of

World War II, when Adela was four, the family returned to Ar-

gentina, where his diabetes finally caught up with him. He died, just

after the war, blinded by the disease, at forty-five.

Adela grew up in Buenos Aires and studied art history and in

19C0 returned definitively to her father's continent, where she fin-

ished her studies in Milan and then Paris. One evening in Turin, at a

party of the architects and designers who orbited the prestigious

magazine Urbanistica and its founder, Adriano Olivetti, some friends

introduced her to a young man named Duccio Turin. She had some-

thing in common with the young architect, her friends pointed out:

he was another Italian-Argentine who had gone against the current.

Duccio had been born in Italy into a family of Waldensians, an

ancient, tiny Protestant minority. His father had married into a Jew-

ish family, and when in 1936 his wife lost her teaching job under

Mussolini's anti-Jewish laws, the family emigrated to western Ar-

gentina. Professionally Duccio occupied the somewhat singular po-

sition of having trained as an architect, which he loved, but not

particularly as a means to building things. What did intrigue him on

a practical level was economics. He wound up fusing the two into a

passion for the industry of architecture: how did one create build-

mi: industries in impoverished countries and—particularly —how
did rich countries impose inappropriate architecture on poor ones.
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He got a job with the United Nations Refugee Welfare Association

as a young architect and town planner, which led to a position with

the United Nations in 19C1 as architect of a Palestinian camp,

which is why Adela and Duccio's first and only son, Luca, was born

in Lebanon, on November 20, 19C3. They gave him their Italian na-

tionality. (He still travels on an Italian passport.)

The family left Lebanon for Paris, where Duccio worked for the

Centre Scientifique et Technique du Batiment in Paris. They had a

Spanish maid, from Valencia, with whom Turin spoke Spanish with

a vaguely Argentinian accent he'd gotten from his mother. "He

learned to read at age four," Adela says, "because the Valenciana was

analphabete, illiterate. She was about forty, and she couldn't travel

alone because she couldn't read the metro signs. So I decided to

teach her to read. Luca would wander in and watch us. And all of a

sudden one day I found him reading headlines. I have an image of

this small child holding a very big newspaper." She spreads her arms

out, clenches her hands around an invisible paper, opens her eyes

wide. His parents exposed him to classical music, his father favoring

Mozart and earlier music, his mother Beethoven and the Roman-

tics. That same year, Duccio got a job with the United Nations and

moved the family to Geneva. Duccio and Adela divorced there.

Their son was miserable in Switzerland. "When he started

school," says Adela, "he could already read, but in Switzerland one

starts to learn at seven, and that's it. And he was just going crazy. He

would come home from school hysterical, breaking things. I asked

for une dispense d'age, letting him skip two grades. It became a state

affair. I took him to a place where they gave him all sorts of tests.

The tests lasted three days. At the end, they had this big convoca-

tion, very formal, where a man from the Department of Schools

told me he was the most brilliant child they'd ever seen. But when

they finally gave me the dispense d'age, it was only of one year, so he

found himself just as bored as before.

"His teacher told me, 'In the teaching corps we don't like bril-

liant children.' I've always remembered her face when she told me
that." Adela muses on this for a moment. "I never took his teachers'

side. He would arrive home with the punishment cf writing three
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hundred times
L

Je ne dois pas bavarder en classe. ' " (I must not talk in

class. ) "Mv handwriting was very similar to his at the time, and we'd

sit side bv side and he would write 'Je ne dois pas' and I'd write

'bavarder en classe.' When he returned with bad notes in conduct, it

made me laugh. When I was a girl and was bored I thought about

other things."

After a few years Adela, who had been working as a designer for

Lanvin Castillo in the 1 9cos and '60s, moved with him to Paris and

became art director of an adyertising agency. "Luca didn't haye

many friends" She says this frankly. "He's not someone who has lots

of friends." She makes a dismissiye moue, shakes her hands to indi-

cate many, superficial people. But the boy fell in loye with the Palais

de la Decouverte, the Paris science museum at the bottom of the

Champs -Elvsees. That was where he saw the first image he'd eyer

seen on a color TV, when color TV was still pretty much experi-

mental, a fruit salad with the color turned up wav too high. He was

eleven. He and his mother were liying in the Latin Quarter, at the

corner of rue Dauphine and rue Saint Andre des Arts, and he was

attending the Lvcee Montaigne. "I couldn't accompany him every-

where, so he went off bv himself. When he came back, he re-

counted to me what he'd seen. Mv head was elsewhere, but what

thrilled and impressed me was his interest in absolutely everything.

We lived like that. It was clear that I had mv things and he had his,

and he had total responsibility for his little existence." Luca used to

spend entire davs at the Palais. He knew the museum bv heart. He

was famous for boring evervone to death with useless, disconnected

facts, like the distance between the earth and moon in Egy ptian cu-

bits. He picked up information like flvpaper.

And then there were the smells. It was a little odd. Adela, not

knowing what else to do, took it in stride. "I think the first time it

reallv struck me was the summer we rented the house at the beach

on the Cote d'Azur. He was seven. And the moment we arrived in

this strange place he set about systematically analyzing the smell of

the thvme that grew wild everywhere" She sits up straight, almost

wary at the memory of it.

When she became manager of product and image design at the
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Upim chain of department stores, she took him to Milan. Duccio

always spoke to Luca in Italian, so he swam immediately in the lan-

guage. (Adela spoke to him in French, which she'd learned in Ar-

gentina from some Russian aristocrats who had fallen on hard

times.) In Milan she founded, in 1974, a feminist publishing house

for children's books, Dalla Parte delle Bambine, which set itself the

task of "denouncing society's sexism on behalf of children through

illustrated books." It publishes today in Italian, French, and Spanish

as Du Cote des Filles, "On the Side of the Girls." On moving back to

Paris, she founded in 1994 an antisexist organization that creates

educational material and runs a website: www.ducotedesfilles.org.

Her leftist politics are contrasted by the Darwinian rightism of

her son, essentially molded by his instinctively scientific view of re-

ality. Adela, who labels him "anarcho-conservative" (Turin, for his

part, couldn't care less what political camp he falls in), attributes his

political views "to his belief in genetics having a great deal to do

with human nature."

Duccio, for his part, was developing a scientific theory about ap-

propriate technology, essentially creating an entire field. He was

noticed. University College London, which his son would eventu-

ally attend as a student, decided to create a professorship in building

and so sought out Duccio. He was made a professor at thirty-nine.

The United Nations called him back as a deputy secretary-general

to organize the famous 1976 Habitat Conference in Vancouver, to

which he devoted two years of his life. After the conference, poised

for greatness if momentarily exhausted, he left in his car for a vaca-

tion in Italy. On a highway near Turin, about thirty miles from

where his father was buried, Duccio got in an automobile accident

and was killed.

in 1982 at age twenty-eight, just after he'd finished his Ph.D. in

physiology at University College London and moved to the south of

France to research at the Villefranche Marine Station near Nice,

Luca Turin began getting seriously into perfume.

Villefranche is on the Cote d'Azur just east of Nice and west of
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Monte Carlo. It is an interesting hybrid of a place, an island of sci-

entific research floating in a sun-drenched sea of aesthetic hedon-

ism. Turin had a tenured position inside the Centre National de

Recherche Scientifique <CXRS>. the massive French scientific bu-

reaucracy that runs most French scientists and, among mvriad other

institutes, the Yillefranche Marine Station. One could mistake the

marine station for a Club Med with test tubes. One of the manv

attractions of the place is the stunning library of the Observatoire

de Nice, high in the hills above the Mediterranean, where observers

and scientists can go and gaze down through the library's wide glass

windows at the sailboats and the tourists in or out of swim suits

King far below on the beach, getting melanomas.

It was from this operational base that Turin launched a campaign

of perfume reconnaissances. He carried out these sorties in the

19C6 Peugeot 203 of a biology grad student named Philippe Behe.

Their boss indulged them. "We'd drive," savs Turin, "talk, dunk, lis-

ten to classical music on France Musique, discuss everything and

nothing. We lived a completely separate existence." He started with

two fragrances from Caron, new editions of old perfumes, En Avion

and Poivre.

The collection grew. While he was scouring the perfume shops

of Nice, someone mentioned a Madame Pillaud of Menton, a

French town on the Italian border. So thev went. The perfume store

turned out to be run with an iron hand bv a woman of somewhere

between sixty and ninety named Madame Claudine Pillaud, who

appeared to be borderline psvchotic and whose personal toilette

—

makeup and dress—made her very closelv resemble a prostitute.

She was both preternaturallv suspicious—a paranoiac on a Lavrentv

Beria scale—and sensationally vulgar. "Everyone comes in here and

wants some cocksucking perfume!" she'd bellow, which was an in-

teresting way for a perfume seller to view her clientele. At least she

was consistent: she ran her store according to the iconoclastic eco-

nomic principle that her perfumes were to be sold to customers

only if she liked them. Should she decide at anv given instant that

she didn't, she'd snatch the bottle from the counter, it would disap-

pear into the store's shadowy bowels, and that would be that. There

was no appeal. The difficulty of actually completing a transaction
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with Madame was spectacularly compounded by the fact that she

was given to violent mood swings.

Manv of her perfumes were mundane, but she also had treasures,

things no one had seen for fifty years. (Turin was once astounded to

realize he was looking at a whole shelf of bottles of Coty's Chypre.)

She had been buving up the last cases of everything from everyone

who had gone out of business and so in her basement had stockpiled

the entire history of French perfumery.

Behe and Turin regularly skipped out of the lab for the forty-

five-minute drive to Madame 's imperium. The first time he walked

into the store, he saw a bunch of rotund sales assistants, like in a

bakerv. He said,Tm looking for an old perfume." They said, "Ah! ca

c'est Madame Pillaud qui sen occupe" and carefully stayed out of her

territory. She materialized, looked him up and down. "Oui, jeune

homme," she said. Yes, young man.

"I'm looking for Diorama," said Turin.

"Everyone's looking for that," she snapped, and then immedi-

ately like the Sphinx, hissed at him: "What is the principal note in

Bellodgia?"

Turin said, "Carnation."

She blinked her viper lids, withdrew an inch. Well. She evaluated

him with narrowed eyes. Reached her clawr down into somewhere

and slowly, slowly brought out the Diorama. "It was real Diorama,"

says Turin, awed, "a one-ounce tester, the first postwar Dior per-

fume, not the crap you buv today for two hundred dollars on avenue

Montaigne that bears no resemblance to the original fragrance." He

paid her a hundred dollars for it.

Then she snapped, "That's nothing!" She disappeared into the

depths and a moment later reemerged. He braced himself. She

opened her hand, and he saw she was holding a bottle of Lucien

Lelong's perfume, which famouslv contained two dancers inside the

bottle, a man and a woman embracing and turning, swimming in-

side the liquid. She wound it up, and it made music. He moved, en-

tranced, to touch it. She smacked his hand, the arm clutching the

bottle snatched it back, and she whisked the Lelong back down into

the depths of the store.

Turin tried to be friendlv with her. He tried to showr that he had
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a genuine interest in the perfumes. He brought roses to put her in a

good mood. It didn't work. She had real collectors who came from

far away. Who was he? Even Turin's considerable charm slid off her.

As he put it, she held the knife by the handle. He'd say, "I'm looking

for Chypre." She'd say, "I don't have any." He'd say, "What about

that?" He'd be pointing at lour bottles of Chypre lined up on the shelf

directly behind her. "I don't have any." "That, right there." She'd

glare around at it, then turn back like a python curling its neck and

state, "Ce nest pas a vendre." It's not for sale.

Other days, she was velvet and cream. Delteil's Shaina was un-

known to Turin, and she simply offered it, spontaneously, as if it

were her habit. "This is a good fragrance," she allowed. "I'll sell this

one to you." She even let him smell it first. "Sensationallv wonder-

ful," he remembered. "Mystical. It was a great modern Oriental, up

there with Emeraude."

He drained the money from his salary and paid whatever she de-

manded.

And eventuallv, grudgingly, she began allowing him to buv some

of her treasures, the classics from the 1800s to 1930s. She would

drum her lacquered fingers on the counter, frown, and disappear to

emerge with (you never knew what it would be) Futur by Piguet,

Millot's Crepe de Chine (Turin: "Utterly great! Very famous, from

1929, powdery and sweet with a strong wood"), Lentheric's Shang-

hai, Coty's L'Origan. He wore them sometimes, both the men's and

the women's fragrances. He liked the unusual old ones like Futur, a

dry woody chypre, and, every time he could possibly find one, the

marvelous creations from Coty's glory days.

Behe found two things odd about Turin. The first was that where

he, Behe, actually liked to keep the perfumes somewhat distant,

mysterious, vaguely magical, Turin wanted to open the hood and

get into the engine block, know exactly how they functioned. The

second thing was that in all the time he spent with Turin, early

mornings and late nights and long drives, he never, ever once saw

him yawn.

Many houses were issuing new editions of their old fragrances.

I he reissues, which bore the names of their originals but frequently

differed molecularly, were in part a matter of cost and in part a
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matter of law. No one dared use the magnificent ambergris tincture

or iris of Florence anymore, as their prices per ounce had rocketed

past the possible, if not the thinkable. Wonderful molecules called

nitro musks—one was the molecule musk ambrette, a Swiss cre-

ation—had been used commonly for years, but the Big Boys and,

more important, their regulators realized they were toxins and re-

placed them with other molecules, a trade-off that brought safer

molecules but fewer smells. And then there was the adulteration of

changing tastes. "Among the Caron reissues," says Turin, "until 1 984

they were top level, and then you could tell they'd started slightly

inflecting the formula to make them more palatable. Tabac Blond was

the oddest of the greats, a profoundly strange fragrance, and was

thus, of course, the first to be sacrificed."

Sometimes they would go to Paris. Walking down rue Dauphine

in the Sixth Arrondissement they found a store specializing in old

perfumes. Turin spent hours talking to the young man who ran it.

"He was mad about perfume, crazy, totally, utterly obsessed. He

died of AIDS. He wore Shanghai, a woman's fragrance. Ginger, very

unusual. It's one of only three fragrances I know of that use ginger.

I bought a bottle of Coty's L'Origan from him and gave it to a good

friend of mine. She used it in two weeks and said, Have you got anv

more? I said, You have just used the last bottle of L Origan in the

known universe."

At the same time, Turin was pursuing his science. He was doing

biology, at least officially, but up at the Observatoire de Nice he was

dipping into chemistry, and also they had fantastic physics going on,

so he started spending time browsing physics in the librarv. "I've al-

ways been interested in everything. I'm reading chemistry books at

night for the heck of it, physics in the morning. I find that physics is

like oysters—it's best first thing in the morning—so I always have

these physics books in the loo."

one day arou n d 198c, Turin was hanging out in the Villefranche

library, the solar-heated cobalt-blue sheet of Mediterranean far

below, rummaging through old scientific journals. For no particu-

lar reason he picked up one called Chemistry and Industry. Flipping
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the pages he noticed a paper on . . . smell. "Odor and Molecular

Vibration." He flipped to the front for a second to check: 1977. He

flipped back and read through the paper. It proposed a radical idea,

one purporting to reveal the secret key to smell. He thought that

the whole thing was, as he put it later, "complete crap." Its author, a

Canadian named R. H. Wright, was basically just pushing an idea

already proposed by an English scientist named Malcolm Dyson in

1938. And Dyson's idea was—to be polite about it—highly unusual.

Dyson had become conscious of a specific, amazing power of the

human nose: we can smell and instantly identify the actual atoms

hidden inside a molecule. A sniff, and we know: "Nitrogen atoms in

here," "Sulfur atoms in here." And we never get it wrong. What's

more, we can tell every molecule apart from every other. When

you encounter "rotten egg" smell, you know there's Sulfur in there.

No other atom smells like that, and you never misanalyze that atom.

In 1938, Dyson had delivered a paper titled "The Scientific Basis of

Odor" to the British Society for Chemistry and Industry. To those

serious-minded fellows, peering down at him from the wooden

benches of the Oxford amphitheater, he had said: It seems, gentle-

men, that the human nose somehow houses some sort of spectro-

scope made of human flesh. At which point the eyebrows of the

fellows of the British Society for Chemistry and Industry shot up-

ward.

A spectroscope is a well-known scientific instrument that, alone

in the world of all instruments, has an amazing power: give it some

substance, and it can faultlessly identify the atoms inside
—

"Sulfur

in here, Nitrogen in there"—and the molecules they make up, and

it does this by measuring molecular vibrations. All molecules pulse

with vibrations. They shimmer and wiggle and sing with the vibra-

tions of the electron strings that hold them together, which means

molecules are, oddlv enough, a sort of musical instrument. Think

of microscopic metal Calder mobiles, weighted clumps of atoms

connected by springy electron bonds. Mobiles and wind chimes,

vs hen struck, usually move only one way: round and round or back

and forth. Electron bonds move in and out or side to side, and the

more there are in a single molecule, the more complex a wiggling,

vibrating motion the molecule will have, and the more notes it will
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sing. Each molecule gives rise to its own unique set of vibrations, ol

notes. A spectroscope identifies a molecule by the song it sings.

An atom is a cloud of electrons frenetically orbiting a hard core

of protons and neutrons. A molecule is just atoms glued to other

atoms. Could be two atoms, could be two thousand. (There are i i 2

known types of atoms, but the vast majority of common smellable

molecules are built of only five: Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Ni-

trogen, and Sulfur.) Atoms glue to each other by roping themselves

together in cords of electrons. Somewhere in microspace, a Carbon

atom approaches a Nitrogen atom. The Carbon's electrons zip

around it in a ball, and the Nitrogen's as well, two buzzing spheres.

The space between the two diminishes toward zero, their pulsating

surfaces kiss—and suddenly one of the Carbon's outermost elec-

trons arcs outward, encircles the Nitrogen, and tightly lassos it like

an electric rope, smooshing it toward the Carbon. And the Nitro-

gen's outermost electron curves like some rogue meteor at light-

ning speed and envelops the Carbon. Each of these two tiny

electrons now orbits both atoms, binding them together like taut

double ropes. Which makes the two atoms now one molecule:

C=N. (Read that "Carbon double bond Nitrogen.") Each of the

ropes is called an electron bond.

The thing about these electron bonds is that they are elastic. Pull

the atoms apart and release them. Depending on the strength of the

spring and how much the atoms hanging off those springs weigh,

each combination of atoms will sing a note just as a piano string,

plucked and quivering, sounds its B flat, or its G. Some bonds vi-

brate lazily at a slow, deep bass, some quiver at slightly faster tenor

notes, or brighter altos, or high-pitched sopranos. And like every

piano string (a D string only plays a D), every combination of atom-

and-bond is tuned to its one particular frequency, can only sing its

own note. That note—that vibration—is what scientists call a

"wave number." Look at a wave-number spectrum: there are onlv

eighty-eight vibrations in a piano (eighty-eight keys from lowest to

highest on the keyboard), but wave numbers run from o to 4000.

Imagine a keyboard of four thousand keys. (Actually, on this instru-

ment you can play notes between the keys, too, which means that

you basically have an infinite number of notes.)
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And if each atomic bond sings one note, every molecule is a fist-

ful of these notes, in a unique combination, which means that each

molecule is a chord. These bonds—these molecular chords—are

what a spectroscope plays.

It plays them bv using a familiar phenomenon: resonance. Stand

at a piano with the lid open, hold down the sustain pedal, and sing a

note. Then listen. You'll hear the piano softlv singing vour note

back to you, because the piano strings matching the frequencies in

vour note will have been struck, will be resonating, responding. A

spectroscope does exactly this: it shines light of thousands and

thousands of frequencies at a molecule, and reports exactly which

faint, atomic, vibrational echoes at exactly which frequencies are

responding to its humming light. Light at frequency i 342.88 pours

into the molecule, plucks the electron bonds tuned to 1 342.88, and

they must sing back. It dusts the mysterious molecule for an audible

fingerprint.

Try another analogy. "Imagine," says Turin, "a large pendulum

swinging back and forth. De de de de de de." He moves his finger back

and forth rhythmically. "A pendulum with a particular height and a

particular weight inherently swings back and forth at a particular

frequency. Fine. How do you add energy to the swing? You can only

do it if you give pushes at the pendulum's natural frequency, when

it's moving away from vou at just the right intervals. Do, do, do, do,

back and forth." (He hums the notes; the finger moves ever higher.)

"Push at the wrong interval"—he pushes his hand jerkily, out of

sync, and it crashes into the oncoming imaginary pendulum, which

slams to a halt
—

"and vou just counteract the energy."

The expression "We're on the same wavelength" captures it. The

best way to swav a person emotionally or intellectually, to get them

to sav "Yes!," is bv hitting them with ideas that correspond to their

natural mental frequency: tell them what they already believe.

What is sort of confusing, incidentally, is that if you add energy

by shooting in more photons, pouring in more light, the vibration

doesn't speed up. It just "gets bigger." But there's an example of this

that everyone's experienced: Blow across the mouth of a Coke bot-

tle; \<>u get a pitch. Blow harder; the pitch gets louder, but it stays

the same pitch. The Coke bottle's mouth has one innate pitch. Of
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course, it's the same with a piano string. G strings will always play

G, struck softly or loudly. The string has an inherent G-ness. So do

electron bonds.

It's why spectroscopes are the detective tools of the molecular

world. They play the electron bonds together, listen to their chords,

and because the vibrations reflect the weights and connecting bonds

of the atoms, each molecule's song is a foolproof identity card, its

wave-number fingerprint, allowing us to identify it with absolute

precision. You come across some strange molecule. You have no

idea what atoms are in it. You want to find out. You take the mole-

cule, you put it in this machine, the spectroscope, and you turn it

on. The spectroscope aims its laser at the molecules and cuts loose

with a blast of photons, particles of light. Billions of photons slam

into your molecule, and the spectroscope puts its ear to this hum-

ming glob of atoms, its vibrating electrons bonding Oxygen to

Carbon. The O-C bonds sing their unique wave number, the spec-

troscope tells you what it's hearing—and you know: "Oh, there's

Oxygen bonded to Carbon in here." Read all the vibrations, add

them all up, and you knowr what the molecule is.

Take the simple ester named methyl acetate, CH
3
-C(=0)-0-

CH
3 .

(It's a molecule with a sweet smell, sort of ethereal and not

very long lasting.) Like a musical chord with the vibrations C, E,

and G—a combination of vibrations that any musician could, with

dead certainty, identify: "Oh, C major"—methyl acetate's vibra-

tions all form a specific chord. (The formula, by the way, for figur-

ing out how many vibrational notes are in any molecule is simple:

add up the total number of atoms in that molecule, multiply by

three, and subtract six. So if your molecule has five atoms, it thus

has c X 3
— 6 = 9 different vibrations. Which is to say the molecule

plays its own unique nine-note chord on this keyboard of four thou-

sand wave numbers.) Methyl acetate has eleven atoms, which

means it has twenty-seven notes. Its lowest note happens to vibrate

at wave number 97. Its top note, way up the scale, is at wave num-

ber 3004. Once you know the notes, you know with dead certainty

that this is methyl acetate.

You write musical notes in standard musical notation, of course.

A single note—say, F in the treble clef—is written like this:
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sings a note. Stuck onto the B-O by another electron (which sings

its own note) are a Carbon and a Nitrogen, which are bound to

each other by a tight smear of two electrons. The smear sings two

more notes. Write all the notes of the vibrational chord of an entire

molecule—say, methyl acetate—and this is what it looks like:

Jjj iILl

1000 2000

Wave numbers

3000 4000

Only methyl acetate will have these notes. It's as clear as G major

seventh.

It happens that molecular notes are spread very unevenly over

the wave-number scale. From o up to around i coo you find lots of

bass and tenor electron bonds. But there aren't many altos, and

there are very few electron sopranos; start looking for notes above

1 coo, and you find they're spread pretty thin, only one every hun-

dred wave numbers or so. Nitrile groups are altos, singing at around

2 ioo. And then there's nothing much until you reach 2 coo, which

is the frenetic soprano of the S-H bond, Sulfur and Hydrogen. As

far as Turin knew, nothing else in organic chemistry ever vibrated at

precisely 2 coo except the sulfurous, smelly S-H bond, "so if it's vi-

brating at twenty-five hundred, you know it's Sulfur, period, end of

discussion." Then trudge through another four hundred or so wave

numbers of empty desert in which nothing ever, ever vibrates, till

at last, on the outermost horizon, the electrons that bond Carbon to

Hydrogen vibrate, shrieking, at 2900 or so, with the OHs and the

NHs (alcohols and amines) at the very upper limit.
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C-H 0-H—• CO
1 1

i 1 —r
j

—

1000 2000 3000

Wave numbers (=vibratrans)

Onlv spectroscopes can do this molecular detective work, dusting

molecules lor fingerprints, telling you, "This molecule has an Oxy-

gen atom in it!" "This one's got two Sulfurs!" HS sings differently

From FeH, whose pitches differ from C\0
:

. A box of glass and

metal and lasers can identify all of them. Nothing else, no other

machine, no other device, can do this.

Except the human nose.

And this was Dyson's obseryation. Sniff something—a mango,

an egg, a hzzing, just lit match—and you'll effortlessly smell acorns.

Sultur and Hydrogen and Oxygen atoms. Carbons that are bonded

to Nitrogens we identify by smelling their metallic oilv odor, and

Nitrogen-Carbon-Sulfur bonds (called isothiocvanate groups) give

a molecule a mustardy smell. Amine groups (NH
; ) you can smell

b\ the hshv odor they add to any molecule, and you smell nitro

groups i NO,) as a sweet ethereal—or etherlike—odor. AsH
:
(ar-

sine groups) smell like cabbage. W rinkling your nose at that "sulfur

smell" is an atomic analysis absolutely diagnostic of Sulfur and Hydrogen

atoms. Malcolm Dyson's theory-—that the nose was operating

like a spectroscope—explained this.

And it explained somedung else: the Mystery. It solved the para-

dox that smell is both instant and vet unlimited. If you sav the nose

is measuring Vibration, the mystery, which exists onlv because ol

Shape's well-understood limitations, disappears. W ith Vibration,

smell could be instant and unlimited. Smell, said Malcolm Dvson.

must therefore not be Shape. Smell must be Vibration. How else, he

argued, how else in the world could human beings possibly smell

molecules, all of them, instantly? The nose must be a spectroscope.

The theon made eminent sense. It explained the facts, as all good
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Theabsi

aL insightful, and ingenious.

eat, of human flesh.

, must have pockets

nergy sources, all of

Everyone told Dvson this in 1938, and thev repeated it when

W right tried to revive the Vibrational theorv in the 1 960s.

This is what thev said: It's Shape. Smell is Shape. Every moiecuie

is a unique combination of bumps and grooves and curves, as sin-

? j 1 11 1 1 a- - i_

liar as a hngerpnnt, and when a smell molecule nies into the re-

ctor the rerentor feels its shane all over and savv "Aha" It s this119

aape (we knowi is the way everv other receptor works, from

igestive enzymes to neurotransmitters to the immune svstem. So

Amoore. Amoore had a powerful weapon, a strange pair of mole

cules called enantjomers.

Enantiomers are mirror-image molecules. Their shapes are ex

is means that smell receptors feel them as shaped differentlv.

someone reaching out to shake vour hand would feel a differ-

f vou gave them first vour right hand, then vour left (even

1 vour hands are virtuallv the same shape). That's whv the

lt-handed 1 and S (sinister, or left-handed ). And since the Ri^ht

?ft versions have the exact same electron bonds, thev have the

ibrations. and so sing the exact same song. So enantiomers

—

e ones called cars ones—have 1 as far as the receptor is con-

notes 1. So tar.
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for the Vibrationists was this: Shapists pointed out, triumphantly

and repeatedly, that no matter how pure you made them, R carvone

smells of mint. But S smells like caraway seeds. Same vibrations.

Different shapes. And different smells. Smell, therefore, must be

Shape.

And so, as Turin put it, "you're screwed." And bv 1980, with

Amoore pointing out the absurdity of a flesh spectroscope and

Shapists chanting "Carvones!," the Vibrational smell theory was.

Turin dropped the paper and went happily back to rummaging

through old journals.

then Turin left Nice and the observatory's views. It was 1988.

He went to Paris and the Pasteur Institute, one of the more presti-

gious, high-powered science factories in the world and the center of

the universe for French biology. "And of course I was bored," savs

Turin, "and looking for something different in my profession." One

thing he decided to tackle, because he thought it would be fun, was

a tiny mystery. It happened to involve something he hadn't much

thought about before, called electron transfer.

In Nice, he'd happened upon a book on a thing called a polaro-

graph, and he'd gotten interested. It's a machine that uses pearls of

mercury to give you a perfectly smooth, creamv surface in a water

bath. You throw a handful of molecules into the water, connect the

droplet of mercury to a batterv, and measure different currents as

electrons jump from the mercury to the molecules. The weird thing

was, people had noticed that when you cranked the battery up to a

certain voltage, the mercury would sometimes begin to spin like

molten lava in a washing machine. No one knew why, and very few

people cared. Which meant that Turin got hooked. This wasn't his

field at all, not biology at all, it was phvsics really, an alien realm that

biologists didn't usually dare enter, but he wasn't intimidated, and

he headed directly into it.

He was in bed—it was 1989—at 2:00 a.m. in his flat in Mont-

martre when the answer came to him suddenly in a single image.

The details are complex; what mattered was that he was thinking

about electrons, electron bonds, electrons moving places. He wrote
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up a paper and for the hell of it published it in the journal Soviet Elec-

trochemistry, "because it was a cool journal." (Also because he was

curious how they'd translate it from the English into Russian, and

then back into English for the international version. He happily

considered after the exercise that the paper had gained something in

the translations.) Then instead of getting out, he dove into electro-

chemistry and solid-state electronics, reading everything he could

get his hands on. He became totally obsessed with electrochemistry

for a year. People said, "Turin, what the hell are you doing? You're a

biologist." His cheerful response was "Screw you," and he kept on

reading.

Because he was consuming these sorts of things, he found a paper

by a scientist named Shinagawa called "The Semi- Conductive

Nature of the Brdicka Current." And because he'd waded through

enough electrochemistry, he understood it. The paper suggested

something strange: that it was theoretically possible to make pro-

teins carry electrons, conduct electricity. This, everyone figured,

was (with all due respect to Shinagawa) garbage. They'd already

tried it. They'd taken pure proteins. Dried them and made tablets,

something like aspirin. They'd put two wires on either side of the

tablets and asked if current flowed through them. Yes? No. Proteins

didn't conduct. Everyone knew this.

Turin decided to see if he could make proteins conduct.

He wasn't, in trying to do what people thought couldn't be

done, just being willfully perverse. Shinagawa 's argument struck

him as solid. Also, a person could find a nice little publishing niche

by writing up a proof contradicting the literature and What Every-

one Knew about proteins. And also, yes, for the hell of it. But

mostly it was because he had noticed something.

While working with the polarograph, he'd found it really tricky,

this business of squeezing out these little droplets of mercury; the

droplets tended to glom on to each other instantly, but in the 1 9 2os

people had noticed that a little bit of protein would prevent this.

The protein acted like a nonstick cooking spray on the mercury

drops, covered them in a very thin layer, like a one-molecule -thick

film of butter.

Sparked by Shinagawa, Turin now thought this over. What would
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happen if you took two of these mercury drops, covered each with

this single layer of nonstick protein, squeezed them up next to each

other, stuck a wire in them, and sent an electrical current through

both droplets and their protein laver? Would electrons flow across

the protein? Because now you were no longer measuring thousands

of denselv layered proteins like in the aspirin tablet. You were mea-

suring exactly two, an electron jumping from one laver of protein a

single molecule deep to another.

He tried it. The electrons flowed. Proteins did indeed conduct

electrons. Turin realized that everyone else had been wrong be-

cause this was the first time anyone had tried to make electrons flow

between onlv one laver of proteins so that the electrons needed

to jump onlv once. And so—now this was really fun—he set out to

make a diode, a device that conducts electrons in onlv one direc-

tion, out of protein. Which protein? Well, how about albumin

—

egg white—because, he figured, it's the cheapest protein you can

buv. Egg white is a big protein, co,ooo daltons (atomic mass units).

He made the diode. It worked. It was, in fact, quite stable. No one

else had ever made a diode out of protein, animal cells, bits of bio-

logical material, so he got it patented. The patent title is "A Semi-

conductor Device with Protein as Its Active Element," U.S. Patent

No. c2c86 2 7. It's listed on a webpage that someone keeps on weird

diodes.

So he was spending a lot of time thinking about how proteins

transferred electrons. And—in no obviously connected way

—

because of his perfume habit he also happened to be thinking a lot

about smell. Which was perhaps why an American colleague ap-

proached him: Hev, Turin, the U.S. Navy is funding a project on

olfaction, vou should go for some DOD money. The navy wanted,

it turned out, to smell submarines. Specifically, they wanted to

make sensors that could smell the odors that spent ordnance, or the

enemv subs themselves, left behind, the trail of their scent as thev

slid through the waters. So Turin put together an application to the

U.S. Navy and sent it in.

Then something nastv happened. The incident forced a profound

change in Turin's life. He won't talk about it. It happened in 1990,
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and it involved his chancing upon someone's major scientific fraud

(the someone being, unfortunately for Turin, a very important and

powerful French scientist). This was followed by the bitter leveling

of accusations, some hurried behind-the-scenes deal making, and

the strong suggestion by the top people in the CNRS that Turin find

another lab within a week. After which Turin made a few grim in-

ternational phone calls.

One call Turin made was to an American neurophysiologist, a

friend of his named Mark Dearborn. They'd met in England at Uni-

versity College London. Dearborn was now at the National Insti-

tutes of Health in North Carolina. Was there, Turin wondered, a

visiting position for him at the NIH? It would (his bosses at the

CNRS had indicated) be convenient to have an ocean approximately

the size of the Atlantic between him and France. I'm on it, said

Dearborn.

Turin moved to North Carolina in June of 1 990 to set up shop at

the NIH.

he adapted easily to the move with the help of Dearborn and

his wife, Anna. The Dearborns had a screened porch on their house,

and most quiet Carolina evenings they ate dinner there together.

Turin tagged along with them and their infant son on various trips,

looking around interestedly at America and enjoying the South. It

was in North Carolina in 1991 that two things happened, com-

pletely unrelated. Luca learned about the first at breakfast one

morning on the porch, when Mark handed him the New York Times

Science Times section over the table and pointed apologetically at

an article about smell.

All biologists knew that people who researched smell had faced,

for what seemed like forever, a galling, embarassingly fundamental

problem: despite all efforts, no biologist had ever managed to find

the receptor proteins for smell in the nose, the most basic parts of

the smell machine, the pieces that actually grabbed the smell mole-

cules. You couldn't really work on the sense without them. Scien-

tists had long ago turned up the receptors that received photons for
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vision, not to mention those handling digestion, the immune sys-

tem, the reception of neurotransmitters, and on and on. But not,

bizarre] v, smell. Thev had to be there. There was even a forest of

proteins people were hunting in, a huge, generic class of multipur-

pose receptors (thev were called G-protein-coupled receptors

because thev used little things called G -proteins as their bike mes-

sengers to other enzvmes inside the cell ). These receptors had been

worked out molecularlv—a Nobel Prize in Phvsiology and Medi-

cine for this—and every one assumed the olfactorv receptors were

hidden, somewhere in the toliage ol this vast class. For vears several

labs had been sending expeditions deep into the G-protein class,

trving to flush them out. But the molecular reconnaissance had

turned up nothing. The hidden smell receptors remained tantaliz-

inglv elusive.

Then along came a voung molecular biologist named Linda

Buck. She was at Columbia University, in the lab ot Richard Axel.

Axel is one of the big guns in molecular biology, brilliant and pow-

erful and brusque. "Richard," says one scientist tightly, "is not

known for editing himself." Axel is universally acknowledged to be

both blisteringlv smart and frighteninglv ambitious.

Gambling her career on answering the Sphinx's question of

smell, Buck started searching the G-protein class for the smell re-

ceptors. After a long, frustrating search, she was sitting at her

kitchen table one Saturday night, looking through data results,

when she realized she'd found them. Buck and Axel published the

smell-receptor paper together in 1 99 1 in Cell, which is populated

bv the great sharks that swim in molecular biology.
u
In science cur-

rency," Luca savs, "Cell is AmEx platinum. The New York Times ran

the studv on the front page of its Tuesday Science Times the day be-

fore it came out in Cell which is of course exactly where we all

want to be. It was Huge, Sexv Science, and evervone was in awe.

And jealous."

The bottom line was that if a person happened to want to work

on smell, that person now had the receptors he needed.

The second thing happened that summer, during a drive home

from a trip to the beach near Beaufort, North Carolina. Turin and
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the Dearborns were 1 in the middle of nowhere east of Raleigh near

the intersection of Highway 70 and I-9C when Turin spotted some

signs: cigarettes, and also liquor, and then one that announced

JR PERFUMES. LARGEST DISCOUNT PERFUME STORE IN THE WOK 1 I).

He and Anna looked at each other. Mark and his young son sat in the

sweltering car with their dripping Tastee-Freez cones, waiting for

Turin and Anna. An hour and a half later
—

"You couldn't print all

the names I called them under my breath," says Dearborn—they

emerged from the store. Turin was carrying a huge cardboard box

he could barely see around, rilled with perfume.

They spent the rest of the drive home smelling. Turin explained

each fragrance, its creator's oeuvre, its chemical provenance and

molecular construction. The Dearborns were astounded at his

breadth of knowledge and by how entertaining he made it. "Why

don't you just write a damn perfume guide and get it over with,"

Mark said.

Turin decided he would.

at this moment, Turin got word from CNRS that they'd no

longer be paying his NIH salary. They wanted him back in France.

He packed up and thanked the Dearborns. In Paris, he found that

the new lab was unavailable for a few months, so he sat down at

his little Mac in his mother's apartment near avenue Wagram, his

mother working at her Mac across the room, and started writing

perfume reviews. A^ he finished, he handed them to her. With each

one, she was more surprised. She'd only ever seen his writing on

biophysi( s.

For the first three reviews, he didn't even bother to smell the

perfumes. He'd smelled them so many times, knew every molecu-

lar nook and cranny, each glinting facet as they revealed themselves

to him over hours, that he just reached into his memory and pulled

out the smells and waved the words into them. Vetiver by Guerlain,

Rive Gauche by Yves Saint Laurent, Apres VOndee by Guerlain.
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Rive Gauche (Yves Saint Laurent)

Grace a Rive Gauche, les mortels connaissent enfin Yodeur du savon de

Diane au bain. . . .

Thanks to Rive Gauche, mortals can at last know the scent of the

goddess Diana's bath soap. A true emblem of the '70s, this

sumptuous reinterpretation of the innovative metallic note

found in the less fortunate Calandre (Paco Rabanne) belongs to

the uncrowded category of sculpture-perfumes. Its seamless

silvery form, initially hidden by white, powdery notes, soon

pierces the clouds and gains height by the hour. Like Chamade

(Guerlain), Rive Gauche enjoys a peculiar relationship with inten-

sity: the more time passes, the stronger its grace becomes, as if

fading allowed its inner light to radiate more easily. A master-

piece. A notable example of the perfect agreement between

container and content, its atomizer of metal and blue stripes, at

once precious and whimsically "industrial," is itself an item of

undying chic. The perfume seems slightly superior in quality to

the eau de toilette.

Apres l'Ondee (Guerlain)

Divinely named ["After the Rainshower"] , a prototype of the cold

and melancholy fragrance, this stunning creation is the counter-

part—the brighter, fresher younger brother—of the mysterious

L'Heure Bleue (Guerlain). Apres l'Ondee evolves only slightly with

time: its central white note, caressing and slightly venomous, like

the odor of a peach stone, imposes itself immediately and retains

its mystery forever. Its simplicity, its keen nostalgia, and its un-

adorned beauty make this an anomaly for Guerlain.

The current eau de toilette seems a bit attenuated, more timid

than the marvelous perfume. Choose the latter.

Vetiver (Guerlain)

One of the rare perfumes so named that do not betray the char-

acter of this uncompromising raw material, Vetiver is a tempera-

ment as much as it is a perfume, above all when it is worn by a
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woman. Stoic and discreet, Vetiver scorns all luxury saw thai ol

its own proud solitude. At the same time distant and perfectly

clear, it must be worn muted and must never allow itself to be

sensed except at the instant of a kiss.

His mother edited his reviews. She was, he would say afterward,

beaming. So was he. He found it one of the single greatest pleasures

of his life. The images came pouring out, and Adela focused her

critical energies on paring down the efflorescence. The descriptions

took him fifteen minutes or they took five hours, depending, and

every day when he had completed his three or four new ones, he

felt incredible satisfaction. "I assume it's what a movie director feels

when he's got great dailies in the can. When I managed to capture

this awesome beauty and greatness in language, translating smells

into black-and-white words on the page and making this ether tan-

gible and real—that was thrilling."

He pauses, thinks about the words in his head going down to the

paper. "You know, perhaps the edge I have in turning smell into lan-

guage is that for me smell has always had an utterly solid reality

that, to my utter astonishment, it doesn't seem to have for other

people. Every perfume I've ever smelled has been to me like a

movie, sound and vision, which to most people are thoroughly real

senses—but not smell, for some reason. To me, smell is just as real as

they are."

He called around, took the manuscript to the large French pub-

lishers, Hachette and Flammarion and Gallimard and so on, "and

most of them told me to sod off." Someone said to him, You know,

there's a little outfit that puts out these guides. By the time the third

person had said it, he was ready to find the company's offices.

Herme is actually a huge bookbinding company that, says Turin,

"just decided to publish books so they could go to the parties at the

book fairs. At the time they'd put in charge a complete scoundrel

of a man, very charming and a genuine French cynic. His attitude,

delivered with an even smile, was 'It's a nice idea. We'll take it.

And you clearly know what you're doing, but frankly if it wasn't

you and I'd thought of the idea, I'd have found some jerk in Paris
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who would have written a completely bullshit guide that would sell

just as well.' " He shrugged and reached for the manuscript. Turin

shrugged and gave it to him.

The book, called simplv Parfums: Le Guide, was published in 1992

and became the best-selling perfume guide in France. Perhaps it

was the fact that no one had ever done anvthing quite like it. Per-

haps it was the lushness of the critical prose ("Caron's Alpona juxta-

poses a resinous candied-orange-peel idea with a civilized chvpre

base" ). The FNAC, the French superstore, sold it. It was stacked

twelve high at Sephora, the perlume giant (the manager of the big

Sephora on the Champs-Elvsees told Turin thev gave a copv to each

new sales associate, which pleased him). That officially it sold eight

thousand copies made him figure the publisher had ripped him

off
—

"They've probablv sold four times more books than they've

told me and just kept all the profits," he savs brisklv—but so it

went. He'd sort of expected it.

What he did not expect was that the guide would change his life

in the most wonderful wav bv cracking open to him the hermeti-

cally sealed, well-hidden world of those who create perfumes.

Virtually all the smells in all scented products in the world are

manufactured bv six huge companies that operate in carehillv

guarded anonymity: International Flavors & Fragrances (United

States), Givaudan Roure (Switzerland), Quest International ( Brit-

ain 1. Firmenich (Switzerland), Haarmann & Reimer (Germany),

and Takasago (Japan). These are the Big Bovs. the industrial giants

of the production and sale of a specific, unusual product: mole-

cules. Molecules that trigger the human sense of taste and, above

all, the sense of smell. Taste is, actually, a dwarfish, minimally func-

tional sense responding to onlv six different stimuli: sweet, sour,

salt, bitter, umami (richness), and astringent; smell—which in

point of fact gives us some 90 percent of what we taste—is thought

to respond to ten thousand or so distinguishable molecular smells,

but we onlv sav ten thousand because (and this is literally true)

we've thus far never touched the limits of smell's power to detect

odorant molecules. The Big Bovs' molecules generate roughly

S20 billion a vear in economic activity. Thev emplov hundreds ot
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chemists, molecular jockeys who spend their days welding atoms

together to create new molecules with new smells. And, upstairs,

they employ an army of perfumers, who spend their days mixing

these molecules into new scented elixirs.

The Big Boys have two kinds of perfumers. The functional per-

fumers work with the Johnson & Johnsons, the Procter & Gambles,

to scent Tide detergent and Palmolive soap and peach-vanilla can-

dles and the fabric softeners that smell of a million mythical spring-

times in distant countries we've never known. These corporate

employees create the smell track of our everyday lives, which we

barely notice and for which we pay billions of dollars. (A new furni-

ture polish on the market: you open it, sniff—hmm, nice! Buy? Not

buy? You sniff again. . . .) The Big Boys won't tell you who they

work for. Their names never appear on the toilet-paper label, the

shampoo bottle. But where they get positively paranoically secre-

tive is perfume. Because, in fact, all the golden liquid scents sold by

the Giorgio Armanis and Vera Wangs, the Ralph Laurens and Jean

Paul Gaultiers from their houses of fashion in New York and Paris

and London and Milan, these expensive concoctions being sprayed

on models and celebrities in the photographs and rip-open ads in

the glossies—these scents are not, in fact, created by Mr. Armani or

Ms. Wang or Mr. Lauren at all. They are made by professional

ghosts working in the locked offices and labs of the Big Boys. These

haute perfumers, carefully anonymous and discreetly faceless, are

the ones who actually craft the fragrant elixirs in little jeweled five-

ounce bottles slipped into boxes that are sold under the names

Gaultier and Wang in the department stores' glass cases.

It is the perfumers who transform the confidential briefs from

the religious visions and aesthetic hallucinations at the houses of

Dior and Calvin Klein and Givenchy—obsessions and poisons and

envies and joys; "We want the smell of old melting candles in ball-

rooms of Italian marble during a Chinese winter," "Give us the fra-

grance surrendered by a young blue flower crushed under the

heated, ivory back of a woman with chocolate eyes," "We must have

the scent lightning makes the instant it strikes a platinum rose." The

perfumers turn these visions into structures of neutrons and pro-
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tons and electrons welded together that make our eyes suddenly

open, make us sit up, turn and inhale, molecules that blossom and

flame, molecules that spin stories.

They never speak to the media. Thev mav quietlv attend their

chemical offspring's launch parties at Issev Mivake and Donna

Karan and Anna Sui (staving out of range of the cameras—to vou

they'll just look like one more guest), glass bottles lining the walls,

or watch from the back as Thierrv Mugler and Jean Paul Gaultier

are strafed bv the flashes. Then thev go back to their offices and labs

and get back to work transforming more emotion, desire, and

smart marketing into actual chemical potions that can be sold and

bought. It was the creations of these nameless creators that Turin

had dared to transform into language in a book, and to evaluate and

judge. And the faceless creators were fascinated.

At first thev thought Turin was a spv. That was the rumor. A pro-

fessional perfumer using a pseudonvm? A rogue in the industrv?

Possiblv a thief of some sort. (Son of a bitch.) He wasn't. Thev

thought he was one of them, secretlv putting his prose together in

the office down the hall. He wasn't. Which made them even more

intrigued. A scientist? Yes, a chemist, apparently—no, no, a biologist.

Some kind of professor, believe it or not. Suspicious, thev checked his

curriculum vitae. Well, what did he want? He wanted to meet them

was what he wanted. So thev obliged. Naturallv, thev were not uni-

formly elated. He had not spared anyone's feelings. He was writing

in the trade magazines now, in English, and he acted as if he owed

nothing to anyone.

57for Her (Chevignon) *

Chevignon is a fashion house of such toe-curling vulgarity that

one finds oneself hoping that thev will never come up with a

good fragrance, for one would then have to praise it. Fortu-

nately, that possibility remains as remote as ever. 57for Her is a

sad little thing, an incongruous dried-prunes note with a metal-

lic edge that manages the rare feat of being at once cloving and

harsh.
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And this.

Python (Trussardi) *

The absurdly named Python is a poverty-stricken sweet-powdery

affair, a very distant relative of the wonderful Habanita (Moli-

nard). It belongs in a tree-shaped diffuser dangling from the

rearview mirror of a Moscow taxi.

It made their hair stand on end. On the other hand, there was this.

Paradox (Jacomo)*
Beauty itself, as with faces, is not simple: perfumes can be hand-

some (Mitsouko), graceful (Calandre), gorgeous (Joy), comely

(Shalimar), radiant (Tommy Girl), exquisite (Apres l'Ondee), stun-

ning (Angel). Reader beware: Paradox is, to paraphrase something

once said about Scriabin's music, a perfume of "almost unbear-

able loveliness." One of the properties of loveliness is that it dis-

arms all attempts to be serious, and turns all critical machinery

into a pile of whirring junk. What I find all the more irritating is

that Paradox isn't even "my type." It is, after all, yet another fruit

salad of the type that has kept perfumers gainfully employed

since Deci-Dela. But this fruit salad does something that it has no

right to do: break hearts. If this were music, it would be Bizet's

Symphony in C. If it were a car, it would be a Facel-Vega Facellia.

If it were an aircraft it would be a 1 9 £9 Caravelle in Air France

livery. Anyway, go smell it.

And this.

Rush (Gucci)

Gucci hasn't put a foot wrong for some time, both Envy per-

fumes were landmarks, and expectations were high for their

latest. The first sniff gave me a shock of recognition, like a long-

forgotten but familiar face, and I spent a few busy minutes

dredging my memory for the original impression . . . Dioressence!
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Not all of it, mind you, just a bit 1 loved, which in the original

happened two or three hours into the story and felt like a warm

breath whispering crazv things in mv ear. That breath is back,

now strong, loud, irresistible, a sultry wind fit to keep everyone

stark awake and plotting indiscretions. . . . The charm of this

perrume is entirely man-made, no mention of Nature, e.g. flow-

ers, etc. This thing smells like a person. To be exact, thanks to

the milkv lactone note, it smells like an infant's breath mixed

with his mother s hair spray. . . . What Rush can do, as all great art

does, is create a yearning, then fill it with false memories of an

invented past . . .

This, words that turned their scents into concreteness, thev had

never reallv experienced
{
except perhaps in the classified briefs

thev received from Kenzo and Hugo Boss, but those were theoreti-

cal marching orders, not synaptic evaluations of the olfactory work

they'd wrought). So thev began sending out feelers. Turin got mes-

sages from legendary names he'd heard, people the public never

knows who do the work sold under the names the public does. He

got a call from Francoise Caron, nee Francoise Cresp, a member of

one of the most important perfume families in Grasse and the for-

mer wile ol the legendary Pierre Bourdon, who did Cool Water. Al-

though his guide had said nothing but bad things about her Gic for

Armani. Caron asked Turin to pav her a visit. She was a top per-

fumer at one of the biggest Big Boys, Quest International, at then-

offices in Paris. Turin swallowed hard and knocked on their doors.

Thev let him in, introduced him around; he met all the perfumers

and found that most of them had read his guide, that thev took

it and him seriously. He met the perfumers Christopher Sheldrake,

and Gilles Romev, who told Turin he had loved the guide, and Mau-

rice Roucel, the perfumer who had created one of his iavorite fra-

grances, K bv Krizia. the Milanese couturier.

He was euphoric at being admitted to this closed world. They

told him secrets, perfume stories. He met <^he could barelv believe

it) the legendary Guv Robert, and listened with quivering attention

to Robert's regal recounting of anecdotes of all the famous scents

and their creators. (How did Chanel \o. 5, one of the greatest per-
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fumes of all time, happen? Well! they said, you sen-, there are several

versions. Some say on the question of the name that the legendary

perfumer Ernest Beaux had been messing around with aldehydes

and had prepared several samples, and Coco Chanel, tailed Coco

because she threw the most fabulous coc aine parties in Paris, chose

the fifth sample. Others say that no, it w as actually Beaux 's assistant

who screwed up the sample Beaux presented to Chanel, put ten

times as much aldehyde in the conc entration as w as specified. Coco

loved it, and when Beaux smelled it he realized it w as a mistake but

didn't dare say anything to her, so Chanel No. $ is actuallv a wildly

successful error. Take your pick.) And since Turin had never been in

a perfumery lab—Could he see? Please? Certainly he could—they

whisked him through halls and halls of alass and metal, thousands of

vials of patented, proprietary molecules, plump Hies stashed in

reams oi c abinets rilled w ith precious industrial secrets, yard after

yard of formulas and structures of molecule upon molecule, the

precious corporate data generated by an army of perfume chemists

trying to create new smells that would generate billions of dollars

for these industrial giants.

As he poked around, they started putting a few questions to him

about their creations. What did he think of this one? Was that one

beautiful? Surprising? Insouciant? Classic? Reserved? Would this

sell? Would that? His ability to describe odors in words mesmerized

them. One day he w as in Franchise Caron's office, and she asked

him what he thought of a new fragrance. It was something she'd

created for Escada. 1 le inhaled it, said it was wonderful, that it was

like one of those silks that has two colors to it, depending on how

the light strikes it. Caron gave him a long look. She reached into

her de sk and pulled out the brief from the people at Escada and

handed it to him. She pointed: Read there. He read, "We want it to

smell like the silks that have two colors in them, depending on the

light."

Then there was the science of it. The chemistry, specihcallv. He

started meeting the molecule wranglers, including Charles Sell.

Se ll was a Briton based at Quest's headquarters in Ashford, Kent,

an hour southe ast of London. Trim and controlled with grav hair
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and an unflappable professional manner, he ran a team of Quest

fragrance chemists. His first lieutenant was Karen Rossiter, an at-

tractive young woman and an up-and-coming chemist at Quest. Sell

showed Turin all around. Turin had a great time. The two hit it

off—Sell's knowledge of perfume chemistry encyclopedic and

Turin's interest inexhaustible. The chemists working away in their

white lab coats were doing amazing three-dimensional modeling of

the shapes of all sorts of atomic structures that had this or that smell

because smell was Shape, and all the secrets of smell were to be

found in the shapes of molecules. (Turin leaned closer to the

screens.) Sell's responsibility at Quest was the creation of new

smells, which meant creating molecules that had never existed be-

fore, which by definition meant smells that had never existed

before, since no two molecules have ever been known to have the

exact same smell. Sell and his team had lately been using comput-

ers, the computers' purpose being to predict smells. The prediction

of smell determined, after all, the productivity—and profitabil-

ity—of the industry: how efficiently can I predict what some purely

theoretical molecule will smell like without actually going to all the

trouble and time and expense of actually building it?

Turin watched molecular shapes flashing rapidly across screens

and heard chemists saying, "Well, if it's spherical here and here,

it must smell like fresh cedar or burnt sugar." As he took all of this

in, seeing what was required for the smell chemists at the Big

Boys—Givaudan and IFF and Firmenich and Takasago—to produce

a single, marketable smell molecule in their vast, sparkling labs, he

was . . . startled. Taken aback, thrown in a way he couldn't put his

finger on. It wasn't actually the science that struck him at first.

What made him frown initially was the economics.

Consider the way Sell and other chemists made smell molecules.

First, Sell essentially took fistfuls of atoms and pieces of molecules

he hoped would be interesting (often parts of previous smell best-

sellers) and went about putting them together in as many new ways

as he could, electrons embracing atoms bonded by other electrons.

I Ins created hundreds or thousands of new-shaped molecules.

When automated, the process was called, lo^icallv, combinatorial

chemistry.
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It wasn't random. Sell did have some guidelines. Fragrance

chemists wanted to make patentable molecules, so they tended

toward "theme and variations," took a structure that smellcd good

and was decently easy to synthesize and started sticking things on

it—methyl groups, ethyls, aldehydes. And they only had a certain

number of atomic ingredients to play with. They weren't going

within a thousand miles of, say, the malevolent fluorophosphonates,

which include sarin, a notorious chemical weapon, and which react

with absolutely everything, generally in a way that kills it as quickly

and painfully as possible. And they would stay away from groups

known to smell bad, like isonitriles and sulfides, or to give toxicity

problems, like nitros. So it wasn't just anything and everything. But

when you got down to it, it was basically a shotgun-blast approach:

load, fire, see what comes together, and repeat—random recombi-

nation chemistry. In the end Sell would wind up with between five

hundred and two thousand (the chemists, forever cagey, would

never reveal to Turin exactly how many) different new molecules

per year.

Now, having created them, Sell began sorting through the new

inventions one by one, smelling and testing each, a ruthless, pains-

taking process of attrition.

Ninety-five percent didn't smell interesting. So he tossed those

out, which meant he had only c percent left. Of the interesting

ones, many were too weak to use; the customer would have to pour

a full pint or so on her body—impractical. So he tossed another 9c

percent.

Which meant that after the chemists had painstakingly sorted

through a couple thousand molecules (and the company had paid

many salaries to the many chemists doing it), maybe twenty mole-

cules remained that were both interesting and sufficiently strong

smelling. The smell chemists wrapped these up carefully, said a

prayer, and sent them upstairs to the perfumers.

The perfumers sat in their sleek offices in Geneva and Paris and

New York, their smelling strips wet with new scents, and stared out

their windows trying to think of uses for these things. They'd

worked miracles in the past, pulling them out of their bag of tricks,

molecules that had launched the megaperfumes, and the mega-
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brands. Tipped pitchers of aldehydes into Chanel No. $. Pumped di-

hydromyrcenol, a citrus-lime, into the engine blocks of Drakkar

Noir and Cool Water, run Escape by Calvin Klein on Helional. Cast

musk R-i prominently in Tommy Girl and powered Beautiful for

Estee Lauder and Calvin Klein's Eternity with Iso E Super. But that

was last year. The new briefs with new corporate desires kept land-

ing on their desks. Tom Ford was dreaming of a perfume that

smelled like fresh cherry wood licked bv a green-hot oxygen fire in

a Balinese temple, Marc Jacobs absolutely demanding a blossoming

daffodil floating on an ocean of smoky Siberian snows—would

these molecules work? (The perfumers sifted through their bags.)

Was there a smoky metallic here? A wood in green flame? And the

answer, statistically was probably no. In basements beneath the per-

fumers, gathering dust, were vast, ever expanding glass-vial grave-

yards of molecules the chemists down below had proffered to them

and which thev had discarded. This maddened the chemists, who

had sweated the creation of each one. And the accountants glow-

ered over in their paper fiefdoms because with every molecule the

chemists created, the company was pouring out money, most of

which just flowed into the graveyard. How much money? Turin

started asking questions, pointed or oblique depending on where he

was and what he thought he could get out of them. This, however,

was the perfume industry, everything was opaque and slant, and

they never really gave him much concrete information. The best

estimate he got arrived during a slightly unguarded moment when

Charles Sell named a figure of roughlv S4,ooo per compound,

which in a bad year could have you throwing S8 million down the

toilet pretty easily, but as usual this went unconfirmed. The per-

fumers, tossing out the molecules they didn't like, culled the few

thev did for Yohji Yamamoto and Vivienne Westwood. These, they

sent back downstairs to the chemists.

And then, on these, came yet more triage. First, toxicology test-

ing—which was both "Will we be sued for causing cancers if v\ e put

this on people's skin?" and "Does this product degrade the ecology,

poison streams, and so on?"—a process alwavs done bv subcon-

tracting firms that charged the Big Boys' accountants around a quar-
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ter of a million dollars to test a single molecule. Fixed external

costs. It shot the price of each new molecule skyward. If a molecule

survived toxicology, the chemists then had to find an economical

synthesis process for it, which meant: How can we make this thing

cheaply, accurately, and efficiently? Because if it cost millions to

make, it was worth nothing. Those they couldn't find a synthesis for

were pitched into the graveyard with the rest.

In the end, the very, very rare molecule that smelled strong, was

cheap to make, had tested biologically safe and environmentally

sound, was patentable, and had a useful odor—that one became a

new product in the Big Boys' commercial catalogs. A single decent

smell molecule that hit all the right marks could bring money flood-

ing in.

This was why the Big Boys and their stockholders optimally

wanted to produce three or so molecules a year. The reality was

that each was spending millions every year to create thousands and

thousands of molecules, synthesize hundreds, test dozens, and get

maybe one onto the shelves. This was what Turin found strange.

The deeper he got into the Big Boys, the more conscious he be-

came that the stockholders were saying to the executives in the

boardrooms (and the executives were saying to the chemists in

the labs), "Look, to up profits, why can't we come out with ten

new molecules a year? How about it?" And he was aware—now it

was the science of it that caught him—that the molecular theory

that governed these chemists creating these molecules and, thus,

the entire massive industry, was Shape. But he didn't really focus.

He was busy making friends and having fun. He left for other parts

of the building.

Turin is an instinctive egalitarian with an exquisitely refined

aesthetic and unabashedly elitist tastes, and so he felt completely

comfortable in the perfume world, which is populated by former

members of the lower classes who spend their time creating out-

rageously expensive aesthetically oriented luxury goods for the

rich. He met the legendary perfumer Serge Lutens and began

frequenting the headquarters of Lutens 's Paris empire. Lutens was

a working-class kid who started out as a makeup specialist with
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the estimable French firm Carita and, after successes there, was

snapped up bv Dior to be their chief colorist, deciding the Dior

makeup line each year. In 1980 he left Dior for Shiseido. Thev

wanted him to create their makeup line in Paris, but bv this time

Lutens had grander aims and worked out a nice deal: he would cre-

ate their makeup and at the same time open and direct a neck-

snappinglv chic Shiseido Paris outpost where he would launch a

new line of Shiseido perfumery (which he would design), their flag-

ship leading-edge offerings. He had no training in perfumery and

none in chemistry either, but he knew what he liked, and that, as is

ever the case in fashion, was his genius. Lutens chose Christopher

Sheldrake of the Big Boy Quest to be his secret engineer, building in

chemicals the concepts Lutens would supply Sheldrake, in Turin's

view, is "a really interesting perfumer. He has this minimalist atti-

tude toward perfumery and, under Serge's direction, has been de-

livering one wonderful fragrance after another."

The first perfume Lutens directed for Shiseido, the infamous

Sombre Xoir, burned a hole into everyone's collective memory.

Molecularlv blacksmithed bv one of Shiseido 's in-house Japanese

perfumers, it arose from components selected bv Lutens (an ex-

tremely expensive natural osmanthus straight from the flower and

a synthetic, a bi^-stock damascone molecule of rosy-woody plus

prune
—

"a brilliant juxtaposition of the two," said Turin). The per-

fume had beautiful packaging, "the most unremittingly, sleekly,

maniacally luxurious packaging vou can imagine: a black octagonal

glass Chinese bottle nestled in exquisitely folded black origami of

the most sensuous standard." It was a 1982 issue, and Turin had

heard the rumors, as had everyone else, that despite its (significant)

retail price, Sombre Xoir lost money because of the packaging (un-

confirmable). And then it disappeared. "Just too wonderful for

words, one of the five great perfumes of the world, and I have none

left, none," Turin said, despondent. "I had no idea they were going

to discontinue it."

Lutens 's tastes in general coveted extremes, but then, that was

arguably what made him a success as a perfumer, and Turin thor-

oughly applauded its every expression. He would 00 upstairs to

Lutens's shop, where thev would talk about perfume, and every

-
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where he looked were exquisite things, ancient Japanese tables and

antiques and works of art. One time, Turin went to the toilet and

closed the door and looked down. The toilet seat was dark red. He

stared at it, tried to move out of the light, and stared at it some

more. What in the world was this stuff, some weird red plastic? And

then he got down on his knees to check it out. It wasn't plastic. It

was red marble, phenomenally expensive red marble. He'd seen it

on ancient Egyptian statues at the British Museum. He did his busi-

ness, left, went to find Serge, and casually said, "So. Red-marble toi-

let seat, huh?" Lutens shrugged. "Bah, oui." Like why was Turin even

bothering to mention it.

It was a blissful time, exciting, full of promise. Turin was here, he

was there, information was pouring in. He was beginning to put

things together even then, without realizing it. "I was so ignorant,"

Turin would say later. "I had the confidence of the ignorant, confi-

dence in myself and my abilities and, most of all, in Things Working

Out. In good people recognizing good ideas and working together

toward the Truth." He paused. "That is truly something only the

young could believe. You think everything's going to be just fine."

there have over time been many theories of the sense of

vision.

In an age in which people believed we saw objects because they

were continuously flinging off copies of themselves ("eidolons"

these were called), Isaac Newton proposed a radical new theory of

color and light, the fuel for our sense of vision, the food of the eyes.

He theorized that vibrations, waves of light, hit the eye and made

their colors and forms visible by the way they vibrated.

Thoroughly vested as they were in the reigning eidolon concept

of vision, people hated Newton's theory. Goethe—who, it is said,

went to his death calling to heaven for "More light!"—emphatically

rejected it, going to great lengths to create an elaborate system to

counter Newton's new vision theory. Goethe's system was false, of

course. His cry of "Mehr Licht!" apparently as well; there were new

ideas the man simply didn't want to see illuminated.

(Today's quantum-mechanical theory of light makes it both par-
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tide and wave, and this is not necessarily easier to accept. "Light s

joke on scientists." someone has noted drvlv. "is to reveal itself, at

last, as something that no one can visualize." i

suddenly. Turin's paris position still in a kind of bureaucratic

limbo, a job possibility reached him. He was excited because it

came from the Moscow State University Institute of Molecular

Biology. He started packing tor Moscow. Just before he left, in Mav

1992, he met someone. Her name was Francoise Le Grand, the cu-

rator of a photography collection in Paris, and thev hit it off. He felt

happv to be, for once, not alone, and she listened when he talked

about his science. But then he flew off to Moscow.

He d had a love affair with Russia and its science since his father's

frequent trips there as a U.N. economist. Duccio loved the Russian

spirit. He went in 1 9C9, when Luca was six. and brought back a big

fur hat for his son, a shapka. "For a kid,'' savs Turin, "that's reallv

something. My father was sort of a crvpto-Communist, which I

never was."

But he was also excited because, in Turin's happv view, Russia has

alwavs been a beacon for various scientific weirdos and speculators

and wizards. He used to read Biofizika in its English-language ver-

sion. Scuer Bwphrsics. which he found full of astonishing stuff—the

"If true, then amazing!" stuff, as he called it. Before the first time he

left for Kiev, thev called him and asked. "Can vou bring a miUipore

filter holder with vou?" So he brought one. no problem, and gave

it to them. About four davs later he noticed that their lab had had

the workshop make a few copies. He picked one up and found it

bizarrelv light. "And." Turin recalls, "I think. Uh-oh ..." I say, "What

the hell is this made of?' .And thev sav cheerfully. 'Oh, it's titanium."

.And I sav,
1

What?
9 9

Titanium is bulletproof, one ot the strongest

metals that exist, and outrageously expensive. Thev led him down

to the lab b<xsement and pointed at a gigantic block of pure tita-

nium, just sitting there. He figured it was a hundred kilos or so.

"Russia has the biggest reserves of titanium in the world. W hen the

American military built the SR-71 Lockheed plane to use against
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the Soviets, they bought all the titanium for the body from Russia

through a front company. That block probably cost fifty thousand

dollars. Someone in the lab had just ordered it. They were carving

soap dishes out of it."

Turin worked in Moscow five different times, doing research on

whatever interested him. Russian biology today, he says mournfully,

has been almost completely wiped out. "No funds, no equipment,

desperation, lots of emigration. The smartest ones fled to the U.S.

or Israel." He shrugs, sighs for an era. What he loved in particular

were the science books, which he bought for literally pennies in

barren Soviet stores. He would head over to Dom Knigi (Book

House), on Prospekt Kalinina, ground floor on the right, and there

might be six-foot- tall stacks of these books, books on quantum

physics and physiology and electrochemistry and metallurgy. His

face lights up. "There was one wonderful one called Harder Than Di-

amonds, about nitrogen-doped gems. I love that-
—

" He laughs with

joy, then purses his lips, looks pensive. "All these people with worn-

out shoes and poor, shitty polyester shirts who wrote these things.

The books I'd accumulate on these visits weighed as much as a small

calf. You'd look at it and think, 'I really can't lug this thing home, I'll

come back tomorrow,' and you'd come back and they'd be gone.

Forever. And there 'd be nothing there at all. So when you found

them, you'd just lug them to the cash register and have them

wrapped in the strangest, most beautiful paper and strange string

—

everything was strange in the Soviet Union—and then you'd get

into a taxi and take them to a post office and have them airlifted out.

I bought more books than I could possibly lift, fifty kilos of books,

towers of these gigantic, immense, wonderful books.

"And these poor Soviet scientists were justfucking brilliant. I re-

member a pompous English ass gave a talk on a hot summer's day in

Moscow. He was wearing a tobacco-colored linen suit and a panama

hat, and looked properly colonial. His audience was twenty-five

Russian scientists who looked so disheveled, dressed in such bad,

worn, pathetic clothing you swore they were begging in the streets.

The twit gave them this condescending talk, very English, and then

came the question-and-answer, and they roasted him alive. So what
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if they looked homeless. They were bullshit free. It wasn't a 'career,'

it wasn't ball gowns and glamour, it was pure, pure science, it was

What's the damn problem? How do we solve the problem? God. They

inhabited the grim halls of Moscow State University, which was a

university exclusively for the sciences, this great fucking building

on the top of this hill. The last time I went to work there, thev faxed

me: 'What academic title would you like?' I faxed them back:

'Would like the title "Grand Duke." ' They faxed me back, ' "Grand

Duke" momentarily unavailable, suggest "Visiting Professor."
'

"I loved eating in these crummy Soviet cafeterias where the forks

were made of an alloy that doesn't exist in the West—it's like alu-

minum yet somehow corrodes. Fascinating."

eventually he himself began tiring of the nomadic existence,

started wanting to set up a more permanent shop. He went to a

Commbelga satellite telephone booth in the lobby of a luxury

hotel, the only way you could make daytime direct calls abroad

from Moscow in those days, and called his former Ph.D. supervisor

at University College London. She was in a chatty mood unfortu-

nately, and the call cost him sixty pounds, but she gave him a tip.

There might, she said, be an opening at UCL; he should applv. It

was an obvious fit: Turin's father had been a professor there, too, of

architecture. Turin applied from fyloscow. His old Head of Depart-

ment (the Department of Anatomy) remembered him. He offered

Turin a professor's job for two years.

Turin arrived at UCL in 1993 and set up his lab. Just then the

U.S. Navy money came through—$60,000—so he turned his at-

tention to making better diodes that would help the U.S. military

smell electrically. He also found some new playmates: Martin

Rosendaal, his darkly cheerful neighbor in the office next door; a

tall, thin, discreetly impish biologist named Tim Arnett just down

the hall; and an attractive, enthusiastic young woman named Jane

Brock doing her Ph.D. on tissue repair, who'd set up in the lab op-

posite his. He met Brock at the No. 24 bus stop. She was reading a

copy of Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance and hating it, but
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due to her good English reserve felt she couldn't just come out and

say that, so instead she asked him, "Well, is there something wrong

with me?" He looked at her in a friendly, assessing way and said,

"Has it occurred to you that it's actually a complete pile of crap?"

She felt liberated. On the bus she asked him about him, and he nun

tioned perfume. She told him she loved Guerlain fragrances for

men, and he told her lots about them. They became friends and

allies. She was always struck by his openness. "He'd just walk into

everyone's lab and start talking to people."

Turin's attempts to measure smell electrically, on the other hand,

weren't really going anywhere. And, as usual, he was reading all the

wrong things, haunting university libraries, dipping restlesslv into

this and that, nibbling randomly at weird pieces of biology, chem-

istry, and physics before returning them, like half-eaten chocolates,

to their boxes.

One afternoon, about six months after he'd arrived at UCL and

settled into his life in London, he was restless. Not in the mood to

experiment. He wandered over to the UCL library and began read-

ing Aviation Weekly, "which I'm not supposed to read because it's one

of my obsessions." Then he started idly rummaging through recent

issues of various journals. He was picking through one he liked with

the hyperfunctional title Review of Scientific Instruments, and in it he

happened on an article about a tool for analyzing molecules and

atoms. He'd never heard of this neat gadget, which had been acci-

dentally discovered by some guys at the Ford Motor Company. It

was called an electron-tunneling spectroscope. He started reading.

The way the thing worked was just good old spectroscopy, ex-

actly like the machines that shot photons through molecules to tell

you what atoms were in them, the machine Dyson had said was

somehow contained in the human nose. But this spectroscope didn't

shoot photons. It shot electrons. Electron spectroscopy.

It worked, he saw, basically like a light switch. You flip "on" a light

switch, and it just connects a wire, rills in a gap between two sides of

an electrical highway, so electrons can flow. The Ford guys had

made an observation that was, at least on one level, supremely sim-

ple. Electrons are extremely inquisitive creatures, and they want to
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go everywhere. So they zip along inside conductors until they come

to a gap, and then they crowd the edge of this atomic cliff and im-

patiently try to find a way to jump across to the other side. And you

can just insert a bridge into that tiny gap—a single molecule will

do, just jam it in there—and the electrons will enthusiastically rush

through that molecule (it's called "tunneling" because they actually

burrow through the thing like frenetic moles) and across to the

other side.

As they tunnel through their molecular bridge, electrons lose

some energy and tire (you would, too, running an obstacle course

like that). They exit on the other end with slightly lower power.

They're just not going as fast when they get off this ride. There was

a little old lady who wouldn't pay her electricity bill "because," she

argued, "I'm not keeping the electricity. It's flowing in and flowing

right out again." Which it was, but the power company pointed out

that the electrons were flowing more slowly when they left, and

they calculated her monthly bill by the amount of energy the elec-

trons had lost burrowing through her refrigerator. The Ford guys

had realized that that difference—the electron's Before and After

voltages—could identify for you which vibrations the molecule sit-

ting in the gap had. And if you knew its vibrations, well, you knew

what molecule it was. You could I.D. it with absolute certainty.

Simple.

Now, it is not actually quite this simple. Tunneling happens in

everything around you. The very first radios, the old Marconis, for

example, used a primitive device based on the tunneling effect, in-

vented by a Frenchman named Branly, whose other claim to fame

is that he was the person the French elected to the Academie des

Sciences ahead of Madame Curie because he was a man and she

was not. Since we're dealing with particles, all this has to do with

quantumness, so there's the usual semireligious quantum mechan-

ics mumbo jumbo. Electrons are fuzzy creatures. Because they're

fuzzy, even as they're approaching this molecular bridge (or door or

lin k or tunnel; what it is from their point of view is unclear), part

of them is (here we go) already on the other side. They literally make

a tunnel through a solid door, though it's not really a tunnel or a

hole in a strict physical sense. We don't really know what it is. Some
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physicists say electrons walk through the door without opening it.

(This is the basic quantum-mechanical precept that all objects are

described by a wave function, and waves have a possibility of passing

through all barriers—steel doors, lead walls—unle ss they're in

finitely thick or infinitely high. Which none arc, of course. This

is also often described as: It is absolutely possible in quantum

mechanics for a bus to drive right through Hadrian's Wall.) We do

know two things for certain: The electrons basically start on one

side—and, if the vibrations match, somehow wind up on the other.

And (second) the drop in their energy level tells you exactly what

molecule they've just tunneled through. And that, for electron

spectroscopy, is all that matters.

Turin read the whole article. Because the authors were physics

teachers, they actually explained how the machine was built and

how it worked. And because Turin had been teaching himself

physics in his spare time, he understood this new kind of spec-

troscopy.

And because of his interest in smell, he knew that we can smell

the difference between one kind of atom and another, which only a

spectroscope can do.

And . . . wait a minute (he laid the paper on the table) . . . be-

cause he had the bad habit of randomly reading everything, he'd

read through Dyson's 1938 paper, which proposed that our noses

somehow have the spectroscopic power to detect Vibration.

And because he'd been hanging out in the Big Boys' labs (a divi-

dend of his perfume guide), he'd seen that while everyone believed

that our noses use a molecule's Shape to get its smell, the fragrance

chemists went about making these smellable molecules randomly,

which, given the supercomputing artillery thrown at unlocking

shapes, made it pretty clear that shape didn't have much to do with

smell.

And because he was trying to help the U.S. Navy smell sub-

marines, he happened to be doing electron-transfer work impor-

tant in smell.

And because he had created a diode out of egg-white protein,

he knew that electrons could be transferred by proteins.

And simply because he remembered his high school biology, he
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knew that proteins are, after all, what make receptors, like the

nose's olfactory receptors.

And due to his biology, he'd read the details of the olfactory

receptors that Linda Buck had found.

And because he'd been picking up chemistry on his own, he

knew that smellable molecules were held together with electron

bonds that were identifiable by exactly the sort of electron spec-

troscopy in this paper.

And in an instant . . .

Sitting in the UCL library, he thought: So electron-tunneling

spectroscopy is something you could do biologically. Which means

that these spectroscopes, these huge, heavy, expensive machines of

metal and glass that sit in laboratories analyzing smell molecules,

could literally be constructed of the tiny proteins that sit in your

nose, allowing your nose to smell atoms. Tiny spectroscopes made

out of living human flesh. Flesh made of proteins that conduct elec-

trons . . .

And suddenly he was hit by a very strange thought: That madman

Dyson, the guy who laughably said the nose somehow had a spec-

troscope inside it, was absolutely right. Turin had perhaps just

stumbled across the crucial mechanism that might make this impos-

sible spectroscope work. A thousand irrelevant facts converged in

an instant.

At that instant he dropped everything else and started working

on a new theory of smell.
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WRITING

3
iological theories are created by pretend-

ing to be God. Another way of saying this is that you put together a

biological theory by reverse engineering the human body. You build

a theory by looking at what already is and then trying to think up a

good reason why it would be that way, and how it would work.

"OK, so if I were God," Turin thought, "I'd figure, 'Hey, it'd be

nice for those poor bastards down there to be able to smell stuff so

they can survive.' Because smell is not about sex, contrary to popu-

lar belief, it's about food and protection from decaying, poisonous

things that can hurt you, to tell you whether whatever 's in your

hand is good for you. So I'd say, 'They need a system that will deter-

mine instantly the chemical composition of a substance, whether

it's toxic or not, confirm it's got no nasty nitriles and no sulfides,

but esters are OK and also we like small heterocycles, those are

good. A system that can in a split second steer us away from big

molecules because they're hard to digest (musky, woody smells

tend to be large molecules) and away from decay and guide us only

toward edible things (most edible smells tend to be have low mo-

lecular weights) that fit the limited library of digestive enzymes that

I've given them.'
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"Now, I, God, have already decided I'm going to build these peo-

ple out of flesh. Seems like a nice construction material. So then I'd

think, 'Well, I want to build a spectroscope because that's a device

for telling one of these humans what atoms are in whatever 's in

front of him.' And I'd have to ask myself, 'Well, can I build a spec-

troscope out of flesh?' And I'd answer, 'Oh, piece of piss! Here's

how I do it. Smells are just molecules that fly through the air. You

want to catch them. How do you catch them? You make receptors

to catch them. Can you make a receptor out of flesh? In the human

body, there are things called proteins hanging around all over the

place. So you build your receptor out of a protein with a pocket that

the smelly molecules can fall into.' Fine. Then I'd ask myself, 'An

electron spectroscope operates by shooting electricity it gets from a

power source at the molecules. Can you run this flesh-protein spec-

troscope on electricity too? No problem: you know that proteins

conduct electricity.' But wait! 'If you're going to have an electrical

machine, you need a plausible electrical power source made of

human flesh, an electron donor. Possible?' No problem: there's tons

of things in biology that give off electrons, little chemical batteries,

and they could be your power source. So—in theory—there are all

the biological parts you'd need to make a biological spectroscope."

Now that his mental reverse engineering of smell had produced

a theoretic machine that theoretically explained smell, he had to

find all these parts for this machine he'd hypothesized. He knew ex-

actly where to look.

turin plunged into the research of his theory through the Big

Boys' laboratories, which held riches for him locked away in their

vaults and on their disk drives: the data on the thousands and thou-

sands of molecules they'd created. Each Big Boy was at war with the

others, each with its jealously guarded cache of gold and its army in

their chrome-and-glass vaults, weaving their molecules. He called

up Quest and asked to spend a week in their lab. Doing what? they

asked. Smelling everything! said Turin. He didn't, he added, want

to hang out with the perfumers, who never mixed molecules them-
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selves. He meant with the lab techs. They shrugged and said that

was fine.

He went to Paris, got on the subway, and arrived in Neuilly, the

relentlessly chic, ruthlessly conformist, breathtakingly expensive

Paris suburb between the Etoile with its Arc de Triomphc and the

corporate skyscrapers of La Defense. This is where Quest has its

Paris headquarters, "a stupid modern-looking building," he says of

it, "all very grim. In the entryway there's an old copper still, like at

all the perfumeries, to give you a feeling of 'tradition.' Right. And

these places all have the same smell, a fruit salad on a color TV with

the color turned up way too high."

The lab techs, who were always women, worked at benches in

one huge room. It reminded him of a sweatshop. They spent their

days mixing the formula orders the perfumers sent down to them.

"Give me," an order would say, "jasmine absolute i g g, rose essence

1 2 g, alpha-methyl ionone c g, Galaxolide i o g, aldehyde C i o

2 . c g. . .
." Barkeeps at a molecular cocktail bar, the lab techs glance

over the order, set a little bottle on a scale, which they then reset to

zero, and start adding small amounts of chemicals. They have rotat-

ing trays. Press a button, and a thousand perfume materials appear

at their fingertips, thousands of fascinating molecules to smell.

They mix their fragrant molecular cocktails—order up!—and send

them upstairs to be smelled.

Every day for a week, Turin arrived, said hello to them (he was

getting on with everyone at Quest famously), grabbed a few hun-

dred smelling strips, and pulled on a warm sweater. Then he en-

tered the cold room at the back where the molecules were stored

and smelled things. He looked at the perfumes' molecular formulas

and thought about them. Some were natural compounds, in which

case they were complex and contained hundreds of molecules, and

some were synthetics, in which case he would be smelling the odor

of a single molecule. He hadn't mentioned to Quest that he was

working on a theory, but one day he wound up explaining it enthu-

siastically to Maurice Roucel, a perfumer (he'd done the female

Envy) and chemist. Roucel thought about it and said, "I feel like it's

right." Turin was having good vibes with everyone at Quest. Roucel
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said to him. Ton realfv should be pan of the hrm, von re fun to have

around. It made Turin feel great to hear this.

Crucially, Turin also now had a collaborator, an mtellectual

backboard, on the other side of the Atlantic. Turin hac me: Waiter

Stewart at a 19 £3 NATO developrnervral biology conference in

Banvuls-sur-Mer he described as "hilariously boring.'" Stewart was

lz. orgam; memis: n: ria: tnt nisciri ctj :
:-• ccr oeet sucr. 1

brilliant student at Harvard that his professors considered 11 a waste

of time for ium to bother doin£ a doctoral thesis and sent him

directly into research. Stewart was also infamous in a completely

different scientific capacity : professional avenging anoei and fraud

buster. He worked in neurophvsiologv at the NIH but had made his

career mvestigacmg science fraud in the two most infamous cases

of the late twentieth century, the Darsee case at Harvarc am tnt

Bafrrmore iTnanishi-Kari case ( Stewart was the thorn in Balti-

more s side i . It bad made him one of the most feared and loathed

scientists in the world; Turin was blissfully unaware of all this and

goi on wii h hrm splendidly. Stewart was a supportive fnenc and a

brilliant colleague, and Turin referred to him as
fc

an archangel thinh"

disguised as ahumanT

Stewart knew nothing about smell. What he did know, wnict

Turin did not, or at least not as well, was phvsics. But smell. Stew -

art was learning. On Thanksgiving Day : ?f>4~ Turin called Stewart

at his home outside Wash-moron
, D.C., and spilled the whole the-

ory. Stewart s immediate response was that there was a N obel Prize

in it. "This was not pushing the envelope a little further.
r
savs Stew-

art. "This was truly original
r
At the famih s Thanksgiving dinner.

Stewart proposed a toast: There was a chance, he told evervane.

that Luca had figured out smell.

They began a collaboration on the new theory . Mostly it con-

sisted of Turin m London entnusiasticalfv chucking laeas down the

e-mail pipe toward Stewart like some electronic mteJiectuaa ciav-

oigeor macrime, with Stewart in Washington calmly blowing mem
to pieces one by one. This was, certainly, the scientm; process, and

Turin appreciated Stewart s help, aitnougn mere was a certain Dru-

tal efficiency with which Stewart hit "Reph
r
anc then coolh de-
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tailed why this or that brilliant idea of Turin's was crap. Turin would

absorb the blow and start generating more ideas. Stewart's attitude

was "As a good scientist, of course, you always try to disprove your

theory. And this seemed like a good theory to disprove." So he was

just helping Turin along in this regard. Sometimes Turin wished he

weren't quite so helpful.

where to begin? Well, the striking thing about Turin's theory

was that it proposed a code. The code was the secret. He had to

begin by breaking it.

A code is basically any word or signal or sign that correlates with

another word or meaning. To give a completely simplistic example,

if vou read "
i 2 3" and you knew this was in code, and you knew that

1 = C, 2 = A, and 3 = T, then you'd know that "1 23" meant "cat."

Two ways of writing the name of the same animal: "123" and "cat"

mean the same thing. They both also mean neko (which means cat in

Japanese and which is simply yet another code with the same mean-

ing, a small hairy animal with a tail and an attitude). Turin had the-

orized that each vibration in a molecule, each number from o to

4000 on the wave-number scale (a wave number being simply the

number of times an electron bounced back and forth as it bonded

one atom to another), meant a smell. Every time you had an elec-

tron bond vibrating at 840, you would smell, say, ripe papaya. (An

890 vibration might smell of cinnamon.) Read the words "wave

numbers of 840" on a page, and you knew—or so the theory pre-

dicted—that the molecule containing that vibe would contain the

smell of papaya. And so the essential trick here, the very first step,

was for Turin to find some specific vibration and prove it coded for

a specific smell. Which of course was highly complicated by the fact

that you could never get a single vibration alone; molecules, with

their numerous singing bonds, always played chords, and it was im-

possible to get just one bond alone by itself (like getting one hand to

clap). Instead, he'd have to figure out the smell of a given vibration

by finding it in two chords and discerning the difference between

them. (This is not so easy even in a field as well worked out as
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music; in smell, it was completely off the theoretic charts.) But he

had to find a smell.

Which smell? He started flipping through molecules randomly,

just looking at wave numbers. The bond gluing a Carbon atom to a

Bromine atom vibrated, he saw, on the low end, between coo and

7 co. The bond welding a Carbon to a Fluorine was at iooo to 1400.

Hmm, here were the Nitrogen-Hydrogen bonds coming in at 3 3C0

to 3C00, and Oxygen-Hydrogen at 3100 to 3700. But what inter-

ested him most was one bond in particular, the bond holding a Sul-

fur atom to a Hydrogen atom. It vibrated at a wave number of 2 coo.

What he liked about the S-H bond was that it stood alone, clear as a

lighthouse, and even better the smell was viscerally distinctive. Sul-

fur, everyone knows, smells like hard-boiled egg yolk (which con-

tains a lot of Sulfur atoms). The Shapists would say this is because

the Sulfur- Hydrogen's shape carries that information (if you only

know where to feel for it). Turin was saying no, Sulfur 's smell came

from the vibration of the electron bonding Sulfur to Hydrogen, that

every time you found a wave number of 2 coo, no matter what mol-

ecule it was, you should smell hard-boiled egg: 2 coo = hard-boiled

egg smell. Or to reverse it, "hard-boiled egg smell" meant a wave

number of 2 coo. Now Turin had to prove it. And the way to do that

was simply this: find another molecule that vibrated at 2 coo like the

S-H bond but had no S-H, a molecule that smelled like Sulfur but

had no Sulfur in it. He soon began grimly concluding that it was

impossible to find.

First, as far as he or anyone he knew understood it, nothing ex-

cept the electrons gluing Sulfur to Hydrogen vibrated at 2 coo. He

spent weeks in the library poring over spectroscopy books and find-

ing nothing. He asked around. No, no one knew any other 2 coo

bond. Sorry. If you were brave enough to look for one anyway, we ll,

there were hundreds of electron bonds and molecules and vibra-

tions you'd have to pick through, and as many smells. He talked out

every possible angle of attack with Walter Stewart, but they came

up with nothing.

l or Christmas, he reluctantly escaped London for Lisbon with

Francoise. She had chosen Lisbon. (She'd tried to get his input, call
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ing him from Paris. Was he in the mood for Lisbon? Well, was he

not? What he was in the mood for w as a damn 2 4.00 non-S-H vibra-

tion, and he just replied Ehhh . . . into the phone. It wasn't the right

response. ) He wasn't averse to Lisbon. "It's one of the great cities of

Europe, one of the halt dozen that prevent God f rom wiping out the

earth. Prague, Paris, maybe Florence, Naples. Seville. Lisbon is a

stupendous metropolis on the edge of now here because Portugal is

this godforsaken place, like Ireland." But he loathed tourism. "I hate

looking at monuments. I hate waking up in the morning and think-

ing, 'Oh! Today we're gonna visit this abbey.' We don't do it at

home, why should we do it abroad? The only thing I'm interested in

is people, views, restaurants, and a clean, warm place to trap, as

What's-his-name said. You never meet real people when you're

touristing;. I tend to get ravenouslv hungry when I'm on holiday, like

I'm some Holocaust survivor who doesn't know when he's going to

eat next"

They walked around the chilly city. Turin froze, since, in his

analvsis, the coldest one can pet is in countries with normally warm

climates. Lisbon had gigantic windows with gaps between them.

He'd never been cold in Moscow. Also it was raining, and the one

thing he hated with a passion was rain. Francoise was still uncom-

fortable with his obsessive nature, and she could see him chewing

the cud about smell. The food cheered him, a bit. "Astonishing. This

wonderful thing called a^orda, a delicious mixture of bread and sea-

food that looks like vomit, and this wonderful liqueur -they have a

sherry in which morello cherries have marinated, called qmyinha,

which is heavenly." As usual, he'd forgotten to bring anything to

read, and he could read the Portuguese newspapers only with an

un-fun amount of effort. It was at this point that they w andered one

evening past a lovely old bookstore unchanged since the 19 cos. It

was a big, dark old place with Hat benches, all wooden and somber,

run by a family. The elderly owner shuffled about, while his daugh-

ter, dressed in black, took care of customers. Francoise went off to

search for the photographv books.

Turin looked around. On a low shelf on one side he noticed a

stack of books. Oh, said the daughter, yes, these are books people
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bad ordered decades before but bid never come around to pick ap.

She stored them there. The books were it their original prices. He

started £otng through them. One of them was a phvsical chemistrv

textbook from t ^a. written bv a Howard llmversitv professor. He

started flipping pages and found a section on molecular vibration.

He bought the book immediately. Thev went back to the hotel, and

Turin lav on the bed reading. He noticed a little table cleanlv Laving

out atom masses and bond stnrmesses. And then, just below, a verv

nice formula for how vou calculate vibrational wave numbers from

atomic masses and bond strength.

Then he saw a table with some wave numbers alreadv neatlv

calculated. He frowned at it. This table listed the C-H bond, the

Carbon-Hvdrogen bond, with its electron bond vibrating at wave

number jaaa, and then it showed that the bond linking B to H
t Boron, the hrth element, to Hvdrogen) had a somewhat tower

vibration. Which meant B-H vibed under ]oaa. Wait a minute,

thought Turin. Could it be near 2 caa.; He pulled out his calculator,

squinted at the table, plugged in the formula and the numbers.

B-H s wave number came in at around icca, more or less smack on

top of the S-H bond's vibration.

[t was exactiv what he had been searching tor. He had a wav

to test his theorv. He'd order some B-H molecules i these are the

"'bonnes'
7

that weren't in vour ancestral environment—thev are

rocket propeilants—and that, nevertheless, vou can smell i, unscrew

the cap, and smell. Given that thev contained no Sulfur I nor, notablv.

molecules with Sulfur shapes < Boron made bonds with a completely

liirTerent '.jeometrv than Sulfur did) , if boranes smelled like Sulfur he

would be over the moon, because the onlv earthiv reason thev

should was that thev both had a bond that vibrated at icaa. Turm

was making a clear prediction: boranes should smell like Sulfur.

Of course, if the B-H molecule didn't smell like S-H, his theorv

was Tarbage.

He went back to London and e-mailed Stewart that the test was

smelling boranes.
a
t must sav,'

T
Stewart wrote.

,4

the notion of watch-

ing a thriller on TV while sipping liuueur and having an occasional

snort of stale rocket ruel does dehne a high level of civilization.^ But
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Boranes are, says Turin, "not honest, hardworking molecules.

They're complete perverts with bizarre structures." In the vastness

of chemistry, they are the only known instance where Hydrogen

atoms form stable bridges between other atoms. (I le heard, to Ins

delight, that boranes smelled satanic, whic h usuall) referred to

brimstone, which was loaded with Sulfur atoms.) Their structure

was so hard to work out that a Nobel was given to I ipscomb .it I lar

vard for doing so. They are vieiously poisonous to hum. in beings,

and all other carbon-based life-forms for that matte r, and tend to

spontaneously ignite on contact with air. Turin keeps in his lab a

copy of an old book he loves, Ignition! by John D. Clark, an irrever

ent, whimsical personal history by a crusty old inorganic chemist

recounting the search during the 1940s and 'cos for rocket fue ls.

His copy of the book is suffused with the odor of his lab, a thick,

incredibly complex, darkish musk—Turin says he can no longer

describe it because he can no longer smell it—from the bottles ol

perfumes, the perfume chemists' molecules, and all the vials with

black-on-orange skull-and-crossbones strewn everywhere. His pa-

pers, his computer, and his clothes have stewed for years in this

smell like the subtle, constant background radiation that prompts

the click click click of the Geiger counter.

In Clark's day, he and his team had a great time playing with torn-

pounds like dicyanoacetylene, which has no hydrogen atoms at all

and has three triple bonds, and which they burned in their lab with

ozone, getting a Steady-State temperature of 6,000 degrees Kelvin.

This is the temperature on the surface of the sun. There were mol-

ecules they loved- Clark has a lovely little sequence about produc-

ing a very nice one called hydrazine, which v\ as so cn ilized, it even

decomposed (the problem for the U.S. Nav) was that the stuff froze

at — 1 . c degrees ( !elsius, w hich basic ally limited its use fulness to the

tropics and the ground) and molecules they loathed.

Some' tliev loathed because of the smell. "Mike Pino," Clark

wrote of his colleague, "in 1 949 made a discovery that can fairh be

described as revolting." Butyl mercaptan spontaneously ignited

when mixed with acid. This was great for Standard Oil of ( alitor

nia, since they had to strip tons of butyl mercaptans from their

crudes to make' their gasoline socially acceptable to the nose s of
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California's residents and had drums and drums of the stuff left to

deal with. "If they could only sell it for rocket fuel life would indeed

be beautiful.

"Well," wrote Clark,

it had two virtues, or maybe three. It was hypergolic [highly ex-

plosive! and had a rather high density. And it wasn't corrosive.

But its performance was below that of a straight hydrocarbon,

and its odor— ! Well, its odor was something to consider. In-

tense, pervasive and penetrating, and resembling the stink of an

enraged skunk, but surpassing, by far, the best efforts of the most

vigorous specimen of Mephitis mephitis. It also clings to the

clothes and the skin. It was rumored that certain rocket mechan-

ics were excluded from their car pools and had to run behind.

Ten years after it was fired at the Naval Air Rocket Test Station,

the odor was still noticeable around the test areas.

Clark adds that when Pino started working with mercaptans, he

and his crew were banished from his lab's posh headquarters near

San Francisco to a wood shack two hundred yards away. He had

begun playing with new compounds, ethyl mercaptans of acetone

and acetaldehyde, which were garlicky, but then, tragically, got

heavily into a certain dimethylamino group that he hooked to a vile

mercaptan sulfur "whose odor can't, with all the resources of the

English language, even be described. It also drew flies. This was too

much, even for Pino and his unregenerate crew, and they banished it

to a hole in the ground in the tule marshes. Some months later, in

the dead of night, they surreptitiously consigned it to the bottom of

San Francisco Bay."

Then there were molecules they loathed simply because they

were diabolical. Red fuming nitric acid (RFNA), which Clark

experimented with in 1 94c, was "hated by everybody who had any-

thing to do with it, with a pure and abiding hatred." It was fantasti-

call) orrosive. It sat in its aluminum drums and produced a slimy,

gelatinous, white sludge that screwed up the rocket engines. No

one knew what the sludge was, "but " said Clark, "the aversion with

which it was regarded was equaled only by the difficulty of analvz-

ing it." Put it in stainless steel, and the stuff turned a ghastly green
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color as it chewed through its steel cage. It attac ked human flesh like

a school of piranhas, and when poured it gave off dense clouds of

nitrogen dioxide gas, which had the odd habit of causing a person to

cough for a few minutes, the n insist there was no problem—and

then the next day, while walking around, suddenly drop dead. (The

alternative to RFNA was WFNA, which had its own personality;

Clark used to test the mettle of job seekers to his lab by having his

assistant drop a bit of old rubber glove in some WFNA. The rubber

would squirm and swell for a moment like some satanic worm and

then erupt in a magnificent, shrieking jet of flame. "I could," wrote

Clark, "usually tell from the candidate's demeanor whether he had

the sort of nervous system desirable in a propcllant chemist.")

But boranes were particularly malevolent. Alfred Stock discov-

ered most of the better-known ones between 191 2 and 1933.

When rocket-fuel chemists began working on boranes, there were

only forty pounds of diborane existing on earth, and the rocket

chemists called fuels that used boranes "exotics." Clark described

some of the problems they presented:

Boranes are compounds of boron and hydrogen, the best known

being diborane B
2
H 6 ;

pentaboranc, B
5
H 9 ; and decaborane,

B 10H I4 . At room temperature the first is a gas, the second a liq-

uid, the third a solid. Diborane and pentaborane ignite sponta-

neously in the atmosphere, and the fires are remarkably difficult

to extinguish. . . . When the stuff spilled, it burst into a pool of

flame and made the area it covered look like the floor of hell It

seemed to laugh at the water thrown in hopes of extinguishing

it. If the burning pool eventually did go out, the unburned mol-

ecule would immediately shroud itself in a solid crust of boric-

acid. When you tried to clean it up, you would inevitably break

the crust. When the crust broke, the pool once again erupted

into a highly poisonous inferno. They not only are possessed of a

peculiarly repulsive odor; they arc extremely poisonous by just

about any route. They are also very expensive since their synthe-

sis is neither easy nor simple.

There were other difficulties, not least of which wa:; that diborane

boils at 92.4; degrees below zero Celsius. Even as rocke t fuels, they
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are satanic: burning with a flame of lurid green, they have a

fiendishly hot combustion, about co percent higher than jet fuel,

and when unchained tend to melt the engines that dare burn them.

These were the molecules Turin was trying to find. They were

not available over the counter.

He went down to Piccadilly, to the Royal Society of Chemistry

library and took out a book on chemical suppliers. Listed in it was a

company in Pennsylvania "in some place with a low-density popula-

tion. You understand why they're not in Orange Countv. Might be a

good idea if they were, but they're not." He called their chief

chemist and said he was a scientist in London and would like to pur-

chase some boranes, please.

What, the chief chemist asked, did he want to do with them?

He wanted to smell them.

A long pause. You wanna what?

In any case, the voice from Pennsylvania informed him deci-

sively, the minimum order was a ton.

A ton. Well, could they provide him with a sample?

No, they could not provide him with a sample.

Huh. OK, well, could he just ask a question then.

A suspicious instant on the line. Go ahead.

What did the things smell like?

There was a distinct pause. Sir, said the chemist with deep sin-

cerity, we do our best not to smell them, and hung up.

In desperation, Turin went out and got the fattest chemicals cat-

alog on his shelf, from a company called Sigma that supplied biolo-

gists. He was sure they wouldn't have boranes, "because there's no

reason for a biologist to get within a mile of them." But he thought

he'd just confirm that they didn't have decaborane, which, though

toxic, doesn't explode. They had it. Why, he had no earthly idea.

He ordered one gram. When it rolled in the next morning, he took

it up to his lab, holding it as if it were an armed land mine. Open it?

His hands were almost shaking. Open it? He was just tightening his

fingers around the container when Tibor Krenacs, a Hungarian cell

biologist with a lab down the hall, walked in. You've come at the

right time, said Turin, and in a single motion opened the vial and

shoved it under Krenacs s nose. There was a heavy pause. Krenacs
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took a cautious sniff. Then, slowly, in a thick Hungarian accent, he

remarked thoughtfully, "It smells like boiled onion, Luca." Turin

almost jumped in the air. Onions and garlic contain Sulfur-

Hydrogens. Look at the label, he said, and explained in a rush.

Krenacs looked, saw the word decaborane, and realized there was no

Sulfur in it. The two of them stood in the lab with a small tin of

onion-smelling poison, looking at each other.

Turin finally managed to track down some borane chemists, and

they replied that, oh, sure, all boranes smell like Sulfur, everyone

knew that. And yet they contain no Sulfur at all. None.

He had found the first piece of code for deciphering smell, and it

was a number, a wavelength, an electron vibration: wave number

2 coo. The number linked two code equivalents (an S-H and a B-H

borane), two completely different molecules, to one meaning: the

smell of rotten eggs. And they were shaped completely differently.

As far as Turin could see, there was only one possibility: they both

contained a 2 coo vibration. And that vibration had a smell.

turin would write a paper. He decided to submit it to the

prestigious science journal Nature. Edited in London and reigning

over the scientific field, Nature is (along with the Washington,

D.C.—based Science) one of the world's two most prestigious publi-

cations of record. Appearance in its pages guarantees a serious and

thorough hearing for important new discoveries. It is membership

in an exclusive club.

the timing was what made it feel particularly odd. In the labs of

the Big Boys, Turin had just learned the dominant Shape theory, and

here he was trooping back to check the fine print. But Shape had

never really added up to him, and the closer he looked, the more he

stumbled over clauses with one too many footnotes, tiny irregular-

ities in the theory, convenient little loopholes. When you really

looked, Shape, bit by bit, started to come apart at its neatly sewn

seams.

Shape's basic thesis is extremely simple: as in immunology, neu-
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rologv, virologv, and on and on, so in olfaction, molecules with sim-

ilar shapes should carry similar information and behavior. Just as a

cop identifies a perp by his unique fingerprints, the immune svstem

identifies a virus by its unique shape. You find a molecule smelling

of rose, Shapists said, the olfactorv svstem must be reading, some-

where on that molecule's complex, bulbous, molded surface,

shapes that sav, "Rose smell here." (Incidentally, although every sin-

gle species of rose has an identifiable "rose smell," no two species

of rose have the same rose smell. Next time you're in a flower shop,

smell each rose variety. You'll see.) If you're a perfume chemist,

your task is clear—to track down the shape of rose smell, the shape

of burnt-wood odor, the shape of the scent of ocean water, in order

to sell these smells.

So the smell chemists at the Big Bovs would take all the mole-

cules that smelled of, sav, sandalwood and morph them on their

powerful computers into a thousand slightly different versions

—

Turin, curious, watched as thev did this—and look for the shapes

thev had in common. And sure enough, Turin found out, going

through their published literature and chatting with them in the

white, fluorescent-lit hallwavs, thev came up with shape-smell cor-

relations. "Mostly" or "tvpicallv," thev would write in the papers

thev proudlv published in the prestigious scientific journals (care-

fully verifying the spelling of their names and the names of the

institutions thev worked for), "sandalwoods have certain shape sim-

ilarities, and to get a molecule that smells like sandalwood you stick

a methvl group here and a hvdroxvl group here, this distance apart

and pointing in this direction." These were shape-smell rules, em-

pirically derived, and thev showed these rules off lovingly; they'd

talk to him about them with confidence. Look at a lovely little mol-

ecule called beta-santalol, thev said to him, it smells deliciouslv of

sandalwood. It behaves according to all the rules, thev said with sat-

isfaction.

There was just one small problem. He ran across it pretty

quickly. One evening a few decades earlier, an Indian smell chemist

named Rahman Ansari had been working in his lab at Bush Boake

Allen in Walthamstow, in North London. He was trying to find a
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new way to synthesize levo-citronellol, a molecule that occurs rial

urally in geraniums and has a warm, sweet, slightly green ros) scenl

(roses synthesize it naturally). Levo-citronellol cost a hundred dol-

lars a kilo, and everyone was hoping to make a synthetic version

costing ten times less; people estimated that such a molecule would

be worth $ 2 to $ 3 million a year in sales. Ansari was cleaning up the

lab for the evening. A younger chemist had just done the reaction

for purifying levo-citronellol in a pot full of boiling liquid (he had

been working it up into a vapor, then condensing it), so Ansari

dumped the condensed vapor into a flask, carried the flask over to .1

bottle, poured it in, and capped the bottle. Then hv went to the sink

to wash the flask. He turned on the hot water, and sudden I v the

room blossomed into an astonishing, mesmerizing sandalwood

smell.

Alone in the lab, the chemist shouted out loud. He dashed to the

bottle, but the purified levo-citronellol didn't contain this mar-

velous smell. So he ran with the flask to have a friend in the next lab

smell it. They analyzed it, realized the sandalwood smell was com-

ing from a completely new molecule no one had ever smelled be-

fore, which had somehow been created in the reaction. With some

time and effort, they worked out a synthesis process for it. Ansari

named it Osyrol because, he said, well, they had to name it some-

thing, and he liked the name. Osyrol had a rich, full range from bot-

tom notes to top, was extracted from a natural, renewable resource

(turpentine), and performed beautifully on the skin—it radiated

when put on a warm body (the bloom of odor had come from the

hot water, which had volatilized the oil). Plus, it was completely

nontoxic. The problem with Osyrol was that it smells almost ex-

actly like beta-santalol, a sandalwood fragrance, and all the power of

the smell chemists' computers together could find no correlation in

shape between them at all. None. Zip.

But the problem only started there. When you looked at the lit-

erature, you then found at least six other ways of getting sandal-

wood smell that didn't fit the shapist rule, didn't even remotely share

beta-santalol's shape. (Osyrol drove them particularly mad—small

where other sandalwoods were large, simple where they were com-
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plex, noncyclic where they were cyclic.) Worse, the amount of

heavy computer firepower turned on the problem contradicted

Shape onlv that much more.

The more Turin looked, the more counterexamples he found.

There were—now, here was something—some seventy five mole-

cules that basically smelled of bitter almonds, and the fragrance

chemists had dumped them in their computers, pressed a button,

and out had popped the bitter-almond shape thev all had in com-

mon. Then along came hvdrogen cyanide. "HCN?" says Turin.

"What most people call cvanide, you know, the classic Victorian-

novel poison where vou smell bitter almonds on her breath? It's a

truly tiny molecule, three atoms. H, C, and N in a row, and

—

please—you can't get a simpler footprint. It's the most famous bit-

ter almond in the world." It refused to fit into any of these other

bitter-almond shapes.

Turin started turning his attention to the scientists, but he found

that when he asked them uncomfortable questions their reaction, as

far as he could tell, was that vou had to keep the faith. The faith that

Shape worked. That bigger, more powerful computers and imaging

would, someday, somehow, get them out of this tight corner. Turin

went and burrowed into learned reviews of shape-odor relations,

and he had the sensation of imbibing religious texts. "You sit there

reading these things," says Turin, "and the sandalwood chapters in-

evitably start out with complete assurance, 'We have great under-

standing of what makes sandalwood smell like blah blah,' and then

they say, 'And here are the rules,' and then at the end there's a sen-

tence tucked away that says, 'Oh, well, someone found a molecule

that smells of sandalwood—Osyrol—that's shaped nothing like any

of the reference sandalwoods and doesn't follow anv of these rules.'

Or thev simplv don't mention HCN. Which, you have to admit, is

the easiest way."

He read a major 199^ Scientific American article, "The Molecular

Logic of Smell" bv Richard Axel, "the god of olfactory genetics," as

Turin describes him, "and leading Shapist." Axel dismissed the en-

tire mystery in two sentences: "Scientists believe that various re-

ceptors respond to discrete parts of an odor's [shape]. . . . [T]he
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scents of jasmine and freshly baked bread arc . . . diffcrenl stru<

tural groups, and each group activates a distinct set of receptors [by

shape]." As far as Turin could tell, you'd read this stuff, and if you

didn't know, you'd have no idea you'd just fallen down a chasm.

Shapists also had another problem, which was that we can smell

ten times the number of smells that, according to Shape, we should

be able to. Linda Buck only found maybe a thousand different re-

ceptors in our nose. But we can distinguish by smell ten thousand

different molecules (and counting; we have yet to touch any ceiling

here). If each receptor was measuring one shape, and if each shape

equaled one smell, the math didn't work.

Turin could see for himself that if there was a coherent theory, it

wasn't jumping out and biting anyone. And—this was galling—he

could see glaring mistakes just in the way scientists (who, from

Turin's instinctively rigorous point of view on this matter, appar-

ently didn't give a damn) were mischaracterizing smells, writing

that molecule X smelled woody (because it happened inconve-

niently to have what was supposed to be a woody shape) when it

was clear to him that it smelled of musk. But to Turin, "the ultimate

proof that Shape was bullshit was this: 1 went down to Kent and

gave a talk on my growing ideas on Vibration at Quest Interna-

tional, to their chemists. These are guys who invest millions in time

and equipment based on Shape, who publish on Shape, who spend

hours looking for molecules based on Shape, who are completely

vested in Shape. Their findings they keep secret. 'Confidential cor-

porate research by perfume companies.' What you see published in

journals is the tiniest tip of the iceberg, because if they found the al-

gorithm that predicted smell, believe me, you'd never hear about it

because it would be worth billions and it would be supersecret. So

what is a theory? If you're a business guy with stockholders breath-

ing clown your neck, a theory, followed by the algorithm you derive

from it, is a labor- and money-saving device. It allows you not to

screw around wildly at random for years. I was standing there in the

room talking to all these Quest chemists about a Vibrational theory,

and some guy piped up and objected, 'But we already have a per-

fectly good theory of smell. Shape.' And I said, 'With all due re-
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spect, if you had a theorv there wouldn't be thirtv-seven Quest re-

search chemists in this room. There 'd be three; the others would

have been fired, and the three wouldn't be here—they'd be churn-

ing out new molecules on a regular basis so Quest could make mil-

lions.' If vou're a chemist and the number of people who work for

you and your status and vour power in the company hierarchy all

depend on your R&D budget, you don't want a laborsaving device.

Unless you're actually inherently interested in efficiency and pro-

ductivity and not in feeding and clothing yourself and having a pow-

erful position. This is kitchen sociology.

"So the reason I believe Shape is garbage is because thev were sit-

ting there listening to me talk about Vibration."

Shapists, plaving a little defense (Turin was not the first to notice

the cracks in the foundation), had countered quickly in the 1970s

and '80s with a nuanced version of Shape, what might be called

Shape 2.0 or the Weak-Shape Theorv (it's formally known as the

Odotope Theorv). Weak Shape was a kind of smellable molecular

Braille: why (Weak Shape argued) couldn't Buck's one thousand

smell receptors be binding to the shape of parts of smell molecules?

One receptor would feel a certain shaped knob on the molecule,

another a rounded hump, another a groove, and vou'd then just add

"knob" and "hump" and "groove" together and get the smell of as-

phalt. Or popcorn. Or whatever. Moreover, that, thev said, is the

answer to the Mystery. It's combinatorial. That's how we smelled

boranes, instantly, even though thev never existed in our ancestral

environment. We just recognize a bunch of curves and nooks, add

them up, and get borane's hideous sulfury smell. Mystery solved.

So Turin took a good look at Weak Shape. Yes, it solved the Mys-

tery (theoretically). And he duly noted that Weak Shape
—

"Each re-

ceptor just adds its little piece of info to the others' to get the whole

picture"—got Shapists around the ten-thousand-smells-but-only -

one-thousand-receptors problematic math. But it immediately oc-

curred to him that Weak Shape had created its own problem, which

was that since the receptors were now feeling much less of the mol-

ecule, they must bv definition be getting less information. And that

meant, axiomaticallv, that it was now both more difficult for the re-
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ceptor to tell two molecules apart and easier for it to mistake many

now much-more-similar forms. Like Sulfur and Oxygen, for ex-

ample. The reason one is right above the other in the periodic table

is because they have very similar shapes and very similar chemistry.

But humans never, ever mistake Sulfur (SH) for Oxygen (OH)

when we smell them. (Otherwise vodka would sometimes smell of

rotten eggs.)

But the final case against Weak Shape came back to the exact

same problem facing Strong Shape: they still couldn't predict smell.

Weak Shape hadn't managed to change the functional Shapist ques-

tion, which (now) was simply OK, so then which part of a mole-

cule's shape carries its smell information? Turin's ruthless analysis

was that for Believers in Shape, Weak Shape merely delayed the day

of doom when their story would be shown to be worthless. The

Shapists could always argue they still hadn't figured out exactly

which piece of the ambergris molecule's shape with exactly which

other pieces produced "ambergris smell," and they'd figure it out

any second now, please hold, your call is important to us. But he

observed, uncharitably, that they had been putting these shapes

through their computer grinders for years, throwing the greatest

calculatory power that human beings possessed at them. And their

theory still had zero predictive power. Otherwise they wouldn't be

tossing atoms together doing combinatorial chemistry. They'd be

designing each one. The test of a theory is simple, he noted: how

much predictive power does it have? And when you asked how

much predictive povver Shape had, Strong or Weak, you were

forced, reluctantly and warily (if you were the sort to be wary

about rocking the foundations of a multibillion-dollar global indus-

try, not to mention a bedrock rule of biology), or quite straightfor-

wardly and cheerfully (if you were Luca Turin) to come up with an

answer:

Zero.

turin started writing a draft. He opened the paper with the

observation that we can, bizarrely, actually smell atoms, reintro-
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duced Dvson's absurd and fantastical explanation of this, that we

must have a biological spectroscope inside us, and then explained

why this fantastic machine could, in fact, exist, in the nose, made

out ot meat: electron tunneling bv human cells, since, as he himself

had proved with the egg-white diode, proteins conduct electrons

and can plav wave numbers. At which point he dropped his discov-

ery oi a wave number of 2 coo for both Sulfur and borane squarelv

in place as the first piece of proof in the puzzle.

Then he drummed his fingers on his desk and squared his shoul-

ders and tackled the dreaded Enantiomer Problem, the bugaboo

that had killed Dvson's theorv.

The Enantiomer Problem was that two mirror-image molecules

called carvones, which came in an R {rectus, or right-handed) ver-

sion and an S (sinister, or left-handed) version, had the same vibra-

tions—vet ( frustratinglv for Turin) different smells. R smelled of

garden mint, S smelled of carawav seeds. But the same vibrations

should give the same smell.

The best ottense is data. Turin invaded the UCL library's chem

texts and marched his computer into the Internet and retrieved bits

and pieces from his memorv. He wound up with one fact that par-

ticularlv interested him- R. H. Wright, the big promoter of Dvson's

\ ibration theorv, had, Turin discovered, bizarrelv enough never

been particularlv fazed bv this problem. In the 19COS Wright had

pointed out that it enantiomers are right- and left-handed, so are

the receptors in vour nose (and thev are; all receptors are, a quirk of

biology). To sav that a receptor is "right-handed" is just a metaphor

for saving "it has one of two orientations." When u
right-handed" re-

ceptors hold things in their (metaphorical) hands, thev hold them

differently than left-handed receptors do, and the shape of the ob-

ject thev hold matters. Anvone who's ever cut amthing is tamiliar

with this: pick up a pair of left-handed scissors in vour right hand

and see what thev feel like. (Now try cutting a piece of paper with

them.) Wright figured that the reason the two carvones smelled

dilterent might be simplv that holding them in different receptor

hands was somehow giving different vibrational readings. But none

of the Shapist critics ever got far enough to pav anv attention to this
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because Wright never established the most fundamental thing his

theory needed: a plausible mechanism by which a spectroscope

could exist in a human nose. For that matter, even il there was a

spectroscope in the human nose, actual spectroscopes made of

metal and glass can't distinguish any vibrational difference between

enantiomers. Which brought everything back to the start ol the

problem. So they ignored him. Next, please.

Except that now, sitting in his office at UCL, Turin set aside for a

moment the problem of how to build a spectroscope in the nose

(he'd get to that) and focused on his enantiomer difficulty. OK, so:

To spectroscopes, enantiomers had identical vibrations, yet they

had different smells. Hm. Except . . . (argued Turin, thinking his

way forward), except that, come to think of it, everybody's been

conceiving of a nasal "spectroscope" as being a spectroscope that

uses the standard technique: dumping the molecules you wanted to

analyze in liquid and beaming light at them as they tumbled about

like clothes in a washer. It was a nice technique, because that way

your beam would soon hit every possible side of the molecule,

which was showing you all its faces. You saw every bit of it, and you

heard every one of its bonds sing.

But there was another way of doing spectroscopy. Not used

much, not as well known, but another way: instead of dumping it in

liquid, you could fix the molecule still (you stuck it firmly into un-

moving crystals) and then aim a laser at it. Since your light beam hit

only one side of the molecule, it was like being able to shine a flash-

light at only one side of a used car at midnight; the driver's side

might look great, but you had no idea what the passenger side

looked like because your light beam wasn't reaching it. The beam

would hit only one side of the unmoving molecule, strike only some

of its bonds, and thus you'd hear only some of its bonds singing. The

(few) people who did "crystal spectroscopy" knew this perfectly

well. Everyone else was sort of generally aware of this, too, but

—

here was where doing a little thinking mattered—astonishingly,

given that the Shapists had used enantiomers to destroy Dyson's

Vibration theory, no one had ever bothered to actually apply this

fact to enantiomers.
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And Turin realized something prem simple: when molecules

got stuck,m receptors, tnev were essentuJJv sitting? still, unmuviuR.

Just like in crystal spectroscopy. If vour nose was doing ^receptor

spectroscopy^ (now, that was a new term) as he was saving it was.

the rnolecules were sitting stuck in a receptor, not tumbling around

in some wash. So if there was a tiny nasal spectroscope beaming

. :.: .: v. i> >.-y.:y."^ :;> r.ashli^r.: 2: ;:\ >:cc ir.c

onh some ofthe bonds to sing. .And some, not.

Thai was his realization. He now turned his attention to the mint

and caraway enanrjomers, peering into their guts to figure out ex-

actly which of their yibrations TCreor getting played.

How about a carhonyl?

Carbonvls are a Carbon atom soldered by a double bond—two

electrons—to an Oxygen atom. C=0. Read mat *C double bond

O.* They have a stretchy \ibration with a wave number of 1 800.

;r.f ir. ir.e r. ;r -_-.e ;r.e •_- :hc .rariwi^ We
. - . :. - .

• . -S ^ . • . >.._.. — ; > - . >— 1.. —

tked a while ago that (point number two! r

v..

mat in the left carvone. you got mint. 1 nat was the dmerence.

Nke.

Did it work experimentally? He quickrv dkl some mathematical

estimates. Sure enough: it appeared the receptor was gripping the

iefi molecule so that the electron beam couldn't hit the carbonvl.

The carhonv! was n^ht there, but the spectroscope tust wasn t see-

ing n.

<This also meant, he realized, that a molecule s shape did matter
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at least in one basic way: its shape determined the wav the receptor

would hold it in front of the electron beam. But its smell—his the-

ory said—came from the vibrations that the beam then read.)

Then he suddenly got an idea of how to prove this experimen-

tally. He'd get some molecules with a mint smell. He'd then take

pure carbonvl yibrations and pour them in. Like a cook pouring

buttermilk into the flour and sugar to transform it all into pancake

mix, he'd essentially be pouring in pure 1800, the numbers com-

bining rapidly, wave numbers meshing and recalculating in the vel-

vet liquid. And, he hoped, at the right mix, suddenly, magically,

vou'd get the smell of caraway The formula was Mint + Cabonvl =

Caraway That was the bet, anvwav. To use vision as analogy, you'd

pour vellow into blue until, suddenly; green. Part of this was his

own instinct. Turin had smelled the mint carvone, and he'd smelled

its carawav version, and effortlessly without giving it anv thought,

it had come to him that the difference in smell between the two, the

shade that was missing, was the smell of . . . nail -polish remover.

Which, when vou buv it in those little glass bottles, is basically a

molecule called acetone. And acetone happens to be nothing but

carbonvl.

Thus (and he had now not onlv theoretically solved the deadly

enantiomer problem; he had set up another experiment) the mo-

lecular recipe for the odor we call "carawav" should be something

like a cup of mint vibration plus a halt cup of nail-polish remover

vibration.

Like some molecular chef, Turin went to his lab, poured out

some left carvone, and then started pouring carbonvls into it in the

form of acetone.

Immediately he ran into a problem. Acetone is such a small mol-

ecule, and it evaporates so quicklv (in seconds), that he couldn't

smell the result before it vanished into the air. He literally couldn't

get the stuff into the carvone quick enough. The damn mixture's

ratio of acetone to carvone was changing constantly because it was

so volatile. In frustration, he glanced around the lab. How about bu-

tanone, which has a carbonvl like acetone's but doesn't vanish as fast

in air? He grabbed it, grimlv started again with his mixtures: 90
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percent mint carvone with i o percent butanone? Nope. 80 percent

mint. 20 percent butanone? Still no. When he got to 40 percent

mint, 60 percent butanone, he leaned over to sniff, and suddenly

there was an unmistakeable caraway smell.

Turin had discovered—it certainlv seemed—that when we smell

carawav seeds, we are smelling the vibrations that we read as mint

plus the vibration that smells to us like nail-polish remover.

He inhaled the smell he'd created.

Then he wrote it up and put it in the paper.

Turin's new theory ot smell proposed an incrediblv sophisti-

cated machine, these thousands of tinv flesh spectroscopes embed-

ded in the nose s mucus, shooting electrons at smelly molecules.

How in the world would that machine work? Xaiure, and the rest of

the scientific world, would demand that he locate each part—the

electrical power supplv. the wiring—in the cell s machinery. Time

to build the machine.

The first thing to do was learn a lot more about everything. The

biology, the chemistry, and the phvsics, with which he'd started

and which meant, most immediately, electron tunneling. He got on

a train to Cambridge University, the phvsics department. Came

back exhausted. E-mailed Stewart: "Was in Cambridge all dav

(great place!!). Visit to C. J.
Adkins, inelastic electron-tunneling-

spectroscopv specialist, head of the low-temperature phvsics lab at

the Cavendish [the main Cambridge phvsics laboratory], fellow of

Jesus College. Great lunch in the Tudor dining room (curious how

all Tudor looks fake, even the real stuff), then long discussion about

electron tunneling." Adkins had reeled off information, suggested

this and that. Turin had sat and absorbed, had been surprised that

u
probably the best wav of doing it is with a cheap STM," which was

nice, "just put a droplet of the stuff between substrate and point and

ge t -pectra at room temperature." Yerv simple. "Adkins a very nice

man, took a lot of time over it, all afternoon in tact. Showed me a

nitty piece of work they'd done where thev look at the C-H stretch

vibration at high resolution. . . . Cambridge itself too small as a
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town for comfort, but still impressive. Much better to be lost in

London when you leave work." But he drooled over the lab. "The

Cavendish great place, full of wonderful-looking hardware carved

out of solid stainless steel."

From the day the theory was conceived, when he'd found out

about electron tunneling and had experienced the emotional jolt as

the pieces fell into place, everything had started moving forward,

edging first, then rushing together in a flood—or at least that's what

it felt like to Turin. Sometimes he quaked before the idea he'd set

himself to birthing. Other times he simply plunged ahead. Several

times in his life he'd gone through periods of extremely, almost

painfully intense creativity. He loved the monastic, obsessional feel

of it, a spiritual agony in intellectual form, the interior emotional

buzz of the thing. It was a rhythm that worked for him, spending

most of his conscious hours in the dusty crystal silence of the li-

brary stacks.

And then it started getting less silent library and more chemical

party. He had to find smells now, match them to molecules, match

molecules to vibrations. He had to start creating, and he began mix-

ing chemicals, whipping up electron vibrations, wholeheartedly in

his mode as mad cook. He was running into Jane Brock's lab, down

the hall into Tim Arnett's office, tracking down Martin Rosendaal

and hunting Tibor Krenacs, armed with smells, dragging molecules

around the old department building on Gower Street and shoving

things under their noses several times a day, ordering, "Smell this!"

They always did. He d demand, "What does this smell like?" He'd

wait till they'd smelled it and tried to identify it before he'd propose

his own ideas. And they'd say whatever came into their minds,

"rusted iron" or "hot cotton cloth" or "hand cream and plastic," and

he'd nod or frown or say, "Well, does it smell like this?" and then, ef-

fortlessly, he'd give the words that exactly, precisely described the way

that the molecule smelled, exactly the description they were grop-

ing for. Or he wouldn't bother waiting and would simply demand,

"This smells like Styrofoam and fresh basil, doesn't it?"

They watched him. It was having an effect on them, too. Very

subtly, without her noticing it happening, Jane Brock realized he
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had completely changed the war she perceived the space she lived

in. It was, she said, as if he'd added a texture to even-thing, a di-

mension she'd never perceived. Everywhere she went now, she was

conscious of smells.

As Turin's guinea pigs, thev all reacted differently. Brock was

alwavs interested, supplying him the choice descriptors as best

she could, though she was sometimes apologetic about her lack of

fa

expertise
r

('"Oh, hell, 'expertise' !" Turin said. "Doesn't exist!

Evervone can smell as well as evervone else!") Arnett was attentive

and utterlv sincere and completely petrified of the beasts shoved

toward his nose. He produced adjectives warih. Rosendaal, just

next door, was more cvnical, though game enough, offering sar-

donic olfactory definitions that Turin then took awav to think about.

Tibor Krenacs. the Hungarian cell biologist, a darker presence par-

simonious with his reactions and wan of facile description, enjoved

growing renown on the floor for purist adjectival obstinacy. If he

didn't think something smelled like something else, he absolutely

wouldn't supply the descriptive, no matter what Turin threw- at

him. But, Turin would sav, it had this or that vibration! Krenacs the

purist refused to be foxed. He approached the molecules and then-

smells with an admirable seriousness of purpose, determinedly im-

partial as a referee, analytical as a sommelier, sober as a judge.

When something finally worked, thev celebrated. They'd go to

Tim .Arnett 's office and open a bottle of the reallv good wine, since

Turin insisted, and drink it in honor of whatever molecule had gra-

ciously agreed to smell the wav Turin thought its tinv vibrations

should make it smell.

Turin was monomaniac. "I don't have a social life,
r
Turin said to

them. "I don't give a toss about a social life. I'm onh interested in

either extremely intimate personal relationships or productive pro-

fessional relationships? He was living in London and Francoise was,

as alwavs, in Paris, so in London it was all concentration. He would

come home and fix dinner bv himself and sit in front of five hours of

TV, thinking about the theory the whole time. He passed weekends

in which he uttered not a word to am human being. His flat was an

absolute mess. He wouldn't touch it for two weeks at a time, and so
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he lived, said Brock, who actually witnessed the phenomenon, "in a

total pigsty. Filthy, unwashed plates From days before, rubbish over

flowing from the trash can onto the floor. It was great." Bare white

walls, nothing at the windows, plain blue carpet, the cheapest pos

sible blue sofa you could buy, his stereo system and a piea of wood

sitting on top of a trunk, which was the table on which all his papers

and everything else got piled. Hundreds of classical CDs strewn

across the floor. The bathroom hadn't been cleaned for months. On

the rare occasions when Francoise came to London, he'd make an

effort to clean. The trash was emptied, the papers were arranged in

neater piles. Then she'd leave, and it would go to hell again. It both-

ered him (but not enough to do anything about it) that if he died

and people came to find his body they'd see the apartment and

think, "My God, he was living like an animal!"

But he just didn't have time—or, more precisely, interest. The

thing was moving. Turin would come bouncing into their offices at

the most inappropriate moments and rip the lid off something ex-

tremely evil-looking and shove it forward and say, "Smell this!" They

would get nothing more than a glance at the lid, S-Cs and S-O-Hs

forming dimers. Turin would say cheerfully, "Don't worry, not

toxic, perfectly harmless," which is what he said about everything,

including the deadly poisons. Brock and Rosendaal and Krenacs

would brace themselves and lean forward, but Arnett was—and he

was quite insistent about it
—

"a coward with a natural instinct to

caution," and because Turin worked with S-H groups a fair amount,

even if it wasn't extremely toxic, it was fair odds the thing would

smell horrific. If you passed by in the hall you'd hear Arnett saying

for the fifth time, No! I won't smell that, and Turin saying, Oh, smell

it! and in the end Arnett would brace himself and grimace and have

a little sniff. (Oh, good Christ, Luca, what the hell is that?! Turin

[very interested]: So how would you describe that?)

Arnett was walking the linoleum halls with an increasingly

guarded, uneasy look. Rosendaal and Brock came to expect Turin's

exploding through the door, recounting astonishing things about

smells. At the same time, Turin's attention span was short, and

they'd often find him on the Internet reading about some American
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air force base or how to land a plane. When he was bored, he went

and played.

To Arnett's dismay, Turin had little conception of the niceties of

fume cupboards, "where," Arnett reminded him, "you're supposed

to store these things so you don't shorten everyone's life to thirty-

five years." Turin grumbled. Arnett was the safety officer, conduct-

ing inspections: no toxins left out, no eating, no smoking. Turin did

all of those. When one day an absolutely asphyxiating rotten-egg

smell came rolling into his office, Arnett ran down the hall (it was

getting stronger as he approached Turin's lab) and burst in, and

Turin, wearing a look of glee, shoved some compound at him and

said, "Smell this, it smells really bad, doesn't it!" Arnett roared that he

should put the damn things in the fume cupboard, to which Turin

hotly retorted something about "bureaucracy," to which Arnett

replied, objectively if not calmly, that Turin might hate boring

things like safety and loathe the idea that anyone would control him,

but he was poisoning them all and being antisocial. So they had a

huge row and didn't speak for a fortnight. Geoff Burnstock, the

department head, got them to be friends again. For goodness sake,

Luca, sniffed Arnett, can't you work on something that doesn't in-

volve S-H groups?

"The thing about Luca," says Arnett, "is that he has this reality-

distortion field. Which he freely admits." ("Bullshit," says Turin,

half the time, and the other half "Yes, that's true")

There were a million knickknacks he had to track down and buv,

pieces of software, measuring tools, smell molecules. Turin waited

for what seemed like forever for them to arrive in his postbox so he

could inhale their atomic fragrance, meanwhile setting things up,

looking things up, downloading bits and pieces. Brock was saying to

him, "I know you'll figure this out," and everyone on the Depart-

ment of Anatomy's second floor was pushing him on, "Go, go, go!"

I le was a bit awed by it, the enthusiasm from others, the support,

but he generated it bv laying each new piece of Vibration's puzzle

before them, and they responded. "I was devoting complete con-

centration to making this work," he explained later. "I was manic. I

didn't have a life."

But he did have a life. He had a creative life.
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on A train from somewhere in silvery-gray, rainy England, rush

ing toward London, and Turin muses: "Remind me to tell you why

only manic-depressives can do science properly."

Are you manic-depressive?

He says promptly, "Not in the clinical sense," and then goes back

to staring out the window at the English countryside flashing past

the train.

When he gets around to discussing it, he says, "If you look at Dar-

winian evolution, Nature is just generating tons and tons of muta-

tions and then, because most of them are duds, ruthlessly cutting

them all down. Not very nice for the mutations. That's what you do

as a scientist: generate tons and tons of ideas and then shoot them

down. To generate them you have to suspend disbelief. You have to

believe that everything you come up with is 'Wonderful! Brilliant!

Plausible!' That's manic. Then you have to shoot 'em all down, one

by one, 'This won't work, this one's crap.' That's depression. But
—

"

Thinking about it, he starts laughing. "—But since just about every-

one else is depressive, you can just be manic all the time, and they'll

shoot the ideas down for you. So it helps to have manic-depressive

disease, and to have it in a particularly acute, aggressive form." This

gets him started on the state of professional science. "The rewards

system is equally hilarious. You slave your whole life in some

Formica-covered lab, you have a couple of double bypasses, your

wife leaves you, yom kids don't talk to you because all you've done

is generate The Humungous Idea. Then they fly you to Stockholm

first-class and they give you some medal made out of chocolate, and

the thing is, it isn't intended to make you feel good at all, it's in-

tended to inspire envy among all the little ones still churning out

product in the labs. It doesn't even have a good evolutionary benefit

in the Darwinian sense—in terms of spreading your genes by

screwing all your pretty graduate students impressed by the domi-

nant silverback in the gorilla troop. Because, see, by the time you're

a silverback, the problem is you're a silverfront." He sighs happily,

exhausted with laughter. "I get such a kick out of making these sin-

ister statements."
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everyone in ucl's Department of Anatomv was wondering, not

necessarily with anv charitv. what he was up to. The department,

per academia's usual eternal politicking, had its doubts, and it had

its concerns, and it had its questions about funding and research and

what, if you please, was the Turin lab reallv turning out? Certainly

not papers; he wasn't publishing a damn thing. And his two-Year

contract was expiring. Wasn't it. »It was. > .And so the question of

Luca Turin's professional future at University College London

arose.

He had his camp. Geoff Bumstock. the department head who

had given Turin a job when he was fleeing France, was supportive,

tensed to spring at the right moment for a meeting with the Provost

of UCL. Sir Derek Roberts, about Turin's future. But Turin wasn't

exact!v helping his cause. His experiments were inciting Paris

Commune—stvle riots in the corridors. ~The runniest thing in the

world just happened." he e-mailed Stewart. Some chemist had men-

tioned to him. offhand, that some SH molecules didn t smell like his

decaborane ("Boiled onion, Luca!" Krenacs had proclaimed). Huh?

said Turin, alarmed. If this was true, he was in deep trouble, so he

nervously ordered a dozen different sulfurs from Aldrich. the

chemical-supplv company, and praved for foul odors. "So I'm busy

unpacking them and notice thev smell prettv bad even when sealed,

the packing material itself has taken on the smell, etc. I decide to

collect all the packing and go to the main trash can. W hen I get

back, the entire floor is in an uproar, with the safety officer accusing

me of dangerous (wrong) and antisocial (not his remit) behaviour.

When I point out to him (nice guv. bv the way) that instead of lis-

tening to him. I would prefer to be dealing with the origin of the

stench and put the things in a fume cupboard, he nearlv bursts into

tears with rage and fear and calls me names." Turin heaved a sigh

through his keyboard. "Anvwav. it's all over."

"Btw." Turin added i needlessly, given the floor s reaction), ~bo-

ranes do smell like sulfurs. Fun. what?"

He cut a hgure in the anemic fluorescent academic light.
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Rosendaal didn't mind that Turin was a sharp dresser and quite vain

about his appearance, but Turin's lab manners drove him up a wall.

He'd quite flagrantly pilfer Rosendaal's equipment or his calculator,

or the right color of rubbish bag that the department insisted vou

use (medical waste in yellow bags and so on). Rosendaal, a self-

described bit of a tight-ass, got into terrific fights with Turin that

mostly consisted of Rosendaal yelling, "What the fuck have you

done with my things!"

The anti-Turin camp armed themselves with the fact that, as

Rosendaal reluctantly but quickly concluded, if you were one of the

uninspired or slightly slower students, Turin was an absolute disas-

ter as a teacher. Either he pitched way over their heads or he simply

didn't turn up. On the other hand, for the students who could keep

up he was a marvel, a wizard; they gave him top grades across the

board, and he loved teaching them. He was also great, his colleagues

duly noted, at selecting good-looking women for his courses, which

he made no bones about. He was enormously flip and entertaining

in the classroom and made them gasp (when he showed up), but

when he didn't show up he was incensed that people were cross.

Turin decided to go on vacation in Corsica at one beginning of term

and couldn't understand why everyone was furious. Arnett and

Rosendaal took turns explaining that when the students came back

to school, the teachers were supposed to be there to help them out

and point them in the right direction and wipe their noses as neces-

sary. Arnett explained patiently that Turin had accepted a position

as a lecturer, he'd taken the king's shilling, and now he had to be

there. Turin thought they were being boring, small-minded people.

Arnett said, Luca, if there's one time of the year you're supposed to

be here, it's now. Turin said, furiously, Tim, you're moralizing. He'd

thought Arnett of all people would understand. He didn't have

many responsibilities anyway, he said, and Arnett replied that he

didn't have manv responsibilities because everyone knew he was

completely irresponsible, that one would see six students sitting

forlornly outside Turin's office because he'd forgotten and was in

Paris or being flown in a private plane to the south of France or

wherever. That he always did the most interesting thing that day,
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said Arnett, and the hell with everything else. Turin shrugged. Off

he went to Corsica.

People whispered about Turin's research methodology, which

was, at moments, the opposite of double-blinds with controls. He'd

barge in excitedly and say, "This smells like shit, doesn't it!" On
those rare moments when Arnett did not, in fact, think it smelled

like shit, he would dig in his heels and say no, it didn't. ("I'm from

Lincolnshire," says Arnett. "We aren't to be convinced when we

don't agree") So Turin would blast into Brock's office and do the

same, and she'd di<r in her heels ("From Yorkshire—even worse

than Lincolnshire"), and Turin would try to convince them in an

openly partisan manner. It was not, to put it mildly, the standard

scientific approach. Every once in a while Turin would write a grant

request for some bizarre grant. In five years in the department, he

published one paper and, in Rosendaal's estimation, thought that

generous of himself. Of course, he managed to publish it in the

most obscure journal humanly possible to find. Geoff Burnstock

was producing twenty-five papers a year, and Arnett pointed out to

Turin that all he, Turin, had to do was write one paper, just one—it

would take him two afternoons! But Turin couldn't bring himself to

do it. He simply wasn't interested. It made him enemies in the de-

partment. At least one professor was doing what he could to get

Turin, whom he considered a disgrace and a scandal, fired.

If Turin was not publishing, he was at least leading a high-profile

lecture series on Thursday nights, very popular with students, on

the philosophy of science. The problem here was that as speakers he

invited, by his own happy description, "mavericks, iconoclasts, odd-

balls, and weirdos." One had just finished building the Babbage

computing engine, which was a purely theoretical computer that

had been proposed in the mid-nineteenth century and that, to

everyone's amazement, when built actually worked. That was fine,

but another lecturer, a scientific journalist working lor the London

Times, explained why then 1 was actually no AIHS in Africa, which

wasn't fine at all, and which aroused a certain reaction in the faculty

lounge- and prompted one UCL colleague to wonder aloud why

lurin didn't just invite a goddamn psychic and have done with it.

Who knew how muc h of this had reached the Provost.
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And then there was the question of what kind of creature Luca

Turin was, exactly. He'd been trained as a biologist. Fine. Rut he

was metamorphosing in his intellectual chrysalis by reading all

these books, voluntarily transforming himself through his curiosity

into ... a biophysicist, an in-betweener, a disciple of a newish (lad-

dish, in the strong view of some) neithcr-fish-nor-fow 1 science. The

cult was quietly tolerated among the mainline academic sects but

not, certainly, embraced. And not understood.

Even the name is wrong. "Biophysics" leaves out chemistry. This

is anomalous, given that chemistry is the universal mediator be-

tween biology and physics and a crucial link every biophysicist must

know as well as the other two. As for any orthodox Christian, God

in biophysics is a trinity. But perhaps "biophysistry" just sounded too

strange. Still, biophysics is about the interaction, the fusing, of the

three temples that had always in the traditional university stood

clearly separate. It is biology—genes with the infrastructure of cells

and receptors and proteins and the complex systems they pro-

duce—meeting chemistry—the frenetic microscopic commerce

between the fancy molecular products these systems churn out

meeting physics—the behavioral psychology of the forces and par-

ticles that are the mechanics of that commerce.

It is said that both chemists and physicists study the atom, but

chemists mess around with the electrons and physicists pass their

time on the nucleus. Biology (which at its birth could conceive ol

nothing smaller than the entire human body, slow ly perceived the

system, suddenly caught startled sight of the organ, swooped down

from there to the cell, and only recently zeroed in on the tiny mol-

ecule) has now metamorphosed into the study of the gene, a string

of molecules that blueprint the construction of other molecules,

which build cells, which assemble into organs, which organize as

systems, which make up the body. This is the historical reason peo-

ple still say "molecular biology," which is actually a name without

meaning. As if there were any other kind of biology anymore. And

if people believe there is another kind, it is in part because the very

idea of biophysics is, for various ideological and religious and polit-

ical and emotional reasons, anathema to many. Are we great and

noble animals, possessed of creative genius and free will, the sum
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greater than the parts? Or are we compilations of buzzing pieces of

molecules, our hearts cells, our cells atoms, human beings just big

physics projects made of flesh? Is there no immortal soul? There is

only one biology that matters anymore, and it is molecular.

What this means is that the three separate kingdoms—biology,

physics, chemistry—which have always seen themselves as their

own fiercely independent city-states, are now, for biophysicists,

unifying. The coming scientific One-World Government is particle

science, and biophysicists are its soldiers. We are atoms, moving

about restlessly. They are us. The borders are meaningless, although

the schools and universities have not yet caught up with this reality.

They still turn out biologists, chemists, and physicists, the nations

and their peoples divided, each speaking its own language. There

are a few interpreters here and there, a few cross-cultural forays,

but from the three traditional tribes, very few choose to live abroad

for long. Turin experienced this as a sort of constant surprise. He

didn't throw the three together out of conscious intent, necessarily,

but just because he was interested, because one thing always led him,

beckoning, to another, and that one inevitably and insistently to a

third. And he was too impatient to bother with the boundaries. So

he crossed borders, no passport, no visa, didn't ask anyone's per-

mission or stop at the consulates. He called it being "a true four-

wheel-drive creature that could go anywhere." This basically meant

reading everything he could get his hands on, regardless of which

principality claimed it. He wheeled into a cell that was under Biol-

ogy's traditional control, looked it over, jumped down from the cell

to a neutron in territory claimed by Physics because it seemed the

obvious place to go, caught sight of the buzzing electron cloud over-

head and flew upward into what was supposed to be Chemistry's

exclusive terrain. It was intellectual federalism. He would find that

those who ran the three ancient fiefdoms did not appreciate it. They

favored unification, but strictly on the margins, and strictly in the-

ory. They were nineteenth-century nationalists: "St y inside your

boundaries, keep to your own kind." Which he simply hated. He

thought it stupid. He was no diplomat. He slagged them off. It was

instinct. They said, "Passport, please." He had no time for it. He
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pissed off their envoys, the diploma granters and the department

heads and so forth, and they refused to stamp his papers. He contin-

ued anyway, not really noticing. He had the books he needed heaped

in stacks at his bedside.

Turin would panic about his contract, and then he would pop

back. "Forgot to mention in the last msg," he wrote Stewart. "Burn

stock informed me this morning that my job was practically 'in the

bag.' It turns out some guy who was supposed to come did not, and

his position can apparently be recycled into mine w.out having

to create a new one. That means a c-yr contract!! Good, no?"

Francoise, for one, didn't think it was so good. The job was in Lon-

don. But that, he could work out later.

He needed to do something proactive, so he screwed up his cour-

age and went to Burnstock and proposed something he had never

done before: give a talk about his budding theory of smell. To the

entire department? OK, replied Turin, wondering what he was get-

ting into. Burnstock said yes.

Turin approached the lecture with dread. The dread deepened

when so many people showed up—over a hundred—that the audi-

ence had to abandon the normal seminar room en masse and re-

assemble itself in an ampitheater. He gulped and gave the talk.

Afterward, after Vibration's slightly shaky baby steps into the world

of science, and the world of science's first wary peek at Vibration,

he reported to Stewart with relief, "Talk went very well, much

appreciated it seems, I think I made it reasonably entertaining.

Chemists in the audience v. impressed, rather a good sign since

they've actually had more experience of smells. Glad it's over, to-

night champagne."

Then he heard the gossip and wrote a bit more: "Talk: *tremen-

dous success*, as it turns out, people have been coming to see me to

compliment me, a good feeling. One colleague, Candy Hassall, said

that several people had come to the talk anticipating that I would

screw up, and I bitterly disappointed them . . . what nice people ac-

ademics are! Geoff Burnstock actually *signed* my job appoint-

ment when he returned to his office, apparently! I asked him today

whether my job .description could be Lecturer in Biophysics (not
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usuallv done at this level). It mav seem like nothing much, but it

means a lot to me that biophysics should exist as a subject without

apologies to all the cell and molecular people. He said he'd trv for

that. All in all, at a local level, I pulled it off OK. Phew!!"

Stewart replied: " 'Lecturer in Biophvsics." God knows vou de-

serve it."

Turin: "Thanks! ! ! !!! ! tinkers crossed. . .

."

Perhaps the tingers worked. The next dav Turin tvped: "I got the

*JOB*: !!!!!!!!!! Geoff Burnstock went to see the Provost this

morning and had mv appointment approved." He was awestruck:

"Five vears of thinking time ahead."

"That's reallv great news!!" Stewart e-mailed and then prompted

"What about the Vibration paper for \arure??"

Turin replied cheerrullv: "It's half-written, just working up to

finishing it."

This was a He; Turin was gearing up tor more experiments.

To his surprise—and, to a degree, disbelief: it seemed rather too

good to be true—his tledgling theorv was turning some heads.

Date: Fn. 3 Mar 1 995

To: stewartwsheiix.nih.gov

From: i.tunn@ucl.ac.uk

Subject: at the pnnce's request . . .

At 3PM. I get a phone caJi from the Provost: Could he come to my lab

to get a firsthand account of what I'm up to. Naturally, I offered to go to

his office instead. We had a very pleasant conversation about science,

first mine then his. for an 'hour'. He then sajd he'd set up an informal

group to explore the future of biophysics @ UCL consisting of a few

people in chemistry, physics, and biotechnology. Did I want to be part

of this and would i mind explaining what my smell work was about as a

basis for discussion. I said yes please. . .

.

Stewart: "God Almightv! ! This is the Kingdom Come to Earth! !

!

Good news. I presume7

Turin: "Yes, excellent news if vou like that sort of thing." He

meant the politics of academia.
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martin rosendaal later said of Turin's lecture, "This was

when I first realized there was something special about him. In the

embryology lecture theater. I realized half of UCL was there, .til the

big shots, and so on. And I thought, 'He's the first person to apply

quantum mechanics to a physiological problem.' ( )ne of tin reasons

why we're not going to live on in memory is because We're using

nineteenth-century physics to tackle our problems in biology. I said

to Tibor, 'What an extraordinary piece of luck that we should be

next to a man who will get a Nobel.' Of course, I'm sure he won't

get a Nobel. There's a fatal flaw in Luca's personality: he isn't a ter

rier. He doesn't take a subject and sink his jaws into it and shake it

and worry it obsessively. He's impatient."

turin and stewart were playing with gadgets. They bought Net

Phone software, and Turin bought a really fast modem (28K! very

exciting) (it was 199c), and soon he was sitting at his computer

doing midnight crawls through molecular biology databases and

airplane-design websites. One night he stumbled into the home of

a rather amazing computer in Heidelberg, Germany. The com-

puter's name was Blitz (an acronym, nicely Germanic). He e-mailed

Stewart about Blitz: "Check this out: highly parallel computer com-

pares a sequence to *entire* protein database in less than 30 sec-

onds !!!! holy cow !:!" He was excited because he loathed all the

gruntwork of molecular biology, digging out data in this field that

was, as Jane Brock put it, "simply following recipes." So Blitz was

a pleasant little oddity, his own friendly German molecular biology

supercomputer. Purely for fun, he sent Stewart Blitz's address:

www. ebi .ac.uk/ searches /blitz_input . html

.

"grasse," says TURIN, "is twenty-five kilometers from Nice, fif-

teen kilometers inland, just behind Cannes. The story I heard is

this: Grasse was a big leather town in the early nineteenth century,
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particularly gloves. Gloves used to be scented because people be-

lieved disease was carried by bad odors. Thev used to strew castle

floors with thyme and stuff because they thought it would fight off

tvphoid. So a guy named Antoine Chiris, originallv Italian, set up

a natural raw-smell-materials distillery-—the climate's ideal for

growing flowers—to make scents to scent the gloves. He had a

patent on steam distillation, Antoine Chiris et Compagnie, he was

the first, and his method was so powerful that more and more fra-

grances started to be made there, and suddenly Grasse was the per-

fume capital of the world, the origin of virtually every high-priced

perfume molecule you could want. This lasted for years.

"Then in the 1960s, of course, the bomb exploded. Synthetic

raw materials, which people had started to make in the 1880s, ar-

rived in full force—synthetic heliotropes, synthetic rose molecules.

Suddenlv anvone with a basic chemistry set could start welding

atoms to each other and exporting them. And then French labor

costs shot up, and todav almost all the naturals, the roses and jas-

mines and greens, come from the Third World, where they're

cheaper to make, and the synthetics come from labs everywhere

you can imagine. Some naturals do still come from Grasse, and

these ingredients are the most expensive in the world today, and the

highest qualitv. Laboratoire Monique Remy makes a pure distilla-

tion of fresh hav that is . . . unpronounceable wonderful. Distilled hav

is the smell of liquid summer sunlight.

"The French perfumers," says Turin, intently. "There were peo-

ple of great class among them, but the industrv basicallv was just a

bunch of kids from Grasse, which means tvpical Cote d'Azur,

which means a bunch of criminals. I was talking to a perfumer

raised in Grasse once, she said, 'Either you became a perfumer or

you stole motorcycles.'

"They're quite familiar with sensuality. One of them, a man, once

gave me a guide to Rome that he'd written. It was twenty pages,

typed, and it was a shopping guide. It consisted of nothing but ex-

pensive shoes and ladies' lingerie. He'd obviously known Rome en-

tirely as a place for fucking. This guv once described Henri Almeras,

who did joy for Jean Patou, to me as ' Vous savez, Almeras . .
.' " Turin
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makes a lecherous expression, puts out his hands, and Hexes his fin-

gers. " 7/ etait toujours les mains en avant.' "Groping.

"I got to know Guy Robert particularly well. 1 K- s a professional-

level jazz pianist, writes fiction, is a terrific cook. You should hear

him talking about olive oil. He knows the only place to get it. I [e

took me to one of the best restaurants I've ever been to, Le Bistro le

Paradou, west of Aix. He's in his seventies now. He's been in tin

business a long time, has bad relations with Jean Amic , the old head

of Givaudan. It's a small world, Grasse. Everyone's screwed every-

one else at some point, literally and figuratively. There are some

real scam artists. A very, I mean very small world. Often the scam is

buying natural raw materials from India and passing them off as real

Grasse products, and I swear to God I think it's not the money; it's

to see if they can outfox the damn gas chromatograph. Everyone

gets swindled." He mentions the filthy-rich head of a private per-

fume house. "She's gotten taken for millions. She's battening down

the hatches a bit. They sell you the best stuff the first time, and then

they resupply you with some Chinese shit. Or Madagascar, or the

Comoros. So you have to keep incredible quality control.

"These perfume people—their obsession is what's so terrific.

They get a flight to Rome, connection to Palermo, and the supplier,

who basically greets them on bended knee, says, Here's our new cit-

rus for this year, and they smell it, and it's the best, the best in the

entire world, and they snap it up. At Chanel, when they have to di-

lute the perfume with ethanol—Jesus, ethanol! It costs nothing,

and it smells of nothing!—Chanel still gets ten competitors from

Europe to bid for it, they put all the samples in wineglasses, every-

one is standing around smelling this stuff, and then they decide OK,

this Spanish guy is going to supply us with ethanol for Chanel No. ig.

This is the kind of obsessional mania that makes great perfume. You

have to be this obsessed. Then they go to Tunisia and lock up one

guy's total jasmine supply for a full decade. He's got guaranteed

sales, at Chanel rates—imagine those—he gives them a jasmine that

is absolutely drop-dead stupendous (and on his life he doesn't dare

do less), and no one else in the world for any price can get their

claws on that jasmine.
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"The best Guv Robert storv is this. The House of Dior started

making perfumes in the 1940s. Verv small scale. The first two were

Diorama and Miss Dior. The former was made bv Edmond Roud-

nitska, a Ukrainian emigre who'd studied with Ernest Beaux in

Saint Petersburg because Beaux was the perfumer to the czars. The

second bv Paul Yacher. So Dior approached Guv Robert—thev in-

vite him to dinner, they're talking over the cheese course, no sterile

meeting rooms, this is a brief among gentlemen—and thev said,

'We're doing a new perfume we want to call Dwressence, for

women, but we want it verv animalic. The slogan will be le parfum

barbare, so—propose something to us.' Oh bov. Guv can hardlv

wait. Of course he wants a Dior commission. And the challenge of

mixing the florals of the traditional Dior fragrances into an animal

scent (because this isn't just anv animalic, this is a Dior animalic, if

vou can imagine such a bizarre thing) is just a bewitching challenge,

w ho else would have the guts to attempt joining those two. So he

gets right to work, plunges in, and he tries all sorts of things. And

he's getting nowhere. Nothing's working. He's frustrated, he

doesn't like anvthing he's doing.

"In the middle of this, someone in the industrv calls him, and

thev sav, 'There's a guv with a huge lump of ambergris for sale in

London—get up here and check it out for us.' Ambergris is the

whale equivalent of a fur ball, all the undigested crap they have in

their stomachs. The whale eats indigestible stuff, and ever)' once in a

while it belches a pack of it back up. It's mostly oily stuff, so it floats,

and ambergris isn't considered anv good unless it's floated around on

the ocean for ten years or so. It starts out white and the sun creates

the odorant properties bv photochemistry, which means that it's be-

come rancid, the molecules are breaking up, and you get an incredi-

bly complex olfactory result. So Guv gets on a plane and flies up to

see the dealer, and thev bring out the chunk of ambergris. It looks

like black butter. This chunk w as about two feet square, thirty kilos

or something. Huge. A brick like that can power Chanel's ambergris

needs for twenty years. This chunk is worth a half million pounds.

"The way you test ambergris is to rub it with both hands and

then rub your hands together and smell them. It's a verv peculiar

smell, marine, sealike, slightly sweet, and ultrasmooth. So there he
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is, he rubs his hands in this black oily mess and smells them, and it's

terrific ambergris. He savs, Great, sold. He goes to the bathroom to

wash his hands 'cause he's got to get on an airplane. He picks up

some little sliver of dirty soap that's lying around there and washes

his hands. He leaves. He gets on the plane, and he's sitting there, and

that's when he happens to smell his hands. The combination of the

soap and ambergris has somehow created exactly the animalic Dior

he's been desperately looking for. But what the hell does that soap

smell like? He's got to have that goddamn piece of soap. The second

he lands in France, he sprints to a phone, his heart pounding, and

calls the dealer in England and savs, 'Do exactly as I say: go to your

bathroom, take the piece of soap that's in there, put it in an enve-

lope, and mail it to me.' And the guy says, 'No problem.' And then

he adds, 'By the way, that soap? You know, it was perfumed with

some Miss Dior knockoff
.'

"So Guv put them together, and got the commission, and made,

literallv, an animalic Dior. Dioressence was created from a cheap Miss

Dior soap knockoff base, chvpric, fruity aldehvdic, plus a giant cube

of rancid whale vomit. And it is one of the greatest perfumes ever

made."

Something passes over Turin's face. He savs "Dioressence is still

being manufactured, and sold everywhere, and everyone buvs it,

and it's now a total lie, a total lie to the original, to what it was. Miss

Dior is also still around, and it's onlv half a lie. Dior have continu-

ouslv cheapened their fragrances and substituted less expensive ma-

terials till the gods departed and all that's left is a gorgeous, empty,

lamented name."

around this time, Turin got a phone call from a young woman

named Alison Baum. Turin had tutored Baum when she took her

master's in neuroscience, after which she chose, instead of looking

out from the laboratory, to look into it as producer of a BBC science

series called Horizon. One dav when she'd stopped bv his UCL office

for a visit, he told her about his theory. Baum went away, thought

about it, then called him and asked more questions. She rang off,

wrote a two-page proposal, and sent it on June 23, 199c, to John
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Lvnch. the series executive producer. Then she called Turin: Hori-

zon wanted to make Turin the main subject ot a substantial BBC

documentary.

He was elated. Someone was paving attention to Vibration. This

could be a phenomenal opportunity to get the theory out there.

The problem was that plaving the BBC card could be dangerous, or

fatal, to the bet he'd placed on Sature. The bitter jealousy of peer-

review journals is legendary. Sature being perhaps the premier ex-

ample. If you get more press than they do. "they have your guts lor

garters" is the way Turin put it. "The peer-review process is the best

we've got and it's corrupt, inefricient. and wrongheaded. not least

because it is run bv human beings, who happen to be competitive,

territorial, and jealous." 11 the documentary ran hrst. Xaiure might

decide the BBC had stolen their thunder. But he decided to do it,

because what the hell, and besides, television takes forever, right?

Bv the time the BBC broadcast the program < Isabel Rosin, the pro-

ducer, told him thev were aiming tor the tall ot 199 c), Nature would

have already safelv published the paper, right? So evemhing would

be fine.

"1 went to a primary school in Paris, then mv parents moved to

Switzerland and I went to school for four vears in Geneva. At the

Paris school I did very- well. I was in love with mv teacher, who

seemed verv tall to me and apparently was a short voung ladv. At

the school in Switzerland I did appallingly badlv. I had no idea what

people wanted from me. and mv lite had a nightmarish quality that

I've never since quite managed to dispel whenever I'm in contact

with institutions. And then fortunately mv parents divorced and I

went back to France, because within weeks I was top of mv class

and staved at the top of the class for vears. Got every prize and

everything, and then when I got to high school. I didn't work hard

enough. You know the slogan the Situationists painted on the wall:

l

Ne traraillez jamais.' [Never work.] And I agreed. I couldn't see the

point.

~I have an abiding hatred for the Swiss educational svstem. Actu-
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ally, I don't know anything about the Swiss themselves and I don't

give a shit. What I know about is their educational system, which

was"—Turin suddenly articulates everv syllable with enyenomed

precision, the words popping like water droplets falling into hot

fat

—

"designed to destroy human beings and turn them into Swiss

citizens. Switzerland is Germany without the random noise. As

Noel Coward said of a really bad twentieth-century musical, 'It was

like Wagner's Parsifal but without the jokes.' They try to take kids

with hearts and heads and imaginations and turn them into Swiss

taxpayers, gelatinous beings with a fanatical belief in nothingness. I

occasionally dream of Hying oyer Geneva and bombing my old

school. A simple example that still sticks with me vividly. Those

fucking assholes—and I choose my words carefully—conceived of

haying children sell postage stamps for charity. So you're six years

old, and you're supposed to go and ring doorbells in your apart-

ment block. You got the stamps, and a book in which you had to

record how much everyone paid. So I rang the doorbells, and I sold

every damn stamp. I brought all the monev back. But because I'd

been too busv running around, ringing doorbells, asking, 'Ladv,

would you like to buy some stamps?' 1 hadn't done the proper

bookkeeping, 'Six stamps to Frau Schroeder' and 'Twelve stamps to

Madame Dupont' and 'Ten stamps to Signora Nonino' and all this

horseshit. And I was told off. In front of everyone. Humiliated. I

was a complete failure because, no bookkeeping. That is Switzer-

land for vou. People like that destroy human beings.

"I think mv libertanan streak started then. Also mv view of insti-

tutions as abnormal and insane. Nobodv is more ambivalent about

institutions than I am. I mean, I'm capable of getting tears in mv

eyes at the thought of the Academy of Sciences. Or the Roval Soci-

ety, this group of scientists. I'm a great believer in symbols and to-

tally convinced that symbolic acts carry a tremendous force, and

that honor and recognition are reallv what we strive for, the notion

of someone who does it simplv for the heck of it being utter bol-

locks. I really love these institutions. W'hat I find totally incompre-

hensible is the evervdav madness that everyone in institutions seems

to live in. You'd think the ninetv-nine percent would tolerate the
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one percent of us who are different, the weirdos, the fanatics, you "d

think thev wouldn't resent us so goddamn much. I'm prepared to live

with those bastards! I don't want everyone to be like me! But thev

want evervone to be like them! Second-rate' 1 shouldn't be blamed

for not contributing what evervone else is. And vou know mv old

head of department at UCL. Geoff Burnstock, God bless him in

eternity, was that kind of guv. he said to me. 'Look. Luca. we have

two hundred people in the department. We can afford half a per-

cent of weirdness. Stick around."

"Then Burnstock left and I got hred bv his replacement. Nigel

Holder."

what the big papers are built on, what gets vou publication in

\azure and the front page of the \cw)rrk Times Science Times sec-

tion, what hooks the grants and hauls in the big prizes, is the air-

tight, foolproof experiment . That was what Turin needed for

\arwe. Since evervone measures evervone else's theory bv predic-

tive power, the obvious wav to prove that Vibration was smell was

to predict a smell based on vibrations. The question was how. It

wasn't simple.

He pushed the problem around. OK. here was a possibility: what

if vou took two different electron bonds whose smells were, clear

as dav, different (one was ripe tangerines, sav. the other kerosene).

If vou glued those two vibrations together, added their wave num-

bers, vou'd get a new vibrational chord—and according to Turin-

ism, vou should get a new smell. So the experinient was simplv this:

could he, purely from his theory predict what that smell should be?

He'd try and see and hope to God his crvstal ball got it right.

OK. Which smell to predict and then build? He decided on the

smell of bitter almonds. First of all. there was a little molecule he

knew of, HCN. that smelled of bitter almonds, and convenienth-

enough HCN onlv had three vibrations, two prominent ones—

a

carbonvl isame as the acetone), which vibrated at around wave

number 700, and a nitrile ( close to the carbonvl of acetone 1 mat vi-

brated around :00c and had a bending mode around Sco—which

simplified things. And there was another molecule he knew, benz-
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aldehvdc, which also smelled of bitter almonds, and which (again

conveniently) had the carbonvl and a stong 800 ring bending mode.

His theory's prediction was that if you grabbed anv off-the-shelf

700 vibe and anv 2000 vibe you had K ing around the shop and glued

them together, that two-note molecular chord should also plav

bitter-almond smell; but since this molecular arts-and-crafts was

impractical, he'd just find a third molecule that had the 700-2000

chord and confirm that it, too, plaved bitter-almond smell. Which

would be neat enough. The clincher, however, would be that this

new molecule's shape would be different from benzaldehvde's and

HCN's. Yet its vibrations and smell would be the same.

So much for hvpothesis generation. \ Qw to find this molecule.

Turin carries in his head a compendium of chemical knowledge

from having essentiallv memorized Cotton and Wilkinson's Ad-

vanced Inorganic Chemistry. His cop\ is filthy and dog-eared from

years of being read in bed, in cars, on subwavs. His mind thumbed

it, looking for molecules as in a hardware -store catalog.

Ah. Now here were some that might do the trick. Thev had the

1 800-2000 carbonvl and 800 benzene ring, hooked together in a to-

tally different structural wav (which meant thev were shaped noth-

ing like the others). The benzene and carbonvl were glued up with

a metal ion sitting in the middle of their guts. Thev were possessed

of, first, a rather gruesome name (cvclopentadienvl-metal tricar-

bonvls, nicknamed "metal carbonvls"), second, an odor ("One

of them," he e-mailed Stewart offhandedly, "is reported to have a

camphor smell!"), and third, a strange structure: thev were basi-

cally molecular hamburgers, the two five-Carbon rings like buns

with burgers of the various metal atoms—Iron, Cobalt, Nickel,

and Manganese—slapped in between. But he didn't pav this anv

mind.

When thev arrived bv Roval Mail, he was trotting down a corri-

dor at UCL with them when he passed the famous svnthetic-organic

chemist William Motherwell. The drv Scotsman frowned suspi-

ciously at him. "What airr va doin'?"

Turin said cheerfully that oh, he was just going through a bunch

of metal carbonvls.

"Going through 'em how?"
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Well, he was smelling them.

Motherwell went white as a sheet. ~Ehhhh.~ he glowered, "aire ve

tairred of livin'?" Metal carbonvls, he informed Turin, are ex-

tremely poisonous, ate at vour fingers, gave you diseases.

Huh. said Turin (he knew this), and trotted off down the corri-

dor carrying his booty.

< Turin's attitude is: Who can wotty about this sort of thin:;. "A

sniff here and there isn't going to kill you." he savs. Motherwell savs

that a sniff here and there of violently toxic molecules is exactly

what kills vou. Turin shrugs. "I'm still here." .And so far, he is.

)

He did attenuate his organometallic-sniffing habit ("I'm trying

to cut down"), but mostlv because, disappointdnglv, none of them

smelled of bitter almonds. The nickel burger (nickelocene i had a

nastv chemical-oik smell. The iron burger (ferrocene) did indeed

smell of camphor, and the cobalt-flavored one smelled like

—

well, it turned out that it exploded into flames on contact with air,

which made it impossible to smell. So he counted this experiment

a failure.

On March 9, 1 99 c, he seized on a new. improved angle. Plan B.

~You know about these crvptate molecules." he e-mailed Stewart

with enthusiasm, "a cage molecule that encloses another, smaller

one?" His new idea was to proye that the nose functions like a metal

detector.

Take a thick rubber toam ball. Slit a verv thin opening deep into

it with a razor, slide a dime down into its center, and allow the rub-

ber foam to reseal itself so it looks exactlv the same as before. Then

give it to someone and ask him to tell you what is in the ball, li all he

can do is feel the outside shape of the ball, he has no idea. The dime

is invisible. But if he has a metal detector, he can detect the dime

inside. Turin looked around tor a molecule he could open, tuck a

vibrational dime in, and then zip up again, encasing the vibration.

Then he'd loose on it the biological metal detector that, his theorv

said, the nose was, inhale this dime-tilled molecule, and see if the

detector worked.

What vibrational dime should he trv to smell? And which molec-

ular foam ball to hide it in?
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The electron ropes that hold all atoms together can be single

strands (one electron circling two atoms like a lasso), double (two

electrons), triple (these are rare), or (almost never) quadruple

bonds. Each molecule has a name that, at a single glance, will tell

chemists which of these bonds the molecule has inside it: if its name

ends in ane you know there's a single bond; ene means a double, yne

is a triple.

Dime and ball. For his hidden dime, he had an idea, something

rather strange. It seems we can, Turin had noticed, actually smell

the difference between a single and a double electron bond. All per-

fume chemists know that the molecule hexANal (single bond)

smells harsh and like swimming pool bleach, but hexENal, the exact

same molecule but with a double bond, smells very different, more

like bitter almonds and much sweeter. So Turin figured a double

bond must smell sweet. That would be his dime: he'd test his theory

by taking a double bond—all by itself, two electrons holding two

atoms—sticking it inside the foam ball, and seeing if he could smell

the sweet odor of its rapid shimmer.

Now the foam ball. He already had one in his sights. "Ever heard

of 'betweenanenes' (I kid you not, my friend)?" Turin e-mailed

Stewart. "Fascinating compounds, synthesized in the early '80s.

Found them in a book about weird molecules." These rare creatures

had a highly unusual structure in that they were made of two inter-

locking rings of Carbons and, joining the rings, a double electron

bond like two tiny diamonds hidden in a velvet box. Like having

them served on a silver platter. Feel the thing from the outside, and

you'd have no idea there was a double bond in there. But if the nose

worked by vibration, its receptors should blast the betweenanenes

with a buckshot of electrons, the electrons should tunnel through,

hit the double-bond dime in one of them, and report its presence

"by an unmistakable sweetness," Turin enthused. "If you can smell

the double bond, my case rests."

He dove into it. And was brought to a dead halt by a simple prob-

lem: he couldn't find any betweenanenes. He couldn't make them

himself—they are horribly difficult to manufacture, and he wasn't a

chemist, didn't have the facilities—so he tried hunting down Alex
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ated fullerenes, got the 1996 Nobel Prize in Chemist r\ for it. What

interested Turin was that they have a trunk into which you c ould

pack other molecules. He decided on a fullerene called C60
—

simply sixty carbons linked together. There are only three forms

of pure carbon: graphite, diamond, and C60 . And the point

loading a dime into C60 's trunk didn't change its outer shape at all.

For his dime, he decided on the evil-smelling little* molecule

H
2
S, which stank of classic Sulfur. If pure Carbon fullerene with

H
2
S in it smelled sulfurous, then the nose must be a metal detector,

because the Sulfur atom sure as hell wasn't showing up in the shape.

At the same time, Turin was doing reconnaissance on Nature.

Casing the joint. In April he phoned John Maddox, Nature's editor

in chief, to tell Maddox he'd be submitting a paper on olfaction and

that he'd like to illustrate it for Nature's reviewers by sending them

real smell molecules along with the paper "because they wouldn't

believe me otherwise." Maddox said that sounded unusual but

rather fun and Turin should absolutely tell Nick Short, the articles

editor, that he'd said so. A very good sign, Turin thought.

As for wrestling an H
2
S into a fullerene, he was thinking of heat-

ing it in a glass tube with charcoal. "Heat the hell out of it," he wrote

Stewart, "(wear glasses, stand back, etc). *Liquefaction* of H
2
S was

actually achieved like this in 1873!!!"

But the more he looked at it, the more the low-tech approach

seemed futile. Turin had no way of blasting his H
2
S dime into the

fullerene cage. The betweenanenes had imploded on him. The car-

ceplexes and betweenanenes were intransigent, and Turin was left

with a terrific experimental idea and his floor littered with failures

at implementing it.

Suddenly he figured it out. The answer had been there all along,

literally in his hand. He'd simply been asking the wrong question.

Go back to the throwaway comment he'd made to Stewart al-

most a year earlier. He'd been trying to make a bitter-almond smell,

and when he'd smelled the metallocenes, the burger molecules,

he'd e-mailed Stewart offhandedly, "One of them is reported to

have a camphor smell!" (What a funny thing . . .) Yep, a sniff of the

nickel burger (nickelocene) confirmed that it had a nasty chemical-
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oih smell, and the iron burger ('ferrocene i *a definite camphor

smell! ! f" But bed been stalking a bitter almond, and thev bad two

c>tber smells, and so be had srmpb walked past them.

Until now-. Because be suddenh realized that . . . zhm was zhe

jtomL. The rnetaBocene burgers bad stnkzogh' different vibranonf

because of the different metals sitting in their guts, the iron versus

rbe nickel—but Tirtualb identical shapes and verv different smells.

Wbjch meant
—

"To bell -with bitter afmnmrk ry
said Tnnn—that

thev did exactb" -what the r^tweenanenes, carceplexes. and fuQer-

ene* bad failed to: thev constituted same-shaped molecular ballf

encasmg different vibrational dimes mside them. And thev- smeiled

drffaremL. You were—vou bad to be—using the metal detector in

vour nose-

It was exactb what be d been looking for.

He wrote it up. added a graphic that looked bke this:

^jinrp-fi ttmp models ojferrocene ('jeiti ami zuckeioceme nphz showzrie zfta: zhe iwr

molecules have rrrzuali\ laeazical shapes <an£ very drfterem aaazs. Thcr aisr differ

it) the frpgnrnrx ol their szronpesu riTrraziona moac mvo'^mc az nxzerria- mozior

ofThe Tnaa] ion herweez ihe zwr rmas

And stuck it in bis paper.

there is. ix various philosapbv departments, and also m the

cheese section of Bon Marcbe department store '« lavish, evcoensjvt
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food hall (where foreigners in Paris eyeing the Bries and the

Camemberts come nose to nose with the literally breathtaking Re

blochon for the first time and unamused Parisians observe their

sometimes violent reactions), this question: How much of what we

consider good and bad smells is instinctual and how much do sve

learn? Nature or nurture.

Turin starts here with two views, the first being "Relativism is

utter bullshit." He means the Leftist notion that everything is nur-

ture and everything is subjective (except of course the Leftist belief

that everything is subjective, which is itself objective). "I'm not a

relativist at all. Let me put it this way: it's apparent in fashion. Yes,

Yves Saint Laurent was influenced by what was going on around

him"—nurture
—

"but nevertheless, his clothes, particularly the

1 978 collection, are beautiful." (Objective.) "The extreme relativist

view is due to sociologists having physics envy. All the nonsciences,

the 'social sciences,' " (he barely bothers to roll his eyes to dismiss

them) "are simply jealous of the hard sciences. They'd dearly love to

reduce real science to their pathetic level because it would make

them feel more comfortable about their useless lives. So they say to

us, 'Since you guys at one point said the sun went around the earth

and now you say the opposite, why should we believe you?' Which

means they are completely missing the entire point of science

—

which is, itself, news to no one. As a friend of mine says, in philos-

ophy there's no new data. In science there is. This is the point: with

new data, one changes one's mind."

His second view on the nature versus nurture of smell, firmly

held, is that one should seek the full spectrum of smells in one's life.

"France," he says, "is a country that understands that, much as in

music an orchestra is not just violins, the range of smells that makes

life interesting includes some rather severe ones." So what deter-

mines what we like to smell? "Your taste in smell is part biology and

part culture. Everyone who smells rotten cheese the first time

—

take Epoisses, where you smell it about three rooms away, and one

that is even more rare and heavenly and makes the Epoisses posi-

tively spartan by comparison: Soumaintrain, from Bourgogne,

specifically from Saint- Florentin, near Auxerre. When they smell
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that, Americans think, 'Good God!' The Japanese think,
k

I must now

commit suicide.' The French think,
k

Where's the bread?' Whv? The

quality of decomposition: amines, short-chain aliphatic volatile

tatty acids, the typical products of the decomposition of organic

material. Oh, incidentally," he savs, frowning, "the worst natural

smell I've ever encountered in mv life is rotting octopus. Octopuses

are brilliant, at least as smart as dogs, and can be used to studv neu-

ral function, and in Naples I worked as an assistant to the great John

Zacharv Young. I used to train them to do things like distinguish col-

ors, plav Rachmaninoff, and stuff. And then Young would remove

half their brains to see if thev could still do the left-hand part and

thus hgure out what the neural wiring for plaving Rachmaninoff

was. But sometimes thev 'd not survive the operation and would be

found floating bellv up—which was hard for a species that has no

bellv—in their furnished tanks, decaving, and the smell simplv

made vou retch vour guts out. Once vou smell dead octopus, vou

never torget it. The onlv thing that approaches that is isonitriles
*

He grimaces.

"That was Naples during the cholera epidemic of 1974." He

brightens. "Our lab got vaccinated with vaccine from London, and

vou could walk into the best restaurants in Amain and get a terrace-

side table. But back to the question of culture's role in our taste in

smell. Look at beer, which is a verv interesting cultural product.

Beer smells like a burp. Gases from someone's stomach. Lovely.

Again, a product of fermentation, which is to sav decav. Decav en-

hances smells and flavors, vet we have a sharp abilitv to I.D. decay,

because decaving things will kill vou. Bacterial and veast decompo-

sition. Which can give vou 'I wouldn't touch that in a million years'

and, at the same time and in the same culture, mind vou, 'I will pay

great sums to consume Rodenbach,' which is a miracle of a beer

from Belgium. A miraculous powderv apple flavor. Those Roden-

bach veast have an I.Q. of at least two hundred. Fucking genius

yeast.

He thinks about it for a moment. "Mv father used to go com-

pletely crazv about a cheese called Carre de l'Est. Hugelv powerful.

He'd sav "It's like the entire Grande Armee taking off its boots after

a thirty-mile march in August.' To me as a kid, that he loved all this
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vile stuff was fascinating. He bought the worst ( hees< s and gave trie

the pieces he didn't eat. I ate them. But look, fecal sme lls are differ

ent. We produce shit, we don't produce cheese, and I would imag-

ine the reaction to feces is hardwired. That's a guess. But finding

rules for what we like and don't like? Aesthetics? Look, aesthetics is

parochial ideas professing a spurious generality. In music that 's been

shown a thousand times. We hear harmonics that strike us as ab

solutely wrong, and then we get used to them. Having said that,

there may well be things we never get used to: feces in smell, and

Schoenberg in music. As Charles Rosen pointed out, Schoenberg

took extreme chromaticism, where you no longer have a key, to its

logical extreme—no harmonic center at all. And it simply doesn't

work. It's not beautiful, ever. It's music for Ph.D. theses.

"There's a vibrational fifth in esters, you know. I've always

thought that esters, fruity, are Mozart. The melon notes—helional,

for example—strike me as the watery Debussy harmonies, the

fourths. Beethoven in his angrier moments is quinolines, which you

get in green peppers. Thus Bandit, a dark, angular Beethoven string

quartet. There's a lot of perfumery that smells like Philip Glass's

minimalism, a deceptive simplicity. Mitsouko I think is pure Brahms,

the string sextets, extremely intricate but rather monochrome.

Tommy Girl gives you Prokofiev's First Symphony.

"But the rotten cheeses. Put it this way: Sauternes, this incredible

thing, is a wine that is the direct result of rotting grapes being eaten

by a mold. I mean, in an American hospital they'd hand out anti-

biotics to exterminate half the food in France. In 1982 at Ville-

franche, a colleague of mine had a brother who was a wine dealer in

Bordeaux, and he did a little wine tasting for us at the marine sta-

tion. We all got into a room, and he had brought the first good Sau-

ternes I'd ever tasted, Chateau Lamothe Despujols 1981. It must

have been a blessed year for the Lamothe Despujols. I bought a case

of this stuff, and every time I had a glass it was a religious experi-

ence. The guy showed us a photo of the fungus attacking the grape.

That, of course, got me seriously into Sauternes, which is, believe

me, an expensive habit to acquire. They're no good until you spend

real money, and there's no competition from the rest of the world

to lower the price. So there we are.
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"W hen I sold mv flat I bought a 19C9 Rieussec, a Barsac. a sweet

white, one hundred and ten pounds. Tim Arnett loves them, so he,

Martv Rosendaal. and I wolfed it down. We drank it in the lab. Ut-

terly sensational. Fresh as a trout. Sauternes are verv saturnine, a

honeved summery exterior covering a late November liquid. There

are three elements—a beeswax, a woodv, and a floral banana

—

with a perfect balance between extreme aciditv and huge, heaw,

oilv sweetness, like a blend of jasmine and musk. A great Sauternes

is a pertectlv proportioned tiling. Rieussec makes big-boned, stockv

affairs. The '

C9, in a bottle tor tortv vears, comes out the wav James

Bond emerges from a wet suit in a perfect tuxedo. It looks at vou

and murmurs. 'What kept vou?"

"Of course a '76 Rieussec would have been even greater. The

most dehnitive statement of the Sauternes one can imagine. Unless,

ol course, vou re going to buv the equivalent Yquem, '7$ or '76,

which will blow everv fuse in vour bodv.~

Turin actuallv never reallv gives an answer on the culture versus

biologv question, probablv because it's not scientifically answerable

at this point. Also because it doesn't particularlv interest him per

se, not next to the smell ot rotting lipids.

turin" was very nervous about the paper tor Xature. As an elitist

publication, Xature rejects a huge number of manuscripts. Xature's

articles editor was a man named Nicholas Short, a man with a

rather mvsterious personality. Short, a biologist himself, was one of

the most guarded, uncommunicative, opaque people Turin had ever

spoken to (thev never met. and, through all that followed, never

would). It was Short who would be shepherding the paper up

the Nature chain ot command and through the retereeing. and he

seemed competent—as well as guarded, uncommunicative, and

opaque. Which was to sav. the polar opposite of Turin. But Turin

didn't spend too much time thinking about it. Stewart tried to tem-

per Turin's Xature monomania: "Keep in mind." he advised in an

e-mail, "that PXAS [the journal Proceedings of the Xational Academy of

Sciences] is a perfect fallback from Xature."
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Turin (not believing it): "Absolutely right."

Since at the time PNAS considered only items nominate d by fel

lows of the exclusive National Academy of Sciences, Stewart began

searching for a white knight, and found one in the form of bio

physicist William Hagins. Turin venerated Hagins, a sorcerer of

photoreceptor research, and he was somewhat in awe that William

Hagins might be going to bat for his theory. "I'll make sure the man-

uscript blows his socks off!" Turin assured Stewart.

The paper had the sulfur = 2 coo = boranes section. It had the

enantiomers, it had the metallocenes. But it needed more, and

experiments are not easy things to think up. Stewart was still hedg-

ing bets, talking about PNAS, getting Hagins on board, but what

could hook Hagins 's interest? Turin mulled it over, glowering at his

computer screen by day and staring at the ceiling at night. And then

he had it: he would present Hagins with the solution to a perfume

mystery. It was the next piece in the puzzle.

His pursuit of the puzzle began on a chilly mid-March day, when

he'd gotten yet another mysterious feeler from the perfume indus-

try. He e-mailed Stewart:

Date: Wed, 15 Mar 1995

To: stewartw@helix.nih.gov

From: l.turin@ucl.ac.uk

Interesting phone call an hour ago: a guy who does the marketing and

pr for 6 of the biggest perfume firms in France (that's what he said, no

idea which . . .) wants *o organize a lunch with me and their respective

directors to "discuss my book, which they all loved ... in parts." The fel-

lows in question are sufficiently busy that this won't happen for weeks

yet, but I'm dying to know whether they want to bribe me, intimidate

me, hire my services, or all of the above, and if so how they will actually

get round to broaching the subject. Interesting, no? I *think* what

they're worried about is not so much that my book will influence buyers

(it would have to sell a whole lot more than it is doing before it made

even the smallest dent in their sales), but that it would start a fashion

for disparaging perfumes in the popular press and negate their byzan-

tine marketing strategies. Alternatively, they may think thai I know what

the *next* fashion is, and they'd be entirely wrong.
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The phone call put him in a Paris mindset, and rather abruptly he

decided on a weekend with Francoise. It included catching up with

perfumer Serge Lutens. Turin e-mailed Stewart the debriefing

("Subject: weekend"):

Supper with Serge Lutens of Shiseido perfumes in one of the best res-

taurants in town. cal!ed Le Grand Vefour. Food actually indifferent

particularly when the price ($200 ea.) is taken into account. Honest.

I can cook better stuff at home, and the wine was far from great. 'But*

. . . the waiter came round with a basketful of black truffles and Lutens

asked me to select one. since I reputedly had the best nose. I picked

a good-size, egg-shaped one and it was promptly sliced with a small

microtome-like object and put on warm toast dampened with olive oil:

heavenly stuff, truffle aroma is like nothing on earth (dimethyl sulfide

actually).

Lutens actually wanted a) to have my opinion on his two new per-

fumes (rather good, really. I'll bring some samples) and to offer me a

job. but he promptly relented on the latter when he found out I already

had one. Four of us at the table: Lutens's partner and business asso-

ciate, a withdrawn character exact opposite of his flamboyance, and

his assistant, a sweet lady named Liliane Menard. Lutens looked tired.

Drove me home in his chauffeur-driven 1962 RR Silver Cloud, quite

a car.

l"P.S..~ Stewart e-mailed him back, "what's one ot those truffles

cost, for mv own edification??" Turin: "Literally more than its

weight in gold. I estimate the one we ate
/a around S 200." "Sad

about the food," wrote Stewart, "but I'm sure you expected that."

Turin:
M
I didn't, as a matter of fact: mv onlv previous experience of

stupendous French haute cuisine was in one of Michel Guerard s

restaurants in S\Y France where the food was *so* good that I felt

euphoric for 24 hours afterward")

He and Francoise traveled a bit.
uWeekend in Ghent and Bruges,

lovely places in Belgium, the cheapest restaurant we went to better

than the Grand Vefour! !~ And he was reallv trying to make things

work romantically. "Good vibes with Francoise, discussions still

simmering but sorting things out it seems."

Back in Paris, Turin decided to go talk to the Grasse perfumer
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Guy Robert at the Hat Robert maintained there. He was groping for

a new angle (he wasn't sure what), more ammunition for his theory,

good experiments. He was somewhat directionlessly pumping Rob

ert for information: Had he ever come across any weird relation

ships between similar smells of molecules of different shapes? Non,

said Robert, desole. Hmm. "Have you ever noticed any chemicals

that had unexpected smells or strange behavior?"

Robert thought about it and smiled and, with typical regal grace,

said, "Aufait, there's one thing . .
." The thing, he said, was a mys-

tery, which became an abiding obsession for years among per-

fumers, surrounding the molecular structure of one of the world's

greatest perfumes, Chanel No. 5.

Chanel No. 5 was created in 1 9 2 1 by the legendary perfumer

Ernest Beaux, and it was the first runaway success to use a molecule

called an aldehyde. Aldehydes are basically just snakes of Carbon

atoms—four Carbons, five Carbons, six Carbons, and so on. You

write them C4 ,
C

5 ,
C6 ,

etc., with an aldehyde group, a Carbon atom

double-bonded to an Oxygen atom, stuck on the head.

:
Oxygen

: Carbon

H : Hydrogen

8-Carbon Aldehyde

H3 H2 H2 H2

C C C C n\ / \ /V/ \/P
c c c c'
H2 H2 H2 H

C
H3

C
H2

9-Carbon Aldehyde

H2 H2

G £ ^0
c

y

H2 H2 H

H2 H2

C
Ha

H2 H2 H2 H2

C C C C
/ \ / \ / \ / \ / \ /V/}

c
H2

c
H?

C
H2

c
H2

1 3-Carbon Aldehyde

H2 H2

c
hi

c
H2
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Below seven or eight Carbons, they all smelled pretty bad and

couldn't be used in perfumery, but above eight, aldehydes start

smelling good and make good perfume ingredients. But the gnomes

of Grasse, spinning their olfactory spells, had noticed that these

molecules behaved in one odd way: all the aldehydes that had an

even number of Carbons (ten Carbons, twelve Carbons) smelled

like mandarin orange. But all the odd ones (seven, nine, eleven)

smelled like smoky candles.

Now, the aldehydic secret to Chanel No. 5 was that Beaux had

used almost entirely the even aldehydes, with just a touch of the

odd. When people figured it out they started copying it right and

left. ("Actually," says Turin, "Chanel No. 22 is the ultimate aldehydic.

White Linen is Estee Lauder's attempt to do a modern construction

of it, and it succeeds. It's fantastic. I, in fact, sort of prefer White

Linen to 22, which has always struck me as a tad sweet.") But, said

Robert, what was strange was the bimodal, almost digital fluctua-

tion. Why were the odds (C 7 ,
C9 ,

C n )
waxy and the evens (C

8 ,
C 10 ,

C
12 )

citrus? Why, when the shapes of C
8
through C

12
changed pro-

gressively (and significantly), would you get not progressive smell

changes from one point to another but rather this weird bimodal

back-and-forth? If smell were Shape, you would expect one of two

possibilities. Either there 'd be no pattern and the smells would be

random, or there would be a pattern but the smells would be incre-

mental: nine would smell closest to ten, which would smell closest

to eleven, which would then be closest to twelve, and so on. In fact,

you got neither. The pattern wasn't random. It wasn't incremental.

The pattern was alternating. Why would you get citrus with an even

number and then go to waxy with the odd? And then back to citrus?

Why would a receptor feeling Shape give you that? "It's the strang-

est thing," said Robert quite pointedly at Turin (it was a challenge),

"because—what? the receptors are counting the atoms to see if

they're even or odd?"

Turin left for the Gare du Nord and the Eurostar to London.

It sounded like the smells were due to alternating vibrations. To

prove iliis, he needed to watch these molecules dance. Electron-

bond vibrations move very differently. Some go in and out, some go

side to side, and some (for instance, the aldehyde groups in these
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molecules) go in a rotating vibration as they dance around the

Carbon-Carbon bond. Turin was suspecting (hoping) that the vibra-

tion might differ in the odds and the evens. To watch this molecular

dance he'd have to get his hands on one of the new, superadvanced

molecular-modeling programs that did the calculations showing

you the molecules as they rotated and bounced on their springy

electron bonds. Those programs, until recently the preserve of

experts, had now been "ported" to desktop PCs and give n inter

faces a human could understand without five years of study. It

would bring him one step nearer to actually seeing a molecule's

smell.

The problem was that these calculations were fiendishly difficult.

In fact, his theory was asking questions of molecular behavior and

the human ability to measure it that sat on the outer horizon of sci-

entific knowledge. And the technology that was available was hard

to use. Back in his lab, he started auditioning modeling software he

could run on his desktop Mac, programs with names like "MOPAC"

and "Ab Initio" that were completely new to him, and he spent

months figuring out what they could and couldn't do. Some of them

used quantum physics, some classical physics. A program might tell

you how much force you'd need to bend an electron bond .01 of an

angstrom, then .02 angstroms, .03, and so on, which was wonder-

fully informative if you were trying to figure out how molecules

bobbed around on their electron springs when you whacked them

(which was exactly what Turin was trying to figure out). But the

program still had some serious limits, and he was having trouble un-

derstanding exactly how those limits were obscuring his attempts

to peer into the complex heart of molecular space. Moreover, be-

cause the molecules' vibrations were so computationally intensive,

MOPAC (he discovered) could give him only simplified quantum

physics; if Turin wanted a proper quantum analysis, he'd have to use

Ab Initio, which would then take days to calculate the simplest mol-

ecule. If he wanted to calculate the vibrations of a musk, MOPAC
would take five minutes, and the simple version of Ab Initio, even

on the fastest Mac, would take about two weeks. But, he reminded

himself, fiddling with them, he shouldn't complain—just two years

ago, these calculations could only have been done on $ 1 o million
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Cray supercomputers, and he would have had a much harder time

working on his theory.

Turin toyed with Ab Initio (S^oo), briefly considered a program

that ran on Unix before dumping that ("Life is too short for Unix,"

he declared to Stewart), and then came across a program named

CAChe—Computer Assisted Chemistry—from a company in Port-

land, Oregon. He contacted one of the Oregonians—actually a

transplanted Englishman—a nice guy named Dave Gallagher, who

found his project interesting. "Smell, huh! Coo/." Then Turin looked

at the program's price. $29,000. Hair-raising. But one thing led to

another, CAChe gave him a 90 percent academic discount, he sent

S 2,900 to Oregon, and soon he was booting up CAChe.

He fed in the Chanel No. 5 molecules and unleashed CAChe on

them, telling the program to calculate and display all the different

vibrations. And lo and behold . . . "the aldehyde rotates much more

freely in the evens (8, 10, and 12)," he excitedly wrote Stewart,

"but remains confined in the odds. Wow!! Another mystery ex-

plained." CAChe was reporting that the different rotations meant

the waxies' vibrations alternated with those of the citruses. (Their

shapes, meanwhile, thank you very much, did not.) "By the way,"

Turin added, "I phoned up Olivia Giacobetti, young perfumer

genius, and she said the systematically different odd/even smells

were self-evident to anyone who smelled them. I'm really glad

about this one."

Stewart, never an easy scientific lay, was as skeptical as ever.

"Quite hard to credit the story about the odd and even chain

lengths," he wrote from Washington. (In London, Turin read it and

grimaced.) "What *exactly* is the source of this info? I'm real curi-

ous!

Turin: "Which info? Smells or dynamics? Dynamics utterlv reli-

able, *clear* difference in the short simulations so far, I'm running

longer ones as we speak. Put it this way: the program does not

'know' to count carbons."

No, no, Stewart meant the smells: "Did Olivia describe the dif-

ference in smells to vou???"

Turin: "Yes. She said that it was citrus vs wax respectivelv for

even and odd, just like Guy Robert had."
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Stewart frowned, thought about it. "OK, here's my question:

*what* exactly does the modeling program spit out?? Are you

doing this by eyeballing a simulation, or docs it print out some sort

of values?? Extremely curious about this."

"So far, eyeballing," Turin replied carefully. "Using standard pa

rameters in augmented MM2, a piece of software inside ( A( lie,

takes into account everything except the moons of Saturn."

Stewart relented: "Roger on citrus vs wax, that sounds consis

tent. Aldrich Chemical sell these guys????" Stewart meant C6 ,
C7 ,

C
8 ,
C9 ,

C 10 ,
C n , and C 12 .

"Yup," Turin wrote. "I'm ordering them today." He added, "Guy

Robert warned me about two things: first of all, the things age un-

gracefully, and secondly the perfume suppliers actually supply im

pure ingredients *on purpose* to personalise their supply and

make it smell better!! (Aldrich does not, to my knowledge)."

(Stewart, convinced, now wondered if he was too tough a critic.

"Tell me if I'm missing the boat here . .
." he e-mailed doubtfully.

"No, no!!" Turin replied quickly, if exhaustedly. "All good and

useful comments.")

The aldehyde finding was only getting stronger. MOPAC and

CAChe were whispering encouragingly to him. These were all pre-

liminary results, but they looked great. Now he had to do the final,

most exacting calculations.

Before he could start on them, he got an offer from a Paris radio

station to discuss perfume and promote his perfume guide. It hap-

pened to coincide with yet more feelers from the perfume compa-

nies, asking, Would Dr. Turin have time for a lunch? Maybe two?

Back again to France on the train. He stayed with Francoise and her

teenage daughter, Sabine, and debriefed afterward to Stewart.

Date: Thu, 20 Apr 1995

To: stewartw@helix.nih.gov

From: l.turin@ucl.ac.uk

Hi Walter (this written on the train back this morning),

Fascinating week in Paris, couldn't report on it before because of

crappy Compuserve link, forever interrupted by incoming calls for

Sabine (desperate young men by the dozen).
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First the radio program: presenter, sixty years old, total phoney,

astrologer sexologist radio host and "expert" on literature. [Jean Paul]

Guerlam was supposed to be there but did not come, apparently his

brother had been taken very ill. Went there with Jean Laporte, smart

guy, former chemist and owner of a small and very successful firm

manufacturing relatively cheap feel-good perfumes. Interesting con-

versation on the way there and back, all sorts of tiny tidbits about

the perfume world. On air, we gas on for two full hours about strictly

nothing.

Next day, go to my appointment with the two perfume ladies, one in

charge of creating a perfume for Celine, an upmarket clothes manu-

facturer, the other a perfume composer for Quest, the multinational

which resulted from the fusion of Unilever and Naarden. I get there

bang on time, maitre d'hotel informs me that no table is reserved in the

name of the Celine lady, frequent customer (works opposite). Phone

her, turns out that the two had waited for me for two hours exactly one

week earlier!! This due to the Quest lady being asleep at the wheel

when I told her my timetable. Anyway, the woman from Celine comes

down from her office and we have an interesting lunch. Alarmingly well

groomed, steeped in chic and totally optimized. She did a good (?) job

at Kenzo perfumes and has been put in charge of starting up the next

fragrance.

On which she is proceeding *very* cautiously: no fewer than five

perfumers are submitting tenders for the job, one of them has already

gone through one *hundred* changes since it started. She sort of

knows what she wants (same as everyone else) : a classy job, nice and

old but really new, same only different, etc. ad nauseam. LVMH is for-

ever doing "clinics," asking a bunch of morons what they think, a sure

recipe for disaster. Anyway, far from clear what she wants from *me*,

save perhaps to figure out how much money I got paid for writing

good things about certain firms in my perfume guide (she tells me this

quite candidly). I assure her that if I was going to get paid. I would have

said good things about the big firms, whereas I praised to the skies

those that will be out of business before the year is out. We part on

good terms, she wants me to smell the darned thing when it's nearly

ready.

I make a separate appointment to see the second lady at Quest.

Though possessed of a disconcertingly bluff telephone manner, she

turns out to be an absolutely charming person about 45, typical Cote

/ / 8
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d'Azur product, all chains, bangles and suntan. 20 years experience

but totally and sincerely modest, says she is not all that pleased with

any of her work. Anyway, after a few pleasantries we start talking

smells, she lets me smell her uncompleted submission for Celine, half

a suspension bridge going nowhere, she *wntes down* everything I

say. then she starts calling the lab (on the same floor. 60 by 40 ft. a

few thousand ingredients, two assistants preparing strips and weigh-

ing things) to bring in interesting ingredients she is working with and

asks me what I think of them. One of them, which Quest appears to be

obsessed with at the moment (through the glass, I can see one of her

colleagues, one of 8 noses in all on the floor, smelling the same stuff)

comes up. It's called gingerbread and smells stunning, of liquorice and

biscuits, not ginger. I suggest using it against the grain in an animal-

like context a la Bandit she writes it all down (!), etc. etc. for one and

a half hours.

I score a major hit at one point wien discussing an evil piece of

work by Carber called Pasha: I say that the only other perfume which,

though different, gives me the same impression of dimly lit confusion is

another piece of junk by Gaultier. She looks at me as if I'd just moved

the ashtray by telekinesis: how did I know that they were composed by

the same person? (Didn't, just blind luck.) At this point she has de-

cided that I have supernatural powers, and is asking aloud how Quest

can use me (something not unlike psychics called by the FBI when

really bereft with ideas. I guess). I am beginning to understand what it

is that they find puzzling: I gave Tocade, a perfume uniformly disliked

by the professionals (why? no idea) a "heart" in my perfume guide two

weeks after it came out. To everyone's surprise (but not mine), the

thing is a runaway success despite a relatively low-key advertising

campaign. By now I think I know what these guys are thinking about

me: This weirdo can smell *money*."

Tocade was, in fact, more or less a complete mystery to the

professionals. Turin had a detailed theory of why thev disliked it,

which he expressed with anger masked, topically, as scornful suc-

cinctness: "Too simple, too legible, no new raw materials, seem-

ingly straightforward." He loathed snobbery. In his perfume guide,

he had written:

l l 9
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Tocade (Rochas)

Studies have, it appears, shown that the decision to buy a per-

fume is made in the ten seconds that follow the first contact with

the molecules that attach themselves to the nasal velcro. Does

that mean adieu to deep perfumes, to those who believe in mak-

ing one's acquaintance before launching into their life storv?

This would be forgetting that for some, conciseness is not a

constraint. Just when we had given up hope of smelling anything

but superficial slogans, Tocade produces a poem, a perfume as im-

mediate, abstract, and evocative as a flag. Ten seconds suffices

amplv, and one immediately feels marvelouslv well in the golden

light that suffuses a summer evening.

Indispensable.

People often forget to consider this fundamental factor when

buying a perfume: time. Yet it is a crucial component in a fra-

grance's structure. Turin's perfume guide had assessed the immor-

tal Chamade, the best exemplar of a brilliant manipulation of time in

perfume, this way:

Chamade (Guerlain)

Une note de depart verte et anodine donne le coup d'envoi a un miracle

qui se produit sur plusieurs heures, voire plusieurs jours. A green and

somewhat nondescript top note launches a miracle that happens

over several hours, even several davs. As soon as the initial fog

dissipates, a splendid form appears, all of one piece, smooth and

seamless, a strong white note, powderv and sculptural, that

strengthens without losing complexity until complete evapora-

tion. Tvpicallv Guerlain in its flattering and tender character,

Chamade is nevertheless a haughtv perfume, pure and distant and

miles away from the slightlv cattv chic of Jickv and Shalimar. Its

tenacity is prodigious, and one would believe it conceived to be

smelled two davs later. Put it on at least two hours before asking

it to have its effect.

A masterpiece of elegance and poetry One of the greatest

perfumes of all time.
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What he had feared would become extinct in their modern ver

sions was the time dimension of older French perfumery, and Toi ade

entranced him by showing he needn't worry. It didn't matter that it

revealed its depth swiftly. What mattered was that it was deep in

whatever time it chose to work its magic. And if Tocade made the

professionals look like idiots while the public snatched it off the

shelves, so much the better. ("Making a good fragrance has very

little to do with making money in the short term," Turin observed

later, "but in the long run, the reason Guerlain still sells Jicky—
created in 1889—by the trainload is not because of hype but be-

cause it is great.")

Anyway [Turin's e-mail to Stewart continued], she wants to talk the firm

into using me as a consultant. In the meantime, she says if I want to

come back and spend a week in their lab smelling everything (and

sharing my impressions), I'm most welcome. Naturally, this would be

for me like dying and going to heaven without the attendant disadvan-

tages, so I accept enthusiastically. This lady thanks me profusely when

I leave, saying how much she learned from me, I feel stupid saying the

same thing to her (should have said it first). I leave, struck by the

dearth of collective intelligence in perfume composition owing to the

lack of words: they can't really discuss things with each other, tremen-

dous waste of intelligence. Amazing that the rate-limiting step in a field

should be mere words, never thought of it, though I guess in science

we're minting them all the time as we go along.

Back to London, and the lab, and confirming the aldehyde data.

Fingers crossed. He was creating "histograms" (bar graphs), into

which he was dumping his data. The process was nerve-racking,

feeding data into his impassive electronic twins, CAChe and

MOPAC, which were graphing it out, letting them work their

hushed magic comparing C 9
with C 10 and then C,

, ,
implacably spit-

ting out their scores. He would pounce on the mathematical runes

the twins spit back, praying the histograms would say what he

wanted them to.

And then he hit it big. He sent an outwardly nonchalant e-mail to

Stewart. "Your eagle eye will notice a change in the histogram for
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C, ,

." He was e-mailing his bar graphs across the Atlantic. "Btw," he

added casually, "the [alternating] pattern ceases at C
12

."

Stewart: "Pattern? Pattern?? What pattern??"

The pattern was the whole point. Turin's heart almost stopped:

"The PATTERN, silly!!!!!!!!" (Stewart was an ogre on statistics.

Christ, had he screwed these stats up?) He spent a nervous night,

opened his e-mail the next morning to see from Stewart: "OK,

looked again, now I see the pattern!!"

Turin: "Phew!!! That's a relief!" (Jesus Christ! . . .)

The key to the Chanel No. 5 mystery was clearly that the alde-

hyde s smells alternated according to their alternating vibrations,

and not to their shapes.

Hello, William Hagins! This would get them their white knight.

Send him this, Turin said to Stewart. Stewart agreed—time to bait

the hook. Stewart packed Turin's data into an electronic package,

and it vanished into the wall. Silence. Turin waited. He checked his

e-mail to find a message from Stewart. It was dismaying: "Ran this

amazing discovery by Hagins," wrote Stewart. "He is taking para-

noid position [that it is the result of] impurities." The molecules

weren't pure, Hagins conjectured; they had junk with other vibra-

tions floating in them, which was confusing the electronic twins,

MOPAC and CAChe, and Turin's nose as well. Stewart said Turin

might do well to be paranoid too and contact Aldrich about how the

stuff was purified.

Turin set his jaw and replied, as calmly as he could, that Aldrich 's

record for purity was exquisite. Furthermore, he, Turin, had

smelled each of the molecules, and to his nose what the computers

said checked out. He sent over some more data. Stewart hurried off

to deliver it to Hagins in another part of NIH. In a little while,

Stewart returned to his computer to file his reconnaissance. Turin

frowned at it on his screen. This was getting weird: Hagins was now

suggesting a way to purify the molecules. Huh? Turin queried,

"Don't Aldrich do this already anyway?" He was a bit bewildered by

Hagins's excruciating details. "I'd rather not have to learn chemistry

in the next few weeks," he e-mailed, desperately cheerful, "if it can

be avoided. Be happy to in the following decade, though." His mind

was racing. What was going on? He shot some more data to Stew-
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art, then waited. Nothing from Hagins. Nothing from Stewart.

"WHAT NEWS!?!?" Turin e-mailed.

Then something from Hagins. The phone rang, which was odd

right there. Turin picked it up, and it was Stewart. Stewart cleared

his throat and started explaining something. Turin was frowning,

sitting in his lab before the huge window over his desk, trying to

grasp this. Hagins had a problem, Stewart said, clearing his throat.

With what?

With the calculations.

What about the calculations?

Well-—some of the calculations Turin had sent? There 'd been

one piece of surprising results, Turin's finding that two isomers

happened to rotate very differently from each other.

So? said Turin.

So Stewart had said to Hagins: Wasn't it amazing that these two

molecules with slightly different shapes should behave vastly differ-

ently! Hagins apparently thought it was, indeed, amazing. In fact

Hagins thought it was so amazing that he had taken Turin's work

and done a completely different sort of calculation and gotten com-

pletely different results.

Yeah? said Turin. Holding the receiver. So?

So he's claiming, said Stewart very quietly, that you made up the

results.

The London traffic was flowing by on Gower Street outside, the

gear-grinding sound of the double-decker buses, a hotshot roaring

by on a motorcycle. Perhaps he had misheard. He frowned into the

phone. Hagins thinks I committed scientificfraud?

Turin took a breath. He told Stewart that he knew these calcula-

tions gave that result because he'd already done the calculations that

way—just to see what would happen—and, like Hagins, had gotten

different results too.

Oh, said Stewart quickly, listen, I believe you.

I mean, how stupid would you have to be, continued Turin, when

anyone can replicate these figures with the CAChe molecular-

dynamics program, to try to fake something like this? Jesus, at least

you'd do it with software not everyone in the world owned.

Stewart agreed. Stewart was himself rather furious.
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William Hagins is saying I committed scientificfraud? said Turin.

Turin hung up. Stewart went off to repair the damage, and Turin

went off to wait for it to be over.

Hagins didn't pursue it (although he didn't recant), and Turin,

with an emotional itch he couldn't scratch, tried to let it drop. That

Hagins had been a hero of his didn't help, nor did getting what felt

like an unpleasant, condescending phone call from Shuko Yoshi-

kami, Hagins's collaborator, telling him he'd lied. Hagins, Turin ex-

plained (again, gripping the phone), was doing a different calculation,

getting a different result. Whatever, said Yoshikami.

It gnawed at Turin like a toothache.

if you theorize a highly unlikely machine that does an amazing

thing—say, a spectroscope made of human flesh that grabs mole-

cules and shoots them full of electrons, measuring the ways they

vibrate and sending that information to the brain as a smell

—

eventually you have to produce that machine. Or your theory disin-

tegrates.

The moment was approaching when Turin would have to pro-

duce the machine, point out its gears and wires and the power it ran

on, and he had to find the pieces of this machine—or, rather, ma-

chines, a thousand tiny spectroscopes in a thousand tiny human

receptor cells. The thing was, the smell receptors had a history in

biology almost as weird as the machines he had to show they were,

and the weirdness was a wild card.

After Linda Buck had found the smell receptors, Mark Dearborn

had handed the New York Times Science Times section to Turin over

the breakfast table with an apologetic look. The look came because

these receptors were part of a large, well-known class called

G-protein receptors. All known G-protein receptors operated by

Shape, so it seemed axiomatic that smell thus had to too. Quod erat

demonstrandum. Turin had gripped the Times and thought desper-

ately, "Oh shit. It is Shape."

G-protein receptors are long snaking threads of amino acids,

each acid like a pearl on a necklace, but a better image is worms, or
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perhaps threads, because the necklaces are always threaded like em-

broidery through the cell's skin, its membrane, seven times. No one

has ever figured out their exact structure, which is phenomenally

complex, but we think they look something like this:

J
Cell membrane

But after Buck's paper came out something very interesting hap-

pened, which was that as months and years passed, nothing hap-

pened. The standard process is that someone discovers receptors

for something, and someone else does the experiments confirming

that they are, in fact, the receptors for this thing, and everyone in

the field accepts it, and then ninth graders learn it in their text-

books. People were trying, but no one was confirming that the

smell receptors were in fact the smell receptors for the simple rea-

son that no one could get these receptors to react to any smells

—

which was "primary reception," what happens when the smell hits

the receptor. After a while, people sat up and noticed, and frowned

at what wasn't being found and what wasn't being published in the

journals, and the silence became deafening. It was bizarre. Everyone

agreed that these were the smell receptors. But they didn't work.

Then Richard Axel pushed the entire question into the shade.

Through some truly wizardly biology, Axel published a paper show-

ing that the receptor neurons were continually shooting new

axons—neural connecting wires—up to the olfactory bulb, and that

where they ended up in the bulb depended on which exact smell re-

ceptor they carried. The olfactory bulb is smell's neural control cen-
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ter in the brain (which happens to be the only part of the entire

human nervous system that is constantly dying and regenerating;

we don't know why). This demonstrated that these receptors had a

role in wiring the olfactory system, at which point everyone

stopped wasting their grant monev trving to get the receptors to

react, dropped "primarv reception" like a hot rock, and started

working on the neural wiring of olfaction. ("In America," Turin ob-

serves of this, "the herd instinct in science is incrediblv strong. It's as

if primarv reception never existed")

This was excellent for Turin. His theorv was all about primarv

reception, and he needed some breathing space. He needed breath-

ing space because he was terrified. He was terrified because Linda

Buck's receptors, which he had been studiouslv ignoring, had been

a near-death experience for his theorv. Evervone said thev were

Shape receptors. He was saving thev were Vibration receptors,

working in a spectrograph machine. He'd now been given a window

of time to prove this with some evidence. He waded into the recep-

tor's guts to find the machine's parts.

OK, thought Turin, vou want to build a machine inside this re-

ceptor that reads the vibrations of electrons. A spectroscope. Let's

start logicallv, with the machine's basic design. This machine is

probablv going to function like a light switch. When vou switch a

light switch "off," vou're just putting a gap in the wire from the elec-

tricity to the light bulb, creating a chasm in the electrons' highwav.

A stream of electrons flows out of the power companv till they

screech to a halt before this gap in the wire in vour front hallway, at

which point the electrons wait impatiently on the edge of the gap

for someone to turn the switch on. When vou flick the light switch

on, vou're laving a metal bridge across that gap, and the electrons

rush over the bridge to the other side and pour into the light bulb,

lighting it up. Until vou turn it off, which removes the bridge again

and re-creates the gap.

So, OK, let's get down the basic design here, Turin figured that

the smell receptor would have a gap in it. On one side of that gap,

electrons would enter, and on the other side, they'd flow out. Like

this:
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But! In a spectroscope, the electrons don't flow across a tempo-

rary bridge of wire between other wires. First, the bridge they flow

across—through, actually, since they burrow through it—is the

complex structure of a molecule. As they rush through, they jangle

all the electron-bond strings inside the molecule. The electrons are

waiting impatiently on one side. A person inhales a smell—peach

flowers or whiskey or asphalt—and a molecule of peach or asphalt

is sucked into the nose and tumbles into the gap. The gap nicely ac-

commodates all molecules (at least those up to ten angstroms

wide), and as the molecule slots into it, suddenly the electrons have

before them a bridge reaching from the "in" side to the "out" side,

and they hurl themselves across this bridge:
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Second, there's an important catch, a catch that provides the in-

formation that makes spectroscopy possible: the two connectors for

electrons on either side of a receptor can be set at different energies,

or, to use electrical language, at different voltages. In some recep-

tors, the "in" connector is onlv a few thousandths of a volt higher

than the "out** connector; in others the difference might be as much

as half a volt. Receptors come in different classes, each class with its

own, specific voltage drop from in to out. This is handv because the

electron is somehow going to have to be lowered bv just that drop as

it rushes through the molecular bridge. (The bridge, it turns out, is

actuallv more of an escalator, both crossing a distance and descend-

ing from one level to another. ) The electron needs to lose some en-

ergy (some height) before it can rush on. So get a complete set ot

receptors of every height class and fill each one with the same mol-

ecule (inhale, perhaps some molecule naturallv created in orange

blossoms). Then set loose at these receptors the pack ot pushv elec-

trons waiting on one side of the gap. Once inside a receptor, each ot

the electrons, just like each person in a crowd, has its own individual

energy. Every single electron will trv to get through the molecular

escalators. The trick, however, is that thev will come out the other

side onlv when thev can lose just the right amount of energy to

gentlv deposit them at the low end of the escalator. What do thev

give their excess energv to? A molecular vibration! In other words,

il you observe this process, vou will see that onlv when the height ol

the escalator matches a particular molecular vibration does the cur-
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rent flow. Look at all the escalators, count how many electrons come

through each, and you will know which vibrations the molecule has.

It won't be perfectly accurate, because thermal agitation—your

body temperature, which is constantly stirring molecules around at

a very low internal simmer—will blur things. It won't be as precise

as a human-made spectroscope of calibrated glass and polished alu-

minum and fine-tuned lasers. But it will work. It will be able to tell

you within a few tens of wavenumbers what vibrations some mole-

cule of shoe leather or tea rose or shrimp shell has. It will be able to

tell you whether you have a Sulfur-Hydrogen or a Carbon-Oxygen.

You will be able to smell.

That was, Turin figured, the basic design of the human spectro-

scope. Now he had to find all these components inside the human

nose.

First he needed a power source, a source of electrons to run this

machine. In first-year biochem they teach you that there are millions

of little biological batteries inside us, tiny things that pack electrons

in their guts and cruise around inside cells, regurgitating electricity

to processes that need it. It's called bioenergetics, a way of carrying

energy around in a cell electrochemically, and these little floating,

flesh CopperTops are needed to power lots of well-known chemical

reactions. They come in many kinds. Phosphate groups, for exam-

ple, power various electronic processes in the body. And so do

things called NADPHs (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phos-

phates), which are actually a kind of vitamin and which dutifully lug

electrons all over the place (every living cell is full of NADPH).

Turin figured he'd assume that NADPHs were powering the cel-

lular spectroscopes in the nose. He had a neat method of finding

out. Like the plugs on Compaq computer power cords that only fit

Compaq sockets and no other computers', NADPHs only plugged

into specific sockets fitted just to them, a unique sequence of amino

acids that said to the NADPH, "OK, plug in right here." (The vari-

ous biological batteries in your cells will plug in only where thev

see their own sockets, say, the specific combination of the acids

AAGHT or GPTAG or whatever.) If he could find NADPH 's spe-

cific socket on the smell receptor, Natures peer reviewers would

have to admit that NADPHs could be powering his machine.
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The first thing he had to know was NADPH's socket sequence.

He happened to be in North Carolina visiting Mark Dearborn, and

he popped down the hall to see Dearborn's professional neighbor,

Dick Philpot. Philpot was a big, handsome, manly guy, an outdoors-

man, mostly monosyllabic, and an expert in electrically powered

enzymes. "So listen, Dick," Turin began explaining, "I'm trying to

track down the sequence for the NADPH binding site, and I
—

"

"GXGXXA," said Philpot, "or GXGXXG. Either one."

Turin blinked. "Ah. Uh, thanks, Dick." He got up and left.

G is Glycine, A is Alanine, and X can be any neutral (uncharged)

amino acid at all.

So the socket would have to be these six acids, in one of these

specific orders. But now Turin had to figure out how to search

through all of these letters—the thousands of amino acids strung

together to make a smell receptor—and find the six that exactly

matched Dick's sequence. It was the ancient era of 199^, and se-

quence search engines weren't yet everywhere on the Web, so not

knowing quite what else to do, he came up with a low-tech solu-

tion. He turned on his laptop, went to the Web, and downloaded

the sequence of amino acids in the receptors, Serines, Lysines,

Glutamates, Tryptophans, long strings of letters.

When the complete protein was coiled inside his Mac, he called
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up his word processor (a program called Nisus) and clicked the

"Word Search" function. He typed "GXGXXA," clicked on "Search"

and sat back, watching the Mac's screen.

The program clicked and whirred and, almost immediately, out

popped one of the sequences: GSGLLA. He thought: "Jesus.

There's the socket." It was sitting right on the sixth of the receptor's

seven coils.

» *

NADPH

So he had a place to plug in his battery.

Wait. Damn it. He'd forgotten to check: Did these NADPH bat-

teries deliver enough of a current to power his machine? He looked

up their voltage, and found, to his great relief, that his little batter-

ies would give each microscopic spectroscope up to about half an

electron volt, which happened to be just enough to power detection

up to about 4000 wave numbers, the upper reaches of the spec-

trum, where O-H and N-H sat. The power source just fit the

amount of power the machine needed.

He now had evidence that there was a battery to power this spec-

troscope and a power socket to plug the battery into. He needed

one last part of the machine: a metal ion. If you're going to do elec-

tron transfer in biology, you'll need a metal ion for the job because

that's your wiring, where electrons are stored. The metal has to
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coat the spot on the receptor where the spectroscope sits (the spec-

troscope is only going to be a part of the receptor, not the whole

thing), the place where the smell molecule gets gripped in the re-

ceptor's hands to be shot through with electrons. The question now

was, Which metal was this wiring made of?

The body needs any number of metals: molybdenum, calcium,

selenium, copper, nickel, which all do various things. (We can carry

oxygen in our blood because hemoglobin contains iron, which

binds to oxygen and lugs it around the body.) Turin was having

lunch one day with Charles Sell at Quest, and Sell told him a story.

Sell had been frustrated by the lack of understanding of why certain

odorants smelled very, very strong and others very weak. No one

could figure out odor strength. Not what they smelled of. How

strong thev smelled of it. So Sell had drawn twenty or so super-

strong odorants on a sheet of paper and taken them up to UCL in

London and shown them to Turin's chemist neighbor on the other

side of the campus, William Motherwell. Sell had asked Mother-

well, "What do you think these things have in common?" Mother-

well (Sell recounted to Turin) had said, "Oh, simple. They're all

exceptionally good at binding to metal."

So Turin was thinking about this as he started his search for a

metal. He also had to find another binding site, a place on the re-

ceptor where the metal could glom on to. To further complicate

things, the site where the metal was attaching and the site where the

electrons were flowing in from the NADPH battery had to sit right

next to each other on the receptor's snaky body, no more than ten

angstroms apart, because tunneling only works at tiny distances.

(Electrons hate to travel far.)

Turin thought and read and talked to people. He found a clue,

tracked it down, and decided to place his bet on it. One common

piece of medical trivia that mystified doctors concerned Captopril,

a drug for high blood pressure. More or less every doctor who reg-

ularly prescribed Captopril had noticed that a common side effect

was that some of their patients lost their sense of smell. When peo-

ple looked at what exactly the drug was doing down on the molec-

ular level, they saw that it was binding like crazy to a metal: zinc. It

was also known that people who became deficient in zinc lost their
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sense of smell, which was circumstantial evidence that zinc was

somehow essential to smell, though no one had any idea how.

No one except possibly Turin. On a spring evening in May 1 99 c,

he went down to his UCL lab on Gower Street, sat down at his

computer. Each metal—iron, copper, and the others—has its own

unique binding site on any receptor, a code of amino acids that only

it can bind to. He wanted to find the chain of amino acids that

locked onto zinc.

He started by crawling through the Web, searching enzyme data-

bases for amino acid sequences that acted as zinc binding sites. The

databases spit out twenty-five different combinations of amino acids

that could bind zinc. Twenty-five codes. Now he just had to match

one of the codes to the smell receptor, and he was golden. He took

his twenty-five zinc-binding site candidates and fed them through

the computer to the database, which then set off to see if they were

integrated into the smell receptor he'd found.

Not a single one was in the smell receptor. The machine was

missing this piece. Turin sat back, deflated and baffled. He took a

deep breath—it was 3:00 a.m. now, nothing on Gower Street out-

side except an occasional car, the streetlights, the Department of

Anatomy completely quiet—and tried feeding various sequences,

ten amino acids long, into the computer. No matches. Nothing.

OK. Alternate strategy. He Telnetted into an enzyme-database

computer and started feeding in parts of the receptors themselves,

hoping the database would snag a match to any zinc-powered en-

zymes. It handed him various things, but nothing that made sense.

Christ. He suddenly remembered Blitz, the friendly German super-

computer living in Heidelberg that was expert in protein database

searches, so he jammed the computer into reverse, Telnetted into

Germany—Blitz was free to anyone with e-mail, no registration,

no passwords, and, more or less like Turin, open twenty-four hours

a day—and started throwing in bits of the receptors. Blitz was so

powerful that in twenty-six seconds it could match your sequence

with one of 1 co,ooo known sequences. But it snapped up the se-

quences, spun them around at light speed, and shot back its report:

zero matches. Blitz went off to attend to other business.

For several weeks Turin tried feeding things to Blitz. He got
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nothing. And then late one night, at home, he was trying, vet again,

a piece of the receptor sequence. It was only five amino acids long,

CGSHL, and it sat on the receptor just a few short acids away from

the XADPH socket. He sighed exhaustedlv, selected it, hit a key,

and the sequence zoomed off from London to Heidelberg. Blitz

thought about it for a half minute, spit something back at Turin,

then slipped awav again, leaving Turin before a screenful of names

and numbers in neon green. He frowned, leaning toward the lap-

top's gentlv glowing square in the dark in his Clapham Common

apartment.

Subject: Results for: CGSHL

Date: Sat. 27 May 1995

From: Blitz@EMBL-Heidelberg.DE

Organization: European Molecular Biology Laboratory. Heidelberg

Sequence: CGSHL

No. % Match Length ID Description

1 100.0 84 INS_PIG PROINSULIN

2 100.0 51 INS_RABIT INSULIN

3 100.0 31 INS_SHEEP PROINSULIN

4 100.0 70 INS.TORMA PROINSULIN (FRAGMENT)

5 100.0 54 INS_SQUAC INSULIN

6 100.0 51 INS.ZAODH INSULIN

7 100.0 110 INS_PANTR INSULIN PRECURSOR

3 100.0 57 INS_PETMA INSULIN

9 100.0 105 INS.ONCKE INSULIN PRECURSOR

i

:

100.0 s: INS_KATPE INSULIN

1
1

1 00.0 116 INS_LOPPI INSULIN PRECURSOR

12 100.0 110 INS_MACFA INSULIN PRECURSOR

13 100.0 52 INS_CALMI INSULIN

' 4 100.0 110 INS_CANFA INSULIN PRECURSOR

15 100.0 51 INS_CAPHI INSULIN

16 100.0 52 INS_LEPSP INSULIN

17 100.0 s: INS_MYOSC INSULIN

I 5 100.0 36 INSJHORSE PROINSULIN

19 100.0 5 9 INS_HYDCO INSULIN
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A/n 0/n Matrh / c*nnth ID Dgscription

20 100.0 51 INS_HYSCR INSULIN

21 100.0 51 INS_ELEMA INSULIN

22 100.0 51 INS_FELCA INSULIN

23 100.0 108 INS_GEOCY INSULIN PRECURSOR

24 100.0 51 INS_GADCA INSULIN

25 100.0 107 INS.CHICK INSULIN PRECURSOR

26 100.0 51 INS_CHIBR INSULIN

27 100.0 51 INS_CROAT INSULIN

28 100.0 106 INS1_XENLA INSULIN 1 PRECURSOR

29 100.0 106 INS2_XENLA INSULIN 2 PRECURSOR

30 100.0 110 INS2_RAT INSULIN 2 PRECURSOR

31 100.0 51 INS2_THUTH INSULIN 2

32 100.0 52 INS_AMICA INSULIN

33 100.0 51 INS_ALLMI INSULIN

34 100.0 81 INS_ANAPL PROINSULIN

35 100.0 51 INS_ANSAN INSULIN

36 100.0 51 INS1_BATSP INSULIN 1

37 100.0 234 GU38_RAT POSSIBLE GUSTATORY RECEPTO

38 100.0 234 GU33_RAT POSSIBLE GUSTATORY RECEPTO

39 100.0 312 GU27_RAT GUSTATORY RECEPTOR GUST27

40 100.0 51 INS.PSESC INSULIN

41 100.0 50 INS_ONCGO INSULIN

42 100.0 51 INS_BALPH INSULIN

43 100.0 105 INS_BOVIN INSULIN PRECURSOR

44 100.0 110 INS_CERAE INSULIN PRECURSOR

45 100.0 51 iNS_DIDMA INSULIN

46 100.0 108 INS_CYPCA INSULIN PRECURSOR

47 100.0 110 INS_CRILO INSULIN PRECURSOR

48 100.0 110 INSJHUMAN INSULIN PRECURSOR

49 100.0 464 L2AM_DROME ALPHA-M ETHYLDOPA HYPERS

50 100.0 88 BXB8_BOMMO BOMBYXIN B-8 PRECURSOR

51 100.0 314 OLF9_RAT OLFACTORY RECEPTOR-LIKE PR

52 100.0 314 OLFLHUMAN OLFACTORY RECEPTOR-LIKE PR

53 100.0 310 OLF0_RAT OLFACTORY RECEPTOR-LIKE PR

54 100.0 314 OLF1_RAT OLFACTORY RECEPTOR-LIKE PR

55 100.0 312 OLF4_RAT OLFACTORY RECEPTOR-LIKE PR

56 100.0 51 INS_BALBO INSULIN
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No. % Match Length ID Description
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i ;- 1 00.0 312 0LF8_RAT OLFACTORY RECEPTOR-LIKE PR

100.0 313 OLFD.CANFA OLFACTORY RECEPTOR-LIKE PR

He sat staring at his screen. Blitz was saving that CGSHL was

found on two and only two receptors, the receptors for smell (that,

he was sure of, since that's where it came from) and the hormone

. . . insulin? Well, there were also No. 49 and No. co, some weird

enzymes, and No. 62 (chitinase, which makes soft-shelled crabs

soft), but those aberrations aside, it was smell and insulin, straight

down the line. (The taste receptors
—

"gustatory"—were probably

smell receptors that happened to be on the tongue, which in the

scheme ol things was not the most unusual place ior them; they'd

found a genetic sequence for smell receptors in human sperm, who

the hell knew why.) So essentially he had smell receptors and in-

sulin. That was it. The key was, it seemed, the connection between

the two. But they had absolutely nothing, as far as Turin could tell,

in common. Was it merely coincidence that both insulin and olfac-

tory receptors happened to have those amino acids on them? Possi-

bly. But that made little sense. He glared at the screen. Where the

hell was the connection? (And—wait a minute, why hadn't the hrst

computer cri\en him this?) Maybe his brain had shut down. He

pressed the off switch on his laptop, and it popped and died, a bub-

ble of strangled enercry. It would be dawn soon. He stared hlearik at

the delicate luminescence creeping o\er the edge ol London's sky-

line, rubbed his e\es. His mind felt grainy. He went to sleep as the

luminous edge turned into day.

Perhaps he'd got something wronc*. The next day, at his lab at

UCL, he fed in the same sequence: CGSHL. Blitz patiently threw
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back at him the same results. He stared at them. What did olfactory

receptors have to do with insulin? He spent the entire day on it,

winding up furious and having got strictlv nowhere. When evening

came again, he closed up shop, jammed his hands in his coat pock-

ets, trudged down to the Gower Street tube station. He got on the

Northern Line and sat there as the train hurtled forward. He was

walking across Clapham Common past a church when, from some

deep, dark, dustv place in the back of his mind, from some ancient

undergraduate course the singular fact surfaced: "insulin," as he put

it, "binds to zinc like shit to a blanket." Which fit exactly with the

side effect of Captopril. He had turned up, on the insulin receptor,

a binding spot for a metal, and the metal was zinc.

Wait. Could this be right? He seemed to remember that the

Sigma catalog sold insulin in two forms—with zinc, and zinc-free.

He went home and grabbed his Sigma catalog. Sure enough: insulin

came in two grades: zinc and zinc-free, which meant zinc must bind

like hell to insulin, or Sigma wouldn't bother charging for stripping

it away. He jumped to the computer, and downloaded the crystal

structure of insulin with zinc bound to it. There was the zinc atom,

and then the sequence that was binding it. Yep, the zinc binding se-

quence was CGSHL. Which was exactly the same on the ollactorv

receptor.

That was it. The insulin receptors stronglv implied that olfactorv

receptors were binding zinc too—that, in other words, thev had a

metal to conduct electrons at exactlv the place thev'd need metal.

The machine was wired. He dashed off an exhilarated e-mail to

Stewart: "1 think I've *cracked it*!!!!!! Found the link between the

'known' receptors and electrons! Explains evervthing neatlv, paper

now readv for completion."

Turin spent the following dav cobbling the data together into co-

herent form. It was still bugging him why the first computer, the

one before Blitz, had neglected to show the insulins. And then he

realized: Insulin is a hormone. He'd onlv asked the first computer for

enzymes; Blitz had looked at evervthing.

He was reallv progressing on the paper now, working on it every

minute. To Stewart: "Todav is a national holidav, wonderful
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weather, city completely empty, back at work (Francoise took off

this morning, more abt that later)." Every detail counted. He in-

serted a credit to Motherwell for the zinc part in the paper. He

mentioned this to Motherwell. Why me? said Motherwell. Turin

was surprised: Charles Sell said it was your idea, he said. Actually,

replied Motherwell, Charles was the one who suggested that. Turin

rolled his eyes and credited them both.

K
] think," he wrote Stewart, "this is the baby! !!!!!!!!!"

his london-paris relationship had always been stormy, and it

was becoming stormier. His conversations with Francoise were

strained. He wanted children, she didn't; he was attached to Lon-

don, she (deeply) to Paris. Stewart had suggested that Turin make a

list of all of Francoise 's good qualities, and Turin had readily

agreed—then kept putting it off. "How goes the list?" Stewart

queried delicately. "Are you reluctant to tackle it? (Would be com-

pletely understandable. . . .)"

Turin tapped out a reply: "Working on it." (He wasn't.) "Fran-

coise back this weekend!" he noted, then immediately added, "En-

closed the phenvlacetaldehvde-phenvlacetonitrile picture." Which,

whatever that was, had absolutely nothing to do with Francoise and

her qualities.

Good idea, Stewart replied the next dav about the phenvl-

acetaldehvde, and then asked, "What about the list??"

Oh. Right. "Coming up . .

."

It never came. W'hat came instead was, finally—finally—the ac-

tual paper for Nature. June 8, 199c: "Here it is!!!!!" The first com-

plete draft.

And then a revision of the draft, and a revision of the revision.

Turin was getting punchy. He was trving not to feel sick to his stom-

ach with nerves, triple-checking his numbers, making corrections,

trving to ensure it would be perfect when the Nature referees

looked at it. He was fairlv flinging drafts at Stewart and others for

criticism. He was bouncing absurdities back and forth. He finally

cracked. He e-mailed Stewart, "Hi Walter, *if* vou received the lat-
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est draft, don't bother because I took it to Nature yesterday." On
July 2c, 199?, Turin submitted "A Spectroscopic Mechanism for

Primary Olfactory Reception" to Nick Short, the articles editor at

Nature magazine. It was off.

He did feel a little sick to his stomach.
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NATURE

OW TURIN WAITED.

Nature represents itself as a "rapid-review" publication. The

claim seemed true. Already, by August 7, Turin was e-mailing Stew-

art nervously: "Just spoke to Nature: it *was* sent to referees, one

has already answered (no clue as to content), they're waiting for the

second one . . . fingers crossed."

He and Francoise left for Argentina on vacation. They'd always

wanted to go to South America together, but they chose to go in

winter, which turned out to be less than great, and they found

Buenos Aires expensive, so they went to Chile. They were in La

Serena when he couldn't stand it anymore. He found a public in-

ternational telephone booth and, heart pounding, dialed UCL in

London.

He reached the department secretary. She knew exactly why he

was calling. It's come, she said. And? She paused. It's been rejected,

she said.

He held the receiver for a moment. Can you fax it to me?

When the fax came through, he found a bar, planted himself, and

read through what the reviewers thought of his new theory of

smell. I he referees wore, in their tight, precise, scientific way, hys-

terical. They hated it. They loathed it. By the time he finished, Turin
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was furious. He went back to the phone, called Walter Stewart in

Washington, and faxed the reports to him. Then, ignoring the bill

he was running up, he called Nick Short. "Nick, listen, I can counter

every damn point in here. I want to resubmit." Ah, yes, said Short in

London, mildly, with no enthusiasm but no aversion to the idea,

either.

I'll rebutt the criticisms point by point, said Turin.

Ah, yes, murmured Short over the phone to Chile. Turin got off

the line as fast as he could.

Back in London. Turin went over the referees' comments and

prepared to launch into his reply. Stewart helped him, in Stewart's

way, which meant simultaneously noting "what shit" the comments

were—which hardly stanched Turin's already volcanic sense of in-

justice—and hectoring Turin to be polite: "They're like muggers,

Luca. You don't like them, but they've got the knife."

So Turin gritted his teeth, plastered a smile on his face, and

started with exquisitely good form: "I am very grateful to the refer-

ees for taking the time and trouble to write a detailed and penetrat-

ing review."

After that sentence, he ran into trouble. He turned initially to

Referee 3 because, as he put it, 3 had got on his tits first thing

by sniffing, "[Turin] contends his [Vibration] theory explains all

observations"—an imprecise and provocative statement. Stranger,

though, was that if he or she dismissed Vibration's explanatory

power, 3 then immediately turned around and dismissed Shape, a

theory, 3 sniffed, "proposed when little was known about the biol-

ogy of the olfactory system." Turin, not sure where this was going,

replied that he happily agreed that Shape should be discarded be-

cause it didn't account for the facts. (Oh, and he didn't claim his the-

ory could explain "all observations"; it was just better than Shape.)

Then 3 made a rather astounding comment: "[Shape] is no longer

argued." Turin: Really! Then what was argued, exactly? (3 didn't

bother to say.) Or, rather, on the very next page, 3 did say: "The

current view is that the identity of an odor is encoded by a combi-

nation of different receptors that recognize structural features of an

odorant." Which—since "structural features" referred to and had in

olfaction science always referred to the shape of a molecule—meant
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that 3 was arguing Shape, which directly contradicted 3's statement

"[Shape] is no longer argued."

Turin tried out various responses like a diplomat rehearsing pos-

sible tones of voice for hostile governments. He showed off his

knowledge, forecast smells, elucidated his theory: "Where my ap-

proach differs [from Shape is] in being predictive. Boranes should

smell like Sulfur . . . benzaldehyde and ecyclooctatetraene should

smell like cinnamon." He gently corrected gross errors. (Referee 3

in his confusion had thought that the alternating smells of C7—

C

]3

aldehydes were "in direct conflict" with Vibration; actually, Turin

noted with acid words dipped in sugar, they directly supported it:

"The referee misunderstands my point . .
." he purred). He got a bit

snooty at times
—

"As is well known," he tossed out, "catechola-

mines are redox reagents"—but ultimately (Stewart was riding

herd) responded in a more or less gentlemanly fashion.

With Referee 2 ,
however, he started to let his impatience show.

Referee 2, he wrote, "makes three points which, if correct, would

certainly invalidate . . . the paper." Pause for a frosty breath. "Fortu-

nately, the referee is incorrect on all three."

Referee 2 complained that Turin's "argument" for a zinc-binding

site on the receptor "seems a bit thin." Really, retorted Turin. Sixty-

four proteins that just happen to exactly match CGSHL, which just

happens to be the zinc-binding site on insulin, is thin? Seemed rather

clearly diagnostic of olfactory receptors. And as for 2's protesting

that the smell molecules would have to punch through the cell

membrane to get to the receptor, Turin pointed out that 2 "ap-

peared to forget that odorants are small hydrophobic molecules"

—

which meant (as any chemist could tell you) that "a membrane, far

from being an obstacle, is actually where an odorant would most

likely be found!"

Referee 2 ended with the snide jab that an "equally fanciful" part

of the proposal took "no account whatsoever" of G -protein struc-

ture and docking difficulties. And so Turin calmlv downloaded

X-ray structures of G -proteins, threw them in, and shot back: "No

docking difficulties arise."

Then there was referee 1, who began, rather breathtakingly, by

casually questioning whether any of "the authors" had actually done
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any original work at all. (Turin cleared his throat: "First, a minor

point: there is only one author.") In Referee i 's view, Turin was

claiming credit both for i) originating Dyson's theory and 2) point-

ing out the difficulty of building in the nose a spectroscope of metal

gratings and glass mirrors. Simmering, Turin replied that, first, he

was, thank you very much, well aware of Dyson, "to whom full

credit is given in the paper." And second, he observed acidly, "I take

no great credit for pointing out the 'difficulty' of putting a spectro-

scope in the nose, given the conspicuous absence of gratings and

mirrors in the nasal cavity." But what was truly breathtaking was a

comment that 1 seemed to toss off absentmindedly: Instead of

using shape to recognize smell, he said, Turin instead just "uses elec-

tron tunneling." ("Like, 'Great,' " said Turin, incredulous, " 'you in-

vented the wheel, so what else is new?' ") To Nature he wrote: "For

Referee 1 to sum up the central and novel idea of the paper merely

as 'instead uses inelastic electron tunneling,' as if that were the most

obvious thing in the world, is, I believe, unfair to the subject and to

the theory being advanced. The referee's comment implies that this

is in some sense an obvious idea, but," he drove home the point,

"the extensive literature contains not a single reference to electron

tunneling."

Referee 1 complained that "the authors at no point provide a

clear, plausible display of the nature of the currents." "I am not sure,"

replied Turin, thin-lipped, "what the referee means by 'plausible

display of the nature of the currents.' They are electron currents, as

suggested by the fact that the word 'electron' appears 22 times in

the manuscript."

Then Referee 1 wrote: "The important part of the paper is non-

existent."

Now, what the fuck, Turin asked Mark Dearborn, do you say

to that? Stewart had had the same reaction. He'd e-mailed Turin,

"How do you refute 'The important part of the paper is non-

existent.' What the hell is he talking about??"

Referee 1 : "The major body of the paper is an extremely ram-

bling case-by-case discussion of specific molecules and their shapes.

I find this quite unconvincing and virtually irrelevant."

If, Turin responded, you think that a discussion of specific mole-
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cules and their shapes is irrelevant to a paper on molecules and

shape, then you are quite out of your mind. (He phrased it on the

page as: "I do not share his view . .
.")

Referee i : "I doubt if this paper could be adequately revised, thus

I find it not too convincing."

"[TJhere is," Turin wrote silkenly, "no specific list of points that

the referee thinks should be changed or added. In this sense I agree

it would be difficult to revise the paper to meet his objections, but

that is the fault of the referee, not the paper."

So much for the referees.

Turin launched himself into the rewrite, calling in debts, search-

ing for information. He beamed stuff to distant sources, they sent

back hints and references, and he wrote and rewrote and sweated

every line. He put the rebuttal in an envelope and mailed it to Nick

Short. There was a carefully polite letter ("Dear Dr. Short, en-

closed you will find . . ."), but on the referees' competence to com-

prehend the theory, he had a more refreshingly direct phone call

that started with "Nick, these people are assholes." He and Mark

Dearborn had analyzed the responses like two FBI semioticians

and were pretty sure they'd nailed the identities. Referee i
,
they

thought, was a scientist named George Dodd. Referee 2 appeared

to be Heidi Hamm, a biochemist at the University of Texas. And

Referee 3, they figured, was Gordon Shepherd, a Yale neurobiolo-

gist who had been working in smell for many years and was, judging

from his publications, a devout Shapist. "If your paper was not re-

viewed by Shepherd," one of Turin's sources e-mailed him after

reading the review, "it was reviewed by someone who thinks as he

does."

Turin told Short that he believed Referee 1 to be Dodd and that

he thought Dodd might have an ax to grind with him. Short

shouldn't resubmit to Dodd. Short said, Hmm, ah, yes, well, mmm,

right, and told Turin he wouldn't. In fact, Short agreed that they

would submit to three completely new people.

Turin was also diversifying his weaponry and gathering ammo.

He'd walked out the anatomy department's doors, crossed the quad

to UCL's physics department, and forged a strategic alliance with

the eminent physicist Marshall Stoneham. Stoncham had a patrician
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demeanor and a benevolent calm as deep as his scientific reputation,

and he quickly developed a fascination with Vibration: Why, it was

marvelous, this, physics, particles and quantum mechanics, inside a bi

ological system? Fascinating! So, Lucka (Stoneham never quit< re

membered how to pronounce Turin's given name), how does this

work exactly? Stoneham both wrote and called Nature's editor in

chief, John Maddox (whom he knew personally), to suggest the

names of some suitable referees. Turin felt very good about all this.

Maybe they'd actually get people who understood. . . .

On another front, the BBC had begun filming now, moving into

high gear on the documentary, and Turin was waging skirmishe s

with producer Alison Baum over the simplification of his science.

She was, calmly and politely but relentlessly, presenting it in a way

she felt the public could follow it; Turin didn't see why the public

couldn't follow "7 -transmembrane G-protein receptors." But at

every conflict they would manage to work it out, the producer

bringing it down a few levels, the star balking (as stars do), every-

thing slamming to a halt, and she gently leading him back to the

A-B-C version, after which they'd roll cameras again.

Everyone was conscious that while Nature had to publish before

Horizon broadcast (didn't they?), they were crawling toward pub-

lication in Nature while rocketing toward a national November

27 broadcast on the BBC of A Code in the Nose, as the documentary

was now being called. Over at Nature, Short seemed so agitated

about the BBC's broadcast—but so uncommunicative about exactly

what it was that was agitating him—that Turin finally entreated

John Lynch, who ran the Horizon science program at the BBC, to

call Short directly. This was fine with Lynch, who, increasingly

nervous himself about this timing question, was coincidentally at

that exact same moment seeking Turin's permission to call Nature.

In fact, Lynch and the BBC had been uncomfortable about this

tightrope-walking act from the start, Lynch in particular nervous

that Turin would suddenly balk on the film if Nature hadn't pub-

lished. Nature had priority, and everyone knew that. So Lynch had

phoned Short after August: Here (he explained to Short) was what

Horizon was up to, and was it very likely Nature would publish be-

fore their broadcast? Short, true to form, couldn't be pinned down
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on an answer. At first, what Lynch had heard him say was a flat: "If

you broadcast before we publish, it will absolutely jeopardize the

paper's publication in Nature" That was very bad; in the BBC's

bunkers, Baum and Lynch and Rosin began an ongoing strategic

huddle about Nature. They thought Nature would work with the

BBC's time frame, but Nature seemed to be taking an incredible

amount of time. (Baum told herself that, well, this was what hap-

pened with truly new ideas.)

The closer the deadline got, the more concerned Lynch was be-

coming, but the more diaphanous Short's position, too. Now Short

seemed to be saying that it was possible that the broadcast wouldn't

kill Turin's chances, but then it wouldn't help them, now, would it?

And (Short let drop) they'd hit some snags on peer review. . . .

Which didn't make John Lynch feel any better about Luca Turin.

BBC science journalism hardly wanted to send Horizon out on some

bridge Nature wouldn't cross. So Lynch sought to shore up his flank

by establishing a strategic alliance with Nature, looking for an ex-

plicit association with the magazine to confirm that the science in

Turin's Vibration theory was being taken seriously. Getting Short

on the phone again, Lynch had a proposal: the final call would ulti-

mately be Turin's, of course, but it might be nice if Horizon could

append its broadcast with an official imprimatur of quality like "As

published in Nature magazine." This smell paper of Turin's, said

Lynch, had been in the works at Nature forever, it seemed (Short

straightened his spine at this), and the BBC was going ahead with

the broadcast, so . . .

Short was in his starchy-editor mode. We cannot hurry this

process any more than we already have, he informed Lynch (who

had not suggested that they had hurried it at all). They agreed in

the end that Horizon was welcome to append at the end of the tape

"Luca Turin's paper proposing the theory you have just seen has

been submitted to Nature" Which, come to think of it, means noth-

ing at all.

And when Lynch called Turin and asked, "Should we put 'As sub-

mitted to Nature' at the end?" Turin was so irritated that he said ab-

solutely not, the Limey bastards. He said he didn't give a damn
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about Nature's approval; his job was not to do their advertising.

Lynch was ever so slightly concerned. There were questions. There

were conflicts. There was a significant sum of the BBC's money rid-

ing on this thing. Was Turin sure about this? Lynch thought that the

notion of appending "submitted" was a good thing. Turin thought it

genuflected before Nature. (It did, of course, that was the point, but

it nauseated him.)

On Saturday, September 9, 1 99c, Turin sent Stewart the draft ol

his rebuttal "With a few small bits still missing . .
." Having played

the critic and the diplomat, Stewart's new attitude toward Nature,

which he started expressing in no uncertain terms by phone

and e-mail, was that if Turin had good evidence (and he did), and

if the physics was correct (and it was), then the hell with all the

blinkered, unthinking molecular biologists, Turin should stand his

ground. Because the physics, Stewart was adamant, stood, damnit.

"Thanks for the comments!!" Turin wrote back, but added with a

bit of throat clearing (it was now he who was behaving diplomati-

cally), "Most of them I have incorporated into the new version,

though some I left out because, although I heartily agree with you

('fuck molecular biology,' for instance) my version is better

matched to the impedance of the audience." ("Impedance" is an

electrical engineering term referring to battery resistance matching

load resistance—Turin meant he had dumbed it down for the id-

iots.) "I am rewriting the last section, which as you say is impene-

trably obscure."

And then the final bit, on September 21, 199c, from Turin:

"Here's one last thing I need: the abstract at the top. Can you help

me improve it??" And the next day: "Thanks, much better! Let me

know what you think." Then Turin copied the new version of the

paper's abstract, calm scientific words masking an assault on every-

thing molecular biologists and chemists thought they knew about

the sense of smell:

I propose here a novel theory of primary olfactory reception

based on a form of inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy.

The theory explains a number of facts about the relationship be-
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ing it airtime). If Baum was aware of all this, she was also aware,

through Turin, of the problems plaguing Shape. What she wanted

was the struggle captured, visible, in Amoore's face, on videotape.

She was prepping him while the cameras were focusing and they

started turning on hot lights. She held her fire, guarding the crucial

piece Turin had added to Dyson that made the machine work. They

were rolling. She explained Turin's theory, and the dignified

Amoore listened and replied, almost rhetorically, with just a bit of

the impatience of the victor, "Yes, but what's the mechanism for this

vibration theory?" What exactly made it work? Baum said, "Elec-

tron tunneling," and Amoore went very pale and completely quiet.

He understood immediately the implications. For a moment he

looked as if he were going to burst into tears. Baum prayed the

cameras were getting this. They were. They quietly turned off the

equipment while Amoore went outside for five minutes.

On a personal level, Baum reflected, she really felt bad for him,

it was the man's life's work being assaulted and all that, but, on the

other hand, she had to say that after all there just seemed, well, so

many flaws with his theory . . .

Stewart, when Turin told him about it, frankly found Amoore's

honesty—his acknowledgment, even if inadvertent, of the threat to

his own theory—admirable. Only interpretable, Stewart com-

mented, if he's a real scientist. And they were pretty rare these days.

Turin agreed.

Then the BBC crew fell back to Britain and, on home territory

again, turned their attention to the filming of Dr. Luca Turin, which

he found amusing, if a bit weird. He filed the story with Stewart.

Date: Wed, 4 Oct 1995

To: stewartw@helix.nih.gov

Subject: ambient mayhem . .

.

Re the BBC, madness in plentiful supply. They're going to interview

me in the train on the way to Paris on Sun, there and back in 6 hrs! Half

a first-class carriage (empty on Sun) is reserved for filming, donated by

Eurostar (the channel tunnel train company). Last Saturday: all sorts of

filming tomfoolery in different locations meant to impersonate my lab
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(different lab), my home (someone else's) and a bookshop in Lisbon (a

bookshop in Leicester Square, actually) where I found a "great* 1 964

book that helped me a lot (as you know, textbook writers still wanted to

be understood in those halcyon days). The following week, Wednes-

day at Quest UK. Thurscay and Friday in Paris (perfume stores and

Quest France!!). This is going to be fun . .

.

Apart from this, nothing new (thank God).

Sundav morning thev boarded the Eurostar and started setting

up in the narrow spaces in the cars, and the train eased out of its

crystal cocoon in Waterloo station and whispered toward the conti-

nent, hurling itself into the tube below the sea. The crew thor-

oughly enjoyed filming Turin. He turned out to be a natural on

camera, and they lo\ed his energy. Baum and Rosin found him an

excellent communicator of science, and he was perfectly willing,

when they said, "Cut!" and stopped him, to rephrase things more

simph. At least usually willing. They were in first class (which

eyervone loyed), and the stewards brought some yery good food

and some e\en better wine, and his communication got better and

better as the wine went down. He was eating these little exotic

orangy fruit no one had e\ er seen before, and he said to the camera,

"See? That's what you get in First Class, fruit from outer space."

(They put it in the him.) On arriyal in Paris they were unprepared

for how hurriedly they had to pack all their equipment and rush to

get it all off the train to get it through customs, dash madly around

to Departures, luoging cameras and cables, and jump back on the

return train in time to take off in the other direction for London.

But they managed it.

Then the producers proposed something that made Turin ex-

tremely neryous. He had opened his big mouth.

Months before, during filming prep, Rosin and Baum had been

grilling him on the theory, and he'd mentioned his little primary-

smells test. Wait, they'd said, stopping him, what was that? Well,

he'd basically mixed blue yibration with yellow yibration and gotten

green yibration, only with smells. He'd taken the minty Left car\ one

and added to it an 1800 carbonvl yibration until the \ibrational

chord changed and the molecule suddenly smelled of caraway. Is-
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abel Rosin had just loved this idea. (He'd grinned, proud.) It was

perfect! she'd said. (Yep, he'd said, it was a really nice experiment
.

)

Why, they'd do it in front of some perfumers and get it all on film!

(Uh-oh . . .) Oh, don't worry! she said, it'll be great evidence for

your theory. (Or, he thought, it would be the opposite; he had

smelled the vibrational transformation to caraway, but he'd neg-

lected to ever try it with anyone else, and what if it completely

failed while the cameras were rolling?) So the whole crew got on

the train in London again, the BBC with its crates of electrical

equipment, Turin with his little mint carvones and some butanone

in a plastic refrigerator container. This time they stayed in Paris,

headed to the Quest lab, where the BBC had gathered three of the

most highly respected perfumers in the industry: Maurice Roucel,

Calice Becker, and Francoise Caron. They set up the whole thing,

made him wait downstairs in the lobby so he couldn't sneak a hud-

dle with the perfumers. Then they called him up and started rolling

the cameras. Turin was so nervous he felt like an electric wire. The

perfumers were interested but professionally detached.

He unpacked his little carvones and got out his smelling strips.

(The cameramen crowded in to get the shot.) Quietly, he passed

around the Left and Right carvones. OK, yes, they agreed that the

caraway version smelled of caraway. And the mint smelled of mint.

And (Turin's Vibration experiment) if you added an 1800 wave

number to the mint? Maurice Roucel motioned to his assistant.

Could she make up the mixtures? Thanks very much. She left. The

clock ticked. After a few minutes, she came back, put the vials of

clear liquids before them, and they started smelling. The 1 o percent

butanone mix? It still smelled of mint, they said. The 20 percent

butanone, the carbonyl-rich potion with its nail-polish-remover

smell? It still smelled of mint, they said, and glanced at one another.

... In the BBC documentary, the camera pans in close on Turin's

face, which is frozen in a tense smile. Forty percent butanone . . .

60 percent butanone . . . and suddenly, they said, "This smells of

caraway." He had not said the word caraway, had not indicated in any

way what would or would not happen to the smell. They were

unanimous. Suddenly the smell switched. Well, they disagreed as

to whether the jump occurred at 60 percent or 70 percent bu-
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tanone, but there it was. The BBC producers were quite happy with

the tape, it was terrific, oh they'd certainly be using it, nice little

demonstration of the theory, and so on. They started packing up.

Turin wanted to collapse on the floor.

He loved doing the looping—voice-overs—in the studio (he had

to actually act a bit, saying "sulfur" in a convincing voice) and

drooled over the Finnish Genelec monitor speakers. And from Nick

Short at Nature, news, or at least a hint of it. "Nick also said," Turin

wrote Stewart, " 'we've never had a paper quite like this one be-

fore.' Whatever that means, I like the sound of it. I put it to them

that I needed a quick answer to turn around in time for Nov 27"

—

the scheduled date of the BBC broadcast
—

"if thev rejected it. Nick

said thev would let me know 'very soon.'
"

The wait was becoming worse. Turin, and everyone else, was

feeling increasingly sure that Nature's and the BBC's time frames

were on a collision course. No one wanted to broadcast before pub-

lication. But perhaps the broadcast would be the same week as pub-

lication in Nature, and they'd do PR together; it would be great for

everyone. That was what they told themselves, anyway.

apparently, said turin one day at a talk he gave at Hewlett-

Packard, survivors of the Hiroshima bomb had remarked that at the

same moment that the bomb flashed, they smelled burning rubber.

What was odd about this was that these people were miles from the

blast site—which meant that though the light reached them in-

stantly, it was impossible according to the laws of physics for any

smellable molecules from anv burned area to have gotten into their

noses. So what were they smelling? Here was another fact: an

atomic bomb gives off a very powerful and broad-frequencv range

of electromagnetic radiation, including infrared. (The flash we see

is just the radiation in the visible spectrum.) Perhaps the burning-

rubber smell was to those people's noses simplv the infrared equiv-

alent of the visible flash to their eyes. In other words, they were

smelling vibrations released by the Hiroshima atomic bomb.

The Hewlett-Packard people listened quietly.
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in the summer of 199c, Turin got a call from a Dr. Glenis

Scadding, a doctor in London at the Royal National Ear, Nose, and

Throat Hospital. She had heard about him through Jane Brock, she

said. Scadding was a smell doctor. (Reading between the lines,

Turin got that she was actually a very famous smell doctor, the smell

doctor of last resort in Britain.) She was faced with a baffling med-

ical case, that of a former nurse living in a rather remote part of

Scotland who had already seen three neurologists. The woman suf-

fered from a very rare disorder called cacosmia, whose symptom is

that virtually all smells smell vile. Scadding was wondering if Turin

might be able to help.

Janet Rippard first noticed the cacosmia sneaking up on her in

1992. "You know," she said, "when you leave the roast in the oven

and you come back and the whole house just smells scrumptious

and full of spiced roast smell? Well, ever so slowly, it went from a

wonderful smell to something vaguely unpleasant, so slowly I al-

most didn't notice it." She was a practical Scotswoman and had no

time for nonsense. "I remember eating ginger biscuits and saying to

my friend indignantly, 'They've changed the recipe for these ginger

biscuits! They taste like black treacle.' But they hadn't changed the

recipe. What was changing was me."

Over six months, insidiously, her life turned inside out. The dis-

ease's initial effect was to make her astonishedly aware how social

and how constant eating actually was. Wherever she went, people

offered a drink, a cup of tea, cakes, and it was as if they were cheer-

fully holding up offal. Didn't they know it all smelled oddly vile?

She suddenly began finding it difficult to walk into a supermarket,

and the greengrocer's was worse. Restaurants were torture, but her

husband wanted to go, and so she went, although she wanted to run

away. It was like being in a sewer all the time. When she went to

church, the ladies' perfumes gave off such a horrid smell she once

had to flee Aberdeen Cathedral. Flowers were as bad. She awoke to

find herself somehow, suddenly, living in a permanent noxious haze

that smelled like wet dog, in some toxic trench laced with filth.
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Anytime thev were making hav or silage on the farms next door, or

when the tides washed the seaweed up on the beach four miles away

on the North Sea, the smell was horrendous. When thev drove bv a

farmvard and the pig or horse manure made the other passengers

exclaim, "Oh, what an awful smell!" she'd notice absolutelv nothing

diflerent.

Mrs. Rippard went to the local ear, nose, and throat surgeon in

Inverness, but he didn't know quite what to do with her. He gave

her a complete examination. Evervthing was normal. He did scans

for cerebral tumors, and there were none. There's nothing we can

do, he said apologeticallv. She saw another doctor. And another. He

referred her to a clinical psvchologist, who, baffled, suggested that

Mrs. Rippard
u
go to the top of the tree," and so thev arranged for

her to see Dr. Scadding.

Down in London, Scadding did MRIs and other scans and tests

and came up with nothing. After the ordeal was over, Scaddina said

with great regret that there was nothing else thev could do, thev

had gone as far as thev could go. In order to end Mrs. Rippard 's

suffering, Scadding suggested severing the ollactorv nerve. She

knew a surgeon in America who did the operation, so she checked

with him, but then she went back to Mrs. Rippard and reported that

the procedure was experimental and dangerous and had a low suc-

cess rate. She felt helpless saving it. She happened to mention the

case to Brock, and Brock told her about Turin.

Turin was doubtful. "I'm not a doctor." But Scadding said, This

woman has tried absolutelv evervthing, and we're about to section

her olfactorv nerve surgicallv, and so he thought. Well, OK, and

took Mrs. Rippard's phone number in Scotland and called her up.

Evervone she met, Mrs. Rippard told Turin in that first conversa-

tion, had taken on a particular smell of their own, their hair, their

breath. Everv single person stank. She stank. She hated the way she

smelled, unwashed no matter how clean she was. Stale. Sweatv and

dirtv both. And her life. . . . When thev went for Christmas dinner,

she had drv rolls. She could just manage a bit of Christmas pudding.

The onlv things she could drink were vers black tea and verv black

coffee with half a teaspoonful of milk. Lemonade tasted like engine
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oil. Orange juice was loathsome. She hated her disease; it was just

unending torture, she said, unending torture. Turin frowned in

concentration and asked her what did—and he'd name something,

wood, beer, metal—smell like. Inevitably the answer was some

shade of "Oh! it smells terrible, vile, horrible, it's like burning rub-

ber, burning hair, fresh vomit, I can't stand it." She lived in a sterile

prison of unscented soap. Turin wrestled every clue. He put them

all in his head and thanked her, and hung up and chewed on it. He

came up with exactly nothing. That was the first call.

A few days later, he phoned her again and asked more questions.

He got in the habit, started calling her to demand, Could she smell

this? Well, how about that? and then going away to think about

it. "Can you smell acetone?" he asked one day. "Well," she re-

sponded crisply, "I don't know." ("Ah dooon't nooo.") "Haven't got

any, have I!"

"Well, get up," Turin said, "and go to the chemist's and smell

some." So the former nurse got up and went to the chemist's and

smelled some acetone, and went back home and called down to

London and reported to him that acetone smelled of . . . nothing at

all. Nothing. (It's acetone that smells, strongly, of nail-polish re-

mover.) He was a bit surprised (so was she), and he hung up and

puzzled over the acetone, but if it held a key, he couldn't see it.

(Dr. Scadding had explained to Mrs. Rippard that Dr. Turin had

some sort of new theory of smell, but Mrs. Rippard didn't pay it

any mind
.

)

Mrs. Rippard couldn't bear to see people eating meat; it was, she

said, as though the meat were running with pus. She couldn't eat

any fruits or vegetables. For five years she had lived on a diet of

whole meal bread, all-bran cereal, and boiled bleached rice. She

could get baked potatoes down but not boiled potatoes, because

they had so much water. As she made the tea , she had to hold her

breath because the steam smelled foul. She would run the bath, and

because the water was a bit brackish where she lived, she would re-

treat from the tub, gasping at the stench of it. But then in one of

their conversations she remembered the fact that there were, actu-

ally, a very few smells that remained normal. Marmalade still
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smelled normal and nice, "the thick, dark variety, chunky, Ah moost

seh, Ah've always been foond ah marmalade." Tonic water was also

nearly right, and she could manage to drink that. Huh, said Turin.

But he couldn't see a connection. They hung up.

Then one day she mentioned something else. He was asking her,

for the nth time, about what the bad smells smelled like, and she in-

terrupted him to say that, well, every so often, when she smelled

something, it would smell perfectly fine for the very briefest mo-

ment, the normal smell, and then instantly it turned a vile, vile odor

that was completely different from the normal one. And Turin had,

as he called it, a brain wave.

Epilepsy is, essentially, uncontrollable reverb in the neural sys-

tem. Normal neural systems absorb a stimulus and respond to it and

then (crucially) damp the neural response down so that it doesn't

simply go on forever. They wash the signal out of the brain and wait

for the next one. The neural systems of epileptics, on the other

hand, fail to damp things down. The brain receives the signal, and

instead of processing it and then letting it drop, the brain lets it go

on and on, even ratchets it up into a hysterical pitch. Epilepsy is

neural feedback that won't end. Generally it is caused by some sort

of physical damage to some part of the brain—scar tissue, say, from

a head injury in an accident. What most people think of when they

think "epilepsy," the bodily convulsions, are probably scarring of the

part of the brain that controls motor function. And so Turin called

Dr. Scadding at the Royal National Ear, Nose, and Throat Hospital

and gave her his diagnosis: Janet Rippard had epilepsy of the brain,

specifically of the first station in the smell pathway, the olfactory

bulb.

Scadding thought about it. This is a long shot, Turin said, but

antiepilepsy drugs are quite cheap and quite safe, so it wouldn't cost

anything to give her those and see what happens. Scadding said that,

well, they were going to sever her olfactory nerve anyway, they

might as well try this. September 8, 199c: "Super fascinating about

the cacosmic patient," wrote Stewart, who was following it all from

Washington, "you should get her on phenobarb by the end of

_today_." "Matter of fact," replied Turin, "she will be! !!!!!! ! Glenis
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Scadding acted lightning- fast last night and prescribed sodium val-

proate." It was a common anticonvulsive used by millions of people

for over thirty years. "She's starting immediately (nearest chemist

is 8 miles away, the stuff will get there tomorrow am) and going

on holiday on monday. Fingers crossed " Scadding called Mrs.

Rippard, who was about to depart for Cyprus. It was late October.

Mrs. Rippard started taking the tablets in Cyprus, one tablet three

times a day.

Nothing happened. Nothing happened in Cyprus, nothing hap-

pened after she came back. For weeks, Turin would call Scadding

and he would call Mrs Rippard and ask, What effect? and he would

get the reply: "Nothing."

Then on a Saturday evening, December 16, Mrs. Rippard was

sitting on her sofa when she suddenly wondered if there was some-

thing different about the room she was in. She would have sworn

the actual dimensions of the walls were changing ever so slightly, an

alteration in the geometry of the space around her, the objects in it,

and their relationship to one another. Then she realized, with a jolt,

that she was smelling normally. People in that part of Scotland gen-

erally start their evening peat-bog fires with coal, and the peat and

coal fumes used to reek to her, make her mouth tingle horribly and

her tongue go dead as if it had been anesthetized by the dentist.

People were starting their fires. She could smell them. They

smelled like fires.

Cautiously, she got up and started going about the house,

smelling everything she could get her hands on, opening tins of

things she hadn't smelled in years, biscuits and fruits and flowers

and clothing. It all smelled as she remembered, and her memory

triggered with each smell with a strength that amazed her. She

couldn't believe it. She smelled water, opened a tin of pepper, then

a jar of mayonnaise (but then closed it again very quickly; the may-

onnaise smell took four months to come back), baked beans, and

chocolates, which used to smell revolting. Now they smelled lovely,

and she had one, and then she got some vanilla ice cream and started

eating it (although that one took a tiny bit longer to come back

properly) and drinking milk. She was over the moon. Her husband
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was watching television, and she didn't mention it to him because

she thought, It can't be coming back! It can't be. . . . She was up and

down all night. All these things she hadn't smelled in years. She

went and dug the shoe polish out of a box and smelled it and

smelled it.

The next day she decided to do the ultimate test and smell the

one thing that had the vilest stench of all: cucumber. Any cucumber,

even a single slice without the peel in a sandwich, would assault her

with foul odors for hours. But she was in the middle of Scotland,

and the nearest cucumber was fifty miles away, so she got in her car

and drove fifty miles to buv a cucumber. She took it home, un-

wrapped it, cut it up, and fixed a nice cucumber salad on a plate.

She leaned over it and inhaled. It smelled of fresh cucumber. She

ate it.

The dav after that she said, "Right. Perfumes now." She got in her

car, drove to Aberdeen, went to a department store, and systemati-

cally smelled all the perfumes she hadn't been able to smell for five

years. When she called Turin, he asked, "How do thev smell?" She

said, "Oh, thev're wonderful." But then she told him some of the

perfumes she loved, and he winced (her taste in perfumes was not

exactlv his) and raised an evebrow and said, "Mrs. Rippard. there's

still something wrong with vour nose." He sent her a bottle oi Apres

l'Ondee, Guerlain's 1906 creation. She loved it and wore it. On Jan-

uary c, Turin e-mailed Stewart: "Hi Walter!!!!!! The 'fog* lifted

(her words). I feel so good abt this I could cry!"

Dr. Scadding tried to reduce the sodium valproate dose, but the

cacosmia came back, so she raised it again.

Scadding called Turin to ask if he wanted to meet Mrs. Rippard

in person, as she was traveling down to the hospital in London for a

final test before discharge. He found a lovely, solid, buxom woman

in her sixties with, as he put it, "a twinkle in her eye and a sensible

skirt—you know, former nurse and all," jollv and pleasant. Seeing

her, he realized why it had taken so long for the sodium valproate to

kick in. Mrs. Rippard was quite plump, and fat tends to soak up

active molecules. It had to be saturated with the drug before there

was enough to build up in the brain. She said to him, "Ach! Yerr a
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cleverr lad!" He was beaming. Scadding and her nurses were beam-

ing.

mrs. rippard's perception of a difference in smell being a dif-

ference in physical space didn't surprise Turin in the least. "Well, of

course. You wouldn't be surprised if a change in your eyesight or

hearing changed the way you perceived the dimensions of the room

around you. Smell is the same. It's about where you are and what

relation that has to other things in time and space."

on October 7, 199c, Turin collected his mail and found from

Nature the responses of the second round of referees. He tore them

open. They were even worse.

He spent a number of hours simultaneously numb and feverish.

He thought seriously about dropping it, all of it, altogether—the

theory, the experiments, everything. Then he decided there was

only one thing to do, which was to grit his teeth and try again. He

rallied and plunged into yet another response.

"I confess," Turin began his response to Short, "that the unfair-

ness and inaccuracy of some of the referees' comments discouraged

me to the point that I considered withdrawing the article from Na-

ture and submitting it elsewhere." To start with, as far as Turin could

tell, Nature had clearly resubmitted to the original Referee i despite

Short's assurances that they wouldn't. "I have reexamined the paper

that you sent me," RefereeV had written scathingly (the "reexam-

ined" wasn't too subtle) "and still find it unsatisfactory for exactly

the reasons given in my first report." Turin, baffled, reminded Short

that he'd agreed not to resend it to these people. Marshall Stone

-

ham had recommended other people. Short replied that they had tried

to get three completely new people, but the people they'd sent it to

had said they didn't understand any of it and had sent it back. So out

it went to the same three who had rejected it.

At least this time Referee i deigned to specify a problem: "There

is virtually no attention paid to . . . how a system scans electron en-
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ergj "The answer is, ol < ourse," rurin snapped, "that no scanning is

involved, as 1 made clear," and he once again quoted the papers de

scription of a fixed number of rot eptors covering the full spectrum

ol \ ibrations, This and not "s< anning" v\ as the goddamn pin Meal

mechanism. Turin w as si< k ol it : "Referee "i" . . . < laims thai there

is no physical mechanism specified in the [paper] ... a claim that is

patently false. This is prima taeie evidence that either he has not

read it or that he has not understood it."

Referee i then returned to saj ing that Turin hail equated an elec

tron-tunneling spectroscope with an optical laser spectroscope.

(Turin had explicitly done the opposite. ) Referee i \ eered to take a

wild shot at Turin's "spe< ific examples" (the molecular shapes Turin

had assembled whose smells contradicted Shape), complaining that

they didn't explain how the mechanism would work which was a

job, Turin pointed out, that they were never intended to do in the

first plaee.

Turin left Referee i for Referee 2. Referee 2 started with some

throwawa\ snipina. (She or he insisted on simpl) repeating that

"distance from the membrane was a problem, hydrophobicit) not

withstanding," leaving Turin to note exhaustedh that i |
Referee 2

had once a^ain forgotten to explain exact b \\ h\ it w as a problem [it

wasn't] because 2 ) numerous experiments starting in the 1 8 jos had

shown that hydrophobic molecules which smell molecules arc

can not onlv quite easib cross membranes but regularly did.)

But Referee 2 s primary criticism w as of a piece ot the machine

Turin had proposed, a docking site—sequence HYCYPH tor the

G protein, the tun bike messenger that got switched on when

the smell molecule hit the receptor. The little G -protein accepted

the information the smell molecule brought and raced ott to re-

lav the smell message to the neural highway that would lead to the

brain. Referee 2 said flatlv that the G-protein didn't bind to Turin's

proposed docking site. St) Turin took the critique to Mark Hear

born ("Look, the referee is giving me grief over this"). Dearborn

looked at it and said, "Yeah, looks like Heidi Hamm." He pointed

Turin to a i «.)<->4 paper in the journal of Biology and Chemistry proving

that HYCYPH was exactly where the G-protein docked. Which

was, ol course, extremely helpful to Turin. The thing was this: this
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1 994 paper had been written by Heidi Hamm. In the attached "Dear

Dr. Short" letter that Turin sent with his rebuttal, he wrote "Heidi

Hamm had, in a recent paper (attached), proved that my proposed

docking sequence is involved. ... If, as I strongly suspect, she is the

referee, this means that she is having to ignore her own work, as

well as basic physical chemistry, simply to obstruct my article."

Dripping sarcasm, Turin generously provided for Short his docking

site and Hamm's, neatly placed side by side. ("For comparison," he

specified, as if there could be any other possible reason.) They

were, of course, exactly identical: HYCYPH. (Much later, they

concluded they'd read the tea leaves wrong, and Referee 2 re-

mained an utter mystery.

)

Referee 3 misinterpreted Turin's theory of binding, after which

he posed an irrelevant question about whether the theory could be

applied to other proteins. Referee 3 did have one legitimate ques-

tion: If (he asked) Turin's smell receptors were of the G -protein

class (and they were), and if all other receptors in this class recog-

nized molecules by Shape (and they did), then how come only this

one G-protein receptor would work by Vibration? Why would the

smell receptors be the one exception?

Turin had a response: "Let me turn this question around," he pro-

posed. Guess what: the receptors in our eyes that recognize light

and color are also G-protein-class receptors—and they don't work

by Shape. They work by being hit with photons and interpreting

their wavelengths—which is to say, their vibrations. (It wasn't quite

this simple, but the point remained.)

Referee 3 then turned, with open disdain, to Turin's "smell" evi-

dence. (Referee 3 wrote the phrase " 'smell' evidence," his distanc-

ing quotes dismissing smell's reality; here was a guy who researched

smell for a living, and he didn't seem to actually believe in it, like a

biologist who researched color vision referring to some dubious

phenomenon called "color.") This evidence, 3 simply dismissed out

of hand—the enantiomer experiment, the metal carbonyls, the

aldehydes, everything. "The very fact," commented Turin grimly,

"that he puts the word smell between inverted commas . . . shows

what little regard he has for this evidence."

"In summary," Referee 3 concluded, "the author has not ade-
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quatelv addressed the previous criticisms," and added as a final dis-

paragement,
uHe still fails to present a compelling argument that his

ideas have even a remote chance of being relevant
."

Then there was Referee 4. A new referee. (The Turin camp tri-

angulated on the semiotic details and guessed at Caltech's John

Hopfield.) He opened his comments with: "I have read through

the article bv Turin, and the various referee comments and the re-

buttal. In mv view, the article does not have the slightest chance

of being correct." He then mischaracterized Turin's electron-

tunneling theorv, criticized Turin for not explaining the "sweeping'
1

of the electron-tunneling receptors (again, Turin wasn't proposing

that the receptors "swept"), and ended the paper "must be rejected

on its total lack of phvsical basis." Which returned directlv to the

central criticism of Referee 1 , which Turin had alreadv answered:

the "phvsical basis" was electron tunneling. The referees seemed to be

literallv incapable of registering its presence on the printed page.

Perhaps most astonishing of all was the referees' complete lack

of interest in the one thing central to the entire question: smell it-

self. He had offered to send them the molecules and allow the ref-

erees to smell for themselves. "I confess," Turin ended his letter to

Short, "that I was taken aback bv the fact that none of the referees

availed themselves of mv offer to furnish the smell molecules in

question. Do thev consider it beneath their dignitv to deal with the

most basic of all the evidence?"

Turin carefullv checked the phvsics again with Stoneham, across

the quad, who thought that, well, there was one criticism from ref-

eree 4 that might be valid. (It involved the question of how easv it

was for the electron to spew energy at things other than the smell

molecule and would vou or would vou not thus get an accurate

reading; Stoneham and a vounger UCL phvsicist were busv looking

into it. ) Nevertheless, Stoneham still backed Turin up. Basicallv, the

phvsics that Turin proposed worked. Trving to be helpful, Turin

even wrote 3 suggestion to Short that, given the paper's speculative

nature ( "It's not actually speculative," he said to Short on the phone,

"it's different"), perhaps Sature would want to protect itself bv pub-

lishing it under some sort of categorv like "Hvpothesis.'
,

And he
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very carefully took pains to end his letter on an upbeat note: "I take

this opportunity to thank you for the fair- and open-minded treat-

ment I have received from you in the course of this long and at

times stressful process."

He shoved it in an envelope on October 31, 1 99 c , and mailed it

to Nick Short.

4

franchise was following all this quietly, watching what it was

doing to him. She was the curator of a photography collection, and

one evening, sitting in her living room in Paris, she told him a story.

It was about the invention of stereophotography, in which two pic-

tures are taken at slightly different angles, put in a device that sepa-

rates them, and then presented, one picture to a person's right eye

and one to the left, allowing the person to see in three dimensions.

The man who invented three-dimensional stereophotography was

an abbot. Because he was French, his dearest dream was, naturally,

to present his invention to a comite of the illustrious Academie des

Sciences, the ultimate legitimizer of French science, and to win its

blessing. So he brought his equipment before an august committee

of three people. The first was blind in one eye from birth and thus

could not, by definition, have stereovision. The second had extreme

strabismus—was cross-eyed—and thus could not, by definition,

have stereovision. The third was his worst enemy. The committee,

said Francoise, rejected the invention.

She just thought it was relevant. He appreciated her saying so.

it was now early November. Horizon was still aiming for a broad-

cast on November 27. Nature still hadn't said a word. Test of nerves.

Bits of intelligence surfaced erratically. On the phone, Short re-

vealed that Nature was getting a new editor in chief, a man named

Philip Campbell. So, said Turin, and what did Campbell feel about

the paper? Short murmured something that translated as: Who
knows.

Turin and Stewart spread their meager entrails. There were, it
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appeared, some good omens. A few days later, on November 6,

1 99£, Turin sent Stewart an impatient but upbeat e-mail.

Here's some interesting news from Nature via the BBC: Nick Short

away all week in Boston, took the manuscript with him, no decision

taken yet. [Nature editor] Barbara Cohen said to the BBC that "for

every (!) person saying it's crap, there's another saying it's great"

soooooo they're still "considering accepting" (gasp, first time I

hear _that_ word) "it as a 'Hypothesis,' but don't get your hopes up etc

etc." This pussyfooting around with a let-out clause is typical Nature,

but as long as they publish it I don't care if they call it "Manic Ravings"

or whatever else.

And suddenly the Horizon broadcast was upon them.

that evening, everyone was to congregate at Isabel Rosin's

parents' home, a beautiful apartment just south of Hyde Park. Turin

left for the party in a taxi with Francoise, gripping a bottle of Moet

et Chandon Brut Imperial. Rosin had invited around forty people,

including, from the Shapist camp, Charles Sell, who regretted he

couldn't come, and Sell's Quest adjunct Karen Rossiter, who could

and did and was, to Turin's perception at least, cold to him. Given

that he was attacking everything to which Rossiter had devoted her

professional life, he wasn't entirely surprised. There were lots of

BBC people, some French embassy people, Rosin made food, made

sure the champagne was flowing, Alison Baum brought her mother.

In the apartment, he stood drinking and eating just to calm down,

people buzzing around him, tension mounting. At eight o'clock the

TV was turned on and the Horizon logo materialized on the screen,

and there he was: a scientist named Luca Turin and his new theory

of smell. He had already seen the program several times, so he

wasn't really watching. (Linda Buck appeared, talking about the

receptors. She didn't look very happy.) He estimated afterward

that he had had two bottles of champagne, he could barely stand up,

and he wasn't even drunk. Fifty minutes later, the show finished

and forty people turned their heads to look at him. Then he and

Francoise said their good nights and got in a taxi and went home.
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Two million people watched. And his lift- changed.

First, there were the phone calls. R. V. Jones, assistant director of

the Royal Air Force Intelligence Section during World War II, au-

thor of the wonderful book Most Secret War and one of Turin's gods,

called out of the blue just to offer congratulations. Turin gripped

the phone. Then came word from Jana Bennett, a big shot in BBC

science. She had liked his performance. Bennett was quickly fol-

lowed by a beautiful gilt invitation: the BBC was inviting its con-

tributors—and Turin—to a party on the tenth floor of the BBC

complex in White City, London. Turin figured it was some big

party, so he invited Jane Brock to tag along, put on his party clothes,

and they set off.

They were in the lift when he started feeling strange. They were

standing next to Judi Dench and the TV anchor Esther Rantzen.

The elevator opened on the tenth floor, and everywhere were peo-

ple he saw on TV every night. Ben Elton was chatting with Jeremy

Paxman. He and Brock walked past Charles Wheeler and Clive An-

derson. He wound up standing near the wall, trying to make him-

self as inconspicuous as possible, until he saw Jeremy Clarkson,

who'd done a BBC piece on cars that had showed Icelanders repair-

ing their SUVs' tires by exploding them back onto the rims with

lighter fluid. He went up to Clarkson and said, "I loved that section

on cars and Iceland!" Dawn French turned around and said, "Yes,

Jeremy, when are you going to fix my car?"

He was sidling up to the director general of BBC 2 and asking,

Do you happen to know if the producer of the documentary on

Yugoslavia is here? (he'd really liked it; the DG peered round the

room and murmured I don't think so . . .) when Jana Bennett came

up to him. She opened with Oh, Luca, glad to see you, and then,

to his surprise, she said, We should do programs—you're a born

scientific communicator. He swallowed and explained that the rea-

son he'd been good was that it was his baby. Ninety-nine percent

passion and one percent amateur dramatics. She said politely, Well,

let's think about it. He left the party in several states of shock.

The proposal came quickly. The BBC wondered, informally, if

he'd like to do a series on the supernatural. The supernatural? He

replied that frankly that was like shooting fish in a bathtub, that it
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was generally second-rate footage of second-rate phenomena, plus

every channel was doing it. The whole world was one giant X Files,

it wasn't even his field of inquiry. No thanks. That was the end of his

TV career.

Turin also got a surprise visit from the chief editor of Chemi-

cal Senses, a publication that sat well below Nature's heights in the

scientific-publication pantheon but was still a respectable science

journal. The editor, Steve van Toller, had seen Turin on the BBC and

been fascinated. Did Turin have a moment to chat? Certainly he did.

What about? About publication, it turned out. Might Turin, van

Toller wondered, be interested in publishing his paper in Chemical

Senses?

Well . . . Turin was certainly flattered, and pleased, but no, he

was really counting on Nature's taking the Vibration paper. Natu-

rally he appreciated van Toller's offer. Of course, said van Toller

quite amicably, handing Turin a business card. If Turin did have any

trouble with Nature, van Toller would put the paper in "under," he

added "my authority."

Ah, said Turin, not knowing exactly what "under my authority"

meant. Thanks. They shook hands. Turin filed the card away some-

where.

Then there was a different kind of impact, more radioactive. The

UCL anatomv department Christmas party was a lavish affair with

hundreds of people, held under the bushy eyebrows of Geoffrey

Burnstock, anatomy's head. Turin was talking to everyone and hav-

ing a great time. He saw a colleague, a man he knew was a friend of

Linda Buck's, so he went up forthrightlv and asked him what he'd

thought of the Horizon program. Buck's friend replied that it was

the worst piece of shit he'd ever seen. How dare Turin pose as an

expert on smell. Turin blinked. The guv kept going. A few people

began turning their heads. Turin said that, well, since this conversa-

tion wasn't very rational, he'd shove off, and left for another group.

The guy followed, broke in, and said that he knew more about smell

than Turin did. Fine, said Turin. Thev were an inch away from com-

ing to blows. Someone said, Look, you guvs, take it outside. Your

stor) s crap, the other scientist said, vou know nothing about the
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molecular biology. You haven't read the paper, replied Turin. You

want to read it? Fine, said the man and left. People looked at each

other and then looked away.

A few days later, Turin rather grimly e-mailed the guy. Did he

really want to read the paper? Turin received the following reply.

Date: Fri, 8 Dec 1995

To: l.turin@ucl.ac.uk

From: xxx@ucl.ac.uk

Subject: Re: olfaction paper

peace and love Luca-I would love to read the manuscript-l am sorry

I reacted so violently, but it is one of my many character defects.

Thanks very much for your kind offer-l can't wait to see it,

all best,

And then this:

Date: Sun, 7 Jan 1996

To: l.turin@ucl.ac.uk

From: xxx@ucl.ac.uk

Subject: Re: olfaction paper

Happy New Year Luca,

I thought the paper was a terrific read, very provocative and interest-

ing-everyone in the lab has had a look at it too. There does seem to

me a big gulf between the smelling experiments and receptor occu-

pancy conclusions. I imagine that, like pain, smell is an interpretation of

a range of activated receptors. I also don't see how you can get the re-

ceptor to read the molecule without its rigorously using shape, vibes

or no vibes. So as you can see I am still a sceptic. I just don't see why

you need such a complicated theory (electron tunneling), and I think

much more direct experiments are necessary. If someone finally

matches a specific odorant to a receptor, then I am sure you can re-

solve this in a matter of months, and make me eat my words (or not as

the case may be!).

all best,
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At least there were pleasant encounters as well. Dr. Christo-

pher Zeeman called Turin and said brightly, "Hello, this is Christo-

pher Zeeman, you haven't heard of me." Turin said, "Christopher

Zeeman? Created catastrophe theory? Five-dimensional spheres?

World-famous mathematician?" Zeeman, delighted: "Oh yes, you've

heard of me!" Zeeman had called (he'd seen Horizon) to suggest that

Turin take part in "one of these Royal Society things," a series of ex-

ceedingly prestigious and exceedingly stuffy scientific poster exhibi-

tions of new ideas. Zeeman was thinking that Turin could maybe

show off two molecules with the same shape, different vibrations,

and different smells. Enthusiastically, Turin responded that Marshall

Stoneham had just set up exactly that.

The Royal Society "thing" was an exhibition called Frontiers oj

Science. Like everything Royal Society, it was the prestige of pres-

tige: once a year, twelve scientific exhibits were created for the

event by twelve scientists ("twelve lucky contestants!" commented

Turin dryly) who were chosen to present their science. During the

day, children and the public. At night, the august fellows of the soci-

ety, their guests, and royals. White tie.

How to make his little posters stand out. The big labs had com-

plex exhibits, vast, all sorts of electronic bells and whistles. Turin's,

in the event, was the most low-tech entry there, although visually it

was decent because his mother had done the graphics on her Mac.

His assistant was Desiree Gonzalo, a neuroscience master's student.

She'd asked him, What should I wear? He'd said, Well, it's formal.

Do you have a black dress? She arrived wearing a beautiful smile and

a long black dress slit, it seemed to him, up to her navel. Never had

so many men been so interested in smell. Not that he minded. He

didn't. He was entirely in favor. A man a few feet away avidly

pressed Gonzalo on a detail of electron spectroscopy. "Well," she

began doubtfully, "I think Luca should tell you .""Never mind Luca!"

the man barked. '%u tell me!"

Turin, on the other hand, was wearing a part from an old radio.

Along with "white tie," the invitation had said "medals and decora-

tions," so he had plucked a large, red, Russian-built resistor from

the electronic debris in his office and pinned it on his formal
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clothes. He explained to everyone who asked that it was "La

Medaille de la Resistance."

Onlookers not inspired by Gonzalo, however^ were appalled.

A humming cloud of disapproval ebbed and flowed angrily, and il

centered on the little vials of smells that Turin had brought. This

wasn't, said the buzz, real science, it wasn't appropriate, this was

stuff that smelled. A man in white tie planted himself like a side ol

beef before the exhibit and bellowed, "Young man, I don't believe this!
"

OK, said Turin, smell a Sulfur and then a borane. He held out a bol

tie. The man sniffed. It smelled of Sulfur. "OK!" he boomed. "That's

the Sulfur—now let's smell the borane! " Turin removed his fingers

and said, Look at the bottle. It was the borane. No Sulfur. "Fine!"

bellowed the man and swept off. That was when Aaron Klug, fa-

mous Cambridge University scientist and esteemed president of

the Royal Society, approached. "Some little guy," said Turin, "who

looks like Woody Allen without the jokes, hung with a medal the

size of a dinner plate and the determined grimness you see in Holo-

caust survivors." With his Central European accent, Klug an-

nounced, "I am Aaron Klug. I have put a pencil mark next to your

name in the program." Turin was alarmed. The buzz looking on was

holding its breath. Klug had two flunkies behind him with, Turin

thought, those expressionless faces that pass for cool at Cambridge.

Klug said in a flat but not necessarily hostile tone, "Can you explain

this to me?" So Turin started taking him through the posters. Klug

was saying "Yes" and "No" and "Hmm" and "Yes" and "Hmm." Then

he asked to smell Turin's molecular examples. Turin handed him a

molecule and asked: What is it? "It's Sulfur," said Klug with a tone

that said, "Obviously!" Turin smiled and explained that it was a bo-

rane. It had no Sulfur in it at all. But it had, on the other hand, the

same vibration as Sulfur. At which point Klug actually smiled. He

said, "I like this. Do you have a reprint?" Turin gave him one, and

he walked off with his retainers. Turin thought, Well, at least that's

over.

He was patiently baby-sitting his posters when Colin Blakemore,

the esteemed head of the Department of Physiology at Oxford Uni-

versity, came up to him to say (with what seemed to him a combi-
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nation of relief and incredulity), "Sir Aaron actually liked your ex-

hibit!"

That's nice, said Turin.

The following morning, a woman in the press office at the Royal

Society said to him, Sir Aaron liked your exhibit! By this time, Turin

was saying, Yes, fine, I've heard, in a clipped manner. She gave him a

look and said, So you don't know what happened? No, he didn't.

Ah, she said. Well. Well, the fact of the matter was that when Sir

Aaron saw that Turin's Vibration theory had been put into the exhi-

bition, he'd ordered it removed. The only reason it hadn't been was

that tens of thousands of expensive, glossy programs had already

been printed up.

Oh, said Turin, really, and wasn't sure how to feel about this. He

knewr

it didn't feel good.

for Christmas, he went to the Continent.

Date: Sat, 23 Dec 1 995

To: stewartw@helix.nih.gov (Walter W. Stewart)

Hi Walter, back from Rome and off to Paris. Tried to call a couple of

times to say hello, will be at Francoise's till Jan 2, then back here.

Everything OK. Rome great, but a tad provincial, St. Peter's uglier than

hell, the religious equivalent of the head office of Chase Manhattan.

Rented a moped for a couple of days. That was fun.

i

after all their worrying, Nature had had no reaction at all to

the BBC broadcast. No "Yes." No "No." Which was OK (no "No"

meant a still possible "Yes"), but Turin became so frustrated that he

assembled his mounting grievances for Short. It was January 22,

1996.

Dear Nick,

Another week has gone by with no news, making a total of eleven

since I sent you my replies to the referees' comments. I appreciate
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that, were it not for your personal interest and fair play, things would

have never got this far. I also realise that, as you said, my paper poses

unusual problems and has not been served well by the refereeing

process. However, I'm sure you can imagine how dispiriting it is for me

to sit and wait with no definite deadline for an answer one way or the

other.

He had given a talk to the British Society of Perfumers in a hotel

in North London, a very English affair with a generic red and a

generic white in rented glasses and lovely people, as only the British

can do. When he arrived, everyone was already half drunk and in a

jolly good mood, and he gave a talk distinguished by two ten-

minute power blackouts, during which, to everyone's delight, he

continued talking in the pitch dark and saying, "Next slide," which

they greeted with hilarity. He told them he'd been trying to take

different vibrations and add them to each other to build a chord that

would have a certain smell. Like vanilla. He'd been messing around,

adding benzaldehyde's vibrations to guaiacol vibrations, and

—

Turin announced this momentously—he'd made of them a mixture

with a lovely vanillin smell! At which point some old guy opened

his mouth and said, "So what's new, we've been doing that in soap

since forever." Turin said, "Excuse me?"

It turned out, Turin later informed Short, that functional per-

fumers, faced with the problem that the vanilla odorant vanillin dis-

colored soap, had for years been giving their soaps a vanilla smell by

mixing these exact two smell molecules, neither of which smelled

of vanilla at all by itself and neither of which was shaped like any

other molecule that smelled of vanillin. The Shapists, Turin said to

Short, would argue that the receptor was feeling part of the guaia-

col's shape and part of the benzaldehyde's, but Turin's caustic re-

sponse was: How interesting then that when you put together the

vibrations of guaiacol and benzaldehyde, which just happened to

sum to the same vibrations as those in vanillin, the shape was com-

pletely different and yet the smell happened to be the same? And that

was, what, Nick, pure coincidence?

A few days later, his tone had turned furious. He'd picked up Na-
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ture and read an article bv Henrv Bourne, a G-protein expert at the

University of California at San Francisco, whose data entirelv sup-

ported Vibration. This time, the gloves were off.

Date: Fri. 26 Jan 1996

Subject: message to Nick Short

Hi Nick.

I was looking today at the latest issue of an obscure and erratic (not

to mention slow) journal called Nature and saw the structure of the

G-protein trimer. Henry had told me it was in the pipes, and I was im-

patient to see where "my" proposed docking bit fitted in. It turns out

my bit is a) well exposed to the outside and b) not a million miles from

the binding site!! Which makes it that much more plausible.

Short sent no response. And then he did. Turin, almost audiblv

gritting his teeth, told Stewart that Short had made the referees

back down on most of the points, but two minor things—Short

wouldn't speciiv further—remained, on which the refs had de-

clared themselves incompetent and suggested two other judges. At

Turin's request for a time limit, Short promised a final answer bv

March 7, though it occurred afterward to Turin that he hadn't spec-

ified the vear.

March 7 went. Nothing. On June c, Turin wrote Stewart,
uThe

matter has now been referred to Philip Campbell (Maddox s suc-

cessor, i.e. Nick Short's boss!! ) I _hate_ the wait!!!.'???"

Two weeks later, pacing the floor of his torture chamber, he was

reaching a psvchological limit. He called Short and drew a line in

the sand. He stated flatlv that their stupid svstem of onlv fast-

tracking papers overtlv competing for other prestige journals (Sci-

ence and Cell, to name them) was making sure that trulv original

stuff took a permanent back seat. Short agreed. Turin then stated

that since Philip Campbell would be acting on Short's recommen-

dations rather than the paper's (now huge) file, Campbell should

just read Short's letter and come to a damn decision, fast. Short

agreed to this as well. So (with some surprise at his own daring, tak-

ing a deep breath) Turin stated—this was the ultimatum—that he
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would be coming to Nature's offices on Monday at 5:00 p.m. to col-

lect either the paper, to take it elsewhere, or the paper's acceptance.

At 3:00 P.M. the following day, his frustration boosting his re-

solve to follow through on this brinksmanship, he e-mailed Short.

He kept the tone light:

Hi Nick!

As advertised, I'll come round at 5:15-5:30. I'll be bringing a bottle or

two of Sauternes to celebrate :-). I hope Nature stocks glasses . .

.

all the best,

luca

Within five minutes, Short called him, sounding shaken, to say

he'd just spoken to Philip Campbell. (Well, thought Turin, so this is

the way to make things happen.) Campbell couldn't come to a deci-

sion till Thursday lunchtime, and, Short said (ruefully, it seemed to

Turin), he couldn't stop Turin from coming to snatch the paper

away but wished he wouldn't. Turin considered this, then went for

broke, lipping the ante, he told Short that he wouldn't pull the

paper on one condition: Short, for once and for all, must tell him

what his recommendation to Campbell was. Short finally relinquished his

reserve and admitted that he had recommended acceptance of the

paper, though published as "Hypothesis." Nature did this about once

a year. But Campbell had the final say. Fine, said Turin. Campbell

had till ^:oo p.m. Thursday, and Turin would bring the Sauternes.

Short said, What if the decision is no, should Turin bring the wine?

To which Turin replied that whatever the outcome, by that point

they would both need a stiff drink. To this, Short agreed.

Thursday—June 20, 1996—Short did not call Turin. Turin

called Short. The air was simultaneously frozen and electrified.

Short: We're turning it down.

Turin: Why?

Short said evasively, Well, it's Campbell.

Bear in mind, Turin noted crisply, that two days earlier you told

me that you had recommended that Campbell accept the paper.

Well, said Short, it's Campbell.
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They immediately sent him a fax confirming Short's news: Nature

magazine was officially rejecting Luca Turin's paper proposing a

new Vibrational theory of smell. It was now 330 days since the

paper had been officially submitted. Somewhere in this, Nick Short

happened to inform Turin that the almost year it had taken was a

Nature record for the process. Great, said Turin.

Mildly delirious with either anger or relief, Turin and Stewart

now broke open their carefully constructed arsenal: they were

going to try to reverse the rejection. As an opening salvo, Turin

fired off an e-mail SOS to Stoneham, a personal friend of Camp-

bell's. All was, it seemed, not lost; Stoneham was sufficientlv roused

to arm himself immediately with fax machine and telephone. He

radioed back:

Date: Fri, 21 Jun 1996

Subject: Re: smells!

Dear Luca,

Thanks for the disappointing news. I am just about to fax Philip, and

will phone after about an hour (my bet he is well protected even from

those he knows well). Happily, there is one straight error of fact in the

referee report (if true, superconductivity wouldn't happen, nor would it

be needed because metals would have no resistance).

Let's hope it works.

Marshall

Turin was fortified. In fact, Stoneham now impressively prepared

to drag into the fray Nevill Mott, a Nobel Prize winner for his work

in solid-state physics at Cambridge and one of the trulv big guns in

physics. In the United States, they had another major piece of ar-

tillery, Nobelist Marty Rodbell, the codiscoverer of the G-proteins,

who had indicated support.

But when Stoneham phoned Campbell, Campbell deftly outma-

neuvered him. Campbell said that oh, of course, the problem was

not vs ith the phvsics, no, not at all, it was the biologists who thought

Iurin s theory was garbage. Stoneham, a bit nonplussed (he wasn't

a biologist, couldn't judge this), relayed this to Turin, and Turin said

immediately that he didn't believe it, given, first, that Short had
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told Turin he was sending a positive recommendation on publishing

and, second, that Referee 4's critical thrusts had concerned physics

(criticisms Stoneham had parried), not biology (which Turin could

defend against because he was a biologist). But the offensive line

was crumbling now. Stoneham, who had made a valiant tactical ef-

fort, felt fatally blocked by Nature's official position. Of course, Na-

ture's official position apparently didn't coincide with Nature's

(baffling) unofficial position, since on June 27 Stoneham got a letter

from Campbell saying that the rejection "doesn't mean I think

Turin's thesis is wrong."

And the big guns simply didn't fire. Rodbell was occupied and

never entered the battlefield. Nevill Mott, like a king in chess,

turned out to be so big as to be simply undeployable. Stewart had

exhausted his ammunition. And Turin was finally worn down. In an

e-mail whose subject line reflected his now heartfelt viewpoint on

the whole matter, Turin wrote the epitaph to the Nature affair:

Date: Fri, 21 Jun 1996

To: stewartw@helix.nih.gov

Subject: the state of science

Great quote from a colleague: "The scramble for career advantage

among scientists amounts to a race for the best deck-chair on the

Titanic."

After a year, that was it for Nature. The paper was dead.

Marshall stoneham approached it all thoughtfully. "They

sent it out to some referees who may have been sensibly chosen," he

said, "but they obviously had misunderstandings. A referee can go

off on a tangent, thinking you're talking about something you're not

talking about at all. It's happened to me. They're not immoral or in-

competent. Nature had to decide: Are we going to take this article

which may be regarded as extreme in some quarters or are we

going to do the safe thing and reject it? And they chose the safe

thing."

Turin had a grittier comment. "I think I was just an unknown
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from UCL. If it had come in with Yale letterhead, thev'd have put in

the attention it would have taken."* He shrugged darklv, turned

awav. "But then, the scientific peer-review process itself . .
." Turin

was wearing the grim, tight smile he gets when verv anorv. "One of

my colleagues calls peer review "peer preview' because one of the

things about getting to be a big-shot silverback is that vou get to see

all the best stuff a vear and a half before evervone else. Whv does all

the good stuff come from the 'best labs? Is it onlv because those

guvs are that much smarter? Hardlv. Thev "re legal inside traders.

Thev get to see all this stuff, and bv definition no one ever knows

who thev are. so thev "re protected. It's lorelr"

Stewart, for his part, readied a firm conclusion: "These were ob-

viouslv people who didn't want to see the theorv published. Look ?

anv worthwhile journal ought to take a skeptical position, and .Na-

ture is entitled bv its mandate to reject almost everything because it

can be published in a specialtv journal. I refereed Sature for a vear.

and I found that vou could reject just about anvthing as either trivial

Lucas is exactly the s

thing mat s happened that week in science. And most papers should

sav something to everv scientist, which is a hard goal. When vou re

polishing the finding of one more gene, that's not really it. What's

interesting enough that evervone ought to sit and think about it?"

in a way. Turin now experienced a strange release. "Fear." he said,

"is a powerful motivator for scientists one way or the other." He had

been afraid of one specific experiment, twisting every way he could

to avoid it. because it was an experiment that would, quite simply,

make or break his theorv. It was about isotopes.

You can think of isotopes as different versions or flavors of some

ment comes in different versions: Diet Coke » the sugar has been ex-

tracted from its molecular structure—literallv—and replaced with
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aspartame, so this version of the element Coke is lighter than the

regular version), Caffeine-Free Coca-Cola Classic (same structure,

just stripped of caffeine, so again, lighter), Cherry Coke (the basic

element, plus cherry added, so this element is heavier), Diet

Cherrv Coke (lighter sweetness structure, heavy cherry added),

and so on.

Atoms come in different versions too. Each isotope version of an

atom (an isotope of, say, Carbon) differs from the regular version

(regular Carbon) bv how many neutrons it has in its nucleus (In

Greek isotope breaks down to iso, same, plus topo, place—as in topog-

raphy—and thus means "same location." All isotopes of an element

sit on the exact same square in the periodic table.) The basic version

of an atom of Gold (Au, number 79 on the periodic table) is per-

fectlv balanced at 79 protons, 79 neutrons, and 79 electrons. But

atoms of Gold come in "isotope" versions, each of which has exactlv

the same number of electrons and protons (79). The difference is

the neutrons (77, 78, 82, and so on). An isotope version has a dif-

ferent number of neutrons packed into the nucleus. (Ions are simi-

lar to isotopes except that ions are about how many electrons there

are—more or fewer electrons than normal, which gives vou a plus

or minus charge—whereas isotopes are all about how manv neu-

trons there are, which gives you elements of different weights,

various High-Fat, or Super-High-Fat, or Low-Cal, or even Totallv

Fat- Free, versions.)

Take Hvdrogen (H). The simplest of elements, it has one elec-

tron (a negative charge) and one proton (a positive charge). Two

things are interesting about Hvdrogen. First, it's the onlv element

that has no neutrons. None. And second, since the electron is a tiny

little Tinkerbell of a particle that zips around weighing virtuallv

nothing, basically the entire weight of the Hydrogen atom is in its

one big, solid proton. Which means that Hvdrogen is the one atom

where, if you add a neutron to it, you'll be massively changing its

weight, basicallv doubling it.

Like regular Coca-Cola, regular Hvdrogen (H) comes in a nor-

mal and an extra-heavv version: one electron and one proton, but

with one neutron added, too. This Hydrogen isotope is Deuterium
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(D). Heavy water (D
20) is just H

2
whose Hs have been replaced

with heavy Ds, literally heavier water. (Pack in yet another neutron?

You've now got a Hydrogen isotope called Tritium. It weighs three

times as much as normal Hydrogen, but its nucleus is unstable and

Tritium is radioactive.)

Turin was concerned by all this for the simple reason that Hy-

drogen's shape is exactly the same as Deuterium's. Externally, iso-

topes are twins because their identical electrons zip around in an

identical way to form identical shells. But internally the extra,

heavy neutron in Deuterium makes a huge difference in the vibra-

tions; they vibrate much more slowly. If the Shapists were right,

isotopes, which are shaped the same, should smell the same. But if

smell was Vibration, isotopes should smell different because the

vibrations are different. So Turin was predicting—whether he

wanted to or not—that you'd get an "isotope effect," two molecules

that smelled different even though shaped exactly the same.

And if he did the isotope experiment and it didn't work—if he

went and smelled two isotopes and they smelled the same—he'd be

dead. Which was exactly why he had been dodging it.

Turin picked up his dog-eared Aldrich catalog and started

searching for a candidate isotope.

When you build a molecule out of Hydrogen isotope atoms, the

molecule is said to be "deuterated." Turin found that Aldrich sold

only thirty fully deuterated, heavy-weight molecules, and they were

all rather nondescript odorants, mostly solvents. Aldrich had no

economic reason to make more: deuterated molecules are used in

nuclear magnetic resonance imaging machines, a tiny, specific mar-

ket, and Gucci and Dior couldn't be less interested in a deuterated

cedarwood. On top of that, Turin saw, they were expensive.

He found, to his irritation, that Aldrich no longer listed the

deuterated compounds separately, so he was flipping pages back-

ward and forward when he glimpsed acetophenone. His eyebrows

flew up. He had, completely by chance, recently beer idly perusing

the new perfume chemistry catalog of the industrial giant Interna-

tional Flavors & Fragrances, and he'd happened to notice that IFF

sold acetophenone as a perfume molecule. The great Steffen Arc-
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tander, author of the immense two-volume encyclopedia of odor

ous chemicals, describes it as "a pungent, sweet odor in dilution re

sembling hawthorn or harsh orange blossom type. The effect in

perfume is generally a flowery one, coumarin-like [hay like], warm,

slightly animal, powerful." Perfumers use it when they want an

orange-blossom effect (orange blossoms grow the molecule natu-

rally). Since it was used in perfumery, Turin figured that it was

probably a strong odorant. It was also nontoxic. It was also stable in

air. Well.

He hurriedly flipped to the right page, checking isotope . . . ? iso

tope . . . ? There it was. Aldrich happened to make acetophenone in

an isotope version. For whatever reason. He had his test. Smell the

before-acetophenone, the regular stuff with H. Then, courtesy of

Aldrich 's chemists, who had been busily taking out the light Hydro-

gen atoms in the acetophenone and repacking it with heavy Deu-

teriums, smell the after, the deuterated acetophenone with D. Turin

picked up the phone and ordered the H and D versions and set the

phone down again and managed to exhale.

For a day or so he puttered around the lab, half working on vari-

ous things, his mind at high rotation but only vaguely connecting

with the objects before him.

The molecules arrived through the post. Turin shut his door.

He ripped off the wrapping and pulled the two containers out of

the Aldrich package and carefully cracked open (it was in a sealed

glass vial) the H version. He smelled it. It had a slightly gluey smell,

like artists' rubber gum, a toluene smell.

He cracked open the D version, leaned his nose over it. It

smelled—fruity instead of toluene, lighter. Different. Turin slumped

in his chair, rejoicing.

He called up Charles Sell at Quest. Sell, said, coolly, "Impurities."

Well, said Turin grimly, they could resolve the impurities ques-

tion easily enough. Could he put the two through Quest's gas chro-

matograph? A gas chromatograph would tell decisively if they were

smelling impurities or the molecules themselves. Certainly, said

Sell coolly, come on Tuesday. On the morning of Tuesday, July 23,

1 996, Turin arrived at Quest, south of London in Kent.
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A gas chromatograph smeller is a rather amazing machine. It is

essentially eighty meters of thin silica tube wound up inside an

oven, which gradually heats the tube as a steady stream of odorless

argon gas is passed through it like a conveyor belt. Put a complex

sample of chemicals into one end of the tube, and the sample's

components will break apart (the oven heats them and they boil

off), separate, and travel through the tube on the conveyor belt of

helium. The trick to it is that the components break apart at dif-

ferent times and thus travel at different speeds, which depend on

their boiling points: the light, low-boiling ones rush first onto the

gas belt, the heavier molecules lag behind, and the heaviest follow

last, each separate, each one coming along in its own time and

place. In about fifteen minutes a needle starts registering peaks

interspersed by flat baseline as the separated molecules come out

the end, and at each peak, you stick your nose into a place on the

machine and smell them as they pass by, one by one. Every single

peak as it comes by is absolutely, completely pure. When you smell

a molecule coming out of a gas chromatograph, you are smelling

only that molecule. GC smellers are somewhat expensive, and per-

fume companies are one of the few places you find them.

At Quest, Turin found the body language tense. Sell and Rossiter

and their colleagues had written learned articles on smell as Shape,

and their bosses had invested millions in smell as Shape. He was

holding either proof or disproof of all of this, and they were all per-

fectly aware of it. But they didn't want to show it, so it was all cool-

ness and surfaces. Sell, at his computer, glanced up to see Turin, and

then waved a benign hand at Ken Palmer, who had just appeared.

Palmer was a Quest institution. The senior lab tech who, among

other things, ran the GC smeller, he was around fifty, a plainspoken

man with a strong South Counties accent and a legendary sense of

smell. One of the more famous Ken Palmer stories people told

was that, just for a lark, he had taken an adult-learning course

—

analytical chemistry—in which at the final exam each student was

given five little vials of chemicals and asked to analyze each with the

lab techniques learned in the class. Palmer simply cracked each one

open, smelled them, and wrote down their correct chemical struc-

ture b) their odor. "Ah, Luca," murmured Sell, "right, the GC, Ken,
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could you, right, yes, fine, cheers." Turin had always enjoyed a good

relationship with Palmer. "There's a sort of traditional English sup-

port for the underdog," Turin explained it. "Ken likes that I'm just

breezing in, flouting all the knowledge these perfume magnates

profess to have."

Palmer, too, was fully aware of the implications of Turin's test.

And from years of working at Quest, he knew H-acetophenone's

smell perfectly by memory. So he didn't bother with the H ver-

sion, simply put the D-isotope in the machine, flipped it on, made a

few adjustments, and chatted with Turin for fifteen minutes. At

10:03:49, the needle started jiggling. As the various impurities and

other junk floated past, they became quiet. Then the needle really

jumped, and the pure isotope started coming through the tube on

its silken conveyor of gas, and Palmer stuck his nose in it and in-

haled, smelling the completely pure D-acetophenone. He turned to

Turin and said, "My God! That doesn't smell like acetophenone! It

isn't gluey at all, it's much more fruit and bitter-almondy!" Turin

and Palmer were electrified. To make sure, they put in the H ver-

sion. It smelled like glue. The difference was subtle, but the iso-

topes definitely smelled different.

They went up to Charles Sell's office. They sat down. Turin's legs

were jumping with excitement. Palmer, as was proper in England

for a lab tech in the presence of his university-educated boss, was

standing quietly back by the door, watching closely. Sell finished

dealing with some business on his computer screen, then turned his

attention to them. So, he said, how was it then? Turin opened his

mouth, but Palmer jumped in: "Charles, they smell different!"

Palmer handed Sell the smelling strips. Sell held each up to his nose,

inhaled. He was framed against the large glass factory-like window

of his office overlooking the Quest buildings, with their chemists

and their millions of dollars of machines and computers and their

immense vats of chemicals outside. Sell, to Turin, appeared mildly

bored. Hmm, yes, said Sell, they smelled different. Not hugely, but

different. Right, well, anything else they could do for Turin?

Turin blinked. Here he was, almost jumping out of his skin, and

Sell was simply not reacting. There is no earthly reason that these

two molecules should smell different except vibrations. Palmer was
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agitated. Sell was not reacting. It was surreal. Sell's computer sat

quietly, having relaxed itself into the screen saver, a ribbon of words

that calmly unfurled itself. The screen saver read, "Listen to advice

and accept instruction, and in the end you will be wise."

Turin walked out of Sell's office and stood stock-still for a mo-

ment in complete shock. He came around enough to thank Palmer

profusely for his help and saw that Palmer felt this was a big occa-

sion, that he was excited too, although it was Quest, and it was En-

gland, and the emotion was kept carefully in check. Palmer went

back to work, and Turin turned down the hall.

He went to see Karen Rossiter. Rossiter, from a working-class

family with little experience of universities, had pushed herself up

through Quest to earn a Ph.D. in chemistry. Her dissertation was

on the way Shape determined a molecule's smell. She was sitting at

a computer ten times more expensive than his, with an immense

screen. The computer's purpose was to display molecules' shapes

and then list their smell profiles and to search for the link between

their smell and their shape. Turin casually said to her, "You can turn

off your machine, Karen. H-acetophenone and D-acetophenone

smell different." Rossiter understood the implications. "Oh, right,"

she said. "So, you off then?" and went back to work at her computer.

That's it, thought Turin. You perfume scientists have just wit-

nessed from orchestra seats the end of Shape, and there has been no

acknowledgment whatsoever from any of you that your world has

exploded.

Turin left Quest, took a taxi to the little Kent station, and got on

the train back to London.

and so Turin picked up the phone and called Steve van Toller of

Chemical Senses. This is Luca Turin, he said. So, look, you said if I had

any trouble with Nature . . .

Of course, said van Toller pleasantly.

So, uh, said Turin, they said no. Does your offer still stand?

Van Toller took the paper. No more referees. (Turin asked if

( hemical Senses wanted the Nature referee reports; van Toller said, in
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effect, No, who gave a toss.) No waiting, no negotiating, no jockey-

ing for position, which was, in the event, what the phrase "under my

authority" turned out to mean.

Van Toller's one bow to the referee controversy (or to the singu-

lar nature of the paper, depending on your point of view) was that

the article was published under the heading "Original Research

Paper." It is the only paper Chemical Senses has, in its history, ever

published this way, and it was van Toller's way of distancing him-

self from a theoretical work. But he took it. Turin wrote up the

acetophenone evidence and put it in the draft and sent it off. Chemi-

cal Senses received the paper on July 31, 1996. Steve van Toller

published "A Spectroscopic Mechanism for Primary Olfactory Re-

ception" on September 3 o

.

there is one other way of getting into the pages of Nature.

A "scientific correspondence" is a small thing, basically just a let-

ter to the editor, nowhere close to a real, self-respecting "paper,"

just something a Nature editor might publish if he were so inclined.

Turin started writing one about the isotopes.

He sent Short a description of the different acetophenone smells

and (to back himself up) the traces from the Quest chromatograph.

Short passed it on to another nameless referee.

The referee wrote back:

I read with curiosity tne . . . item you sent. It felt like going back 30

years to the dark ages of Wright's vibrational theory of olfaction. We

have been there before, and luckily the field has emerged to the sanity

of regarding olfaction as part of biology. We are extremely content with

[Shape's] hypotheses, many well-proven. . . . Going back to the world

of ad-hoc physical theories that ignore the vast body of knowledge of

general receptor science is truly unnecessary.

That was it for Nature.
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COMPANIES

heoretically, Turin's smell theory could make

some people very, very rich.

The first nibble from the private sector materialized just be-

fore the BBC broadcast in an e-mail. It was from David Galla-

gher, the friendly English Oregonian with CAChe Scientific, which

had just been bought by a British company named Oxford Molecu-

lar. The e-mail's subject was "Smells like an opportunity."

CAChe Scientific

Oxford Molecular Gr^jp

Hi Luca

We are working on some opportunities with some fragrance compa-

nies. Would you be interested in signing an agreement with Oxford

that gives you a royalty on all sales or deals that come out of it? The

opportunities could range from a few hundred K to several million

pounds (it's too early to know just yet). Something like a 5% clear roy-

alty on ail revenues is typical for this sort of situation, and Tony March-

ington is agreeable to this. Let me know what you think.

regards,

Dave
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Marchington was a cofounder of Oxford Molecular. OxMol's

interest in Turin's research was clear: OxMol sold software

programs—two in particular, called Sybil and Tsar ("Structure Ac-

tivity Relations")—mostly to huge drug companies like Bayer and

Schering-Plough, for "rational drug design": the drug giants used

the programs to predict the pharmacological effect a molecule

would have when it hit a receptor. The programs predicted this ef-

fect by the shape of a molecule of Prozac or Percodan, and because

drug-receptor interaction does in fact function by Shape, the pro-

grams worked for drugs. The neat trick OxMol wanted to manage

was to sell their programs to the perfume Big Boys, who would

attempt to use them to predict a molecule's smell. But the evidence

indicated that they wouldn't really work in that role, so no sale.

OxMol's bosses immediately understood—Gallagher had told them

about the guy in London working on smell—that if Turin's theory

was correct, and if they licensed the predictive algorithm at its

heart, Oxford Molecular 's smell-prediction software would actu-

ally perform, which meant that the Big Bov who bought the pro-

gram would eat the others for lunch and royalties would be flowing

like water to Oxford Molecular.

And to Turin. He was excited. Maybe he'd make some money

out of this.

They sent him a contract, and he went over it, feeling strange. He

asked Stewart to eye it, "in particular their proposal in para i of

page i , that my consultancy be exclusive in my part to Oxford Mo-

lecular in all areas of software and databases associated directly or indi-

rectly with my research. I think that's a bit too open-ended, don't

vour

OxMol invited Turin to give a lunch talk at their offices, which

he did. (They then asked him to leave the room so they could dis-

cuss him.) Yes, they were interested. Could he meet them at

Heathrow in between flights? He did, twice (they were flying first

class).

He waited. He didn't hear anything else from them.
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you think you've smelled every smell by now. You think you

more or less know the full range, the rich, velvet perfume ol

davlilies at the West Sixty-seventh Street Korean market to the

stench of rotting fish sloshing under a Gulf of Mexico pier. How

could there be more? The fragrant eau de toilette of ripe mango on

hot asphalt, rancid palm oil, and raw sewage bathing Manila's open-

air markets. The iced February wind in Wyoming over frozen dirt

at midnight, where you can smell the surface of the moon. The

instantly recognizable stench—electrical, plastic, foul, unique

—

of the RER trains in Paris. Sliding glass door, steel light pole, alu-

minum elevator, and the other metallic nonscents of Tokyo. The

smell of Colorado pine on warm rock in summer. The alarming

Agent Orange smell of chemical warfare when the photocopier

breaks and the poisonous toner spills out and your nervous system

goes on alert. The public toilets of Buenos Aires, which smell of the

1 9 cos. The scent of ozone in the lightning just before the rain starts

pulverizing the earth, throwing the dust in the air, then sluicing it

violently away and the small plant stems snap green and raw.

(You've even smelled the ones you haven't smelled, from movies,

from legend. World War Is deadly mustard gas smells strongly like

mustard, the lethal war gas phosgene, COCl
2 , has a pleasant smell

of new-mown hay, and the poison cyanide smells nicely of bitter

almonds.)

You think there aie a certain number of smells, and you've

smelled them. You're wrong. There are, like undiscovered conti-

nents filled with unimaginable animals, millions of hypothetical

molecules yet to be created, millions of atomic structures that

exist, thus far, only as mathematical possibilities, which we will cre-

ate. Take all possibilities, Carbons multiplied by double bonds mul-

tiplied by isotopic versions of Oxygen, methyls attached to propyls

bonded to ethyls, and the numbers skyrocket. This is the math of

the old tale of the Indian sage who was asked by the king, "What

shall I give you?" The sage replied, "Put one grain of rice on the first

square of a chessboard. Then put two grains on the second square.
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know that the smell-prediction algorithm, which will make all the

new smell molecules vou could desire, is a machine to grind out

gold.

only in January 1996 did Luca Turin, for the first time, at-

tempt an actual prediction of smell.

Stewart and Turin had started daydreaming about industrializing

Turin's discovery. Thev figured this meant creating a company, so

Turin trotted oyer to see his head of department and put a few

questions to a few friends in the corporate world and then sent an

e-mail to Stewart that "by the end of the week, you will be a co-

director of 'The Fragrance Prediction Company Ltd' with offices in

London!! UCL gave the green light this morning, and is a (minor-

ity) shareholder." Turin loved doing graphics and logos, so he'd soon

be "sending some slides to Quest with our logo—attached— ! !!!!!!!

Meaningless so far, but verv exciting nonetheless. As thev sav, even

dwarves started small.

"

But Turin and Stewart talked it over the next dav and made a

strategic decision to postpone the Fragrance Prediction Company,

first because there was no point in setting it up until thev had some

clients. And second because thev needed investors. The thing was,

the company's logical investors were its clientele—the Big Bovs:

IFF and Quest and Takasago, Givaudan Roure and Haarmann &

Reimer and Firmenich—and Turin had to get a fix on what it would

be worth to them. Piecise figures were impossible to prv out of

them, but he estimated that if each molecule, both the few good

ones and the useless thousands, was now costing them (he put all his

clues together and came up with a number) S 3,000 to make, their

savings in molecule production alone would be S3 or S4 million a

year, while costs for testing and so on would plunge. When vou

added in increased efficiencies, the savings in salaries of all the

chemists you'd summarily round up and fire, the savings from shut-

ting down the labs of all the chemists vou'd fire, not to mention the

devastating commercial coup over vour blindsided, cowering com-

petition and the rocket that this would put under vour share price,
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the figure could, within a few years, be billions. They could, ol

course, try to get a company funded on a shining possibility, but

they decided to hold off until they'd developed the secret engine

driving its heart. That engine was an algorithm, and that, Turin

started to build.

An algorithm is simply a mathematical formula with which you

calculate something. (The question came up of patenting the work

Turin had done at UCL. Algorithms are notoriously difficult to

patent, and the patents, if granted, are even more difficult to enforce:

how do you prove someone has been using your formula if they say

they haven't? Better to keep it quiet.) An algorithm can do anything.

If you want to count cattle and the only information available is the

number of legs, you count the legs, plug this information into the

algorithm—which is "N legs divided by 4 = X"—and out pops the

number of cows. Assemble your information ("here are the vibra-

tions and partial charges in this molecule"), plug it all in, the algo-

rithm (this one infinitely more complex than "N legs divided by 4")

crunches the numbers, and you get your answer ("this molecule

will smell like dried shrimp shells and peppermint").

We have, deep inside of us, a smell algorithm, created by the

Greatest Engineer: evolution. The algorithm is a way for the brain

to plug in a constant inundation of incredibly complex information

and get a result. Turin knew there was one—all scientists agree on

this—simply because that is exactly what the brain does with hear-

ing and vision: the human brain uses, every split second, without

breaking a sweat, two breathtakingly complex algorithms. In vision,

you have only three receptors covering the spectrum of wave-

lengths, and yet the brain uses an algorithm for vision that gives you

thousands of distinguishable colors. The vision algorithm, worked

out by Edwin Land, the inventor of Polaroid film, is what allows

a Polaroid camera to make sense of all the millions of pieces of

photon-vibration-frequency and light-intensity information and

turn them all into a three-by-five snapshot (and why Polaroid makes

tin "Land camera" ). In hearing, thousands of tones cascade into the

ear, and huge chunks of the cochlea vibrate, and jet with its algo-

rithm the brain is figuring it all out and giving you sharp pitch
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discrimination, separating the peaks, giving you voices and notes

and sounds. Utterly brilliant mathematical precision, applied every

millisecond. If Turin was right about smell, at the instant of con-

ception nature downloads into each of us a copy of its proprietary

smell algorithm, which derives smells from vibrational data, just as

it downloads a copy of its vision algorithm (Evolutionary Version

3,000,000,000.0) and its hearing algorithm (programs designed to

run on Homo sapiens neural hardware).

Why did it take Luca Turin until now to try to predict smells?

Because of the difference between theory and practice. Or, if you'd

like, proof and prediction. Or, to put it still differently, because

Turin had now reached his limits of the understanding of science

and gone through the looking glass, had entered the netherworld on

the edges of quantum physics.

Creating a theory holding that we smell vibrations and actu-

ally applying that theory to the practice of predicting smells are

two completely different enterprises. The question to ask for the

first, to prove the theory, was: "Can you do experiments showing

that smell is vibration?" Which is to say: Can you put together a

group of facts that you just can't explain any other way? And the an-

swer was, yes, the boranes and isotopes and so on were just that,

facts that only Turin's theory could explain. That was a science

problem.

But the multimillion-dollar prediction question was this: "Why

do this particular molecule's vibrations smell of rose

—

and how can

1, purely according to theoretical principles, predict which hypothetical vi-

brations in some hypothetical molecule will smell like rose too?" That was

ultimately an industrial problem, a process problem, and it was

more complicated by a factor of, say, one thousand. Suppose you

prove that we smell vibrations. Great. It means almost nothing for

predicting the smell of some brand-new molecule no one's ever

smelled. Why? Because every vibration in the air, which makes a

sound when it hits the cochlea in the inner ear, has two important

aspects, a frequency—how many times per second it vibrates back

and forth, which gives you a tone, an A flat or a G—and an ampli-

tude, how loud that A flat or that G is. And every vibration of every
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bonding electron has both these aspects, too. Measuring a bond's

frequencv
—

"Is it an A flat, a G. F sharp?" (Is it wave number

386.187 or 29c c?)—is, as Turin said, ''a piece of piss," just throw it

in a spectroscope or calculate it. Measuring the loudness of a mo-

lecular vibration 1 the amplitude, how strongly the vibe will be felt bv

the nasal spectroscope) is virtuallv impossible, and the reason for

that couldn't be simpler: we just don't have the technology vet,

either to replicate the measurement in the lab or to calculate it ac-

curatelv. The amplitude is determined bv the "partial charges" on

each atom of the molecule, and at the moment we have no wav to

measure partial charges. Or rather the technologv we do have to do

this is ridiculouslv primitive and notoriouslv inaccurate. That is

mostlv a phvsics problem. And even if vou could measure them

with some instrument, vou wouldn't know how the nose was doing

it. How in the world were tinv receptors made of cells detecting

partial charges? That's mostlv a biologv problem. All of which

means that vou could prove the Vibration theorv entirelv, prove it

dehnitivelv—but because vou didn't have the technologv to mea-

sure amplitude, vou still couldn't predict for Givaudan whether

some molecule would smell of fresh green Aspen bark or burning

hair. You could have a million dollars from vour Nobel Prize in

Chemistrv for smell work and not a pennv from anv prediction-

software rovalties.

Which was whv predicting smells was low on Turin's list.

But he squared his shoulders now, grabbed a molecule, and tried

it. To create the smell-prediction algorithm vou have to know three

things 1 all are obligators .

First, vou have to calculate each vibration ot the molecule. This

gives vou a readout showing all the molecule's vibrational peaks

from wave number zero to wave number 4000, the standard moun-

tain range of crests and vallevs. This one is not too tough.

But. second, vou now have to hnd the precise height of everv sin-

gle vibrational peak (which is the intensitv or springiness ot that

bond )

.

And third, vou have to find something called "pitch discrimina-

tion," the breadth of each peak, a better wav of saving that being.
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"How separated will each of these guvs be from its neighbors, and

can you actually tell them apart or do thev just blur together?"

Turin's problem with all three was, again, technology.

For number i , you could take the molecule and point Your in-

frared spectrometer at it and measure its vibrations' frequencies

—

except that often spectrometers can't separate each vibration, if

thev 're too close together, so you get the wrong answers. Or you

can just calculate their vibrations mathematically, although the pre-

cision in doing this is directlv proportionate to how much time you

take to do it. If you want to calculate the frequencies in ten min-

utes, the computer will do them to the nearest i o percent, which is

to sav that vour data will be garbage. If you want the nearest i per-

cent, it'll take the machine twentv-four hours, or two davs, or

three. And .01 percent? There's just no known method that will do

that; we know, todav, the masses of the atoms to five digits of pre-

cision, but what determines waye numbers is also the tautness of

bonds, and our quantum chemistrv methods aren't that good vet. It

takes immense amounts of time and calculating power to do a single

molecule, and even then we don't have anvthing like a fine-grained

photograph.

For number 2, rinding the height of each vibration's peak, the

problem is that it is flatlv impossible. More preciselv, it is all drastic

approximations and blind guesswork.

And number 3 is a question—telling the peaks apart—that

doesn't at this moment in our scientific abilities and human technol-

ogv haye a good answer.

Still, Turin was too intrigued not to trv to cobble the algorithm

together in a rough version. He shopped for models, selecting an

off-the-shelf tunneling formula that phvsicist C.
J.

Adkins had cre-

ated. He got on a train to Cambridge to go see Adkins and show

him what he'd done with his formula, remoYing (Turin cheerfullv

admitted) all the bits he didn't understand. Were those bits, well,

crucial? Adkins squinted at it from one direction and squinted at it

from another and said that hm, ves, well, good enough as a start.

Couldn't do better. Not with the present state of the art. Scattering

intensity too damn tough to calculate. ("It's an 'active research
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area. " sighed Turin to Stewart, rolling his eves, "meaning: 'Stav

tuned.' *)

On January 20, 1996, Turin e-mailed Stewart his hrst crude

recipe: ~i •." he dictated, "calculate partial charges using dumb but

apparently efficient Huckel method." Steps 2 and 3 concerned

checking out each atom s motion in each vibrational mode and mul-

tiplying by the partial charges. Step 4 was "replot the whole spec-

trum thing"; c was to divide it all up into chunks to do stats.

H 3wi," Turin queried incidentally. ~< does one represent points in

S-Dimensional space. btw?f And "6) serve warm." He added:

"Keep this strictly to voursell tor the moment, it could be worth

some dosh" < monev >

.

Turin s smell algorithm, bv the wav. is

M

where x. are displacements < usually given as Cartesian displace-

ments in x. v. and zi and partial charges q:
are calculated bv the

chemistry software. That is the secret formula. But an algorithm

demands something. These tinv mathematical machines, especially

the newborn ones, are voraciously hungry

Unlike other mathematical formulas, algorithms need to be fed

data to make them grow strong, just as a newborn child's brain

needs to be fed massive amounts of stimuli for its neural orga-

nization and development. The babv algorithm's food was correla-

tions. The correlations were between the vibrations of molecules

(alpha-octvl cvclopentanones unique chord 1 paired with reliable

odor prohles ("sweet and oilv-floral, mildlv balsamic odor"). Each

vibration-smell correlation makes the algorithm more intelligent,

stronger, more accurate. Once it knows that those molecules have

these vibrations that correlate with these smells, it starts understand-

ing how to predict vibrations it has never seen before. So it needs

correlations from thousands of molecules, millions ot molecules.

The correlations sat inside databases. The databases belonged to

the Big Bovs.
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Turin's publication in Chemical Senses elicited almost no reac-

tion whatsoever. He had assumed it wouldn't. Still.

At least in this vacuum there appeared one entirely unexpected

use for his theory. It was delivered via the radio.

Turin was cleaning his apartment one afternoon and listening to

Radio 3, what he, a classical-music junkie, refers to with gratitude

as "the BBC's amazinglv expensive, elitist, and wonderful classical

station." Radio 3 was plaving an absolutely glorious piece of music

he'd never heard. He waited as it ended, ready to bomb the BBC if

they didn't give its name. Thev did: "Lento" by a composer named

Howard Skempton. Turin had never heard of him. He went out and

bought the onlv Skempton CD he could find (the only one that ex-

isted), which included the twelve-minute piece for full orchestra

called "Lento," and perusing the liner notes saw that Skempton lived

in Leamington Spa, near Coventry. So he called him up.

He was, he told Skempton, doing a course called Practice and

Philosophy of Science at UCL, to which he invited anvone he

pleased. Turin believed that musicians were more rigorous than sci-

entists. The structure, the rules, the pure math. Would Skempton

come and give a lecture on science and music? Skempton would be

delighted. He arrived in the class on his appointed day. The lecture

started; Turin put on "Lento," twelve minutes long. There was com-

plete hushed silence in the basement seminar room.

When Turin explained his theory to Skempton, the composer

was fascinated, particularly by the idea of smells as frequencies,

^h! Like aural tones." Well, yes. "You mean, as if vou smelled

notes?" Well, yes, actuallv, said Turin. "Well!" What if, Skempton

suggested, they collaborated on a musical piece based on contrast-

ing smells. Turin thought about it for an instant. They would trans-

form the vibrations of Molinard's Habanita into musical vibrations.

Habanita is based on vetiver fa grass from the Caribbean; its roots

provide an oil that contains, among other things, a molecule called

vetiverol) and vanilla. Turin proposed the vibrations of fourteen or

fifteen of the perfume's electron bonds—which meant fourteen or
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fifteen wave numbers—and with Skempton translated them into

sound frequencies. < "Easv, vou just keep the ratios of the numbers

equal but shift them all into the audible range" > Skempton took the

notes and enthusiasticallv set out to use them to create a piece. "'The

question ," Turin said to him excitedlv, "is will it sound like vetiver

and vanilla."

Post-.Ytfrure, he was forging ahead. His personal life was ambigu-

ous. "Francoise not v. happy about us," he wrote Stewart, "sort of

periodically sick of me and my supposed aridity, went through a bad

patch but now better. I love her dearlv, but we really are tuned to

different frequencies." Speaking of which
—"My favorite composer

(and now friend) Howard Skempton is writing a concerto for ac-

cordion, oboe, and strings based on vanilla and vetiver to be pre-

miered next March! !

!"

He was still trving to put his theory out there. Acrid flares of

hostility echoed back to him. Mark Dearborn happened to attend a

conference where the illustrious Yale smell researcher Gordon

Shepherd was speaking, and Dearborn stood and said, Dr. Shep-

herd, there's a new theory of smell out there. The author is Luca

Turin, and it has to do with molecular vibrations. Never heard ot it,

said Shepherd (with. Dearborn told Turin, evident distaste >. Where

was it published? Chemical Senses, Dearborn said. Shepherd gave a

thin smile. Oh, he said sarcasticallv, that'll increase the readership

of that journal.

Turin tried to put the incident out of his mind, but it bothered

him.

francoise broke up with him, or he with her, hall bv accident.

Her life was in Paris, her museum job, which she loved, was in

Paris, as were her numerous brothers and sisters, she spoke halting

English, and after five vears of skiirriishing and negotiation, both

parties were exhausted in their mutual camps. His friends were

telling him that she loved that he was entertaining and great at din-

ner parties, she loved his irrational optimism, and (he was aware

i

the fact that he was lost in admiration of her. But she simply didn't
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care about the science. It won't work, Luca. She was in love with

him, but never with the science. He was lonely in London, but it

was the loneliness of very few people understanding what you do.

And this included her.

He'd started reacting to her, if not entirely consciously, he'd been

"rocking the boat," intimating that perhaps he just needed a little

break, and Francoise sent him a fax that said in that case it would be

better if he didn't call her or see her. He read the fax and didn't call

her or see her. Which was of course the wrong thing to do, and that

was that.

And so he was alone. Except for a woman, named Desa Philippi,

whom he had met when he sat next to her on the Eurostar. They

were conversing by the time the train pulled out of the Gare du

Nord. She was, she told him, an editor of modern art books with a

degree in art history. Inwardly, Turin rolled his eyes (art history,

Christ! The intellectual soft stuff . . .). She was German, with long

silvery-blond hair and a methodically passionate manner. They heat-

edly debated modern art, and Turin soon reached the conclusion

—

which, always generous, he immediately shared with her—that

here was a battle of two utterly incompatible, diametrically op-

posed worldviews: breakneck nineteenth-century romanticism

(him) versus modern realist pessimism (her). He told her that as far

as he was concerned, there was no goddamn reality that he would

not, at any time or any instant, trade for a workable dream, dreams

being what make one happy. They got to Waterloo Station and

parted. Despite the conversation, he gave her his phone number,

which he believed in doing with great-looking women, and she

called.

On one of their first dates, they went to the Royal Opera House

at Covent Garden to see Palestrina, by the relatively little-known

composer Hans Pfitzner. To Turin, Palestrina was beautiful because

it is about the moral dilemma of a man who is a musical Galileo, a

man who is in touch with the heavenly music of the spheres. The

powers that be want him to compose music as propaganda for the

church, to act upon the masses, and he refuses, he wants to be left

alone to listen to the voices of angels, he doesn't want to take part
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at exactly the time that Turin began looking to hitch his theory

to one of the Big Boys—who could not only help him prove the the-

ory but feed his infant algorithm—the Big Boys came looking for

him.

Each of the fragrance-molecule-manufacturing multinational

corporations is made of a pair of Siamese twins, one aesthetic, one

scientific. Each twin is inextricable from the other and yet utterly

distinct.

The Scientific Siamese Twin is each Big Boy's chemical-research

side. For Turin to calculate the vibrations of a thousand molecules

on his little Mac atop his messy desk and then carefully match each

with its correlating smell profile was not just agonizingly slow; it

was preposterous. It would be like one person building the pyra-

mids. The Big Boys had immense R&D budgets, miles of alu-

minum glass labs, and armies of chemists churning out molecules

in their scientific factories. And they had been doing this for de-

cades. The treasure they had thus produced—proprietary, industri-

ally classified molecule-and-smell data—was ensconced deep in

electronic caverns guarded from competitors' prying eyes. He

needed these databases, pure, raw, abundant, lovely data, heaping

piles of analyzed molecules, big ones and small ones, simple and

complex ones stuffed in files and on hard drives. Each molecule

they created had two things, its structure, which Turin could trans-

late easily into vibrations, and its "smell profile," smell's language,

the descriptors they had painfully and with excruciating care (it was

the essence of their business, after all) assembled for each mole-

cule, which one was "sweet, rosy fruity, honeylike," which one gave

"sweet ethereal floral but also herbal woody, and dry."

Vibration-language combinations. These were the secret codes,

and he needed them. He needed to feed them to the algorithm one

by one till it had thousands in its mathematical belly, reached criti-

cal mass.

Then there was the Aesthetic Siamese Twin. Each Big Boy em-

ployed a perfumer upper caste, separated from the molecule jock-

eys down in their labs. These creatives translated the briefs and
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ifan ttm sent them trom the Firth Avenue offices at Tommv Hu-

nger and Helmut Lang into the scented potions t-frnr went into the

little bo cries. The pertumers m their towsn in New York met Pans

and Geneva were connected bv a common blood how to the mole-

cule pushers* used in. their potions and elixirs the matenais the

whrte-Ub-coated sorcerers created, the elixirs to entice and land

contracts trom tie alarming groomed, gelled, anted, black-clad

representatives o£ Gaultier and Prada and Comme des Garcons.

Thev were mteuectuallv and ternperumentallv removed, their plush

octrees tar trom the gnt down m the molecular-construction sites

and aromic smelting pots at the drab lab building. Yet—because

thev ruled pertume s aesthetics, because tt was up m their hushed

towers chat each new molecule was auditioned, evaluated, whis-

pered about, and either lived or died—thev were the true crucibles

at tfagrance. the directors at the potions Turin loved, and the

determiners at winch molecules were given a chance to make

monev. Yes. the smell algorithm s power would be harnessed bv the

chemists, but ultimatelv it would slave for the perfumers.

At that moment, bv pure coincidence. Turin found an open uoor

to boch downstairs and up. Both ot Quest's twins were beckoning to

htm trom meir oirterent sides | in this case, either side ot the English

channel, the perfumers m Pans, the chemists in Ashtortf > and be

began a tfnwt bifurcation ot tasks, working tor Quest m two wivsv

neither twin having anv idea chat the other had engaged him tor its

own purposes.

Y«es De Chins, bead ot' Quest s hne^rragrance division m Pans,

and the other perfumers throughout the inctustrv had nrst icnown

Turin's name through his pertume book. Then the journalists who

covered the pertume industrv began calling him. and quoting

rum

—

Hcetz Beauta and bmsnurzcmn ^j^nnszimi: \<rvs-—which meanc

tne general media started caiimg—the lima ot London and so

on—and his name started popping op even more treuuenriv. His

growing utn*iuitv denved trom the precision ot his anaivsis ot per-

fumes md the startling honestv ot his opinions. Turin nad little pa-

Age pablum. undergtrded bv prunent urban sex-mvthoLOgv. both
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of which he openly despised, dispatching them like a cheerful exe-

cutioner. His candor made some of the journalists call more often,

though others, used to overheated, precious, and cloying copy from

domesticated "critics" who loudly praised certain houses and qui-

etly received nice little perks in exchange, found his lack of tact

shocking and disorienting. "I'm interested," a nice young reporter

(American, female, so earnest, so sincere) asks via e-mail,
M
in why

you think we wear fragrance." He replies, "Because it's the most

portable form of Intelligence." Exactly what she was hoping for!

Now for some teasing, delicious little smell sound bites. She dan-

gles one of her experts before him, like bait before a trout. "Mar-

garet Spencer, a sensory psychologist, says it's a matter of sexual

advertising."

She waits for an equallv cunning strike from the trout. The trout

merely raises an eyebrow. "One function of fragrance," Turin re-

sponds with equanimity, "which is established beyond doubt is to

allow pop psychologists to talk endlessly about sex in polite society."

Well. Next question. "Jane Franken, a consultant," she continues,

"says perfume is 'aspirational.' We crave to be richer, prettier, sex-

ier, than we are."

Turin, blithely, and quite on the record: "A trite comment from a

woman who made a lot of money from dull fragrances and plans to

carry on."

"Do you suppose something like Vanilla Fields or Angel appeals to

both the sex and the food drive?"

Once again with the sex. Turin replies tersely, "Vanilla Fields is a

low-calorie banana float which appeals to the mentally obese."

When she tries mixing in science
—

"Torie Lefton, a medical

physiologist at Duke University Medical School, postulates that

since chocolate releases opiates in the brain, it might be that its

scent does too"—Turin, who considers this pseudoscience, replies,

"Tells you more about her than about perfumes. . .
." And cheerfully

signs off with "All the best, Luca."

Quest's De Chins sent word that they were interested in hiring

him to act as a sort of Outside Evaluator for their perfumers, a

commentator on their work, a suggester (now, this he found inter-
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esting) of novel uses for the new and sometimes baffling, weird

smells the chemists manufactured, and a general oracle of trends in

perfumery. That was the basic job description. Was he interested?

Yes, he certainly was.

So they started whisking him down from London and into

Quest's protected heart in Neuilly, outside Paris, to smell the new

molecules still smoking from the anvil. What did Dr. Turin think of

this one? What of that one? (They asked him what to do about the

smell of Dove soap, and he suggested a really nice iris synthetic they

had. They seemed to like the suggestion.) And could he think of any

use for these new molecules, there was this one—here, this vial.

Odd, isn't it? Bizarre, yet interesting, wouldn't he say? (What would

he say?) Most of these were newly minted but commercially dis-

appointing Quest captives, branded molecules owned exclusively

by one company. Quest had a huge economic incentive to make its

captives big stars, but there were problematic captives, the ones no

one in-house could think what to do with, how to mate them. So

they sent them to him in velvet boxes to evaluate, each in a small,

emerald-colored vial with a Q^on it, the bottles laid out like Miki-

moto pearls. He sampled them with avid interest, as if working

through a box of exotic chocolates.

"This one's a single molecule. At the end of a meal when you've

made a mess of your plate and you dump a banana skin on top of the

rest? Banana skin in a trashcan. One of the perfumers at Quest told

me it smells of vomit. I can see what she means. It's precisely the sort

of mixture between main course and dessert that would only hap-

pen in vomit.

"Here's the nth molecule that smells of chrysanthemum, which

is to say funereal, which is to say like a chemistry lab, because chem-

istry labs smell like chrysanthemums. Surprising, but so it is.

"This one smells like a garbage can in Manila: hot papaya with

cheap nail varnish.

"This one has an impurity of butryic acid." How did he know? He

shrugged, made a face: "Feet, smells like feet." (He motioned im-

patiently at his feet.)

"
I his < >ne is a pineapple, but it's an unsmiling pineapple."
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Then they asked about perfumes. They sent him forty-two fra-

grances, the best-sellers in masculines and feminines, and they

asked him to write a memo. Tell them what he thought—every-

thing, the trends, the ingredients. Read the future.

He smelled them all and went away and thought about them and

came back and started writing, in French. The result
—

"Note to:

Quest Perfumers, December 14, 1996"—is as frank and revealing

an inside view into the thought machinery of perfume creation as

one can find. It is also decidedly bleak. "Perfume," he told them

straight off, "is going through what smells to me like a bad patch."

He began his analysis with women's perfumes. "Most appear to

be inspired by eating disorders." This, in his view, was particularly

grave given that one of the most important schools of perfume

composition historically (he named Guerlain) is in reality an off-

shoot of haute cuisine. The secret of Jacques Guerlain 's success was

his ability to make women literally mouthwatering. In his great per-

fumes of the Golden Age—Turin named Mitsouko, Shalimar, L'Heure

Bleue—Guerlain had created abstract olfactory desserts, hovering

in the air, and it was all about food. Add some choice floral notes

(the armloads the florist had just dropped off at the servants' en-

trance, the caterers hurrying to arrange them before the guests ar-

rived) and some woody notes (the floors had been freshly waxed

that morning), and from the little Guerlain bottle came the smell of

a well-to-do bourgeois interior at evening through which wafted

the portents of an excellent dinner party.

Today's modern school, he contrasted bluntlv, "is inspired by the

hospital rather than the home. After a bulimic phase (Poison, etc.)

and its procession of high-calorie confections, we are now riding

the crest of an anorexic phase (Eau d'Issey and its countless imitators

ad nauseam)" More than twenty recent perfumes belonged, in his

view, to this "bloodless" school whose signature was Calone with

backnotes of bleached florals in which you were hard put to smell

anything except musk, and a pretty sterilized musk at that. He'd

had, he sniffed, to keep a smelling strip of Guerlain 's potent Jicky at

hand to verify he hadn't become anosmic. What kind of perfume

neurosis was this? "It is well known that anorexia involves a concern
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about internal cleanliness, i.e., what comes out no less than what

goes in. No 'animal' notes, as the polite euphemism goes, and no

earthly delights either. Furthermore, it is now possible to connect

one's own little phobia with a worthy cause commonly known as

'concern for the environment.' No pollution, please, either in Ant-

arctica or on my skin."

He sighed. This cleanliness obsession was perfectly captured in

the absurd story you heard (true? false?) about Issey Miyake having

supposedly asked BPI for a perfume smelling of water. It showed,

Turin wrote, that Miyake 's genius had its limits, not because the

idea was bad but because it was impossible. Water has no smell, and

absolute cleanliness smells of absolutely nothing. The reference

point of Calone, he sniffed, was "a low-calorie meal served on a

stainless steel tray."

So it was a bad time. Ah, but! There were two routes out of the

present rut. "Abstract art," first. And "nouvelle cuisine."

The abstract school of perfumery, said Turin, had its roots in two

all-time greats, Coty's Chypre and Chanel's Chanel No. 5. These two

giants set the standard for perfumes without any obvious natural

reference point and enabled the autonomous development of per-

fume as Pure Art. From distilled garden roses, we were suddenly

amidst synthesized Carbon atoms. It was like jumping from Dela-

croix's neoclassic people with arms that looked like, well, human

arms into a nonhuman, natureless Kandinsky world of triangles,

dots, and machine-tooled blobs. Either you could do it or you

couldn't; Turin noted the rumor that Jacques Guerlain, the master

of perfume as natural haute cuisine, tried to adapt the abstract

Chypre to his own taste, never succeeding. Hardly surprising, Turin

shrugged. Like asking an expert pastry chef to excel at inorganic

chemical synthesis.

And then, of course, there was the true reference of minimalist

abstraction, the stupendous Chanel No. 22. The most striking thing

about it, wrote Turin, was that this formula was seventy-five years

old, and it was as if it had been created yesterday. They should use

its magnificent powdery whiteness today in a different context.

How? "Let me start with a self-evident statement: Mugler's Angel is
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brilliant, at once edible (chocolate) and refreshingly toxic (caspir-

ene, coumarin)." Mary McFadden's Gold, which Quest had also ere

ated, restated Angel's basic concept in a less gaudy way. How about

creating a perfume in which chocolate
—

"(without vanilla)" he

added pointedly—met mint against a background of Chanel No. 22 's

powdery aldehydes? He loved the mint-chocolate harmony of Ben-

dicks candies, which "has always struck me as daring, almost but

not quite 'wrong.' I can easily picture a Chanel No. 22—After Eight

mints hybrid, perhaps with a note of caspirene taking advantage of

the latter 's ambivalent mothballs-rum or mint-molasses character."

The difficulty would be in the dosage of the sweetness of this con-

fection, but a competent perfumer should be capable of it.

Then to the nouvelle cuisine school of perfumery. Now, the first

great explorer of this olfactory territory, in Turin's view, was Ernest

Daltroff ( i 870—
1 941), the genius behind Caron, and what, he won-

dered, might a modern version of Daltroff 's memorable mi-

mosa—black currant creation Farnesiana smell like with a more

fluorescent black currant and a less mawkish mimosa? Similarly,

perfumers had been quoting the hothouse pastel of Royal Bain de

Champagne right and left, but no one had really committed to this di-

rection, namely "overripe fruit headed for the bin." The chemists

had more than once welded atoms together into a nice rotten fruit.

What about it?

For newness, they could look to Quest's own perfumer, Maurice

Roucel. The best recent creation in Turin's view was Roucel's Tocade

"which proves one can make something new with something old

and something borrowed. I feel that its manifest chic lies in its skirt-

ing close to biscuit and Turkish delight without ever saying so

clearly. Tocade's rose note is slightly iridescent-metallic; one of the

olfactory features of molecules containing a cyclic ether bridge

(epoxides or dioxolanes as in the molecule Karanal) is a bright dry-

ness equivalent to a musical 'sharp.'" Take that molecular spell and

weave a good perfume out of it the way you'd build a good Sau-

terne, by balancing out a great deal of sugar with an equivalent

amount of dry acidity. There was any amount of molecular magic at

their disposal. Sublime (Jean Patou) provided a good example of
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this, with its intensely sweet amber note decorated by cedroxide

(and vetiveryl acetate?), though the overall effect lacked some fill-

ing in. They could wave a chemical wand over their classical com-

positions by using the C-O-C note in its pure state as found in

Karanal. Look at Rive Gauche, brilliantly rejuvenated by a pinch of

just o. c percent Karanal. And how about the food-inspired epoxide

compositions, like strawberries plus pepper (phenylethylglycidate,

another epoxide + elemi).

They should by all means steal from the greats. Germaine Cellier,

whom Turin revered
—

"genius perfumer of Roure after the war,

onetime model, drop-dead beautiful, dyke, and leader of the 'bru-

talist' school of fragrance composition: a simple and striking accord,

and the gaps skillfully filled in by quiet notes"—what, he asked,

would Bandit be like if Cellier were to compose it today? Be daring.

Isonitriles smelled horrifically vile. And yet: he was, he confided to

them, pestering Anton van der Weerdt and Charles Sell to wait for a

Friday evening, steel themselves, take some nice perfume nitriles

(violette nitrile, agrunitrile), and (as unbelievable as it sounded)

make isonitrile versions of them. His Vibrational theory suggested,

he said, that they should be potent, greener, more peppery.

Now, men's fragrances. Again, devastation everywhere one

looked. Turin divided them into three styles: "faded gentleman,"

"raging queen," and "young buck." There was always, he duly noted,

the delicate problem of male perfumery. Unlike women's fra-

grances, which were practically obligatory, many felt that men's

fragrances lived under the constant threat of the famous question

posed by Prince Emmanuel Bibesco, who after a lengthy inspection

tour of a friend's mansion filled with relentlessly tasteful objects

settled exhaustedly into an armchair and asked: "Very good, but

why not nothing?" Indeed, the faded gentleman was almost invisi-

ble: no "sillage" or perfume "wake," a discreet smell up close, and

that suggestive only of immaculate cleanliness. Add the melancholy

that comes naturally to understated heroes, and you'd simply lost it.

He listed No. 89 (Floris), Lords (Penhaligons), Mouchoir de Monsieur,

Eau d'Hermes.

So how to modernize them. Well, one might shift men's fra-
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grances "surreptitiously" toward recast women's classic s. Yes, men's

fragrances had always erred on the side of comfortable dullness,

which Turin held an underrated British virtue. But times had moved

on, and a little recklessness was now welcome. They already had

some women's classics that skirted the masculine: Rive Gauche and

the green chypres Y, Jolie Madame, Vol de Nuit, Diorella—"(the real

Eau Sauvage, in my view)" he said—were just waiting for some guy

to discover them; stick some masculine camouflage in the head-

notes and a cleaner drydown, and you'd have terrific masculines.

"The excellent reconstruction by Calice Becker of Vent Vert shows

how it can be done," he instructed. "As I write this, I am smelling

the legendary Iris Gris and Ambre Antique" and why in the world

were sweet violet ionones so curiously absent from recent men's

fragrances (except Grey Flannel and Givenchy Homme)!

The "raging queen" style mostly delivered hefty fragrances "and,

curiously, overlaps with a butch Saddam Hussein tendency which,

no doubt, helps export sales." What he liked here was the rough

virility of the cliches of the fifties (Aqua Velva) or the seventies (Az-

zaro pour Homme), and it seemed to work better very down-market.

"In my opinion only women can wear these without being faintly

ridiculous." And as for the "young buck," Turin wrote, there were

imitations galore of Cool Water, Van Cleef, Drakkar Noir, and Azzaro

pour Homme. "Dihydromyrcenol and ambroxan are, I am told, on the

way out." So what worked? Havana Reserva was presentable, but the

unisex efforts (CK One, Paco) were a muted medley of recent hits,

and the male anorexics (XS, Miyake) "insignificant."

New ideas? Antisnob to the core, Turin ended by steering their

gaze toward functional perfumery: Tide laundry detergent and the

stuff the shower-gel and hand-cream people were doing. Patricia de

Nicolai's scented candle was "good enough in my opinion to start a

minor religion from scratch." Fine-fragrance perfumers, watch out.

The Quest perfumers received the memo with interest. The re-

lationship was getting stronger, and then a reporter called from

Paris, from the French magazine Votre Beaute. Would Turin do an in-

terview with them? Sure, what'd they want to talk about? About,

among other subjects, the house of Dior, upon which Turin opined
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forcefully that Dior were all scoundrels because thev had had their

classic fragrances redesigned bv accountants. This he stated plainly

and on the record. Votre Beaute quoted him, identifying Luca Turin

as a Quest consultant. It happened to be at that exact moment that

Quest was hoping to win a significant brief from Dior, whose Paris

executiyes read the Votre Beaute article. Dior called the head of

Quest in Neuilly, and Turin was immediately fired. This ended

Turin's actiyities on the perfume side of Quest.

Walking very, very fast on a London street Turin said, "Dior is

run b\ lower life-lorms. It is run by second-rate accountants. These

are people"—he gathered himself to deliyer this, as if passing a mi-

croscopic gallstone
—"who use a thing called 'affiff-ter sha\e.' First-

rate accountants would see that it was to their adyantage to keep the

quality up."

At lunch near Tottenham Court Road, he explained, "The finan-

cial temptation to dilute perfumes is almost irresistible. I mean, if

you can make your oudh go twice as far. . . . Instead of using ten

kilos you use fiye, and gi\en how much this stuff costs per gram, the

temptation to futz is just irresistible. Its why Guerlain and Chanel

and Jean Patou are so great. Not necessarily expensiye perfumes.

Just great ones that are neyer, e\er diluted. No tricks, no cheating,

no cutting corners" He sighed. "But today all bets are off. When the

big fragrance firms take L'Air du Temps and wreck it by haying an ac-

countant redraw the formula to take out the expensiye ingredients

and substitute cheap ones, what they are doing, among other things,

is depriying thousands of people throughout the world ol the thrill

of the memories that are infused with L'Air du Temps because unless

it is the same smell, it won't trigger. The pale new reflection may

be, intellectually, objecti\el\, a reflection. It may carry sort of the

same top notes, that musk in the base, and rationally you can iden-

tify the similarity—but your brain stem isn't electrified. Memory

isn't triggered. L'Air du Temps used to be much more intense,

raunchy, stiange. And they kept e\ erything that it had in common

with its contemporaries and remo\ed eyerything that was different.

There's a lot less benzyl salicylate. It's a verv peculiar note, almost a

wintergreen oil. So now it's just like a dozen other fragrances. The
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ingredients of the I.'Air du lciiij>\ that you can buy oil the shelves

today are cheaper. It smells more chemical."

I le drums his fingers on something. "I have an an< ienl sample of

the real stuff" He bought it in North Carolina, at JR Perfumes, in

tersecl ion of I -9 5 and N.C 70.

The professionals conserve perfumes under refrigeration in

lightproof aluminum containers, since light is the main damaging

agent of perfume. You should always store perfumes in total dark

ness. The official word, from Jean Kerleo, the chief perfumer at

Patou for the past thirty years and the- director of the- Perfume Mu-

seum in Versailles, is that perfumes keep for two or three years.

Turin disagrees; he's smelled "perfectly good things" that were S< \

enty to a hundred years old. So he admits they don't smell exactly

like they did the day they were manufactured, but in his opinion you

absolutely get the idea. He once found, in a good antiques store in

Moscow, an extremely rare perfume, Le Parfum Ideal by Houbigant,

made in 1900. The formula had disappeared from the face of the

earth, and no one knew how to make the stuff. The perfume was in

an exquisite, unopened Baccarat crystal bottle, and it had lived

through the revolution, two world wars, Lenin, Stalin, and

Khrushchev. He paid a hundred dollars for it. The woman who sold

it to him thought he was crazy to pay so much. It was probably

worth a thousand. He donated it to the Perfume Museum, and they

managed, through gas chromatograph smellers, to reconstruct

I loubigant's formula. They gave a bit of the perfume back to him.

"If," says Turin, "you ignored the first minutes because the top notes

were slightly fatigued from the journey, the next three hours were

absolutely sensational, three hours that showed you why this per-

fume made Houbigant." The house is allotted by some a small, cru-

cial role in changing French history. During the Revolution, Louis

XVI and Marie Antoinette were trying to escape the guillotine,

dressed as ordinary citizens, and were apprehended in Varennes.

"The legend," Turin says, "is that they exited the carriage, acting

natural, and she descended in a breathtakingly heavenly cloud of

I loubigant. That's how they caught them and cut off their heads. No

ordinary Citizen had that fabulous shit."
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The only revenge Turin could exact upon the accountants was

through his perfume guide. Like a Michelin reviewer removing

a star from a chef's cuisine, in his most recent guide he peeled

away the heart beside Chamade, "for," he wrote, "Guerlain found

it appropriate to destrov the finale by adding a synthetic note

—

incongruous and pale—to the drydown. Arriere toutel"

at the same time, Turin was pursuing Quest's Scientific Twin, the

manufacturer of smell chemicals. Here the stakes were much

higher.

Turin had created his theory chatting with Charles Sell. Now, he

was trying to sell Sell on potential olfactory alchemy—and the in-

dustrial decimation of Quest's competition—through Vibration.

Turin made a proposition. To create the algorithm, Quest would

give him its precious vibration-smell correlations. Quest, in turn,

would control that algorithm. Think about it, Charles. They could

whisper their wishes to the algorithm, which would disappear back

into its bottle to reemerge with the new lilac, the new marine, the

new mesmerizing smoky Oriental, to transifix the customer at the

counter. (Turin, incidentally, for his part would get not only a work-

ing algorithm but absolute proof before God, Man, Nature, its peer

reviewers, and every biologist, chemist, and physicist on the planet

that his scientific theory was correct. And at that point, all of them

plus the angry people at Christmas parties could be damned.)

Sell, in his cool, English way, was interested. He proposed to

Turin that they conduct a series of tests to determine whether or

not the giant multinational would bet on Turin's horse. Turin

would, Sell noted, have to sign a confidentiality agreement, keep

strict secrecy, et cetera, et cetera. Yes, yes, said Turin hurriedly, and

got his hopes up.

He went down to Quest's headquarters in Ashford. On the back

of an envelope, Sell drew five molecules. This was the first test.

They were Quest Research Molecules that Sell's team had svnthe-

sized, and so of course they were, Sell made clear, secret. (Of

course, said Turin, of course.) Turin had never seen them before.
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Sell, sphinxlike, told Turin he had to answer two questions. First,

by calculating their vibrations, Turin would have to tell him which

of these molecules were woods, which musks, and which ambers.

What, in other words, was each molecule's odor "character"?

Second: Which of these smelled strong and which weak? The

strong-weak question Turin had never given any thought to, and it

surprised him.

Turin took the five of them back to London and carefully fed

their structures one by one into his computer. He set MOPAC loose

on them, and MOPAC gave him their tunneling spectra, and he then

launched a little piece of software he'd created, and it translated the

spectra into vibration frequencies. There were the vibrational fin-

gerprints of each molecule.

He then sat down and took a hard look at what he had. He im-

mediately saw that two of the five had a feature he'd come to associ-

ate with musks: the spectrum between wave numbers goo and i ooo

was positively jammed with vibrations. Woods, by contrast, often

had a peak at goo and a peak at iooo but in between more or less

nothing, a valley between two mountains. But he had a problem,

and that was language, the fact that people have great difficulty ap-

plying descriptions to smells. Even perfumers used the word wood

to describe odors that were pretty different. So he made a logical

request of Sell: "Give me the 'reference' musk, wood, and amber,"

which was to say, what did Sell consider the molecules that best rep-

resented those odors? The reference musk, replied Sell, was cyclo-

pentadecanolide, wood was cedrol, and the amber would be Jeger's

ketal. Turin now had his benchmarks, so he could compare the

smells consistently. He looked at the vibrations of each reference

and compared them to the vibrations of the five. And, yes, the vi-

brations fit. He started labeling the five molecules. He reflected,

with some excitement, that with access to only five Quest mole-

cules and their corresponding descriptors, he was starting to create

his algorithm.

He faxed the odor characters to Sell. (He also took a sort of wild

stab at guessing each one's odor strength but didn't put much stock

in it.) He waited eagerly for a reply.
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Sell called back. He was tvpicallv laconic. *YouYe better at iden-

tifying smell character than smell strength * said Sell. Which, to

Turin, meant hrst that he'd done not too badlv on odor character

< that was exciting), and second, that there was no acknowledgment

ol this from Sell. So he hadn't gotten strength. He'd never thought

about it before. It was as if Sell were saving. "You're better predict-

ing the location at which gold is buried than the depths But he kept

this to himseli and asked how manv of the odors he had gotten cor-

rect.

Oh. Yes. Right. He had gotten all five correct. Just from their

vibrations.

One tor one. Sell proposed a second test.

This time, he gave Turin ten compounds and five reference

smells. Turin took them home and started putting them into his

computer and calculating wave numbers and so on. But the prob-

lem here was that he had ten smells but the electronic topography

for onlv five references ( this simple fact made it a verv different test

from the first one). And he started getting lost. He sweated over it

tor weeks, but he often found himseli right in between the refer-

ences, and he hist didn't have the mans" to get himself out. He

percent, which

that if vou had c

ming—some m
and what were

Anvwav . . .

One for twc

smelling ot lirv

for some scrap

awed; Sell cou]

-eferences and ten spectra, vou were swim-

were equidistant between two references,

lg to sav? W as it rose or was it magnolia?

it. lurin was

rtures purerv

e at anv database, hac

alcohols with a methvl group, said Sell, and on

smells of lilv of the vallev. Which one was it?

That, it turned out, was a piece of cake for use it so
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happened that alcohol-group vibrations were easy to calculate.

Turin cheerfully ran the molecules' vibrations, predicted one of the

three, and went back down to Kent to lay it before Sell. Sell looked

at it and said, Ah, well, yes, he'd gotten it right. But then he added

that perhaps Turin had looked them up, the odors of these three,

because they were, it happened, public domain? Turin (clearing his

throat) said that, first, he hadn't—he'd done the vibrational calcula-

tions like he was supposed to, thanks—but, second, even if he had

looked them up, the point was (he pointed at the three spectra sit-

ting on the paper) the vibrations gave this answer; you didn't need to

"look them up."

Two for three. Sell appeared to be interested. He suggested that

Turin draw up a proposal, a plan for collaboration between Quest

International and Luca Turin, so that they could delve into this

weird theory more deeply. Now they started talking money, re-

search funding. Quest would supply salary, lab, and a vast database

of aromachemicals to feed to his hungry algorithm. This would

basically be gruntwork, taking Quest's data and grinding out wave

number—smell correlations, which is what he would do at Quest

over five years, feeding the results to the algorithm.

In exchange, if it worked, Quest would get a license to print

money.

Turin costed out a five-year plan, arriving at£ico,oooa year of

Quest's money, which included his salary (£6c,ooo annually), com-

puters, equipment, assistants, and so on. All signals were good, Sell

was showing enthusiasm in his controlled way, and Sell's boss at

Quest, a Dutch chemist named Anton van der Weerdt, seemed on

board.

It all came down to a presentation. On October 8, 1997, Turin

got on a train to Kent. They picked him up at the Ashford station in

a gleaming Jaguar and drove him to Quest's immense offices. He

walked into a sterile conference room to find van der Weerdt, Sell,

and a manager whom Turin had never met before.

It was van der Weerdt, Quest's chief R&D man, who presented

Turin's plan to the suit. He spoke, although not in detail—the men

who ran Quest knew nothing of computational chemistry, or
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physics, or biology—about the possibilities if this gamble were to

pay off. How much? the man asked. (How much would it cost

them?) Three-quarters of a million pounds, said van der Weerdt.

The figure hung in the air. Money, they understood. The three

Quest men looked at one another.

The accountant spoke up. This was, they could all agree, a signif-

icant amount of cash. And, naturally, it was only the company's

chemists who could truly evaluate its potential. The accountant

turned to the chemists. Are you truly behind this? Turin looked at

them. Well, said van der Weerdt. It was certainly interesting, this

vibrational idea, this new theory of smell. He seemed less than fully

convinced. Turin looked to Sell. Sell said nothing. Turin thought:

It's dead in the water.

Stomach-turningly, the cynical thought materialized like black

smoke in his mind. There was one little catch here. The Big Boys'

chemists would naturally greet the prospect of Turin's algorithm

with all the joy with which textile workers greeted the Industrial

Revolution's spinning machines, which eliminated their jobs and

their livelihoods. "They're perfume chemists," Turin realized.

"They're going to help me create a machine that replaces them?

Nope. Perfumery is not a research-driven industry. If it were, the

people running these companies would have degrees in chemistry.

They don't. They have degrees in poetry from the University of

York."

When the meeting was over, they thanked him politely and

showed him the door. He walked out of the Quest building and

stood in a state of shock in the driveway waiting for his ride. A tiny

Ford drove up and stopped, and he squeezed himself into it and felt

that pretty much summed things up. Later, Quest contacted him to

say they'd turned the plan down.

almost immediately there was another Big Roy suitor. Givau-

dan Roure, the Swiss giant, had been picking up signals, and now

Zurich called. The people at Givaudan were quite interested; could

they test this theory? Sure, said Turin. Marvelous, they would start

setting up the process, get him a contact person. In a little while,
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they called. His contact would be one of Givaudan's fragrano

chemists, a Pole named Jurek Bajgrowicz. Immediately, the prob

lems began.

Turin had met Bajgrowicz at a lecture he'd given at ( rivaudan and

had found him unremittingly hostile, huffing and pul l ion through

the talk to everyone's annoyance—not surprising, sin< e Bajgrov* i< z

had devoted his professional life to supporting Shape and would, il

Turin's theory was right, probably lose his job. (Turin had begun

looking at everything in terms of whose interests were threatened.)

He had, in Turin's view, proffered questions with the politeness ol a

man offering hand grenades with the pins pulled. At the end, Baj-

growicz had said, Let's face it, Luca, neither of us understands

smell. In front of thirty people, Turin had replied, You don't for

sure, but maybe I do.

Turin now communicated all this to Konrad Lerch, the head of

scientific R & D at Givaudan and Ba'growicz's boss. Look, the guy

had a conflict of interest, said Turin, and therefore Turin couldn't

see why he should be the contact. Givaudan reacted with fury, say-

ing that, first, this was a collaborative effort, second, all their

chemists were involved, not only Bajgrowicz, third, Bajgrowicz was

Turin's contact because he was the most knowledgeable man, and,

fourth, Bajgrowicz was Turin's contact because they didn't want to

upset Bajgrowicz. Well, OK, but Turin sure as hell didn't like it.

And then there was Givaudan's insistence on his signing a strict

confidentiality promise not to reveal the formulas of Givaudan's

molecules to anyone. He had no problem with this, other than the

fact that it was of highly limited usefulness. Everyone knew that if

the formulas fell into a competitor's hands they weren't worth

much without their matching descriptors: "leather," "harsh,"

"sweet," and so on. Here was a formula. Great—so what was it, and

was it worthwhile spending weeks of time and thousands of dollars

on it? And in any case, getting a molecular formula is like being

handed a photograph—but not a recipe, not the "how to"—of a

very complex French entree. It's described as having beef and a red

wine sauce. Well, fine, but how do you make it? Was the beef

sauteed in oil or butter? Was there a wine marinade? (If a marinade,

how do you make the marinade?) (For that matter, Low do you
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make the wine?) Was it childishly easy or fiendishly hard? You could

get a molecule's structure, see your quarry right there, sitting on the

page, the Carbons here, an amine group there. But you don't neces-

sarily know two things. You don't have any idea how to build it.

(Start with an amine? End with an amine? The standard rule of

thumb is that for a really tricky molecule, if you give it to four dif-

ferent process chemists, you'll get back four completely different

ways of synthesizing the thing. Or none, and you'll never figure out

how to make the thing.) And you also don't know (oh, yes) what it

smells like, which is to say that you have no idea whether you should

even bother with the thing at all. Yes, a smart chemist and a lot of

effort could probably produce the entree. But Givaudan was basi-

cally insisting he sign a promise not to reveal coded messages.

Now, the instant you have the descriptors, the language key, then

these molecular structures become extremely sensitive commercial

information. But they weren't giving him those.

Of course he signed.

The test arrived from Zurich on November 16, 1997. Dear Dr.

Turin, read the letter from Bajgrowicz, very interested in your the-

ory of olfaction. "We would like to evaluate its possible application

to the difficult task of designing new odorants." OK, so Turin had

told them the theory couldn't yet predict what a compound would

smell like, but it could tell how close that molecule would be to Thai

Basil or Turkish Rose (to some "reference compound"). (Bajgro-

wicz added that if Turin wanted to "provide us with even more

convincing proof of your theory," they'd added a third series of

compounds he could take a shot at.) With Swiss precision, Baj-

growicz stipulated that since Turin's passing the test was a conditio

sine qua non for Givaudan 's collaborating with him, Turin would get

no payment. And he stated with no subtlety that the structures of

the compounds were secret, any use or commercialization illegal.

And that was it. He looked forward to the "hopefully convincing"

test results and signed "with best regards," from Jurek Bajgrowicz.

Fine. Turin opened the test. Part I was a series of molecules

sketched out structurally. He had to calculate their vibrations and

answer the question, Which of them were musks? Part II was a

rather strange molecule and eight almost identicallv shaped mole-
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cules (stereoisomers): Which of the eight were sandalwoods'' Tine.

Part III was: Which of these twenty structures is closest to Givau-

dan's "reference amber," its standard amber?

He got to work. He noted with interest that Part I was like the

Quest tests except Givaudan also wanted him to tell them which

were odorless—easy enough. Part II, with the eight stereoisomers,

he couldn't make sense of because when he calculated the spectra

he didn't find much difference between them. But Part III he found

"the real thing." They had given him a sketched-out reference amber

and a whole scad of other ambers, and he was supposed to say

which were the closest. He'd have no problem saying, "That one's

going to be closest to the referent," but ranking them by distance

was going to be tough because of the Catch- 2 2: he didn't have the

vibration-smell correlation data he needed to develop the algorithm

he needed to give the Big Boys the answer they needed to forge the

alliance he needed to get the data he needed to develop the algo-

rithm. But he spent days, running them through three different

methods of calculation, and the methods coughed up one of the

molecules as definitely being closest to the reference amber. So

he sent his results to Switzerland and said, For Part I, here's what

I think, for Part II, I can't really tell, but if I had to answer I'd say

this. And for Part III, which was really interesting, here 're the clos-

est couple of ambers, and in this case I'm really pretty sure I'm

right.

The next thing he got was an e-mail popping up in his computer

saying, The results are quite disappointing; those molecules don't

smell like what you said they'd smell like.

Turin was pretty disappointed himself (and mystified; how had

Part III gone so wrong?), but he figured that when Givaudan gave

him the right answers, maybe he'd be able to fix the problem.

And maybe it was just the eternal language problem, that the adjec-

tives and nouns he'd used weren't those used by Givaudan. So he

e-mailed back: Really a letdown, but so it went, could they please

let him know the odor profiles—were they "citrus," or "metallic,"

or "green"—of the molecules, or better yet send samples so he

could judge himself, and he'd try to fix it.

He got a message back: Sorry, can't do that.
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What? Turin called Switzerland. Hang on a second. We agree to

do this test, I spend all this time doing all these calculations, you tell

me thev're crap, you don't tell me which ones are right and which

arc wrong, and now you won't let me check whether the odor pro-

hies are correct? The GiYaudan representatiYe replied, snottilv, that

their odor profiles were quite correct, thank you, theY had been de-

termined dy GiYaudan s perfumers. Turin replied that he didn't give

a damn if their odor profiles had been determined bx the pope be-

cause he had long experience with the problem of different people

matching smells to words. He wanted to smell them. Otherwise the

whole test was a cipher, and no one realh' knew what it meant.

Nope. SorrY.

He phoned up Bajgrowicz. TheY managed to haYe a ciYil conver-

sation. But Bajgrowicz said: No molecules. SorrY.

He tried sending an e-mail to R & D head Konrad Lerch.

Dear Dr Lerch.

I sent preliminary results to Jurek Bajgrowicz 10 days ago. and he in-

formed me that the results were "somewhat disappointing."

It also emerged from conversations with Jurek that GR has at the

present time no intention of disclosing to me the odor profiles of the

compounds I calculated, much less allow me to smell them. Had I

known this in advance, I probably would not have taken part in this test

run. The reason is that odor profiles are frequently in error and subject

to interpretation. One lesson I have learnt in the last couple of years is

to _always_ smell things for myself. I am sure nothing more than a con-

fidentiality agreement is needed here. I am sure you will agree that a

scientific venture such as this one can only be entered into in a spirit of

mutual trust and openness.

In order to show you that I am sticking faithfully to my end of the bar-

gain. I have decided to send you the complete data set arising from my

calculations rather than merely the results. This will allow you and your

chemistry staff to appreciate the difficulties involved in spectral inter-

pretation, and. I hope, to discern patterns that I. in my ignorance of the

smells of the compounds, am unable to see.

all the best

luca
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Lerch merely passed the e mail to one of his chemists, who

called up hopping mad at Turin for violating protocol by correspon

ding directly with his boss. Turin replied briskly that Givaudan

Roure's internal politics were not of primary interest to him and

hung up.

Silence for a week. Then out of the blue Turin received a letter

dated January 28, 1 998. It was from both Dr. Konrad Lerch and Dr.

Jurek A. Bajgrowicz (Givaudan, Corporate Research, Ueberland

strasse 138, CH-8600 Dubendorf, Switzerland), and it simply and

summarily canceled the arrangement. It began nicely enough

(thank you very much, Dr. Turin, for the calculations, and so on)

and informed him that his answer had been analyzed by Bajgro-

wicz 's team. And the result? "Your answers are too ambiguous,

and in most cases in disagreement with the olfactory descriptions

provided by our perfumers." Translation: He'd gotten the smells

wrong. (Huh? . . .) And no, they wouldn't tell him what the smells

actually were, and no, they wouldn't let him smell them himself.

The deal was off. Moreover, "we still have no proof that it is the

vibration and not the shape that determines the odor. The results

do not allow to decide in favor of your theory. Under the circum-

stances we are unable to propose you any collaboration." Sorry.

Givaudan would like to recompense him "at least partially" by a

contribution of £1,000. (Could he please send them an invoice so

they could prepare a check.) The letter ended, "With best regards."

Turin didn't want a "contribution" of £1 ,000. He wanted the damn

smells. He didn't trust Bajgrowicz even to report his results accu-

rately to his bosses. Turin didn't, he made clear, particularly trust

scientists even when there was nothing at stake, much less when

one had his butt on the line. Also, perfumers create odor profiles

by analogy. If you've only ever seen blue and someone gives you

turquoise, said Turin, furious, you're gonna write down blue even

though it's also green. Each perfume company had its own culture

of odor description, "and when you turn smells into words it's al-

ways dodgy. There's the famous business of phenylacetic acid. Some

people say it smells like piss, some people say it smells like honey.

You'd hear this, you'd kick the whole thing out of court, but in fact,
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guess what, urine and honey happen to be very similar smells, and

so the words are tricky. Also, I thought for my own benefit after I

put in a fucking month of work I wanted to get something out of

the test. Suppose I was entirely wrong. Fine. I wanted to know

where I was wrong. I wanted feedback because feedback is valu-

able."

But that was the end of that.

one day turin was talking on the phone with Yale biochemist

Mike Lerner, telling him about his Vibration theory, and Lerner

said, Fascinating—after all this trouble we've had getting the smell

receptors to work, can I draw Randy's attention to it?

Randall Reed was a Johns Hopkins molecular biologist who had

worked under Lerner and was one of the biggest names in olfaction

science in the world. (He was an expert in the smell receptors.)

Turin, impressed and hopeful, said, Sure, great, by all means.

Turin waited a few weeks, then picked up the phone and called

Reed. Reed answered. It was a miserable conversation. Turin found

Reed doing "this monosyllabic impression of a scared rabbit, this

tone Americans put on when they're afraid someone is trying to sell

them insurance."

"Hi!" Turin opened in his usual enthusiastic way: "This is Luca

Turin!"

Reed: Yes?

"Urn—so are you familiar with my theory?"

Reed: Yes?

Well, uh—so he was calling to, you know, touch base. Mike

Lerner thought Reed might find the new theory interesting—could

Turin help in any way? Perhaps they could even collaborate!

They then went through a torturous slog in which Turin tried to

make a connection and Reed gave no information. Turin hung up,

baffled.

The next thing he knew, he got a phone call from Mark Dearborn

in North Carolina. Dearborn had just received a call from Dr.

Claude Klec, a researcher at Duke. Klee had no idea that Dearborn
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and Turin were buddies, and she had mentioned casually to Dear-

born that she'd just been to see Reed. She said, You know, Randy is

working on this absolutely amazing theory of smell. Really, said

Dearborn, and what is it about? That smell, said Klee, is vibration!

Dearborn, caught off guard, blurted out, Oh, I know all about

that, my friend Luca Turin is the author. And (Dearborn now told

Turin) Klee just shut down. He'd pursued it, but she had changed

the subject. So Dearborn, a bit bemused, was phoning Turin to say

that, well, he was sorry, he'd blown it without having found out

what was going on. But according to Klee, Reed was working on

Vibration.

Turin decided straightforwardly that he'd just send Reed an

e-mail.

Date: 2/2/98

To: randy_reed@qmail.bs.jhu.edu

From: l.turin@ucl.ac.uk

Subject: grapevine

Dear Dr. Reed,

I hear through the grapevine (no indiscretions committed, I assure you,

only a series of coincidences) that you may have been testing my the-

ory. Is this so, and if so can you tell me anything about it? I hasten to

add that I am not collaborating with any mol. biol. group on this; my in-

quiry arises out of curiosity and a desire to help if I possibly can.

all the best,

luca

He figured Reed would just hit the "Reply" icon and fill him

in. A standard, open, honest exchange between scientists. And he

was eager to discuss the paper (he'd housed it on the Web, www.

physiol.ucl.ac.uk/research/turin_l/chemical_senses_complete.pdf )

.

But there was no reply. He found this strange. He also found it in-

credibly rude and scientifically unprofessional. What to do?

He waited a few weeks. Nothing. He cleared his throat and sent

the same e-mail again, sticking at the top a friendly "Hi! did you re-

ceive this message I sent you some time back? Thanks. Luca."
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Still no answer. Turin was thoroughly ticked off but thought,

Well, maybe Reed's been out of town. Maybe he hasn't been getting

his e-mail. So he called Reed's secretary and asked, "Has Dr. Reed

been at his office these past few months?"

Yes, she said.

"Does he read his e-mails?"

Every day, she said.

He never got an answer from Reed.

The whole episode depressed him. He'd worked so hard on this,

and the big guys in smell with the big positions at the big universi-

ties wanted him, he felt, to "evaporate." He blinked, trying to put up

a brave front. "Fuck 'em!" he said, honestlv wounded and incredu-

lous. "I mean—" He cast about for what he felt. "I mean, I'm getting

used to it, but I still don't think that's the way science should be

conducted. What Mark Dearborn, the bitter realist, would say to

that is 'Yeah, Luca, and that's why I'm a full professor and you're just

a junior temporary lecturer.' But I don't care about being a junior

lecturer. What I care about is that unless you play the game in a real

asshole fashion, you're screwed. Mark would laugh at me and say,

'Why should Randy talk to you?' I'd respond, 'Because it's in his sci-

entific best interest. Because it's for the greater glory of God. Be-

cause all of us scientists are supposed to work together.'
"

at least a few things were going well. Agnes Costa sent him a

business proposition. Costa was a young, attractive, wealthy

Frenchwoman who ran Fragonard, a small French fragrance house

(her family's), and divided her time between Paris and her mansion

in the south of France. She had become aware of Turin who knew

how, but from Fragonard 's fabulous Paris bunker, she proposed his

making a pitch to design one of four new fragrances. If he was in-

terested. Sure he was interested.

He phoned up an English perfumer named John Stephen.

Stephen was a guy Turin enjoyed hanging out with, a relaxed dare-

de\ il who flew his own plane and drove powerful motorcycles ver\

last. He was also a perfumer. Stephen and Turin proceeded to win
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two of Fragonard's four briefs, so Costa said that since Turin was

working with her, they should spend some time tossing ide as

around. She flew him to Nice for a jaunt on her yacht, the Trois

Soeurs, off the Cote d'Azur. Under a brilliant Mediterranean sum-

mer sun, he boarded the yacht, chatting with the other guests. They

set sail out onto the blue water, and somewhere into the hors

d'oeuvres and the first glasses of wine Turin realized, perfume be-

ing a close little world, that he was sitting next to Konrad Lerch's

boss, Geoff Webster, the new, American head of Givaudan Roure.

Webster, for his part—he was a powerful executive type, para-

digmatically midwestern-looking—didn't realize that Turin was

Turin till halfway through the main course, and when he did, he was

quite interested. (He had, apparently, heard terrible things about

this "vibration guy.") They talked perfume businesses, and Turin,

reading between the lines, realized that his smell experiments with

Givaudan had been going on during a very high-tension corporate

merger that was going to wind up with the firing of hundreds of

employees. Christ, big surprise no one wanted to touch him. He

decided not to push the Bajgrowicz-Lerch affair, although he did

make the pitch for Vibration. Webster listened amiably, seemed in-

trigued. But nothing came of it.

back in london, Fred Adkins, a consultant to University Col-

lege London, called to tell Turin that he now had a third Big Boy

suitor. Turin, perennially hopeful, said, Yeah? Adkins had pitched

Turin's theory to Takasago, the Japanese molecular-fragrance giant.

Takasago seemed enamored.

Takasago 's people would like to meet Dr. Turin. Could Dr. Turin

arrive soon? Could they receive Dr. Turin at Takasago 's New Jersey

plant? Dr. Turin, for his part, was sufficiently intrigued to try

another trip to the commercial altar. With about a billion-dollar

annual turnover, Takasago had several interesting captives

—

Ambretone for one, a musk that smelled quite nice and was even

more nicely profitable. Takasago wanted out of him a machine to

make more.
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For the dowry, Turin proposed low upfront research costs footed

by Takasago (for him and a lab assistant) with a big financial payoff

in case of success—he would get royalties. If it didn't work,

Takasago would have lost basically nothing.

In April 1998 Turin flew to New York City and from there de-

parted for New Jersey and Takasago 's headquarters. He hit it off

with the new chief chemist, Andrew Lupo. Also he had a conversa-

tion with another chemist there, to whom he said, "Shape is crap"

and got the response, "Yeah, we know." He was quite pleased.

When it was over, he took a bus back to New York and flew

home. He never heard from Takasago again.
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ou may have noticed by now a strangeness, a

journalistic imbalance, in this account. It comes from something I

myself noticed only gradually.

The default of the serious reporter—it's certainly mine—is to

present both sides of a story. You generally realize at some point, at

once indefinable and crystal clear, past the initial excitement but

short of true understanding, that you've stumbled into a story. I

happened to meet Luca Turin because the Eurostar from Paris to

London was twenty minutes late. We were in line in the Gare du

Nord, and we started talking about the finale of Mission: Impossible.

Where they fly some helicopter into the Eurostar tunnel? "Oh yeah,

sure," said Turin, "although of course that's physically impossible."

Really? "Problem with air mass." How's that? He explained it, using

his hands. So, I said, he was a physicist then? "Biophysicist." What

was he researching? "Smell. And vibration." As we got on the train,

I asked for details. The point arrived just before Waterloo.

So you scout out the view of the side through which you stum-

bled into the story (because you inevitably enter through one side's

point of view), understand it thoroughly, learn its arguments, and

then you decamp for an equally thorough stay in the enemy lands on
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ers i
, 2, 3, and 4 remain anonymous. The scientists that Turin and

Stewart identified by deduction—Dodd, Hamm, Shepherd, and

HopHeld—deny authorship, as they would arguably in any case be

obligated to were they in fact the authors (such is the system), and

Nature naturally will not divulge that information. Because of the

way scientific peer review is set up, this meant I couldn't ask Refer-

ees 1 through 4 anything. All I had to work with were the reviews

themselves. The problem is, the reviews are incoherent.

I first went over them in detail with three scientists in the Turin

camp, whom I knew and whose expertise covers the three fiefdoms

inhabited by the paper, chemistry, physics, and biology: chemist

Walter Stewart, physicist Marshall Stoneham, and biologist Mark

Dearborn, all esteemed in their fields. Their analysis ultimately

agreed with my own, which is to say that as far I can tell 1) Turin's

Vibration paper's respective chemistry, physics, and biology are en-

tirely scientifically viable as such and 2) the Nature peer reviewers'

comments—as well as those of Philip Campbell, Nature's editor in

chief—relied on patent tautological criticism. To reiterate their

gist: the biologists said the chemistry was wrong, the chemists said

the problem was the physics, and the physicists said the fault lay

with the biology. This is not to mention the casual, obvious, often

grotesque inaccuracies filling their readings.

I incidentally note for the record that I have, by no means, al-

ways seen eye to eye with Turin during the process of reporting

this story. I told him when we reached Waterloo that I wanted to

write about him, a prospect he greeted with pleasure. It was a

friendly beginning to a professional relationship, and during the

four subsequent years of reporting, the relationship almost ended

several times. Turin at various moments told me with fury that I

knew nothing about science, rejected my assessments of him per-

sonally and professionally, demanded "total control" of the manu-

script "so that," he said, "if I don't like a single word in there

it doesn't get published," and threatened to withdraw his coopera-

tion entirely from the project. He doesn't like or agree with all the

opinions I've expressed here, nor with all my characterizations, par-

ticularly of him. Turin's partisans, notably the scientist I've called
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Mark Dearborn (who was by turns difficult, negative, patently

hypocritical when he felt it served his purposes, and "completely

paranoid," his own descriptive of himself and one I fullv agree

with), at times actively warned Turin not to cooperate with me

and withheld information. Walter Stewart took half a vear to return

mv e-mails requesting an interview. This hardlv endeared them

to me.

But in the end what matters is the data, which is to sav the facts

as far as thev are discernible. The Vibrationists gave me data. Had

the Shapists given me, or had I uncovered, plausible counterdata

demonstrating that Turin's findings were flawed, or could be ex-

plained away, or were factuallv inaccurate in favor of Shape, I could

not have written the book. I tried, repeatedlv, to go over the Xature

peer reviews with the Shapists. There turned out to be simplv no

there there.

Initially, there was the Shapists' behavior. If you're familiar with

the field, vou have alreadv noticed that the opinions of several of its

major scientists are absent here. To give a taste of why this is so: I

called one of the most highlv respected senior olfaction research-

ers, someone I'd been assured would be an able intellectual match

for Turin, at his prestigious New England university. The instant I

identified the call as concerning Turin's theorv, he immediately

said, "This is off the record" (Why? "That's mv business"), which

meant that I could print none of it. He then launched into a diatribe

against Turin's paper. It consisted of weak criticisms I had alreadv

heard countered convincingly by the Turin camp, one of which

was answered bv a graphic in the Chemical Senses paper. I pointed

that out.

"I haven't seen that graphic," he snapped.

I paused; the graphic is central to the paper. I asked, You have read

the paper, haven't you? "I don't need to read the paper," he said

sharply. Well, I asked, would you please read the paper and then

speak with me about it? "I don't have time!" he said, "I'm busy." I

started to sav something else, but he hung up. This is one of the

world's preeminent Shape scientists. I cannot recall previously hav-

ing come across a professional willing to attack, on or of! the
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record, a paper that he had, in fact, not read; virtually every Shapisl

I attempted to interview did exactly this.

It was, at least, an education in human nature. In Coorg, India

this story is coming up—a group of us took a break from the smell

conference we were there for and went on a short hike in the

jungle. I caught up with a molecular biologist I'd been hoping to

talk to. (We'd exchanged maybe four or five pleasantries up to

that point.) I opened politely with the statement "I'd like to get

your opinion on Luca Turin's theory." Her face iced over instantly.

What about it? I said I wanted her scientific assessment of it. "You're

writing about this?" I'm writing, I said, about Turin's Vibrational

theory, yes. She looked directly at me and spoke crisply. "So basi-

cally, if he's right, he's a genius and we're all assholes working

on garbage. Right?" She turned her back to me. She never spoke

to me again about the theory, nor did she ever provide me with a

scientific critique. She was not unique. I never got completely used

to it.

The fact is that the neurobiology she and others are working on is

not garbage. But she's not stupid. If Turin turns out to be correct,

the Nobel for smell—and everyone is betting there will be one

—

will almost certainly be awarded for the discovery of this astound-

ing biological mechanism rather than for describing the system's

wiring and plumbing, the receptors and neurons. In the sense of

winning a Nobel, if he is right, she is indeed wasting her time.

That's the way the scientific rewards system goes. To refuse to dis-

cuss the theory's scientific merits is another proposition entirely.

What signifies in the end is the lack of Shapist scientific ammuni-

tion . The battle between Shape and Vibration is not over, and I cat-

egorically do not (and Turin, equally, does not) suggest it is. Though

Turin has provided fascinating and convincing preliminary evidence,

there of course has to be independent confirmation by other labs

before Vibration is accepted. However, if the question in this story

is "Should Luca Turin's theory, as any such theory seriously pro-

pounded and regardless of whose vested interests might be threat-

ened, have been given fair and serious consideration by the scientific

community?" or, more pointedly, "Was Nature, in relying on ego and
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emotion and incompetent analysis, professionally remiss in not

publishing Turin's paper?" then the answer seems to be clearly: yes.

It isn't merely that Shapist data was always transparently weak.

(One Shapist told me that the metallocene experiment Turin had

put in his paper was worthless because the nickel fattens up the

molecule more than the iron, and the receptors could feel this dif-

ference in Shape. I took this to Turin, who pointed out that back-

ground thermal movement constantly changes the molecule's shape

ten times more than the nickel does. I then took this back to the

Shapist, who, literally, changed the subject.) But as I say, it isn't

merely the weak data. It comes down to something even more

basic: almost none of the critics of Turin's Vibration paper ever ac-

tually read it.

When I reached G-protein expert Heidi Hamm on the phone in

September 2000, she explained at length that Turin's paper was

wrong. So I asked her if she had read the paper. No, she said, she had

not. I asked her if she would please read it. Irritated, she said that

she would not, she was busy. I noted that criticizing a paper one

hasn't read is considered tricky, factually speaking. Her response

was that she didn't need to read it since it was wrong on its face. She

then ended the conversation.

I called Randall Reed, one of the biggest olfaction scientists.

First, he commented ad hominem of Turin, "Well, some people

thrive on controversy" and said that he, Reed, didn't believe in

Vibration. But he didn't believe in Shape either. He wrote off

Strong Shape and then, immediately, Weak Shape: "Linda Buck be-

lieves we feel parts of the molecule," but this, he said, couldn't

work. Why? Simple, he explained. The Weak-Shape theory ("feel

parts of the molecule") is the three blind men feeling the elephant,

and whatever part each one feels is added to the others and—voila,

that specific combination is the smell. This can't work for the com-

pletely obvious reason that if you say OK, there's a receptor for the

spec ific shape of aldehydes, for straight long-chain carbons, and for

alcohols, you have a problem: mixtures. Mix a four-carbon alcohol

with an eight-carbon aldehyde, and then mix an eight-carbon alco-

hol and aJour-carbon aldehyde; both of them have an alcohol group,
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an aldehyde group, a four- carbon chain, and an eight-carbon

chain—and there would be absolutely no way you could tell those

apart by their shape. They would have to smell exactly the same.

And in fact, said Reed, they smell completely different. Ergo, Weak

Shape doesn't work.

(I asked him what they smelled like, but he laughed uncomfort-

ably and said, "Well, you'd have to ask a perfumer.")

"I sort of don't know," said Reed, "what the critical test of

the Turin hypothesis would be, really." I suggested to him that

the critical test would be simple: finding two differently shaped

molecules with the same vibration and asking, "Do they smell the

same?

The following then happened. Reed said that, first, he didn't

know how Turin calculated vibrational numbers, a strange com-

ment given that the method of their calculation is standard. Then he

asked how Turin defined "what is the same vibration," which was

even stranger; again, the calculation method is standard and objec-

tive. (This is like asking how someone would define the frequency

of a photon vibrating at 48 3 nanometers. The answer, of course, is

483 nanometers.)

"Also," Reed said, "I'd ask Turin this: How can you have two mol-

ecules that have different atoms but similar shapes? If they have dif-

ferent atoms, wouldn't thev have different shapes automatically?"

This is a question of basic chemistry, but Reed is a biologist, not a

chemist, and—and this is not at all rare—apparently was unaware

that there are examples everywhere of same-shaped molecules with

different atoms inside them.

He then said, "I'd also ask him: When it comes to smells, what is

a 'very similar smell'?" Here was, once again, a smell scientist sim-

ply not believing that mint smells like mint, which is to say not be-

lieving in the objective reality of smell. He ended by saying, "Buck

believes in Weak Shape. Turin would go the other way and say

Vibration. I fall in the middle. I believe a given molecule may fit a

number of receptors, that the molecule puts its hands all over the

odorant, it feels every part of its shape, but it's not always a perfect

fit." Which was to say: a) I don't know how smell works, but b) I
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think it's Weak Shape, which c) I just disproved. That was my con-

versation with Dr. Randall Reed.

When I called Linda Buck, 1 started by asking her about Turin's

theory, and she immediately said, in a very serious, guarded voice, "I

would be very, very careful. This theory was around in the 1 9 cos and

was disproved."

But inelastic electron tunneling was not around in the 1 9 cos and

could not have been disproved.

"I was," she says, "pretty upset about the BBC program because

they didn't tell me that it was going to be promoting this theory to

its audience. There is, as far as I'm concerned, no evidence for this

theory at all. It's all based on a few correlations. It's imaginary.

From what I understand, people who understand the physics part of

this theory don't think it makes any sense either."

I responded that UCL's Marshall Stoneham and C. ]. Adkins of

Cambridge, among other physicists, have spent quite a bit of time

on it and find the physics solid. Buck seemed not to hear. "I was just

reading about this group that doesn't believe in evolution," she said,

"and they think that aliens put us here on earth. You can't refute it

absolutely, but I doubt it's true. This isn't a theory of olfaction. This

is an entire theory of biology itself."

Buck is phenomenally knowledgeable about the smell field. She

talks with precision about all sorts of things, the molecular biology,

pseudogenes; she cites all the big names in smell, Eric Moyers and

Anne Houston and Stuart Firestein. And it's all very interesting, but

none of what Buck talks about addresses the central question: How

do we smell? What exactly is the smell receptor recognizing? Ask

her directly, and she gives a categorical answer: "The shape." How?

Again, categorical: Weak Shape. Yet when she heard Randall Reed's

quote about her believing in Weak Shape, she appeared, oddly, to

change her mind. She laughed, not happily. "I don't know why

Randy would say that because that's not what I think." Yes, she ad-

mitted, she once threw out a suggestion that the receptors were fix-

ing on several different shapes of a single smelly molecule. "But we

won't know exactly what they're feeling until the structural biolo-

gists tell us," she said, adding, "I don't really hold to the [Weak-
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Shape] theory." Which was to say that she didn't know how the

receptors measured the shape, but she knew that they measured

shape.

Well, then . . . Turin? "I've never met Turin." Grudgingly but

honestly: "I've heard he's a bright guy." Hardening a bit: "I mean, if

there were a compelling argument, I'd certainly listen to it, but I

haven't heard one."

But what, I asked, did she think of the arguments Turin presents

in the paper?

Buck said evenly: "I haven't read the paper." Which meant, I

pointed out, that she had not read the argument of the theory that

she believes "imaginary." She responded (not pleasantly) that she

had "heard a lot about it." She said several times that she'd "heard a

lot about it."

OK. What if I sent her the paper to read? She demured tersely:

No. Thank you.

Well, would she read it on the Web? I started to give her the

paper's URL. She cut this off. She was busy. She had other things she

had to read.

But, I said, she'd stated that if there were a compelling argument,

she'd certainly listen to it.

She laughed rather irritably and said, "Well, I'm writing a grant."

Then she said good-bye and hung up the phone.

I called Ken Palmer, Charles Sell's lab tech at Quest who had per-

formed the isotope experiment and had confirmed that the two

acetophenone molecules (same shape) smelled different. I needed

to fact-check Turin's account of the episode, and Palmer confirmed

it over the phone. A day later, on July i c, 1 999, 1 received an e-mail

from Palmer's boss, Charles Sell. Sell conveyed Ken's "uneasiness"

about my citing him as an expert "since he has to deal with per-

fumers every day." When I told Turin about this, his concise com-

ment was "Please, the perfumers don't give a shit about this," a

conclusion I'd immediately reached on my own. Palmer didn't

speak to me again.

But the rest of Sell's e-mail illustrates perfectly the quality of

Shapist arguments. He went on to explain his underwhelmed reac-
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tion the day that Turin and Palmer laid the acetophenone-isotope

affair on his desk. Yeah, he said, I know Luca thinks the acetophe-

none experiment we did for him proves his theory. But it doesn't.

(Why not?) Simple, said Sell: "There could be other explanations."

See, the vibrations Turin was getting by hitting these two molecules

with infrared light was not, Sell wrote me, the only thing different

between them. Hit them with nmr (nuclear magnetic resonance)

spectra instead, and you'll get an even bigger difference in vibra-

tion. (Hm!) "As far as odour is concerned," wrote Sell, take out

Hydrogens, put in Deuteriums, and you change the thing's chemi-

cal properties. Replacing all the Hs with Ds "will change the rate at

which it will undergo keto-enol tautomerism," as well as affecting

the desire of lone pairs on the oxygen toward hydrogen bonding.

Any of this could make the receptor smell the acetophenone differ-

ently.

At first blush this sounds like a legitimate scientific argument.

But then you realize . . . that, scientifically speaking, you can always

come up with other explanations; the point is coming up with one

that fits the data. When you actually looked at what Sell was saying,

you found an immense amount of . . . nothing. Or more precisely,

everything, an infinitely expanding number of infinite possibilities.

Sell had proposed that nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) might

"possibly contribute" to a difference in smell, and Turin's succinct,

and logical, reply was "If Charles can prove to me that we do NMR
spectrometry with our nose, I will carry his luggage to Stockholm

to pick up his Nobel. That's the NMR Theory of Smell, and Charles

is welcome to propose it, but this is the first I've heard of it. Why

stop at NMR? If you shine a neutron beam at deuterated acetophe-

none, it'll be absorbed more readily than nondeuterated. There:

that's Turin's Neutron-Beam Theory of Smell! Great! I'm happy

with that! What does it mean? Who knows."

It wasn't that Sell was wrong. It was that if one followed his logic,

which was to cite every possible reason, one would end up arguing

that smell could have been installed in our heads by the aliens

who put us here on earth. Why not? Turin replaced Hydrogen with

1 )euterium in the molecule acetophenone, which had the same
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shape, and yet he and Palmer found a difference in smell. Sell argued

that it wasn't Vibration by noting that changing Hydrogens lor

Deuteriums "changes chemical properties," which, he proposed,

may change the smell chemically. OK. But he failed to note one

fact: you can take bacteria, replace every Hydrogen atom in their

microscopic bodies with Deuterium, and they'll live perfectly nor-

mally. Which is rather astounding and which dictates that any dif-

ference in either shape or chemistry in these isotopes will range

from infinitesimal to nonexistent (while the smells, notably, are dif-

ferent). Sell's logic, more to the point, prompts one to ask, So

what's jour theory of smell then? And that, for Turin, is exactly the

problem.

Charles makes all these criticisms, criticisms that imply alterna-

tive theories, but then never bothers to follow through on any of

them. I was at Quest giving a lecture and told the group about

ferrocene and nickelocene. Charles said, "Oh, but they have dif-

ferent electrochemical behavior." Which means that if you made

batteries out of ferrocene and nickelocene the voltages on the

outputs would be different because they have a different electron

affinity. Well, fine. True. We all know that. AND??? How does that

relate to smell? Because if smell turns out to be not Shape, and not

Vibration, but Electron Affinity, then that's fascinating! But

—

ah!—Charles doesn't have any evidence for the Electron Affinity

theory of smell. All his alternatives to Vibration are different,

and none are linked, theoretically or experimentally, to any of

the others. Which is called desperation. So I said, "I usually say

that Shapists don't have enough of a theory, but the problem with

you, Charles, is that you have too many." He just straightened his

spine in his seat while everyone laughed. No wonder he loves me.

Turin's personality certainly played a role in the reception of

his science—a problematic one. It is a difficult personality, not at

all by intent (entirely despite it, actually; he is completely well-

intentioned) but simply by nature. Under all normal circumstances,

and when he is taken seriously scientifically, he is delightful, articu-

late, cheerful. People perceive him as intimidating, or arrogant, or
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combative, or insensitive because he is also these, in the blink of an

eye, when contradicted or blocked. His fury at his colleagues' re-

fusal to examine his work—Why, he asked, didn't they ever invite

him to their big smell conferences in Boston and Los Angeles, the

cozy colloquies where they got together to listen to one another?

—

comes out in bitter sarcasm. Also in recalcitrance. Turin is simply

incapable of playing by someone else's rules if he doesn't see their

use. Which then compounds their refusal. But the field's unwilling-

ness to examine his data is, as far as I can see, ultimately based, en-

tirely, on vested self-interest and bad science. And the data, in the

end, is what counts. Every once in a while, accidentallv, they

showed their hand. I was asking Tim Pearce, an engineer at Leices-

ter University who builds artificial noses (primitive machines that

use conductive polymers to trap and detect molecules), about the

refusal to look at Turin's theory. He responded calmly that it was

"because there's a history involved." He rather clearly meant: We've

been slaving away, and suddenly he just waltzes in here? "There 've

been over a hundred years of study in smell, and when somebody

comes along with no history in the subject and then suddenly an-

nounces that there's a solution to all of this that everybody's over-

looked, there's bound to be a reaction."

Pearce added, "Turin's been talking about this for a long time,

but I don't think any data have been published."

I pointed out that in fact Turin had published a paper, in Chemical

Senses.

Pearce shrugged and said, "As far as I know, it's very thin on

data." But he hadn't read it.

Sometimes they were even more obvious. I was having dinner in

the Cafe Latin in Paris with a young, very sharp executive from the

Big Boy Givaudan and after a tense twenty minutes or so of discus-

sion of Turin he stated, grimly and simply, "Mes chefs, s'ils le voient, ils

le flinguent."U my bosses ever saw him, they'd shoot him.

I placed my first call requesting an interview to Dr. Richard

Axel's lab on Thursday, August 20, 1998. There was no response. I

left another message on Monday, August 24, 1998. Nothing. When
I mentis >ned much later to one prominent olfactory sc ientist that I'd
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tried five or six times with no result, he snapped, "Richard never re

turns anyone's calls" and looked away.

Sir Aaron Klug of the Royal Society formally declined to be in

terviewed, twice. As for Nick Short at Nature, I began phoning him

in the spring of 1998. Since Mr. Short was always in meetings, or

away from the office, I would leave messages from New York with

polite voices in London—my number, my name, and the name of

The Atlantic, for whom I was working on an article on Turin. Yes,

they would give Mr. Short the message. Yes, Mr. Short would return

the call.

Mr. Short never returned a call. Not one. I began writing this

book.
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INDIA

n the spring of 1 998, Turin was invited, finally, to

an actual scientific smell conference. The conference organizers

wanted him to present his theory of Vibration on December 2,

1998. The interesting wrinkle was that instead of some plush uni-

versity biology department in California or Germany, this confer-

ence was to be held in Orange County, in rural southern India, at a

resort in a tiny hill station called Coorg.

The conference was organized by the Tata Institute for Funda-

mental Research, the Indian equivalent of Los Alamos and NIH

combined (TIFR does both molecular biology and physics). Turin

was delighted, and a little nervous. The invitation said that Eric

Moyers, a world-famous smell scientist, was scheduled to attend, as

well as two postdocs from Richard Axel's high-powered lab, and the

microbiologist Marcel Postain, whom the New York Times turned

to for quotes on smell. Turin would be giving a forty-five-minute

presentation like everyone else, although it seemed that almost all

the others were neurology and biology people, not chemists or

physicists, and as usual he was the oddball. He'd never been to

India, so starting off in the jungle—apparently the conference

would be in the middle of an elephant preserve—would be inter-
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esting. And he felt a little nervous about what level of science the

Indians did (would it be up to snuff). But what he felt most was:

Finally. A conference.

In early October, Turin started preparing his talk, choosing the

slides, trying to fit everything in. He really wanted to take them

something to smell, maybe the acetophenone and its isotope, but

no, the difference in smell between the two was too subtle. The car-

vones were too light and perfumey (same problem). The boranes

too deadly. But he couldn't find anything else. He'd reached a state

of tense frustration when, on October c, he was ransacking the

Journal ofOrganometallic Chemistry and tripped over a paper by a Ger-

man chemist. Dr. Ulrich Wannagat of Braunschweig University had

spent his life messing around with things called silas.

In the periodic table, atoms with similar chemical behaviors are

grouped together. Column IVA houses, in descending order, Car-

bon (C), Silicon (Si), Germanium (Ge), and Tin (Sn). And the rea-

son Silicon, Germanium, and Tin behave similarly to Carbon is that

they share the same shape: like carbon, they make four bonds to

their neighbors. Like Carbon's, those bonds are arranged tetra-

hedrally. What Wannagat had been doing for years was tweezering

Carbon atoms out of molecules and putting Silicon atoms in their

place. And then—wait a minute

—

smelling them, because he hap-

pened to be using fragrance molecules, and in fact (Turin couldn't

believe what he was reading) the guy had considerately made sila

versions of all sorts of perfume molecules, roses, violets, jasmines,

musks. (And Germanium versions, and Tin versions.) Take linalool

("light and refreshing, floral-woody with a citrusy note"), yank out

one Carbon atom and install a Silicon atom in its place. You got, re-

ported Wannagat, a fragrance more hyacinth-like, sweeter. Find

some methoxy groups, rip out the C and stick in Si, and you go

from "camphoraceous, radish" to "minty, honey floral." This got you

to the most interesting part: C, Si, Ge, and Sn versions of these

molecules all had different smells and exactly the same shape.

Or, to be precise, the same shape but each on a slightly larger

scale. Put in a Silicon, and it makes the same-shaped molecule, only

a touch larger. But the vibrations are massively different because
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you've both massively upped the mass (Carbon's atomic weight is

i 2 , but Silicon's is 2 8), and changed the stiffness of the bonds. Wan-

nagat had even been so exquisitely thoughtful as to submit every

single one of his creations to a perfumer at Haarmann & Reimer in

Holzminden, Germany. His paper was titled "Odoriferous Sila and

Isosteric Compounds: Comparative Odors of Homologous Or-

ganoelement Compounds of Group IVA (C, Si, Ge, Sn)" and in its

abstract, Wannagat had actually written (now this was just breath-

taking): "Noteworthy are the strong differences of odor in the sys-

tem C6H 5
CH

2
E1(CH

3 ) 3
from C via Si and Ge up to Sn, standing

fully contrary to the postulation of Amoore whereupon smell qual-

ities are only controlled by size and shape of molecules." Please.

Turin had no idea who this person was, but he was very, very

good. He immediately went on a mission for more Wannagat pa-

pers. With every new paper, it just got better and better. In the

abstract of "Isosteric [same-shaped] Compounds According to the

Hydride Principle of Grimm in the Range of Linalool Scents,"

Wannagat had written: "Therefore the theory of Amoore, after

which only shape and size of molecules are ruling their odor quali-

ties, must be called in question." The man was taking careful, re-

peated aim.

To verify all this, Turin would have to smell these molecules for

himself. But how to get his hands on a carbon molecule and its sila

version? Wannagat had retired, and his samples had all gone

AWOL, so this required ingenuity. He wound up searching a pecu-

liarity of Aldrich Chemical's founder, owner, and head, Alfred

Bader. Bader, a distinguished chemist from Harvard, became con-

cerned in the 1970s that a lot of odd, rare chemicals made for sci-

entific experiments were being lost when their creators retired, so

he went around buying strange molecules from retired chemists

and stockpiling them. The result is a massive molecular flea market

called the Aldrich Library of Rare Chemicals, which contains some

valuable antiques in good repair, a few weird surprises, and some

honest-to-God treasures. You pick through it.

Turin heaved the library's gigantic catalog onto his desk, flipped

to the sila compounds, and began systematical!v going down the
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line for ones that he figured should smell—smaller stuff, un-

charged, and reasonably stable. Whenever he found a candidate, he

then had to try to find its Carbon mate. In the end, he found exactly

one single pair, one of each. He bought them.

On October 2 i , the pair of molecules arrived, one Carbon and

one Silicon twin, shaped exactly the same. He opened them up and

sniffed.

The first was i , i -dimethyl cyclohexane. Take that molecule and

replace the first Carbon atom with a first Silicon atom, which makes

it a sila. This was the second molecule, a i , i -dimethyl sila cyclo-

hexane.

And the smell? The Carbon twin smelled camphoraceous with a

tiny bit of eucalyptus. The sila twin smelled of a very unpleasant

green, cut grass with a nasty edge. They smelled absolutely differ-

ent.

Turin was jubilant—at last he had an example that was not

deadly poisonous, one he could actually give to people. The India

conference was only a few weeks away, and he had the Carbon and

sila molecules put in two little plastic containers, one red, one

orange, to pack in his carry-on. Molecular show-and-tell.

there was one creepy thing involving silas that made him shud-

der when he recalled it. He'd come across the silas before, actually,

long ago. The silas had almost suffocated his theory in its infancy. Or

not the silas exactly but the way the Shapists had dealt with them.

Just after he'd found the 2 coo vibration-borane-sulfur smell con-

nection, as he was gluing together the first pieces of his brand-new

theory and looking around nervously for evidence that supported

or (God forbid) contradicted it, Turin had found in Chemical Reviews

(1996, vol. 96, no. 8, pp. 3 201—40) a massive study of the smell lit-

erature. It was by Quest's Karen Rossiter. "You know how," he said,

"when you're reading something, and you're tense, you sort of

don't really want to know . . .
?"

In the review, basically a Shapist manifesto (she had pointedly

titled it "Shape-Odor Relationships"), Rossiter had actually com-
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merited on Wannegat's astonishing findings, which were, to Wan-

negat, so clearly anti-Shape, but she'd gone about it this way: she

had first noted (accurately) that the Germans had taken twenty dif-

ferent Carbon molecules and synthesized twenty Silicon twins for

them. Then she had stated (accurately) that all twenty Silicon ver-

sions smelled different from their Carbon twins, seventeen of them

smelling completely different except that (Rossiter pointed out ac-

curately) in 3 cases they didn't smell all that different. (The C and Si

carvomenthenes, for example, smelled prettv similar.) She had then

written (here's where it started getting tricky) that, well, sometimes

they smelled different and sometimes almost the same. Which was,

given the score of seventeen to three, not exactly accurate. And then

Rossiter had calmlv written this sentence: "Those examples where

the odor of the sila analogue is similar to that of the carbon coun-

terpart are interesting anomalies for vibrational theories." The

three contradicted Vibration.

And he had been so nervous that all the air had gone out of him

and he thought, "Oh shit. This is very bad." He'd dropped the silas.

He'd shoved them as far as he could under the carpet of his subcon-

scious, forgot about them, and that way was able to go on.

But now he remembered where he'd seen Wannagat before. He

rushed to grab Rossiter 's review and reread it furiously And he

realized that Rossiter, "bless her dishonest little soul," had worded it

in such a way that he, Turin, in sweating what he might find, hadn't

focused on the fact that, first, the Carbons and their silas all smelled

different 100 percent of the time, whereas their shapes were virtually

identical 100 percent of the time. The three she cited smelled dif-

ferent, and so contradicted Shape, not Vibration. And second, the

seventeen molecules that had dramatic differences in smell devastat-

ingly contradicted Rossiter and Shape. Which he'd been too emo-

tional, in his vulnerable moments, to get through his thick head.

She'd simplv thrown out the 8 c percent of the evidence that was

most damaging and finessed the i c percent that was left. "I guess,"

said Turin flatlv, "it's 'The best defense is attack.' She knows vou

can't explain them by Shape. She immediately goes on the offen-

sive."
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in their living room in North London, three days before lea>

ing for India and as the tall windows fade from dark red into gray-

black, Philippi is preparing pasta for dinner and Turin, in a dark

T-shirt, is fiddling with his expensive stereo. On the coffee table lies

a book, Symbiosis in Cell Evolution: Microbial Communities in the Archean

and Proterozoic Eons by Lynn Margulis. "So Margulis proposes this

theory," he says energetically, "that eukaryotes arise from a symbi-

otic fusion with ancient bacteria, and that's how we got mitochon-

dria, the things that live in our cells and burn the oxygen that

powers us." Philippi holds out a chopping knife, and he gets up,

trots over, takes the knife. "The thing is, the theory had actually

been around in the 1 920s, beautiful books were written on it, but it

was discarded as ridiculous, trash. What am I chopping?"

"Parsley," she says, pointing.

"Margulis brought it up to date and pushed it like hell. They

ridiculed it, and her. It was crap, garbage, blah blah. Now her sym-

biosis theory is the classroom standard. And everyone knows that

mitochondria were created from bacteria. What's the parsley for?"

"Puttanesca," she says.

"For spaghetti?" (He uses an Italian accent when he says spaghetti,

just as he always pronounces vetiver Frenchly.) She nods. "Oh, but

she was reviled," Turin says happily, chopping. "And—I love this!

—

she starts every chapter with a quotation from someone who said

that symbiosis was crazy."

At the dinner table, Philippi serves the spaghetti. It's squirming all

over the place. She laughs. "It's the wooden spoons," she says.

Turin raises his eyebrows. "It is a poor craftsman who blames his

tools," he quotes dramatically.

She gives him a crisp look. "Lift your plate," she says. He lifts it

obediently, grinning.

two days before India. Howard Skempton has invited Turin and

Philippi to the premiere of a piece of his, to be performed by the
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English Chamber Orchestra. Thev arrive at Queen Elizabeth Hall

on the South Bank by the Thames, next to the National Theatre, and

wave to Skempton and his wife, who are behind a small roped-off

area, being interviewed, talking to music-industrv people. Skemp-

ton, a small man with a gentle demeanor, beaming quietlv. motions

them over excitedly. Thev accept champagne. Skempton introduces

Turin to one of the hall's administrators, a brisk blond English-

woman. "Ah," she savs. taking his hand. A crisp accent. "So you're

Luca Turin, the vibration scientist
."

"That s right " savs Turin. "Biophvsicist
"

1 understand it s vour theorv of smell Howard used in a piece."

"Mv theorv of smell," he nods pleasantlv. "as applied to audible

frequencies.''

".Ah." The faintest fro^n passes over her face, a slight tightening

of the features. Inquisitivelv: "You're French, originally"

"Yep."

A beat. "But vou have an American accent Her evebrows are

up, waiting for the explanation. It was a question. "Uh-huh ," savs

Turin afFablv. dipping the champagne and looking around cheerfullv

as if she had said that the skv was blue. She waits an instant, then

does a silent "Right, well then," and is off to greet other people.

Turin explains to someone that for the Skempton piece, thev'd had

to translate from one human sense to another, translate the smell-

able vibration range—wave numbers o to 4000. according to

Turin's theorv—into the hearable vibration range, which runs from

the lowest sounds we can hear, at around 20 hertz, up to near

"Actually, middle A is 440 vibrations per second todav," he

notes, "although the Baroque A was a few vibrations lower. We've

sharped ever^Thing" .And were the vetiver and vanilla audible in the

piece? "Absolutely. Absolutely."

The buzz of anticipation tills the entrv hall. The chime sounds,

and evervone begins moving inside. Turin absently hums the

chime's pitch, moving with the crowd. "An A," he savs to no one in

particular. As he and Philippi find their row and sit down, the first

violinist rises, strikes an A on the piano for the orchestra to tune by.

It is the same note.
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The program begins with a piece by Schnittke, "Concerto for

Piano and String Orchestra," a series of disharmonic tensions, ex-

cruciating drawbridges leading between weird ravines, a music of

sharks, sleep, and anxiety. Its basic components have been imbibed

by every film composer of suspense. It swells, and then dissolves

into a single platinum filament in the very dark room. "Wonderful,"

whispers Turin. After this, a startling contrast. The Mozart, by

comparison (Piano Concerto No. 1 1 in F, K. 41 3), sounds dully tra-

ditionalist, Baccarat-manufactured schlock.

During the intermission, Turin and Skempton talk eagerly.

Turin: "Impeccable playing. You hear Schnittke 's teacher and his

teacher's teacher."

Skempton: "Tolib Shahidi used these sorts of things, a Tajik com-

poser." Skempton remembers something rather amazing. "I tuned

in the BBC at half six and heard my music as background for a com-

mercial for Pat Barker's latest novel." He wears a funny, potentially

pleased expression.

Turin: "The thing I like about Schnittke is that he has these amaz-

ing lapses into appalling taste. It's something he shares with

Shostakovich."

The A chimes again at 440 vibrations per second. The mass of

bodies filling the atrium starts to reverse-flow back into the concert

hall, sucked gently through the doors as if someone had unplugged

a small drain in the floor of the stage.

The Skempton, "Concertante for Violin and Strings," when it

leaps quivering into the air, sounds at moments like a machine

someone forgot to turn off, running down to end its cycle, at other

moments like a lush, febrile spring ladder into some cloud tower,

rising and falling arcs of notes. It is relatively brief and intensely

structural. Turin is utterly rapt. He cocks his head slightly to the

right. He cocks it to the left. He says "Hu/i" to himself and thinks

about it, lips pursed.

Walking back to the Citroen parked on Waterloo Bridge over the

dark Thames, Turin is exclaiming. He loves it. "Every note of it!"

Philippi is slightly less enthusiastic. She finds it standard English pas-

torale. "Oh, please," says Turin. His mind is racing. "You know
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who'll be one dav a very well known composer?" he demands of

the London night and then states definitively, nodding his head:

~Einojuhani Rautavaara."

turin is in one of London's big, boxv black cabs at 5:30 a.m.,

heading lor Heathrow to get the plane to India. He is wearing his

black jeans and black polo shirt, which he will wear more or less the

entire trip. He has brought several pairs of each.

What excites him perhaps most is his postconference trip: he is

going to make a pilgrimage to the Bombav Muslims, among the

most famous makers of perfume raw materials in the world. The

pertume stores are lined up, so he understands, along Mohamedali

Road. He is going to trv to find the oudh. Not synthetic, some of the

real stuff.

The hands of the perfumer are tied bv the economics of perfume

raw materials. Thousands of ingredients, thousands of different

prices. The prices of raw materials in perfumery can vary bv a fac-

tor of ten thousand. There's stuff at £3 a kilo, like Iso E Super, a

kind of nondescript woodv-lemonv. Then there's iris-root butter

from Florence: £30,000 per kilo. Like the best Turkish rose extract.

Oudh wood from India is in that stratospheric league. It costs around

£33,000 (about S co, 000) per kilo. It's the wood ot a certain Indian

tree that has been eaten bv a fungus. You carve out the rotten wood

that has taken on the smell of the fungus and extract the fragrance.

There's onlv one supplier to the West. It's a drop-dead smell, verv

complex, honev, fresh tobacco, spices, amber, cream. You do not

use a lot of this stuff in perfumes unless vou are financially suicidal.

It's like a red wine. The first ten dollars goes a long wav toward a

decent wine, but the price difference between a very nice wine and

a stupendous wine is exponential. You can still make a vers" boring

perfume from vers" expensive materials, and vou can also make a

quite nice one cheaply Take Jov bv Jean Patou. jay retails at about

three times the price of most other perfumes. In general, perfume

raw materials cost at most £100 per kilo, and because perfume is

about 80 percent dilution—alcohol, which costs nothing—that

real cost is 80 percent diluted too, down to about £20 per kilo ot
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actual fragrance. A kilo has thirty-hve ounces in it, so every oun< e

of perfume costs, generously, under £i in raw materials to make

and sells for at least £co, though of course you have to allow for

costs of bottling, marketing, advertising, and so on. It is generally

recognized that only about 3 to c percent of a perfume's price tag

goes for its smell. Joy is £1 co to £200 per kilo because it has 1 o per

cent Bulgarian rose, the real thing. And an expensive jasmine. Rose

is actually a huge problem for the simple reason that we all know

what a rose smells like, so if you're going to do a rose perfume,

you have to have a serious budget. Turin was designing a perfume

for Fragonard and told John Stephen he wanted an animalic rose.

"How much you got?" asked Stephen (i.e. , "How much is Fragonard

willing to put into it per kilo?"). Turin said he had £70 per kilo,

and Stephen said, "Forget it. I'll do you one for £130 per kilo, and

you'll see what it would actually cost." So Turin forgot it—though

Firmenich then came out with a relatively cheap rose synthetic,

"and blow me," said Turin happily, "if it isn't pretty good."

There are still some houses who, by philosophy, stick almost en-

tirely to naturals. Annick Goutal is one (her flagship store is across

from Guerlain, between the Ritz and the Inter-Con, just off the

Place Vendome). Petite Cherie, a lovely super-pear, contains one mol-

ecule that Goutal chose from pears (at least 1 co molecules make the

subtle difference between the scent of a William pear and other pear

varieties; Goutal keeps this molecule secret). Petite Cherie also con-

tains a natural South American musk rose, though again this means

something you don't really expect: only two species of rose, Centi-

folia and Damascena, are actually distilled, basically because most

other rose species don't have enough odorant to make distilling them

pay. So all the scents of every other species of rose, including "natu-

ral South American musk rose," are actually re-creations, mixtures

of molecules that give you that species' smell: 100 percent natural

and 1 00 percent engineered at the same time. And then Petite Cherie

has natural vanilla from the island of Reunion, several natural peach

molecules, and natural cut grass, which is to say the molecule that

you get the second after you cut the grass but which disappears im-

mediately. And once again: the "cut grass smell" molecule is ex-

tracted from other plants. It's ioo percent natural, 100 percent
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not-exactly-as-advertised, and 100 percent biochemically true: it's

the grass molecule, just not from grass.

But just because a natural is in the mix doesn't mean it is trum-

peted. Sometimes they are simply too odd. Goutal notes that the

startling, deeply entrancing fruity-floral Folavril contains mango and

Tasmanian Boronia flowers, and Grasse jasmine, yes, yes, yes, but

they do not tell you that what actually powers the fragrance is

tomato leaves. (An utterly wonderful smell. These are also from

Grasse, by Robertet.)

After passport control and security, Turin stops at the new Cer-

ruti fragrance for men, Image, which the duty-free shop is pushing

heavily. Sprays it on his hand. "Oh hell, that's, huh, that's—huh

—

yeah, fine—hmm, basic, boring, hairy-chested. Nothing too origi-

nal but perfectly fine."

People wait blearilv in the Air India departure lounge, a few Amer-

ican backpackers, lots of Indian women in saris whose teenagers wear

T-shirts and gelled hair and argue with each other in strong East Lon-

don accents. About twenty-five minutes later, as Air India is boarding

those needing assistance and those with small children, Turin says,

"OK, now this is nice." His nose is dabbing at his hand. "Dihvdro-

myrcenol, ambrox, and aldehydes. There's thirty to sixty things in

there. And masculine perfumery that doesn't turn foul after half an

hour is a minor triumph. See, generally they put all the money up

front, particularly for men, all hair and hormones, because men are

supposed to haye more teeth than neurons. And so it bites you, and

you buy it, and then half an hour later the money runs out. Mascu-

line perfumery is defined negatively, by what you don't put in it. You

can't put in a big rose. You can't put in floral notes, sweet notes, no

amber or vanilla. It's like that novel by Perec that was written with-

out the letter e. You can still do a good one, though that's rare."

They call the row s in the middle of the plane. His eves are on

the cold gray London dawn outside. As he is handing his boarding

card to the flight attendant, stepping onto the jetway's metal lip, he

says sort of pensively, "Bois de Lune, red berries and smoked tea and

souchong, is absolutely wonderful. No one's vet dared to use reallv

big smoky notes up front as smoke"

The Air India food turns out to be delicious. He talks about the
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Concorde's aeronautics and engineering, the construction of refrig-

erators, how the Americans got hold of the Russian-designed anti-

radar airplane design, and how to diagnose smallpox. I [e falls asleep

and wakes up hours later as the seat-belt lights come on, a bell ding-

ing. The Air India 747 hits Bombay's concrete runway, bounces up

groggily, slams back down, the landing gear straining, the jet en

gines screaming in reverse. While the plane is still careening

forward at 1 co miles per hour, the Indians leap up to be the first to

grab baggage out of the overhead bins, then fight each other

through the aisles toward the front.

As the 747 noses up to the jetway, the Air India flight attendants

walk down the aisles spraying something from cans. Passengers look

apprehensive. Insecticide? A mesmerizingly lovely apricot fragrance

washes the cabin. People's faces relax; they smile. "Easy." Turin

shrugs. "Throw in a couple esters, some lactones, and you're laugh-

ing.-

the connecting flight from Bombay to Bangalore lands at

3:00 a.m. All of India is awake. The Bangalore airport is teeming.

Outside the air is liquid dark, smoky, and thick. Turin and his bags

are propelled outward, flotsam on the arriving human waves. The

TIFR people call out, "Dr. Turin!" from behind the banged-up metal

police barricades.

The little white van buzzes through the traffic on the city's main

roads. The traffic consists mostly of three-wheeled taxis with deaf-

ening two-stroke engines, and the roads even at this hour are half

filled. The van turns into the Raman Center. Turin's face lights up;

C. V. Raman was the great Indian physicist who invented Raman

spectroscopy, which uses intense visible light instead of electrons.

The TIFR people deposit him in a concrete room. Turin takes his

malaria pills, gets into the low, hard bed in the concrete room, and,

excited, falls asleep.

the main gate of the University of Bangalore campus is down

the road from the temple of the Hindu god of mechanical objects,
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where people stop to have the god bless their motor scooters and

cars. The scientists filter in, arriving from various flights from Eu-

rope and the United States and Japan, looking slightly the worse for

wear but cheerful. A group of Indian students takes Turin to the

Coffee Board to ask him about his theory. The Coffee Board is a sort

of university canteen run in the open air on a space of packed dirt

by a concrete wall. Turin is expecting some polite questions. To his

surprise and delight, they have not only read his Vibration paper,

they are able to discuss its full implications, the biology and the

chemistry and the physics, and they are not at all shy about pepper-

ing him sharply with criticism. Since this is TIFR, India's premier

scientific academic center, these are among India's best science stu-

dents, which is to say that they are among the most brilliant in the

world. ("Your claim about the power source," says a young woman

sharply, "where is your proof that NADPH binds?" Turin grins and

launches into the response with gusto, citing molecules and partial

charges and the odd habits of receptors. They lean forward to hear,

eyes narrowed in concentration, leaping on him the moment he

makes the slightest suspect statement. He loves it.)

The Coffee Board serves coffee and rich, sweet chai in stained

and chipped porcelain cups of uncertain cleanliness, which they

drink sitting on stools on the dirt. Almost December, and the tem-

perature is balmy, sunny, and pleasant. A handmade sign on the con-

crete wall reads eatables from outside not allowed. The traffic

roaring toward the temple of the Hindu god of mechanical objects

pours out pollutants and kicks up dust. Turin says, "GoJ, I love this

place! I hate cleanliness and luxury. I think I was a bacteria in a for-

mer life. I take cleanliness as a personal affront."

For lunch, one of the students, an energetic, handsome young

man named Aditya Kapil, takes Turin 10 Koshy's. Aditya may be a

neuron jockey, a Ph.D. candidate in physiology, but he is hip if he is

anything, and Koshy's is Bangalore's hip dining hangout among

young Indian professionals, almost unbearably atmospheric, more

redolent than redolent of the British era, the slowly turning fans,

the expanse of venerable linoleum. Aditya has invited his fiancee,

Manisha Nair, an exquisite, poised young woman who is an execu-
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tive at the Times of India, and, in a bit of daring mealtime casting, a

friend and fellow Ph.D. candidate named Arjun Guha. Arjun, sharp

as hell and intellectually combative, has heard about Turin's theor)

and wants to interrogate him. "I have several serious reservations

about this," he informs Turin aggressively. Turin grins.

The waiters, of whom there seem almost as many as customers

in the packed restaurant, deliver menus. The menus say, "TOP peo-

ple have something more in common than an entry in 'Who's

Who.' They always think of KOSHY's Bar & Restaurant, St. Mark's

Road, Bangalore, when they think of dining out." Arjun tosses the

menu aside, squints at Turin. "You interested in homeopathy?"

"I'm a fan of oddball theories," Turin says evenly, "but this one is

complete bullshit." They discuss beliefs, and he asks them about the

god of mechanical objects, all those people bringing their motor

scooters to be blessed. "And they truly believe in this." It's a ques-

tion. He waits, interested.

The Indians look at each other briefly, educated professionals,

scientists. Many, many people believe this, they say. Their smiles

gently distance themselves from the belief in the Hindu god of me-

chanical objects and his busy motor-scooter cult. Turin starts a de-

bate with Arjun and Aditya over the merits of having a god bless

your motor scooter, which turns into a debate over whether or not

the god could bless Arjun 's Mac.

Arjun: "I'd say yes, he could. Computers have become virtual

transportation."

Aditya: "I say no. It's not mechanical, there are no parts in mo-

tion, so how would the god know?"

"Well," objects Turin, "not mechanical in a classical sense."

Arjun: "Unless we consider quantum mechanics classical at this

point."

On second thought, Turin dismisses this: "Would the god of me-

chanical objects accept a particle as a mechanical 'part'? Doubtful."

Arjun looks unconvinced. He clearly thinks any god of mechani-

cal objects worth his salt could accept a particle as a mechanical

part, but the waiters are circling like sharks, and Manisha corrals

them. "Listen, you order for us," Turin says to her, surveying the
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eighteen thousand or so items available at Koshv's Bar & Restau-

rant. Arjun starts studying the menu like a general mapping an inva-

sion. Manisha, ignoring Arjun, gives a waiter efficient instructions,

dispatches him. Are there other examples of electron tunneling in

biology? Arjun asks Turin.

"Oh, electron tunneling in biology is verv common" says Turin.

"It's well known in mitochondria and electron-transport chains.

Remember, it's really just electricity."

"Hmm." sa\ > Arjun, frowning. Rather amazing. Turin's is a rather

amazing theory, he says, and he means it as a challenge. Receptors of

flesh shooting electrons at molecules and measuring the way thev

jangle. Hmm! So Turin, calmly, starts telling them a storv. "Rupert

Sheldrake, the former botanist from Cambridge, asks a verv inter-

esting question. There is an animal that has a virtually absolute abil-

ity to locate a place no matter where it is on the planet. How in the

world does this work? We have no idea."

Arjun: "Homing pigeons."

Turin: "Of course."

Arjun objects: "But we do have an idea—magnetic dip! Thev

know from that."

Turin, flatlv: "Doesn't work."

Arjun, one eyebrow shooting up: "Why not?"

Turin: "Simple." He reviews: "Take a compass. It oscillates on the

horizontal plane, right? .And it points north, so it actually tells vou

something, four things, to be specific—north, south, east, and

west—which tells vou about where vou are and where vouYe

going. This compass gives vou vour longitude. Right?"

Thev nod: Right.

"But there's another kind of compass that oscillates on the verti-

cal plane. And it turns out the vertical plane conveniently has a

magnetic dip, which varies according to latitude, so if vou have this

compass, vou can actually know vour latitude." Yes. ves, Arjun

knows all this. Turin delivers the problem: "But the dip has equal

values along certain parts. So in order to get home, a compass is not

enough; vou have to a) know where vou are and bt have a map, or

the compass is meaningless."
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Arjun counters. He talks about By navigation. Flies can Hnd their

\\ a\ hack home from far a\\ ay.

Great, savs Turin, I can do that, too, if I go on toot from London

to Barcelona and keep mv eves open. "You take a homing pigeon

raised in London, England. You put it in a box so it can't see. Hell,

vou constantlv rotate the box while vou're transporting it, so it

should have absolutelv no reference points whatsoever. And vou

even put magnetic coils around the vehicle. All of this, they've

done. You take that pigeon to Barcelona or Minsk or Tokvo or Sin-

gapore, vou release it, the thing goes up in the air, does two circles

and then—bam!—heads directly home for London." He savs

calmly: "I think pigeon homing is such an extraordinary phenome-

non that people don't reallv understand that this is what is called a

miracle."

"A miracle," says Arjun flatly.

Turin looks at him. He disagrees? Arjun is considering it. Turin:

"Sheldrake thought up a trulv amazing experiment. Suppose that

vou start from the point of view that this is not a navigation prob-

lem in the sense we're used to. That pigeons are somehow con-

nected to their homes bv an invisible elastic band whose nature we

just don't understand. Now, vou can stretch this elastic band by

moving the pigeon ... or by moving its home. So Sheldrake's ques-

tion is, What happens if vou move their home? Do they know

where their home is? And I think that's a reallv nice idea." Turin

pauses, glowers at his plate. "Shit, I should have thought of that

question."

He returns to the point. "Sheldrake savs he talked to the Dutch

navy, which, strangely enough, still uses homing pigeons, about

doing an experiment where pigeons would be born and reared in a

loft on board a ship docked in one fixed place. You release them,

and they go out, and they come back always to this ship docked in

this place. And then one dav when they're grown vou release them

on a very long flight, and while they're gone vou move the ship far,

far away out to sea. And then vou ask the question, What is 'home'?

Do they fly back to where the ship was at the dock, or do they fly to

where the ship is in the middle of the ocean?" Turin savs, "If they fly
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to where the ship is, it is perhaps the most important experiment in

biology since forever."

The waiter puts down plates. They are plastic but look stone.

They are very warm. Both Arjun and Aditya, as in a trance, like

small boys, reflexively press their palms into the comforting

smooth warmth of the plates as they listen.

Arjun: "So why haven't they done the experiment?" They are all

leaning forward now.

Turin hardens. The BBC had actually asked him, he says, if he had

any great ideas for experiments, and he told them about Sheldrake

and suggested this one. They loved it. So Turin approached some-

one about getting the funding. He got it. He called Sheldrake. "I say,

'Great news, Rupert, we've got the funding to do your experi-

ment.' Sheldrake says, 'I don't want to do it. These people are too

negative.' I say, 'What are you talking about? If those pigeons fly to

the ship, you don't give a damn.' But he wouldn't do it." Crisply:

"He doesn't want to know the answer. He'd rather be a martyr."

They think about this. Fear of doing the experiment. Fear of finding

out.

Turin does not, clearly, overlook the connection between the

wildly implausible ability of pigeons and the wildly implausible

sense of smell. Nor does he overlook the scientist's fear of finding

out whether he is wrong. Scientists, who live doing experiments,

have reason to loathe experiments. A few more Indians in suits

come in, sit down, put their cell phones on the table. Aditya looks at

the phones, says, "The god of mechanical objects."

Turin sighs. "As a friend of mine says, the problem with God is

that there's no new data."

The food arrives en masse. Trays and steaming platters of it, and

much shifting about and many bowls and spoons and plates being

set down all at once from all four sides like hail falling on the table.

They pick up utensils and absorb the food as if by osmosis.

A woman walks by. Turin is distracted, his eyes unfocus. He sniffs

the air and sighs, instantly despondent.
u
L'Air du Temps!" he laments

to the tans in the ceiling. "It used to be so much more benzyl salicy-

late! The) ( hanged the formula!"
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Chewing, Arjun regards Turin critically. It's time. And so, in In

tween bites, he launches his attack on the Vibration theory. He goes

about it methodically, with no sense of ego, merely an implacable

determination to root out Turin's weaknesses and use them to de-

stroy him as completely as possible. Turin finds this normal. It's sci

ence. Manisha and Aditya observe as if at a tennis match. Turin is

calm and pleasant, and equally aggressive. Arjun wields his own

weapons expertly, threshold stats and hydrophobicity data. His

mind leaps agilely through his mental arsenal, now snatching this

weapon, now that one. The brain, says Arjun, taking a swing, has to

put all this information together to get that specific smell point, and

Turin hasn't explained how the brain does it.

Turin loves this sharpness, this directness, so unlike British prick-

liness or American diffidence or French bluff. He responds crisply.

"It's not my problem."

"But surely you have to explain how my brain does this."

"Surely I don't. I don't know, at this point, and I don't care, for

the painfully simple reasons that a) the neuroanatomy doesn't inter-

est me and b) I know that we can do it. We do it with vision. The

brain uses an algorithm to sort that incredibly complex information

out. We do it with hearing. The brain sorts that information out.

And not a single one of the vision or hearing people can tell you how the

brain does it" He is emphatic, not smiling now. "And I can't tell you

with smell. But I can tell you what they can tell you: the computer

we use to do hearing and vision—a.k.a. the brain—can use the

same algorithms to do smell. My concern is with the receptors, not

with the processing. The brain can take care of figuring out what the

damn odor is. What does interest me with smell is the same thing

that interests the vision and hearing people: how do we receive it?"

Arjun sits back to think about this. Aditya looks at Manisha and

grins. Turin sits back and looks around with interest. The waiters

clear some things from the table but don't clear others, with no ap-

parent logic. Manisha wonders aloud who is really pushing Shape.

"No one," says Turin, "which means everyone. It's just intellectual

me-too-ism." He rolls his eyes.

She talks about the smells she enjoys, the difference between
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common smells in India versus Europe. "Well," interjects Arjun,

"smell is, of course, about sex."

"Smell is, of course, not about sex at all," replies Turin severely,

and then, with equanimity (the dispositive point): "If you lose your

sense of smell, sex will still be terrific and food will taste like crap.

I rest my case."

They talk about why blacks smell different from Asians, who

smell different from Caucasians. Could simply be dietary differ-

ences making for different body chemistry, or different cosmetics

and soaps, or it could be that Negroes and Asians and Caucasians all

have different AMHC types, immune-system proteins, and that this

is why people of different races smell different. East Asians used to

say that whites stank of butter. "Diacetyl " says Turin. "What gives

the butter smell. A very small molecule with two ketone groups."

"But," says Arjun, "what you smell is not necessarily what I

smell."

Turin keeps his calm, then says in a painfully measured tone,

"This is a very strange, perverse, and yet almost universal miscon-

ception. With color vision, the question of 'When I see cerulean

blue, do you see cerulean blue?' is now relegated to philosophy de-

partments, which is where it should be. Scientifically, unless you are

Daltonian"—color-blind
—

"due to a genetic defect, it is a given

that the blue you see is the blue other people see since it is the iden-

tical wavelength of photon. That's the sense called vision. Now the

sense called touch. It is universally agreed that a flame held to the

flesh of one hundred different people would be perceived by all

one hundred as being hot. The sense called hearing: one hundred

people hear a single tone at 440 hertz, and no one doubts that all

one hundred of them hear an A. But for some bizarre reason

—

which I think has to do with the difficulty of correlating human

language to odors, first, and second with the fact that we don't un-

derstand smell molecularly, whereas we know colors are a specific

frequencv—with the sense called smell, people don't believe that

two things are perceived the same by two different people, despite

the fact that if vou take a thousand people and give each ten mole-

cules and ask, 'OK, what do these smell like?
1

vou quickly come to
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the conclusion, because you get consistent answers, that everyone

smells mint as, surprise, minty."

Arjun has his opaque look. Turin presses the point. "Please. With

color, no one would make this ridiculous argument."

Arjun begins nodding. He says, "Tigers mark their territory by

urinating, and in zoos people smelled freshly boiled rice. It turned

out to be the same molecule in both cases, so this may be simply a

heterogeneity of perception—they call it rice or tiger piss, but

they're talking about the same smell. It's a problem of the applica-

tion of language to smell
."

Turin is grinning, utterly pleased. "It's phthalate," he adds, "in

both. As different as two descriptors can be, but we know it's the

same smell because we now know it's the same molecule. Not sub-

jective. Objective."

The waiters come and go in their crisp whites with sweet, milky

coffee. Koshy's is nearly empty. The table is an island of midafter-

noon quiet in a sparse sea of what remains of the Bangalore business

chat. Turin is thoughtful. "Cocteau," he says, "was interviewed in his

house filled with fascinating, rare, exotic objects he'd spent his life

collecting. They asked him, 'If this house were on fire and you could

only take one thing with you, what would you take?' He replied in-

stantly, 'The fire.' " He muses. "I was thinking that it's like science.

We spend our lives trying to burn down all these wonderful ideas

people have collected through their lives."

Aditya is thinking about the question of data. "George Bernard

Shaw was asked," he says, "what was the one question he would pose

to God. He said, 'Why have You given us such sparse evidence of

Your existence?'
"

"Did we order enough?" Arjun asks no one.

"My God," says Turin, "I think we did." Another woman walking

by. His torso stiffens slightly, filtering the air through his nostrils.

"Claude Montana's Varjum d'EUe," he says. "That's so strong, almost

pure beta-damascone." The three Indians inhale, trying to capture

some of the beta-damascone molecules, but they've vanished into

the sunlit air.
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the deeper you look at vision, a vibrational sense, the more you

recognize smell. In vision, there s something called "sensory over-

load": get a sudden burst of car headlights in your eyes at night, and

you're blinded for a moment. We always think of sensory burnout

in visual terms. We take it for granted. But smell burns out just like

vision: Smell a marigold (marigolds have hugely strong odor). In-

hale the smell deeply. Now wait a second. Now try to smell it again.

You can't. It's gone. You've burned out on it. You can smell anvthing

else, but not marigold. You're "blinded." Walk into a bakery, and the

smell of baking bread is overwhelming. Hang out a bit, and sud-

denly you realize you can't smell it even if you try. And you can't

smell your own house. The sense of touch doesn't desensitize. (The

reason, evolutionarily, seems pretty obvious: it mustn't—we have

to get away from the thorns or fire.) But the sense of hearing does;

try listening to your wristwatch after leaving a nightclub. And hear-

ing is vibrational.

everyone is put in buses and vans and driven south for hours.

They talk to one another as the drivers rocket down the dusty road,

avoiding bicyclists and goats and small children. The convoy threads

through the hill station of Coorg, pulls up in front of a resort. The

biologists and chemists and TIFR students pile out and, with a cer-

tain amount of controlled confusion, check in. There's a buffet din-

ner around the pool this evening, says the receptionist politely.

a very warm sunny day. The conference opens, in a large, fully

darkened room just off the pool, with a talk by two postdocs. They

both work in the lab of the great Richard Axel, wizard of the recep-

tor-to-brain wiring of the smell system, master of the neurological

universe, and thus their credentials are unquestionable.

Dr. Nirao Shah is a young, very thin, mild-mannered postdoc.

His subject is "Receptors and Animal Response"; his delivery is
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reticent. (Could Dr. Shah speak up? Sorry, could he speak up a

bit more?) "Mice have three noses." Shah's voice is further blurred

by the slide projector's hum—he's speaking more to his slides

on the wall than the audience arrayed at portable tables behind

him. "The main nose, the vomeronasal nose, which receives phero-

mones and thus governs mating, and the septal nose. In the pig,

for example," he continues, "androstenone is a well-known phero-

mone."

"Of course," interjects Eric Moyers from the dark on the side of

the room, "it is well-known that if you plug up the vomeronasal

organ, there's no effect on mating." Moyers is one of the world's

major figures in smell. His factual bizarrity, which contradicts Shah,

lands in silence. Everyone just stares ahead stiffly. Shah sidesteps it

by clicking to the next slide. "So how does smell bind to the recep-

tor?" he asks the wall. "Each neuron receives only one odor."

Turin: "That's wrong." He states this simply, from the second

row, in a clear, pleasant tone of voice. Heads jerk guiltily toward

Turin, then back to the slide, everyone holding their breath.

Shah stands with the slide changer in his hand. You just can't side-

step Turin. "Oh," Shah finally says. (It's unclear whether "Oh" is a

statement or a question.)

Turin: "With all due respect." Pleasantly.

Shah squints at the bright slide, clears his throat. "Well
—

"

"With all due respect, we don't know the number of molecules

that bind to each receptor, nor the number of smellable molecules

that exist. In fact, the number is infinite." The word goes around the

room: Infinite. "Inasfar as we've never come across a molecule in the

smellable size range that didn't smell, nor that didn't smell different

from all the others."

A moment of uncomfortable silence. Turin sits patiently. Some-

one asks those in the darkness—it is clear they are not asking Turin;

they want someone else's opinion—if we can't figure out how

many smells we can distinguish, but Turin answers. "As I said, as far

as we know, the number is infinite. There is no number."

This precipitates Turin's first run-in with Eric Moyers. Several

voices are murmuring, unpleasantly, "Infinite!" when Moyers, using
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a "let's be reasonable" tone, objects. "Well, infinite, Luca, is a big

word."

Turin sets his jaw and repeats, slightly louder, "Infinite."

Movers shifts in his chair. He is a friendly and bearded American,

a highly respected biologist. He finds this a bit silly. "But," says Mov-

ers, "you can do a calculation, and you do get a number. That's a

number."

Murmuring: Yes, that's a number. Infinite. Turin, who never, ever

backs down, no matter how extreme his statement, does not back

down here, at which point somewhere in southern India a power

plant has a digestive problem and the electrical power fails, the

room is plunged into darkness, and the hotel's diesel generator just

outside heaves itseli on with a loud snort and groan. When the

power sluggishly comes up and when they allow him, Shah con-

tinues: "The nipples of the dam are coated with a hormone that is

necessary for mice to suckle. Wash the nipples, and the pups don't

suck. . .

." Shah talks a lot, but he never talks about primary recep-

tion

—

how, or what, exactly, we smell in the molecule.

The next talk is by Susan Maas, a precise, supremely competent

newly minted Ph.D., who gives a lecture entirely about making the

smell receptors react to smells. She gives all sorts of details about

how they act, what they do when you dab them with smelly mole-

cules. And Turin squirms through the whole thing because she

never talks about primary reception. For him, the receptors are just

not interesting. He wants to know how thev recognize the damn

signals (i.e., vibrations or shapes). To him, Axel and his postdocs are

a bunch of electricians obsessing over some wire simply used to

carrv a telephone signal while ignoring the mystery of how the tele-

phone generated this amazing signal in the first place.

Maas also talks about the septal organ. Afterward, during the

coffee break outside, Turin sighs, mutters, "I never heard ol this

damn septal organ in mv life. But that just shows that I'm an idiot."

He lifts the coffee to his mouth, sniffs, murmurs, "Wow, lots of

p\ ra/ine." Then drinks it. He squints. He savs carefully, "When I say

'infinite,' I mean so far as we know. You assume it can't literally be

infinite, but it is definitely not finite because we've never reached

the smell system's limits. OK?" This is Turin, sort of backing down.
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marcel postain's turn. Another big name. He talks about the

receptors and the wiring. Postain is an excellent speaker, perky and

funny and energetic and clear. He is so thoroughly Shapist that not

only does he not talk about primary reception (what Turin's theory

is about) but he takes Shape as an ironclad given. He clicks up a slide

of an ear, an eye, and a nose. The picture of the ear has sound waves

going directlv to it. The eye has light waves going directly to it. The

nose is next to a rose and between them is a chaotic mess of random

signals. "In the olfactory system," states Postain, "there is no spectral

system. It's a fundamentally different problem from hearing or vi-

sion."

From Turin, now sitting in a chair in the dark at the back of the

room bv himself, nothing. He's biding his time.

the next morning at breakfast, Turin savs quietlv,"I find it phys-

ically painful to listen to things that don't interest me."

In her presentation (on the receptors and their wiring), one of

the Indian scientists, Uma Ladiwala, presents some surprising data.

Her clinical trials, she reports with evident frustration, have shown

that smokers actually smell better than nonsmokers. This is illogi-

cal.

Turin pipes up from the back in his lone chair: "Not at all." Pleas-

antly. They all look at him now. "Half the perfumers I've met have

been smokers, and there's actually a good reason smoking would

help people smell better."

Ladiwala 's eyebrows are up her forehead. And what is that rea-

son, she asks him

.

"The carbon monoxide in the cigarettes totally blocks the en-

zyme cytochrome P450 , the enzyme in the nose that breaks things

down. Block this enzvme with smoke, and you don't break down

smell molecules, so thev hang out in the nose longer than normal,

and you smell better." He shrugs.

She sort of :;tands there for a moment, then returns to her talk.
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during the break, Turin talks beside the pool with Richard

Doty, from Philadelphia. Doty is a cheerful American who looks

like he golfs at some suburban country club. He edits The Handbook

of Olfaction and Gustation (Turin calls it "the smell bible"). The only

medically focused researcher at the conference, he works on things

like "Why we sneeze" (his hypothesis: to shed viruses and things try-

ing to get inside us).

Doty is creating a test for your smell health—the smell version

of an optometrist's eye chart. "You may have noticed," he says, "that

if you breathe through your nose, you tend to breathe through only

one side of it for a while, then for a while through the other. This is

the nasal cycle, and it is due to erectile tissue in your nose. The

cycle in human mirrors the cycle in rat. When you smell informa-

tion on the right side, you send it to the left side of the brain and

vice versa, and you find a statistically significant increase in verbal

scores when you breathe through the left side of your nose." He

adds, "Much of this work was done by an American yoga expert."

Women, on average, have a better sense of smell than men, says

Doty, and they keep this sense longer. As you get older, you start

experiencing smell loss. Epileptics exhibit considerable smell loss.

(In schizophrenics, incidentally, ten out of ten have a smaller right

olfactory bulb than a left one. What does this mean? So far we have

no idea.) Smell loss is one of the first symptoms of Parkinson's dis-

ease and, Doty adds, somewhat angrily, in fact olfactory loss is a

more prevalent symptom in Parkinson's patients than trembling, yet

it's generally ignored by their medical providers. The trembling, he

says, we register in our all-important visual system, but smell loss is

just smell, so, like, who cares?

Turin nods grimly. Yep.

People start moving inside. The next talk is Turin's. A few people

glance at him. He is looking ahead, seems a little distracted. Across

the pool, someone sneezes. "Ebola," says Turin dramatically.

"Gesundheit," says Doty to the blue sky.
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turin stands up, walks to the front of the room, relaxed as a cat,

friendly as an uncle, cool as a Hollywood producer at a pitch. He is

actually, in a strange and indefinable way, "more himself" in front of

an audience than he is in private. "I am going to be speaking on

structure-odor relations," he says, simple as that, and he starts out

by urging everyone to collect smelly chemicals from Aldrich to

smell themselves. "You can get a very nice collection of molecules."

Turin speaks very cleanly, briskly, and energetically, pacing a bit,

using his body, and modulating his voice as necessary to place a

point in just the right way.

He self-administers a concise bio, how he "got sucked into this,"

then enters the talk, sets up the central mystery for them, via per-

fume. A few scientific eyebrows go up. Per-fume? He notes that

there are seven big industrial fragrance firms in the world, that each

one makes about two thousand compounds a year. And they do it "at

random. It's manifest," he says, "from the way they work that they

don't have a theory of odor." Moyers, the biologist Anne Houston,

the biophysicist Upi Bhalla, Postain, Maas, Shah are all watching

him, expressionless. Everyone, he says, figures it's shape. How, ex-

actly? "Well, the chemists are convinced the biologists know that

answer, and the biologists are convinced the chemists do, and when

they get together they discover, to their horror, that no one does."

He clicks, the lights go out, a slide pops up on the screen, an an-

tique notebook of rows and rows of exquisitely neat figures in dark

India ink, carefully inscribed in a firm male European hand. This

is the work of Jacques Vaillant, he tells them, a French chemist at

Quest International. "He was looking for a good sandalwood that

hadn't been patented. In this notebook he's tracking forty-five dif-

ferent molecules, variations on the molecular theme of cam-

pholenic acid." Turin points at the slide. "Each of the forty-five is

about one week's work, and only one, number 4628, smells of san-

dalwood. He's made a note in the margin." Turin points it out,

translates into English: " '4628, interesting sandalwood note!' with

an exclamation mark, and the exclamation mark comes from the
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fact that he's been working extremely hard for nearlv a vear before

he got anything that resembles sandalwood. He gets all manner of

fruitv, woody, or bizarre things, but not a sandalwood. This," says

Turin, turning back around suddenly, "is what you do when you do

not have a theory of structure-odor relations."

The wall of judges takes his measure, considers his burden of

proof. Movers is impassive. Obaid Siddiqi, the patrician TIFR scien-

tist who organized this conference, peers at the screen, impassively

weighing the evidence, leans sideways to slip a comment into the

biologist Martin Heisenberg's ear. Heisenberg purses his lips with

Germanic studiousness. Dotv and the German-Italian biologist

Giovanni Gallizia are both smiling, openlv interested. The Indian

students in back are devouring the screen.

"However," savs Turin pleasantly, "scientists who work in this held

believe there must be a relationship between structure and odor."

Houston is listening carefully. Maas is listening warily. "And I agree

with them," savs Turin to them. Movers, at this, glances at him. So

Turin smiles, starts the plot twist. "Now, a curious thing happens

here. There appears to be a god of perfumery, and this god has a

sense of humor. What happens is, every time someone publishes a

theory of a particular correlation between shape and smell, some-

one else publishes a paper that demolishes it. So predictive rules

have alwavs failed. Take ambergris, which smells like a more fin-

ished, smoother version of isopropvl alcohol. Guenther Ohloff

worked for years and vears on ambergris, and he finally came up

with his triaxial shape rule for molecules that smelled of ambergris.

He said they'd all have three chemical groups in a certain spatial

pattern. It appeared to be valid for all known ambergis-smelling

molecules. Then the people at Quest discovered Karanal, which

disproved Ohloff's rule.

"So then Vlad created another rule. Vlad said that ambergris had

to be three atoms, a Hydrogen here, a Hydrogen there, at these dis-

tances." He pauses just an instant. "Timberol, found soon after, pul-

verized this rule.

"Take sandalwood. The theory was that every molecule that

smells like sandalwood must have four things." He lists them, the
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first being that the molecule should be a monohydric alcohol, the

second holding that there must be twelve to seventeen Carbon

atoms, the third a very complex thing that he gives rapidly, and the

fourth that there be precise distances between certain atoms. Fine.

"These were the four rules," he says, and then he delivers the news:

"Osyrol violates the last three of them. So Osyrol reset the clock

once again to zero."

He bears down on the point. "Push fragrance chemists to the

wall, and they'll tell you, 'Well, there's one structure-odor relation-

ship which is totally solid, and that's camphoraceous smells.' What's

the structure? All molecules that smell of camphor are, theoreti-

cally, round. Ferrocene—smells camphoraceous—is more or less

round. But here's the problem: nickelocene—also round, in fact

with virtually the identical shape of ferrocene—does not smell of

camphor."

The biologist Emily Troemel speaks up. She wants to know (she

rather clearly doesn't believe it) how what Turin is calling "cam-

phoraceous" is objectively defined. Her quotation marks are audi-

ble; what you smell, thev imply, is not necessarily what I smell. She

asks: They use double-blind studies?

"Oh yes, absolutely," he confirms reassuringly. One on one, this

"but smell isn't really 'real,' is it?" question can spark a backlash

from him, but here on stage he responds with aplomb, Maurice

Chevalier in black polo and black jeans. Solid empirical agreement,

he informs her graciously, backed with rigorous double-blind stud-

ies. He glances around. They are eveing his point. Onward.

"Another wonderful example of the lack of relationship"—he

stresses the word lack
—"between shape and smell is the converse

phenomenon: a series of very similarly shaped molecules with very

different smells." He brings up Wannagat ("some wonderful work,"

he says), tells the story of how they took a series of compounds

with a tertiary butvl that hid inside it a central Carbon atom. How

they replaced the Carbon with Silicon, Germanium, and Tin,

"which are, as you know, tetrahedral and isosteric to Carbon." (Ac-

tually, most of them didn't know this.) And how that, of course,

made molecules almost identically shaped but smelling radically
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different. To make the smell real
—

"real"—for them, he delivers

the details. The one with Carbon smells ethereal with a fruitv, red-

currant note. The one with Silicon smells ethereal—sweet honev,

floral, slightly camphoraceous. The one with the Germanium atoms

smells sweet and aromatic, with an unpleasant chemical note. Tin

has an unpleasant chlorinelike note. Four molecules. All same

shapes. All different smells. .And then he savs: ".And I have two

examples right here." He holds up the two plastic vials he has care-

fully carried from London, one red, one orange. People s eves get

slightly wider. Siddiqi murmurs to Heisenberg again. Someone

shoots a look at Emilv Troemel. "Thev are 1,1-dimethvl cvclo-

hexane"—he holds up the red
—

"and i , i -dimethyl sila cyclo-

hexane"—he twirls the orange like a tinv bell
—

"and I ordered

them from Aidrich. You'll see here their structure"—he points up

at the screen, where an image has just appeared, and sure enough

these two have the same shape
—

"and vou'll smell a prettv clear dif-

ference. One is camphoraceous, the other is unpleasant chemical

green." He sets the vials aside, holding his weapons for the moment

in careful reserve.

First strike successful. Time to retreat an inch or two. "Perhaps

the most plausible form of the Shape theorv—and I think this is the

version of it that Eric Movers would probablv believe in"—a gen-

tlemanlv nod to Movers, who nods back, slightlv surprised

—

"would be that receptors feel parts of molecules, these functional

groups manv molecules have." This is Weak Shape. He refers to it as

"Movers s theorv " (He's read Movers's work.) But he then explains

the problem with Weak Shape, which is that this onlv makes it

harder for the receptor, now clinging onlv to pieces of the mole-

cule, to recognize what it has in its hands. Even Michael Jordan

—

let him use onlv two fingers to hold on to the ball, and he'd have

more trouble controlling it. And if vou believe the receptors are

feeling the odotopes' shapes, well, these small guvs. ... (He clicks

the button and indicates several tinv molecules materializing behind

him on the screen. ) If vou believe that, savs Turin, then small mole-

cules should bind weaklv to large numbers of receptors, and thus,

as with Jordan's weak, uncertain two-finger grip, voud expect
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small odorants to have pretty weak, nondescript smells. "And they

don't. These little guys have extremely strong, distinctive odors." He

points at sulfur hexafluoride, SF6 , a tiny molecule. "I'm one of the

few people who knows what this smells like. It smells of artichoke.

Strong."

A hand shoots up. Turin says, with the briskness of one who re-

grets not being able to stop, "Let me finish this up first."

Next point. "Another extraordinary thing about smell which

everyone knows to be true but nobody talks about much is the fact

that we can distinguish individual chemical groups in molecules.

Everyone knows this is true with sulfurs, SHs. Every molecule with

SH, no matter what else it might have, and no matter what other

smells it has, has a sulfuraceous smell. They smell different." (He

points at the series of sulfur-bearing molecules on the wall.) "This

one is in grapefruit. This one is not used in perfumery, thank God!

This one is methyl mercaptan, extremely unpleasant. They all have

a different odor profile, but you know immediately that they all

have sulfurs in them
."

He now turns toward Moyers and Bhalla and the others, deftly

gathers this data, and hones it to a sharp point: "How does a recep-

tor know there's an SH group?" He looks at them. "How does it dis-

tinguish an SH from an OH with absolute reliability?" (Another jab

at the Weak-Shape theory: "After all, S and O are above each other

on the periodic table, they both stick out of molecules in similar

ways." Come on, taunts the point. Explain this.) "And this business

that a chemical group can be smelled doesn't just apply to SH. It ap-

plies to a large number of groups. The second best known is CN. A

nitrile. Metallic smell. You can actually smell these atoms" You go into

a few molecules, rip out the aldehydes—an aldehyde that smells of

cucumber, an aldehyde of cumin, an aldehyde of lemon—and re-

place them with nitriles. "What do you get? A metallic cucumber, a

metallic cumin, and a metallic lemon. So the nitrile does just what

the sulfur does. I have never heard this explained by any receptor

theory."

He clicks his button. The first page of Dyson's original 1938

paper appears. "Malcolm Dyson, in a paper modestly titled 'The Sci-
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entific Basis of Odor,' published in 1938, proposed spectroscopic

recognition of odors. It being Britain, the idea was received po-

litely, and if you read the gentlemanly discussion after his presenta-

tion, in which he really didn't give much of any evidence for

anything, you have excellent proof that Britain is a fine countrv in

which to live if you're going to propose really crazy ideas. And then

it was entirely forgotten. But it was revived in the 19COS bv the

Canadian R. H. Wright, who took the idea and elaborated on it.

How many of you do infrared spectroscopy?" He glances around at

the one or two raised hands, almost sighs. "Not a lot, no, I didn't

imagine so. OK, let me explain this." He now begins his standard

remedial lecture, "Physics for Biologists." He walks them through

the fact that atoms are bound up into molecules by electron bonds,

that the bonds vibrate, that if vou use an optical spectroscope to

shoot photons at the bonds and make them vibrate vou can read the

unique chord they play and identify the molecule. OK? A hand

shoots up and then quickly back down. He pretends not to notice,

sprints to the end. And that's spectroscopy, he says. He takes a quick

breath.

"The problem with proposing that some huge optical spectro-

scope is how we smell," he says, "is, how do you get one up your

nose?" They laugh at this, as everyone always does. The absurditv

fresh as ever. He smiles along with them and at the instant before

the laugh dies, smooth as silk, slips it in like a stiletto: "There's a way

of doing spectroscopy that actually doesn't use optics." Verv cool.

"It's called inelastic electron tunneling. This is the original paper."

Click. Behind him, a serious-looking paper jumps to the screen. "A

couple of guvs at Ford Motor Companv discovered it bv accident."

Thev stare at it. No one is laughing.

"Electrons," he explains, "are quantum objects that wander

around. They're adventuresome, curious creatures. When they

come to an edge, an abyss in their path, they stick little fingers out

to see if there's something thev can jump to on the other side."

Turin uses c ute assimilable phrases
—

"Electrons stick out fingers"-

acts things out to get the audience to follow, dances, jumps, moves

back and forth. He's an electron, rushing to the edge of a gaping
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chasm, slamming on the breaks: What the hell is this? Looks

around, scowling: How to get across? "Well, say you put something

in that abyss. Say it's, oh, some molecule that has vibrations corn

sponding to the vibrations of the electrons waiting to tunnel. Then

those electrons will be able to tunnel through this molecule to the

other side." They're listening, many frowning, some stressing on

overload with questions, a few obviously lost, but all listening. "It

won't be hugely accurate, because thermal agitation will blur every-

thing; it won't be as precise as a human-made spectroscope, but it

will be able to tell you within three hundred wave numbers what

vibrations that molecule has. And, so, what it is." He pauses and

adds, "It's called tunneling because the electrons tunnel through the

space in the gap." And then he adds casually, though it's not casual at

all, that what is most remarkable about this spectroscope is that it's

easy to build with tiny proteins. Like, say, the smell receptors in

your nose. Eyebrows go up. A few whispers.

He knows he's over his time limit, tries not to let it hurry his

delivery. "Now," says Turin, "I want you to cast your mind back to

color vision." A glance at Postain, explicit denier of any analogy

with color vision. "What if we still didn't know how color vision

worked. We know we can distinguish ten thousand colors. So we

might think there were ten thousand color receptors, one for each

color. And of course we'd be totally wrong. Because there are three

color receptors. Three. And they make ten thousand colors. So my

point is this: if you had an array of smell receptors—let's say, ten

smell receptors—tuned to different parts of the vibrational spec-

trum, you could do with smell what color vision does. You'd be

doing a sort of infrared color vision."

But the hands are rocketing up now, there is murmuring and

shifting around. Siddiqi and Heisenberg are deeply immersed in an-

alyzing some point. The hands are demanding. He puts the end on

hold, points, just to release a bit of pressure.

Moyers gets pointed at, asks the question, and it's bizarre. When

you got right down to it, OK, says Moyers, is Turin's theory really

any different from the Shape theory? With binding, that is, how the

receptor grabs the molecule. What Moyers is saying, put bluntly, is
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that Turin's theory, which proposes an electron machine gun in the

nose, isn't anything new.

Turin stops dead for an instant. Takes a breath. Keeps his temper,

starts slowly. Well, he begins, the receptor grips the molecule by its

shape, which is about as interesting as saying we grip a book by its

cover. (We have to hold the thing somehow.) But we don't read the

information in the book by our hands feeling its shape; our eyes need

to read the words. That's where the info is. The receptor holds the

molecule but reads its vibrations. With tiny electron spectroscopes

inside nasal receptors.

Movers (politely countering): "Well, except for your mecha-

nism"—he means electron tunneling
—

"it's the same."

"There's a huge difference!" Turin says. It is astonishing, stunning

really. Essentially Moyers is saying, Fine, so you've discovered that

the stomach digests food with tiny nuclear reactors hidden inside

digestive cells. So what? You're still eating through your mouth.

Moyers (politely countering): "Well, but it doesn't preclude that

the receptors are reading shapes." Which ignores everything Turin

has just said about Shape's disastrous rules.

Turin (politely disagreeing): "Well, yes, but then unless you just

dispose of chemistry entirely, you go back to all the things I talked

about, which is that you can't explain cyanates, thiols, nitriles, et

cetera." Was Moyers even listening?

Moyers says somewhat impatiently: "Well, OK, let's get back to

it later."

Click. Turin makes a run for it now, a sprint down the final

stretch, throws his slide comparing the color spectrum of vision to

his proposed vibrational spectrum of smell. But Maas, her voice dis-

tasteful with frustration, motions at the screen. "I don't know what

this represents."

Turin: "It's comparing smell wave numbers with color vision."

Maas (confused): "This is actual data on the wave numbers?"

Turin: "No, no, this is completely hvpothetical." He's just saving,

"Hey, the spectrum of vibrations in vision might work like the spec-

trum of vibrations in smell," but judging from other looks, she's not

the onlv one confused.
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Turin (on to the next item): "OK. Well, you may say, What's the

evidencefor this. My next—"

Gallizia immediately asks, in his Italian-German accent, a very

complex, lengthy question that boils down to: But what about

shape? Here we go again. . . . Turin explains that a molecule's shape

is just going to determine how it will be gripped by the receptor; its

vibrations are what contain its smell information. The vibrations. . . .

But this isn't penetrating, people are murmuring to each other,

pointing at the screen. He takes a deep, quick breath: "Can I just—

I

should finish the—go on a bit? Thanks.

"So you say, What's the evidence for this theory." Click: the bo-

ranes and Sulfur at 2 coo. "I used a keyboard to illustrate it." They

stare with curiosity at his keyboard slide, each key representing a

wave number. "I had to ask a guy if I could smell his rocket fuel. He

probably thought it was a new form of drug abuse." Some of them

laugh. "After some searching, I found a stable borane, decaborane.

As predicted," he says calmly, not overplaying it, "it turns out to

smell like Sulfur." And then, calmly, he puts the point before them:

"Borane and Sulfur are not in the same column of the periodic

table. They have no shape and no chemistry in common. None."

He looks around at the audience. No one is moving. "Except they

both have a 2 coo vibration." Still no one moving.

"When I published my paper, a retired chemist called me up and

scared the hell out of me. He said, 'Well, there is a borane, triethyl-

amine borane, that doesn't smell at all of Sulfur.' I asked how did he

know, and he said, 'Oh, I've been smelling them all my life.' " A

beat. "He took early retirement, so there may be a problem there."

More of them laugh. "I went and smelled it. It smells campho-

raceous. I thought, 'Uh-oh . .

.'" A beat. "And then I did the wave-

number calculation. It turns out that alone among the boranes, this

one's vibrations are shifted down to 2380." Which means, of

course, that its non-Sulfur smell is proof for Vibration.

They're all listening. Eyes on him. The eyes move to the slide,

then back to him. Maas clears her throat and asks, logically, if cam-

phor then vibrates at 2380, and he replies that a camphor smell has

no specific vibration, unlike Sulfur, which is an atom, and she says,
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so then the Vibration theory falls apart for camphor, and he says im-

mediately no, and she says immediately, Why not? and he says, smil-

ing, Because camphor (again) is not an atom, it's a smell that arises

from a complex collection of vibrations in the lower register, not a

single, simple, identifiable vibration in the upper register like SH's

sulfur smell (and there's only one way to achieve a 2 coo vibration,

which is SH, but that in the lower register you could get a vibration

through any number of combinations), and she says (heads are

swiveling as at a tennis match), "Oh, so then the theory works for

simple molecules but falls apart for complex ones," and he says

—

very, very patiently—that no, and that he would show her how it

works if, he implies, she would let him. She sits back and folds her

arms and waits. Turin breathes in, breathes out.

"The ultimate test is isotopes." Click. The eyes swivel. "You'd pre-

dict isotopes would smell different. Substitute, say, Deuterium for

Hydrogen, and you've got a major shift in CH's vibration, from 3000

to 2200. To test this I compared acetophenone with acetophenone-

D8." He tells the story, then says, "When I told my friends at Quest

the isotopes smelled different, they said it must be impurities, and

it's true that when you synthesize Deuterium compounds, you use a

different synthesis route than with a normal Hydrogen one. So I

went to Quest and put it through a gas chromatograph smeller." A

beat. "And they smelled different." At this news, Martin Heisenberg

laughs out loud with glee and sits back to gaze at the screen, his face

filled with pure delight. Doty is grinning. Siddiqi and Bhalla are both

actively processing it. Moyers wears no expression at all. Postain is

frowning and taking a note.

Turin gives them facts, slides in anecdotes. "What I'm saying is

that an odor—camphoraceous, black currant, and so on—depends

not on a single wave number but on the exact relative amplitudes of

all the peaks. Just like a color. Like when you see burnt orange,

you're actually seeing some red, some yellow, and some blue."

Maas's hand is resting on her chin, her eyes on him. OK, she's lis-

tening. Movers and Houston are sitting with their arms crossed,

stoic . Shah is opaque. Siddiqi 's hands are crossed as if in prayer.

Doty is still loving it. Heisenberg jots a few words, neatly replaces

the pen cap, leans forward again.
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Houston asks about alkanes, and Turin says that alkanes have

weak odors because they lack charged groups. Charged groups.' So

he begins a disquisition on chemistry until it becomes apparenl

he's losing many of the biologists, to whom chemistry is a foreign

tongue. He aborts this, returns to the ambergris smells he men-

tioned earlier, shows them the tunneling spectra he got from the

twins. "They're programs called MOPAC and CAChe. Karanal—

a

molecule named after Karen Rossiter, its discoverer—demolished

Ohloff 's rule, and Timberol demolished the rule after that." And

—

click! "Here are MOPAC's plotted vibrational intensities of each

one.

Maas (somewhat grimly): "Could you stop for one second?

Somehow I'm lost as to how these calculations are done." She haz-

ards a guess. "Is this—spectroscopy?"

No, says Turin politely, you take this quantum mechanics pro-

gram, MOPAC, and

—

"Oh." Her voice has instantly hardened. "So it's computer model-

ing." There is something very dismissive, deprecatory about the way

she says it.

He hardens too. "I'm calculating vibrations here." They face each

other. "Quantum mechanics," he elaborates. Almost cruelly, he

marches into algorithms and particles, but this is quantum physics

and software, and she is a biologist, and her jaw merely becomes

more and more set. Bhalla asks a question about the infrared spec-

trum, and Turin tries switching over to it, talking physics, which

Bhalla, because his training included engineering, mostly under-

stands but pretty much everyone else does not. People strain to fol-

low, bewildered. So he has aborted the chemistry lesson and, now,

his explanation of the physics. He takes a breath, heads doggedly

back to the central narrative and the four ambergris smells. "You

show these molecules to fragrance chemists," he says, "and they

tend to sit up." Why? Because they all smell of ambergris, are

shaped differently, and ... all have the same vibrations. But parts of

the audience are still frowning over IETS. And he's way, way past his

time limit.

He pauses. The room, tense, holds its breath. "I think I'm going

to stop here." A bit uncertain. It's a strange ending. Outside it's dark
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by now, a humid Indian night. The palm trees are swaying gently be-

yond the pool. The elephants are wandering around in their forest.

He adds, supportively, "Although this all may seem extremely

strange to you, it only requires a minor modification of a receptor

mechanism."

Finished. The lights come on. They applaud. Some frantically,

some bewildered, some pro forma, chopping their hands together

like threshing machines. Richard Doty, who has been thoroughly

enjoying this throughout, is just grinning ear to ear. The instant the

applause stops, the questions start coming in like tracer bullets.

Moyers opens fire on MOPAC's calculations. Gallizia attacks

Turin's flank on spectral curves. From left field, Dotv tosses him a

slow ball, "Would enantiomers smell different?" Turin snags it

deftly from the air, talks about his enantiomer triumph, but Moyers

drums his fingers, jaw firming: "Luca, I think that's overstating it."

It's a warning.

Turin: "You're wrong, Eric." Irresistible force, immovable ob-

ject. Into the face-off, Ito drops a question about how nematode

worms might feel about SH, and Siddiqi bursts out with a surprising

show of emotion: "But this is not about feeling! This is about the

brain! That is the problem I have with this!" By the time Turin really

understands Siddiqi 's objection, it turns out to be simple: Siddiqi

just does not believe that smell is objectively real. Smell is just sub-

jective. Turin is tiring now, his guard slipping, and someone else

piles on behind, agreeing that smells have no objective existence,

so he snaps, "What you're suggesting is untrue! Three-quarters of

audiophysiology and visuophysiology are based on perceptual tests.

The reason that people started looking at rods and cones was color

blindness! An entirely perceptual thing! And thev confirmed the

perceptions with neurophysiological experiments and found that

colors are rea/."

Siddiqi just shakes his leonine head, untouched. They're throw-

ing questions at Turin, threads and things that go off in various di-

rt ;c lions, curl back on things he's said, biological points that are

missing chemistry, which he now starts reacting to by simplv saving,

"You're wrong;" and ^ivin^ the chemistry. When thev repeat ques-
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tions others have asked, he says, "We've gone over this," and then

goes over it again. He stands his ground. "The only thing I'm saying

absolutely for sure is that it is more than just Shape. If it were only

Shape, isotopes would not smell different. That's all there is to it!"

Bhalla (very measured): "I disagree with that. There arc sig-

nificant differences in chemical properties between isotopes. 1 leavy

water is poisonous."

Turin (very quiet, tensed): "Hang on. Heavy water is poisonous

because protons undergo reactions, protonate and deprotonate

things
—

"

From the left flank, Houston moves in pointedly to support

Bhalla: "Yes," she says, "and they bind as well."

Turin, with narrowed eyes: "If you can give a single reason that

acetophenone and its isotope bind differently because of their

Shape, I would be most grateful."

Bhalla: "No, no, I'm not invoking Shape, I'm invoking a chemical

dissociation action."

Turin, frowns: "You mean, the molecule is broken down in the

receptor?" But—(he almost laughs) Bhalla is, out of nowhere, sud-

denly proposing a completely new theory of smell!

Bhalla (blandly): "Yes."

At this, finally, Turin has had it. "Oh!" he says. The word is very

loud. He's not smiling anymore. His face is furious. "Well, in that

case, all of this is wrong!" He sweeps a large, violent arm at the wall

to encompass everything he has presented, Vibration, and Shape,

and everything else, his voice metal-hard and strengthening. At this

point, they're just starting to pull theories out of thin air to combat

him. "If these things are undergoing chemical reactions in the recep-

tors, then all bets are off

—

including Shape. All of this is bullshit"

—

he waves his hand at his own vibration slides

—

u
and everything else

too.

Silence for a moment. Bhalla says nothing; he is perhaps having

second thoughts about launching his own entirely new theory of

smell.

Maas clears her throat. "Are there odorless compounds, and why

are they odoriess?"
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Turin: "Yes, and several reasons. One. Compounds which do not

have partial charges are odorless. Homonuclear diatonic gases like

oxygen, for instance."

She glimpses something and thrusts: "So you're saying vou can

smell serotonin."

Turin frowns, goes into a defensive mental crouch (where is she

going with this?). "Well, serotonin is water soluble," he parries, hes-

itantlv, "and no water-soluble compounds—

"

But she cuts him off, aborts her new tack even before he's under-

stood it with a quick, grudging, "I guess you're right, I guess I'm

wrong on that, but . .
." She sits back, lips pursed, arms crossed de-

fensivelv in anger.

But Turin isn't going to let her get awav with this mvsterious

attack-retreat. "II "hat?" he demands, more at her than to her. Every-

one is watching. No one is breathing. "What! "It's a challenge. It's all

bodv language between them.

She is staring at the slide. "I just don't . .
." she says.

Movers is looking at the screen. "You could applv serotonin in

the aqueous phase," he suggests pensively. Turin's eves widen with

surprise. OK, this is bizarre: Eric Movers is now helping Luca Turin

think up tests to support the Vibration theory? Movers clears his

throat and savs that, well, what we're really smelling according to

the Weak-Shape theory isn't well defined.

Turin savs, "OK . .
." very cautiously.

"I think," Movers savs, "I tend to agree with vou that Shape per se

is not a good predictor."

A beat. Turin starts breathing again, savs heartily, "I agree," and

half the room goes into nervous laughter because, OK, but then it

it's not Shape, what the hell is it?

"I think," savs Movers to Turin, "that it's still incumbent on vou to

show it's Vibration."

"Oh, indeed!" savs Turin. And it's a nice place to end the ques-

tions. Turin is looking at Movers with warv gratitude.

Thev applaud. Over the applause Turin savs, "I'd like to urge

everyone to come up and smell these two guvs." Holding up his

little plastic containers. "The red is Carbon, orange is Silicon." A
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buzz of debate surges to life as people get up, compare notes on

what he said, disagree about it, wander up, or just stand and look at

him. Doty comes up with a huge grin, shakes his hand, says, "You

blew my mind. That was fantastic." He is utterly lit up. Maas takes a

deep breath and goes up to congratulate him. She too is grinning.

"Can I smell the compounds?" she asks, somewhat shyly. "Sure!" says

Turin, and escorts her over to them. He watches as she picks them

up and smells each, her eyes going unfocused the way people's eyes

do when they smell, the molecules entering her system. "Yep," she

says, "they smell different." Turin feels happv. She says, "I hope you

didn't take the criticism too badly. We really gave you a hard time."

Turin, who took it very badlv, lies through his teeth and assures her

that he didn't. Movers has been hovering just outside the group. He

comes in now and smells the Carbon and the Silicon. Well. He

passes them to Bhalla and Houston. Well, thev sav, holding the plas-

tic vials up to their noses and looking at each other for confirma-

tion. Three critics at a wine tasting. Well, they're different, yes, but

they're not very different. "Thev don't have to be very different," says

Turin. "Thev just have to be different."

Movers savs heartily, "So now vou'll have to come up with some

evidence, huh!" and grins.

When he leaves, Turin turns around bewildered and shakes his

head, looking at the two molecules with the same shapes and differ-

ent smells. With gritted teeth he mutters, "What the fuck is this,

skvwriting?"

as usual, the hotel spreads an elaborate Indian dinner before

them beside the pool. Gallizia is having chicken tandoori put on his

plate; Maas is surveving the various steaming, succulent things.

"Vegetarian?" asks someone, and the hotel's waiter points out sev-

eral options.

Turin and Bhalla are sitting together, arguing about spectroscopy

until they start arguing about the validitv of theories in general,

which evolves into a discussion of things people used to believe that

were then proved untrue. "Look at the Steadv-State theorv of the
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universe," says Bhalla. "Everyone thought it was the answer for

vears, until the background microwave radiation brought us the Big

Bang and it got put in the trash can." Turin nods. Thev start dis-

cussing wrong Nobel Prizes. Bhalla, thoughtfully; "Actually I think

most of the screwups in Stockholm have not been for wrong things

but to the wrong people. Jocelyn Bell actually did all the work for

discovering pulsars. She didn't get it. Hewish did." This, he savs

grimly. "And at least he's a good scientist. Some of the others . .

."

Over at Heisenberg's table, a few feet away, Siddiqi is again mak-

ing it clear he doesn't believe in the objective reality of smells. You

may smell Sulfur differently from the way I smell Sulfur, he savs in

his patrician tones. Smell is subjective. A folder is K ing on the table,

a vellow one. Does he, someone asks, see yellow? Siddiqi shakes his

head at this logic. "You cannot compare vision and smell," he says.

"Vision is objective." One of the students hears this comment,

comes over to Turin, recounts it. Turin listens. "If everyone per-

ceived odors differently," replies Turin simply, "we couldn't have

perfume." Full stop. He shrugs, rolls his eves. "If evervone per-

ceived a major third differently, we couldn't have tonal music. If

everyone perceived red differently, we couldn't have painting, fash-

ion, interior decoration . .

."

Turin and Bhalla return to arguing about spectroscopy.

the next day, evervone gets in vans to see a local Indian tourist

attraction, a waterfall, and as the van ascends increasingly steep and

curving roads, Eric Movers opens diplomatic channels. "You should

come and present to us," says Movers with a concertedly jovial,

open, American approach. He's talking about the prestigious U.S.

Association of Chemoreceptor Sciences meeting, where the senior

scientists in smell gather. "Submit an abstract, and we'll take it from

there." Turin, in his window seat, controls his reaction and replies

that his theory is not some smallish incremental step, that you can't

really fit it on a poster. "Oh," savs Movers genially, "I'm sure you can

put down the basic point. Submit an abstract to reserve a place, and

then we'll talk to you."
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Turin manages to be pleasant during the exchange, and after-

ward, when they are walking down a narrow path of ancient stone

steps crowded with women in neon saris and men in sandals and

lots of children, the sound of rushing water becoming louder

through the jungle, he is happily livid. "So they want me to come

with my tail between my legs, ears flattened, so the big ridgebacks

can smell my butthole and see me in the submission position." The

more livid and outraged he gets, the more animated and vocal he

becomes. "I haven't paid my dues. Eric Moyers organized a Gordon

conference"—another of the prestigious scientific conferences

—

"on smell this past summer in the U.S. He didn't ask me to come.

Now he wants me to come and clean the toilets in Sarasota. I've got

better things to do. Eric 'suggests' that I should submit an abstract—
a little tiny abstract." He holds up the tips of his index fingers

squared against the tips of his thumbs to make a tiny little square.

Squints through it sardonically. "Anyone can submit an abstract

—

the hotel waiter can submit an abstract, because abstracts are not

refereed. And then he suggests that I go and stand next to it"—Turin

strikes a dramatic pose a la Oscar Wilde, suggesting a Babylonian

slave girl
—

"like some prostitute hawking my wares while the

ridgebacks come and sniff me at their convenience." The sound of

water is loud now. "These people have these pathetic lives where

they go from one meeting, one conference, to another, trading

postdocs and trading gossip and figuring out what the next micro-

scopic little step is going to be. I'm not planning on pitching my

tent and hawking my wares to them. The worst thing now for Eric

Moyers is for smell to be solved, because then what does the guy

do? He's bet his whole life on the wrong theory, and he's in so deep

he doesn't even realize the implications. They say, 'Oh, come to the

AchemS meeting and present to us because some aspects of your

theory may be unfamiliar.' They can't read a twenty-page published

paper that's sitting on the Internet staring them in the face? Frankly,

they can take their AchemS conference and shove it up their asses.

Why should I go? Why the fuck should I go?"

What more could he have done to convince them? He is standing

now on a precipice overlooking a waterfall that towers above him,
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hundreds of gallons per second plunging off a cliff into the void.

Below in the ravine, where the water crashes into a pool, the Indians

are swinimina in their saris and their clothing, shouting happilv. He

watches this and thinks about the acetophenone and its deuterated

version, but at the memory he looks disgusted. "You're talking

to people who can t smell the difference between diacetvl and

2, 3-pentane dione. Please. No use presenting them those. These

people couldn't tell the difference if their lives depended on it."

that afternoon, while Postain. Maas. and Shah hang out by

the pool and Siddiqi and Heisenberg chat, and Turin talks phvsics

with the Indian students, and Movers and Houston walk the ele-

phant paths, Gaetri Bannerjee. a voung Yale biologist from Delhi,

an ancient automobile and its owner to visit a nearby power

more or less just because it s there, because it "s a destinatioi

nerjee is sitting in the well-worn back seat. What, she asks fn

hack, did Strout think of Turin s theorv? The windows are open,

letting in light and wind and dost.

"He was so defensive, it was a little hard to sav," savs Strout. "A

lar^e part of the problem is trust: we have to trust that what he's

giving us—his characterization oi the smells, what he claims about

the shapes of these molecules—is true." Strout works on smell,

hut, first, he is a biologist, not a chemist, and second, he doesn't

smell things.

"That's the problem with being mterdisciplmar\7 Bannerjee

concedes. "No one understands what vou re doing. In this case,* she

savs forthrightlv. "the phvsics are the problem for us biologists.*

Strout: "He shows us a mock-up of a molecule. But we don t

know if it s accurate

7

Bannerjee: "Yes, if he s not just citing what's convenient and for-

getting the rest.
1"

Thev exchange a significant look.

Strout: "And at the end, he started admitting his theorv wasn't

everything. Well, at least admitting that Shape is part of it." t Actu-
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allv, Turin said that Shape is virtually no part at all, but they arc fix-

ated and have misinterpreted his words.)

Young scientists, they talk about the big guns in the field: Fire-

stein, Reed, Axel, Buck, Shepherd. As a postdoc, Strout has read

their names on a hundred papers in a hundred grad school courses,

but, he says with a little bit of awe, "I'd never met Moyers before.

It's pretty funny to actually meet him, like, as the person." But the awe

turns to something else. "It's good because if you come and talk to

them in respectful tones, they don't resent you as much." Rolls his

eyes. Strout and Bannerjee have a strictly bifurcated view of the

smell community: people are either Old Guard or New Wave. They

themselves, molecular biologists, are New Wave. "I've never met

Gordon [Shepherd]," says Strout, his tone indicating he doesn't

really want to.
j

Bannerjee, placatinglv: "Gordon's a good guv. The problem with

the elder statesmen is that they feel unappreciated and resentful."

Strout nods. "Moyers's put in years of good old-fashioned bench-

work on this, but now were here, molecular gene jockeys crashing

the gate."

Bannerjee: "Well, we should crash the gate." She says this vehe-

mently. "The field was stagnant. Gordon Shepherd has been in smell

forever, and the questions he's asking and his methodology in asking

them are legit, but he's been asking them for years. Time for some

new blood."

She pauses a moment. The elderly car rattles along the dirt road.

The driver scowls at a goat. Of course, she murmurs, everyone

hates change, even scientists, who are supposed to seek it out and

embrace it.

Look at Moyers. Richard Axel is one of the biggest molecular

barbarians around, and Strout savs with vicarious resentment,

"When Richard came along with all Richard's progeny"—he means

Axel's molecular biology postdocs
—

"and found the actual neural

wiring for smell, Moyers's response was, 'Oh, they've found the

axons that extend from the olfactory bulb to the neurons? That's

not new, we predicted that.' " Headline: Eric Moyers says, "Nothing

new.
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rhe) talk about Axel, who is one of these molecular new barbar-

ians. Strout (grinning): "Of course Richard's personality hasn't

helped." Axel is notorious for abrasiveness and arrogance.

Bannerjee (crisply): "True. He has no use for the Old Guard, and

since he has no worries about his grants he tells them, in no uncer-

tain terms, that they're fools and assholes, and for some reason they

don't seem to appreciate this." She looks out the window at the

palm trees going by and savs simply, "But what does someone like

Richard Axel care?"

Is Firestein Old Guard? Strout asks her idly.

"No," she says, gazing at a small child beside the road looking

back at her with black eyes, "he's one of the ones making the transi-

tion."

the conference is over. In the meantime, during a quiet mo-

ment between talks, Doty has asked Turin to contribute the chapter

on structure-odor relations in his next edition of the Handbook of

Olfaction. This is on Duty's part a daring and generous move, and

Turin is thrilled. The next morning, everyone leaves Coorg in a

small flotilla of oddly shaped buses and vans and cars, neurologists

and molecular biologists and their TIFR handlers and the Indian

Ph.D. students packed into assorted vehicles for the dusty retreat to

Bangalore, a scientific Grapes of Wrath.

i'ukix's plane lands in Bombay. The next morning, he gets up

early and leaves on his pilgrimage to Mohamedali Road, famous for

perfume, firecracker shops, and muglai food snack joints. He is

looking for the rare and expensive perfume ingredient oudh.

Perfume shops are everywhere. Peer into their dim interiors,

and most look like old, dustv apothecaries, lined with large metal

containers and huge glass jars of things. There is Arabic writing

—

virtually the entire immense perfumery business in Bombay is Mus-

lim—and English, and Hindi and Gujarati script in some places. He

w alks slowly, selecting the right store. He enters one and asks, "Do
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you have oudhl" Yes, yes, they do, and they get it and he smells it,

very excited, and he frowns and there's some discussion and it turns

out that no, this is a synthetic. "You don't have the real thing." No,

sir, don't have real thing, very sorry. He leaves politely.

Beggar kids are collecting like a cloud of flies, buzzing in odd or-

bits around him as he walks, demanding money and dancing dar-

inglv close. He sort of ponders their existence, mostly ignores them

and examines the stores.

He tries another place. This time they just say: No. No have oudh.

On the street he purses his lips. Sighs gently. "Damn. This stuff is

going to be hard to find."

He tries another place, they say, Have, have! Synthetic have!

He walks along the dusty road, cars and trucks grinding along

noisilv, people streaming. Stops before Abdul Aklur, 107 C. Mo-

hamedali Road, 400 003, then goes in.

A few old men and a bov, a teenager. All Muslim—the hats, the

clothes differentiate them from the Hindus. The beggar kids make a

pro forma effort to follow him in, retreat immediately to the street

at a glare from one of the men. The boy approaches like a cat,

silentlv, not hostile, not helpful. Turin, perusing the bottles behind

the counters with great interest, appears not to notice the boy's

opaqueness. He points at amber 320. "Could I smell that?" The boy

gets down amber 320, dips in the strip, hands it to Turin silentlv.

Turin blinks at it. The smell strip has "Robertet" printed on it. Turin

laughs out loud. "Here in the middle of India, smelling things with

Robertet"—he gives it the French pronunciation
—

"smelling strips.

Robertet is one of the two or three truly great Grasse firms still

producing naturals." He smells the amber 320, asks for another

amber to compare, which the bov wordlessly delivers. "Hmm.

Hmm."

He narrows his eyes, visually strafes bottles on top of bottles,

stops on a rose. The bov moves toward it, hands over the smell

strip. "Very peculiar. Very peculiar." The bov gives him a few more.

"Now here's an interesting one. This is why Susan Maas, who works

on smell, is so ignorant. 'You mean you can smell seratonin?' " He

mimics her. "Little does she know, silly cow, that if vou remove the
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amino group from serotonin you get indole, one of the strongest

odors around. We smell indoles all day, especially when we crap.

Fecal matter is rilled with indoles."

He starts questioning the bov about the ingredients. Gets the bov

to talk, a bit. Kannauj, it turns out, is where everything is made. He

sniffs the amber 320 again. "When it settles down, it's actually a

very nice, earthy amber." But he is restless. His eyes scan the rows of

glass bottles. He says, more to himself, "But you don't have oudh."

The voung Muslim watches him and then savs, emotionless, "Have

oudh."

Turin's eyebrows shoot up. "Natural?"

"Yes. Natural."

Turin's evebrows go up farther. "You have natural oudhV"

The bov just looks at him, impassive. Then he says: "You want

smell."

"Yes, I want to smell it." Turin waits, holding his breath. The bov

starts moving, catlike. He gets down a large glass bottle with a par-

ticularly ornate, garishly painted flower exterior, topped with a

round glass plug. He dips in the smell strip, holds it out. Turin ac-

cepts it with reverence and skepticism. Holds it to his nose like a lit

and trembling match flame licking at the tip of a finger. He breathes

in. His eves are open, but he is seeing nothing. He breathes out. He

breathes in.

The oudh is unbelievable. Incredibly strong, first of all. It knocks

you over, clubs vou like a falling stone. But its vast dimension is

what astonishes: a huge smell, spatially immense, and incredibly

complex, a buttery laver as deep as a quarry, entirely animalic in im-

pact, and vet the oudh itself is not actually an animalic, spicv with-

out being a spice. The fungus—the tinv organic bugs that have

eaten, digested, and defecated this sensual wood—have left behind

their fragrance, and oudh is the smell of this rotten, priceless wood

and billions of tinv dead animals. How much? The bov points first at

the amber, the best-qualitv amber, gives the price for one dohla, or

eleven grams, in rupees. Turin does the calculation rapidly in U.S.

dollars. About S3 3. So for eleven grams of the amber. "Huh!" savs

Turin, "The Ruhkhus A/Y, this absolutely incredible cucumber.
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only costs about, ah"—he calculates
—

"five dollars and thirt\ cents

for eleven grams." He turns to the boy. "And the oudh}"

"OuJ/i," savs the boy, "one dohla," and gives the price in rupees.

Turin does a lightning calculation, looks at the boy, smiles. One

dohla, eleven grams, of oudh is S3 09.

Turin leaves both thoughtful and elated. He takes a turn down a

side street, walks maybe fortv vards, the child swarm following,

pushing and veiling a bit, and on his left he sees a store that has, over

it, a sign reading aqua aroma. It is almost literallv a hole in the

wall, a room that is more a very large five-sided box. Red and tan

coir carpets. Just enough room for a guest or two to sit on the six-

by-six-foot floor amid bottles atop bottles. From his seat in the big

box, Quravsh Aziz Attarwalla is watching him, expressionless. (At-

tarwalla means "perfume seller" and functions as both family name

and occupational designation, like Smith.) Turin looks up at him.

"Hello," savs Turin, stopping. The attarwalla nods his head, once. His

hand indicates the coir carpet. Turin takes off his shoes, climbs up

on the carpeting, and sits cross-legged.

"Are you interested in perfumes?" asks the attarwalla.

"Yes," says Turin.

An assistant is dispatched scurrying for tea, and the attarwalla

begins with a sandalwood from Mysore, a natural. "Very nice,"

says Turin, "it's good stuff." One dohla for three hundred rupees,

about six dollars. Thev talk. Turin mentions perfume ingredients,

flowers, gives the provenance of a classic perfume. The attarwalla

takes it in impassively but shifts into a different—collegial, now

—

demeanor. He proposes a geranium. It is one hundred rupees for

one dohla, two dollars. Turin inhales it, and his face automatically

turns upward. The movement means nothing but that he is process-

ing the smell. "Minty, aromatic." He is gazing up, not seeing the

light blue Indian sky, his focus interior. He smells again. "Oh! Of

course. The stalk is prominent, that's the greenhouse—flower shop

note." Looks down, savs crisply: "People don't realize that geranium

is heavily mint."

The Muslim attarwalla considers this. "Call me Quravsh," he says.

He evaluates Turin. Then he has his assistant bring out some ingre-
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dients. He makes these smells himself, he savs. He takes his own raw

materials, macerates them, processes the smells, puts them in the

bottles. He is the manufacturer for and proprietor of this tinv little

store. He savs this matter-of-factlv. Offers his chameli—tinv white

Indian flowers—and then a jasmine. Turin notes, quite frankly, that

the jasmine starts wonderfully and then descends into pure alde-

hyde soap. He doesn't try to be polite about it, he simply states it,

but Quravsh acknowledges it with perfect equanimity. It's true. It

does. Some are better than others.

He says, "I also create my own perfumes."

"Oh, really," says Turin with interest.

He hands Turin a business card:

Quravsh Aziz Attarwalla

Aqua Aroma

47 Bhajipala Street, Near Crawford Market, Mumbai 400 003, India

Tel (91-22-3443432)

mail@AquaAroma.com

"I would like to present vou my own perfume creation," he says.

"Great," savs Turin.

Quravsh motions to the assistant, who quickly reaches up the

wall of boxes and hands down something. The smelling strip. "I call

it Rebecca."

Turin smells Rebecca. "Nice. Like Tresor. A peony-and-jasmine

effect." He smells. "Opopanax?"

Quravsh: "No. Mostly C n ,
C ]0

aldehydes."

Turin: "Ah, that's it, Chanel No. 5!"

Quaravsh (laughs): "OK, yes."

Turin realizes something. He's alerted: there's an experiment to

do here. But how to do this. ... He tries not to startle his quarry,

works toward it elliptically. "So," he enters casually, "what do you

think of C 10
?"

Qura) sh likes it. "Smooth, fruity."

Turin: "And C n
?"

Quravsh savs, "Coconut oil." Harsher.

Turin: "0,2?"
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Quraysh says, Yes, fruitier again.

Turin is grinning, swinging in on it now. "Really? So you think C 10

is like C 12
?"

And then it comes: "Yes," says the attarwalla. "The even numbers

are softer and fruitier. The odd numbers are harsh."

Turin looks at him, grinning like the Mad Hatter. It is the obser-

vation his Vibration theory predicts.

The beggar kids hover outside in the invisible no-fly zone that

surrounds all commercial establishments. When they start to

clamor, the assistant snaps at them and they hush. Quraysh shows

Turin a synthetic rose, then khus, a sort of supergreen made,

Quraysh tells him, of vetiver.

Turin goes through sandalwoods as Indian scooters honk pierc-

ingly, each shattering blast on the upper edge of the human auditory

spectrum, ringing bells, kicking up dust from the baked asphalt. He

asks if Quraysh has created a truly expensive perfume. Quraysh

brings out one he calls Novalia. "Somewhat close to Rebecca" says

Turin, thinking about it. "A little more heart." Quraysh: "Yes. Like

Charlie, don't you think?" Turin thinks about it. "It's fruitier than

Charlie. That's a more classic chypre. This has a powdery, fruity

note. Sugary, with a spice. I find this more modern." He inhales.

"Really nice. Really nice. What's it like in drydown?"

The Indian is pleased as punch. He laughs, but there is a reti-

cence. He says, "Don't just say that to be polite. It's encouraging to

me, and I feel
—

"

Turin: "No, no! Not at all! Believe me!"

Quraysh (wistfully): "—because you in the West have a more sci-

entific way of doing this." (Turin makes a face that conveys utter

contempt for the West.) "Here we create perfumes only hit or

miss."

Turin (snorts): "How the hell do you think they do it in the

West?"

Quraysh: "What perfumes do you like?" Turin recommends

Tocade. "It's for women?" asks Quraysh. "Yes," says Turin. "I wear it

occasionally." The attarwalla hands him another of his own composi-

tions. He enunciates the name: Musk Tea. Turin puts it on his hand.

The Indian raises an eyebrow. "You're smelling it on your hand?
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That's not the right way, is it?" "I do it this way often," says Turin,

"because it makes it move faster." "Hm!" savs Quravsh, delighted.

Turin smells the elixir on his hand. A dark, intoxicating mix of the

mild South Asian narcotic pan, sopari (the flavoring that comes from

the drug betel nut), tobacco, muskv and animalic. "An absolutely

classic base, the animalic," says Turin, "very 1900s Paris. Thev were

all like this. I think the person who figures out how to make this

smell modern is worth millions."

A band of beggars and women with babies have joined the chil-

dren just below the box and are floating daringly just inside the no-

flv zone. The assistant gives them a dark look. Back. Thev demur,

warily. Thev are patient and, every time Turin glances toward them,

encouraging. We're here. A few coins afterward?

Thev talk about Brut. "Now, the old Brut," savs Turin, "the first

one, that had a lot of nitro musks in it. It gave that tremendous

sweetness."

Quravsh: "So what do thev use now?"

Turin scrunches up his face, thinking. "If thev have the money,

thev have macrocvclics."

Quravsh: "Ah! Yes. We get some very good musk xylol here."

Turin: "Really ! Thev have afantastic effect in composition. These

are the musks that came from TNT. The explosive, trinitro toluene.

These things just have a couple more methvls and an aldehyde

group."

Quravsh hands him another home brew. Turin's eves narrow.

Almost warily: "Dihvdromvrcenol?"

Quravsh's head goes back:
u
Yes!

n

Turin laughs as well, "/'m impressed I got that one." He explains,

"It's the nutmeg effect." He lauds the lack of vanilla. "Vanilla has

been used so much; every time people run out of ideas thev put in

vanillin. It's become completely banal, and unless you get the very

top, the Guerlains, Shalimar, arguably the great Big Vanilla . . . Oth-

erwise, well, it's the usual suspects, ethvl vanillin, maltol . .
." He

rolls his eves. He savs, "Someone once criticized Jacques Guerlain to

Ernest Beaux for usina vanilla. Beaux retorted, 'When I use vanilla,

I get creme caramel. When Jacques uses vanilla, he gets Shalimar."

This reminds him. "Guerlain," he recounts, "used to buv his
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vanillin from de l'Aire, whose first vanillins were all yellow with

rubbish, infected with all sorts of things, smelt of guaiacol and

everything. Then de l'Aire improved the extraction method, and

suddenlv he was producing a very nice, pure vanillin. And Guerlain

didn't want it. He actuallv paid more money for the dirty vanillin in-

fected with crap. It was more interesting, and de l'Aire thus carried

on making dirtv vanillin for years."

Quravsh: "We do that. We actuallv get the best labdanum we can

and then distort it."

Suddenlv, Turin changes the subject eagerlv. If he might? Oudh. If

the attarwalla has some? Natural? (This is his standard procedure.

Try the smell, try it again, get a fix on it, imprint it in memorv, fig-

ure it out.)

Ah, savs Quravsh, oudh . . . He motions brisklv with a hand, and

the assistant scurries out for some oudh. He says that the name oudh

comes from the Arabic word udder, which means "wood."

Hmm, savs Turin. It's a sweet, honev amber, savs Quravsh, not

animalic. Turin frowns. "Right next door to vou, we got this stuff

here." He takes out the oudh smelling strip from Abdul Aklur, glares

bemusedlv at it. "Hugely animalic. Like castoreum!" The assistant

pops back with an almost microscopic bottle in his palm. "This is

immensely expensive," savs Quravsh, needlesslv, ^iven the size of

the bottle. He has to fold the smell strip in half lengthwise to force

it through the tinv opening. "A woodv," savs Quravsh, extracting a

few of the precious molecules on the strip of paper. He hands it

over.

Turin leans into the scent. In lotus position, he holds himself

over it. Then: "You don't call this animalic?" At Abdul Aklur, Turin

reveled in the smell. Here he is analvzing it. This one is slightlv dif-

ferent.

Quravsh: "I call it woody."

Turin (grudging): "Weeeellll. ... OK, woody a bit, but animalic."

Quravsh: "In the Middle East, thev sav civet."

Turin: "It has a slight civet note, but reallv more castoreum."

Quravsh: "Castoreum, yes, but castoreum aivin^ it a woodv ef-

fect."

They jab and feint. Quravsh says cedar, and Turin finallv does get
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that. "Ye-es. v-:s. now I see the wood ancle." He is rolling the scent

around, twitching the strip through the air with thumb and forefin-

ger, sending shots through his neural wiring everv which wav he

can. "When you said cedarwood. that did it. Fascinating! Of course,

with the prices we re talking about, mavbe three perfume houses

are going to buv this stuff. And Chanel mav want to have a tinv bit

just for reference. But it's like natural iris butter. No hrm can afford

it because no customers can afford to buv perfumes made with it."

Quravsh: "Ten thousand dollars per kilo?" In the West, he means.

Turin: "Oh, more than that." Turin is familiar with the Agonv of

oudh among perfumers in the West. "Bv the time it gets to them

w e're talking fortv thousand. There's a hrm called Laboratoire Mo-

nique Remv—thev do absolutelv the best. Thev have a stupendous

narcissus. And one ... I forget the name, a tinv flower that onlv

grows, wild, in central France, thev pick it bv hand, I smelled it

once." He has to stop talking at the devastating memorv of the

scent. Then he snaps back: "Then the accountants start demanding

substitutions, and the qualitv goes down, down, down, down."

Quravsh has a svnthetic oudh at eleven grams for eight hundred

rupees, or seventeen dollars, so it's one-eighteenth the price of

Abdul Aklur's, but it's also one-eighteenth the smell. No compari-

son. Quravsh savs he can't figure out w hat thev re putting in this

thing. He studied three vears ot chemistrv in Bombav. "hut it's not

enough tor this." he savs. regretful.

"A lot of perfumers know no chemistrv at all." savs Turin, sup-

portivelv.

"I make mv perfumes bv trial and error." admits Quravsh some-

v. hat

"That's how thev all do it," Turin veils. The Indian looks at him

sharph. wonderinglv. Turin raises both evebrows. grins, nods.

"Those guvs in their big gleaming expensive labs in Switzerland and

France, thev gas-chromatograph evei-vthing. and then in the end

thev just trv sticking evervthing with eveiything else and smell it

all. .And that's it." Quravsh thinks about it. He feels better. He turns

around with interest, selects, hands Turin another bottle. Turin in-

hales. "You reallv have the nitro as vour base note in that one."

"Yes, I love it. I put in a tree moss," the aaarwalla savs. slightlv
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doubtful, "because here, you see, you have a real spicy turmeric

smell. And that will clean it. But . .
." He asks for Turin's advice on

how to improve it.

Ah. Turin settles into this seriously. His whole body both relaxes

and stiffens, preparing. His eyes go not exactly soft-focus but rather

hard-focus on the smell, which looks similar. The bottle levitates

under his nose. He frowns. "There's a beta-damascone, a single

molecule with a clean floral-woody wittiness that would help you

achieve the woodiness with a seventy-five percent oak moss. It's a

great note to balance, a wry presence, a dried-fruit note—very

clean—at high concentration." The Indian is sitting absolutely

stock-still. Not w riting it, absorbing it. The bottle still hovers, vi-

sion lasering nothing. "I would start with a woody moss base, and

then I would add emoxyfurone until you get just that spicy effect

that you don't have with the moss. And then I'd sweeten it with mal-

tol." Turin lowers the bottle. Eyes snap back. Some mechanics now:

"Maceration is at room temperature. You put your whatever it is in

pure ethanol, forget it for six months, come back, filter it, and

that's it. You get whatever dissolves in alcohol. Problem is, the qual-

ity's not constant."

Quravsh: "What do vou use to dilute?"

Turin: "Oh, well, normally / use dipropylene glycol."

The perfumer pauses slightly. Up on Mohamedali Road, an im-

mense truck lumbers anciently past, demurely covering itself with a

veil of thick black diesel smoke. The beggar children have lowered

their hands. They're just watching now. The attarwalla frowns,

pleasantly. "What do you do, incidentally? Professional 1 v."

"I'm a scientist," says Turin. "At University College London. I re-

search smell."

when turin arrived home in London, he debriefed Dearborn

and Stewart in the United States on the reception his theory got in

India before the bigwigs, then sat back to see if anything would now

happen. Contacts from scientists, interest in his theory. Nothing

happened.
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ust after india, Turin drove down to Paris to the

launch of the perfumes he and John Stephen had created for Fra-

gonard. The event was to unfold on the seriously chic main level of

Fragonard's Paris office, 39 boulevard des Capucines, a spectacular

1930s theater around the corner from Chanel's barracks on rue

Cambon. Fragonard was calling the fragrances the Absolus. Turin

circled the block a few times, found a place to park the blue Ci-

troen, and showed up to find things in full swing. He greeted Agnes

Costa warmly and shook hands with her mother, a handsome

Frenchwoman wearing a mink raincoat and diamonds. Everything

bubbled like molten metal. The lighting was Martian, and it intimi-

dated.

There were a few different languages moving around the air,

French and English and something Russian-like and Italian, and

Turin cocked his head at them. "The French like luxury," he said,

looking thoughtful and sipping something, "but what the French call

luxury is actually call-girl chic. Put it this way. After finishing sec-

ondary school in Milan at sixteen, I went back to Paris to go to uni-

versity, Paris XII, Pierre et Marie Curie. I rented a room from

Madame Clouzot, the sister of the film director Henri-Georges
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Clouzot, right near the Champs Elysees. She explained that there

were only really two great French perfume makers. Guerlain and

Caron. Guerlain, she said, was for cocottes—kept women. Caron

was for the duchesse. But in fact it is i 8 80s cocotte style that today

passes for chic in France. What the French consider 'chic' is actually

a sort of kept-woman vulgarity." He looked very grim, then per-

mitted himself to pronounce "Hermes" and then "Vuitton." "Caron,

on the other hand," he said, brightening, "is absolutely proper,

proper chic." And what is that? He laughed, thought about it, said

"urn" and "oh God." "Chic is, first, when you don't have to prove you

have money, either because you have a lot and it doesn't matter

or because you don't have any and it doesn't matter. Chic is not as-

pirational." He sighed, despondent. "Chic is the most impossible

thing to define. Luxury is a humorless thing, largely, and when

humor happens in luxury it happens involuntarily. Chic is all about

humor. Which means chic is about intelligence. And there has to

be oddness—most luxury is conformist, and chic cannot be. Chic

must be polite and not incommode others, but within that it can be

as weird as it wants.

"The Italian perfume aesthetic is, of course, completely differ-

ent. What I call cashmere indigestion. They like floral Orientals,

spice, and flowers together, that sort of warm, uniform, suntanned

beauty with no chic whatsoever. Middle-class taste writ large.

There's a couple of really great Italian fragrances, mind you. Heli-

etta by Princess Helietta Caracciolo. I actually tracked her down at

her shop in Rome recently to ask her if she still had any of the fra-

grance. She's a sweetheart. Orange-peel chypre with a woody

angle. And Teorema by Fendi. But in general, Italian perfumery—

I

essentially look down on it. It's boring. Nothing is more nauseating

than good taste in high doses.

"The British have floral dresses, which are pale, and leathered li-

braries, which are better. They've done some great masculines,

since Englishmen really do care. The dandy was an English creation.

Monogrammed-slippers-and-monocles like No. 89 by Floris or

Lords by Penhaligons. America is generally big and beautiful, the

perfume interpretation of the Hoover Dam. Americans are hy-
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gienic and athletic. Cabochard—not the piss sold under the name

today, the real stuff that you can't get anymore—you have to be into

soiled underwear for that. It is afucking wonderful fragrance. Not

for Americans. But having said this, Americans have done some

really great fragrances. Estee Lauder's Youth Dew, Aliage, White Linen.

Among the truly greats. Tommy Girl, which is quintessential!)- Ameri-

can and one of the greatest twenty perfumes of all time. It was done

by Calice Becker. She's French. Actually, she's one hundred percent

Russian.

"Obviously, perfume culture itself is to a great degree gay cul-

ture, though some people think vou're not supposed to say it. Gay

guys were bored with all these stupid hairy-chested male fragrances

and went out and bought Alpona, by Caron, which is wonderful. Ac-

tually, there aren't many gay perfumers. It's weird. Jean Guerlain

said, 'I composed Chamade for my then girlfriend,' and I thought,

'Right.' Turned out it was true. I mean, it's not weird in that the

Grasse milieu is still completely homophobic—I know one young

guy who was not taken in perfume school simply because he was

gay. Mind you, he was also a raging pain in the ass, but so what? The

thing is, all their customers are gay, and you'd think it would be to

their advantage to have a few around 'in house.' But instead they get

Englishmen. Fashion is gay. We're living under a gay dictatorship;

I'm sick of it. Look at that vile Gaultier's Le Male, what do I care

about that stuff? Put it this way: I love Old Spice—you go back to

the time of freshly shaven Daddy. What's wrong with that?"

At Fragonard candles incinerated fragrant molecules into the

dark electrical air. Powerful speakers at one-hundredth their ca-

pacity were pumping a beat into the floor. The new four Absolus

lined the swank walls in oils and soaps and sprays, w hich the Fra-

gonard employees—young women like caryatids, slender as in-

sects, sheathed in black—were handing out to guests in immense

shopping bags. The guests peered inside, turning the bags this way

and that.

Turin went back to the French. "If you consider Shalimar by

Guerlain, lovely, with a marvelous little black sillage, the trail of

perfume you leave behind you, Shalimar is nice the way the Paris
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Opera is nice, lots of plush velvet and gold. This is not to say, by the

way, that Guerlain hasn't done some chic perfumes. Mitsouko is infi-

nitely chic. But look at Tabac Blond by Caron. There's something

dykey and angular and dark and totally unpresentable about that.

It's a phenolic fragrance. If you bring the girl home and she's wear-

ing that, your mom's going to be alarmed. Unless your mom's chic,

in which case she'll say, 'I really like that girl who wears Tabac

Blond.' Tabac Blond is a woman smoking cigars and driving—not

being driven

—

way too fast."

the upshot of the reaction in India, or the lack of it, had con-

vinced Turin that he needed a definitive punch people just couldn't

sidestep. He had thought one up. This was a new version of the ulti-

mate test—the isotope experiment—except that (here was the

brain wave) instead of pale acetophenones or light-scented sila

compounds, he'd use a super-powerful, revolting smell: boranes.

Now that was a smell. He'd thought about it and decided to use his

decaborane, the first borane he'd smelled in his lab with Tibor

Krenacs
—

"It smells like boiled onion, Luca!," which meant it

smelled like Sulfur. He'd make an isotope version of that—wrench

out all the Hydrogen atoms and screw in Deuteriums instead. That

would massively shift the molecule's vibrations, which would, or

should, give you a massive difference in smell, not like the puny del-

icate orangy scent of the acetophenone that you had to strain to

pick up.

If he was right, the isotope version of this stinking, Sulfur-

smelling beast shouldn't smell of Sulfur at all: that was his predic-

tion. It was a New and Improved Isotope Test, the definitive, killer

isotope test. One he could really push in people's faces so they

couldn't stand there and say, Well, they're different, yes, but they're

not very different."

As always, of course, if the test went against him, it would de-

stroy evervthing.

Once again, he started trying to find his beasts. Locating a lab

that would make an isotope of the nasty decaborane was not, he
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knew, an easy task. He called Aldrich. Aldrich told him that yes,

they could make it, but it would only cost him a small fortune. So

that was out. He went to his computer and typed the word decabo-

rane into the Northern Light search engine, hit "Enter," and up

popped a few labs, some people who'd published. He sent the ques-

tion out as if fly-fishing. Got nothing. He heard there was "a lot of

this stuff" coming out of Russia, and tracked down two labs who'd

published recently on boranes and phoned both of them. One said

they'd call back and never did. The other one, in Moscow, said, Da,

da, most interested, please send information.

It was run by Dr. Elias Burshetsky, a professor of chemistry at the

Moscow Scientific Institute. Burshetsky indicated that fully deuter-

ated decaboranes had never been made, ever, but he would make

them—decaborane-D 14 , five grams of the stuff. The only five grams

that had ever existed in the world. That would be $2,000, please.

Delivery by Christmas. Turin actually felt a little sad. "Here's this

poor starving scientist hiring himself out for cash. Ah, Russia." But

he was happy to have found Burshetsky.

Turin was soon nervous as a cat. He called Moscow regularly to

see if the decaborane was ready and heard no, no, no have, not

ready. (Would the stuff smell different, as he'd predicted? And if

disaster struck and it smelled the same, was there any possible way

he could get out of this? No, there wasn't.) Next call: No, not made

yet, no, wasn't ready. (Why was he putting himself through this

again?) And suddenly the voice from Russia replied that yes, the

deuterated decaborane is ready. Turin's colleague Tonia Dunina-

Barkovskaya was making the call for him in Russian from his UCL
office, and he asked her to beg Burshetsky to smell the decaborane

isotopes. She turned back to the receiver: Please, Elias Alexan-

drovich, what does it smell like? From Moscow, a startled Burshet-

sky barked down the telephone line, What? Smell like?

Burshetsky replied forcefully that he believed decaborane to be

as toxic as World War I nerve gas. He said, It smells like the normal

decaborane! (It was the same shape, after all.) Why should I smell

nerve gas! to which Turin, not entirely sotto voce, joked darkly,

"Tell him to have his student smell it then," vs hich horrified Dunina-
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Barkovskaya. Finally Burshctsky said heavily, OK, call me back at

seven minutes to three. Already in a semidelirious state of tension,

Turin found this truly weird. Seven minutes to three. Good God. They

sat there in silence, Dunina- Barkovskaya placid, Turin's pulse fast

and erratic. Exactly fourteen minutes went by. At seven minutes to

three she looked at the clock, picked up the receiver, slowly dialed

the number, and waited as the signals wheezed through the Russian

circuits. Turin sat there, the veins taut in his neck. She said into the

receiver, "Da ...? Da. ... Da. ... Da. ... " Yes. . . . Yes. . . . Yes. ... She

turned to Turin, placid. She said: "He says they smell completely

different. The entire lab is amazed."

He had to swallow a few times and get up and walk around be-

fore his pulse started dropping.

in early February i 999, he got on a plane to Vilnius, Lithua-

nia, and from there he departed for Russia in a rickety old Tupolev

i 34A. He loved it. "Wonderful aircraft, Tupolevs are gorgeous, typ-

ical Aeroflot, banged up to shit." It was twenty degrees below zero

centigrade in Vilnius. They took off in a snowstorm.

Burshetsky met him at the airport. He looked, to Turin, like a

boar hunter. His daughter was there; she spoke good English. Bur-

shetsky was slightly edgy. They drove interminably through the vile

muddy slush of Moscow, mud all over the windscreen, and Turin

was gulping it in because he loved Moscow and hadn't been back for

years, not since the wall and the change. He found Moscow even

more insane and weirder than ever, because along with all the sad

cars there were now rich people everywhere in mink coats. Bur-

shetsky 's office was on Leninskii Prospekt in the huge Institute of

Inorganic Chemistry. As they were entering, Burshetsky told Turin

what Russians always told him, which was "Don't speak English

until we get to my office." They silently passed the two old Soviet

ladies guarding the door like trolls.

The office was clean, spartan, spare, with what Turin called the

"typical shitty little drawings of molecules tacked on the wall. The

legends are never printed and they're always hand drawn, so they
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look like relics from the 1930s." Burshetsky served a little tea be-

cause Moscow was, said Turin, the Orient, Syria with snow, you

couldn't go straight to the point, which was all he wanted to do.

Smell the damn things and pav and get the hell out.

Finally thev went down to the lab. Incredibly cluttered, two

men, one fat and awake, one thin and asleep. The thin one woke up.

Everyone was uncomfortable. Everyone had something hidden

going on. He couldn't figure it out. Thev put the deuterated deca-

borane in front of him, the isotope that shouldn't smell of Sulfur. It

was poison. He lifted it and, very briefly, took a sniff. It didn't smell

of Sulfur. He started breathing again. Thev began negotiating the

price, and instead of Burshetskv, Turin found himself bargaining

with the quote unquote president of the fictional company that had

billed him. Turin pointed out that they'd made only four grams, not

five, and thev hadn't converted every last Hydrogen to Deuterium.

By the time they'd agreed on S 1,200, the man was arguing that

Turin should pav all of it now, and Turin was arguing he shouldn't,

and he finally gave them S800, took two grams, and left the other

two to have their Deuterium purified. Fine. Everyone sat down to

take a little celebratory picture, which Burshetskv refused to be in

for his own mysterious reasons. Everything was sort of sad. Turin

felt he should invite them to dinner. Thev went to an Indian restau-

rant. It was indescribably awful, and thev hated it. Burshetskv finally

warmed up, though, toward the end of the little meal.

turix got back to London. He walked outdoors feeling light

and refreshed. He touched the two tinv grams of isotope in his

pocket and looked up at the sky.

"you know what's funny?" Turin said. Tm finding that truth is

actually a developing quantity. I mean, I always believed this was

true, but I now discover that I always have room for more belief. No

matter how absolutely dead certain I was that this theory was right,

every time I smell more proof, I believe in it even more. I mean, I

slept so well."
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He e-mailed a message to Nick Short at Nature.

Date: Tue, 9 Feb 1999

To: nickshort@nature.com

From: l.turin@ucl.ac.uk (luca turin)

Subject: smells!

Dear Nick,

I have just returned from Moscow with a small sample of a molecule

that was custom-synthesized for me by researchers at the Institute of

Inorganic Chemistry. It is the fully deuterated equivalent of decaborane

(B 10H 14), i.e., B 10D 14 . One of the salient predictions of my vibrational

smell theory which so exercised your referees was that boranes

should smell of Sulfur because of their virtually identical vibrational fre-

quencies, A2550 cm-1

.

The strongest possible test of such a theory is isotope replacement

of Deuterium for Hydrogen, which should take Boron-Hydrogen vibes

from 2500 down to about 1 800. Boron-Deuterium happens to be very

stable. K. A. Solntsev and his colleagues made several grams of

deuterodecaborane for me. NMR shows it to be chemically pure and

isotopically >95% pure. It smells _very_ different from decaborane.

Thus we _can_ smell isotope replacement, in which Shape remains

identical but Vibration changes. Only two things need be ascertained

by Vibration doubters: the nature of the molecules (NMR, mass spec)

and their smells (easily done!). I plan to make the decaborane and its

isotope available to anyone who needs them. Would Nature be inter-

ested in making this astonishing fact known?

all the best,

luca

Short said no.
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END

V'

ost laypeople," says Luca Turin, "subscribe

devoutly to this lovely little fiction that science is a perfect intellec-

tual market." And indeed, most of us do. We want to believe that

science is dispassionate, objective, and (for those who don't have

use for a theological god), omniscient. We want to believe that

every idea that merits attention is given it. That the good ideas are

kept, the bad ones discarded, the industrious rise, the lazy sink, and

that hard work and honest data are rewarded.

This isn't real. Perhaps unfortunately, perhaps not. Scientists are

human. Vested interests beat out new ideas. Egos smother creativ-

ity. Personalities clash. Corruption is as common as the survival in-

stinct.

Turin is today involved in studying energy storage in cells. His

theory on energy storage in cells is based on a highly unlikely possi-

bility. He'll be walking down a street and take a call from Leonor

Cruzeiro-Hansson, his new collaborator, on his cell phone, and talk

passionately about a membrane-ion pump. "Can you hear me? Yeah,

so I call this guy, he says, 'Oh, you can just replace a Hydrogen ion

with a Sodium ion with only a small increase in energy.' " Turin

snorts. "Yeah, like a billion kilocalories per mole. I mean, the guv is

snijjing glue, you know?"
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He continues to write about perfume. There, he always appreci

ates the truly weird. He noted that the small firm L' Artisan Par-

fumeur was first to associate vanilla and the candy-floss note ol

ethylmaltol in Vanilia, first to use coffee in L'Eau du Navigateur, and

now they'd gone and done something else: "Dzing! is a fragrance of

superlative oddness. For the first twenty minutes, it simply smells

of cardboard. For those prosaic souls who would question a press-

ing need to smell of cardboard, a few words. One of the most sur-

prising things about smell is the fact that complex combinations

often give simple results, if simplicity is defined by our ability to

name things unambiguously. Conversely, despite its workaday ori-

gins, cardboard is actually a rich, warm, woody smell with a spicy

angle. Much in the way that a great painter like Giorgio Morandi

can transfigure for our benefit the homeliest of objects, a great per-

fumer can reveal to us beauty where it is often most safely hidden:

right under our noses. Dzing! Weird. A must-have."

He and Philippi have two young children now, a boy and a girl,

Tazio and Adela. The children's last name is Philippi because Luca

and Desa agreed that if the first child was a girl, the kids would have

his name, and if a boy, hers. The first was a boy. What about carry-

ing on his family name? "Oh," says Turin, glancing out the window,

"I couldn't care less."

He changes the subject. "The postgrads here asked me to give

them a lecture on 'The greatest scientific discoveries of the past

thousand years.' " He is thinking about his strange experience with

his smell theory, what it could possibly mean. "And I said, 'Oh,

yeah, well that's nice, that's fun, you could talk about this or that,

gravity or whatever.' And then I realized there's really only one

great scientific discovery: the scientific endeavor itself, the idea that

there is a way of generating knowledge that, objectively, irre-

versibly modifies our view of the world. And the discovery is not

over. We haven't elucidated science itself. We are still in a state of

great conflict. The scientific question is, What is the best way to or-

ganize science so it delivers the maximum amount of what we want

it to deliver? My lecture will be about yes, there's been amazing

scientific progress, but we really haven't answered this question.

Peer review when it manifestly doesn't work. This veneration of
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publishing when everyone knows one great paper is enough for one

lifetime. The organization ot science into a rigid, hierarchical corpo-

ration, like General Motors with punch clocks and test tubes and

memos from superiors. A friend of mine said, 'Science is turning

into a command economy." And this completely contradicts a funda-

mental political realitv: science is inherently a libertarian enter-

prise. As Feverabend, the philosopher ot science, put it, the only

governing principle vou can have for scientific research is 'There

can be no government." Ajivthing goes. A bos le svszeme. All these in-

ternal contradictions, as Lenin would sav. A few nights ago I was

saving to Desa that what the BBC should do is The Trouble with Sci-

ence."

The trouble with science is that, as a rule, odditv among

scientists—pertume obsessions, strange work habits—is often in-

distinguishable from inefficiency. What appears ludicrous and im-

plausible and outrageous usually is. .And then, sometimes it's not,

the problem being telling the ditYerence. "I reallv do not." savs

Turin, "think that a 'balanced view' is derived from tepid opinions.

It comes from having extreme opinions and seeing the most ex-

treme sides. In a lecture on Cervantes's Quixote Vaclav Czernv said.

'Forgive us our madmen, and we will forgive vou your idiots.' The

thing is, the problem of smell wasn't that hard to crack. The catch

was that to crack it, vou had to know a huge number of disparate

facts. It was simph a question of probability. How manv people

would be aware simultaneously oi the recipe lor Chanel Xo. 5, the

vibrational numbers of boranes. Blitz, and Malcolm Dvson. .And

also have my particular approach, which was: it I smell it to be true,

it is true. I had complete self-confidence because I had written a

perfume guide, I'd written smells into the metaphors oi language,

and I trusted what I smelled. Which most people don't. .And I loved

writing that thing. I'd never written a word in mv life, and it just

tlowed.

"Metaphor is the currency of knowledge. I have spent my lite

learning incredible amounts ot disparate, disconnected, obscure,

useless pieces of knowledge, and thev have turned out to be, al-

most all of them, extremely useful. Whv. Because there is no such
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thing as disconnected facts. There is only complex structure. And

both to explain complex structure to others and, perhaps more

important—this is forgotten, usually—to understand them one-

self, one needs better metaphors. If I was able to understand this, it

was because my chaotic accrual of information simply gave me bet-

ter metaphors than anyone else.

"My father always said if you translate a proverb from one lan-

guage into another, you pass for a poet. The same for science. Work

strictly within one area, and it's diminishing returns, hard to make

progress. But translate a concept from its field for use where it is

unknown, and it is always fresh and powerful. In buying outside,

you are doing intellectual arbitrage. The rate limiting step in this is

your willingness to continuously translate, to force strange lan-

guages to be yours, to live in between, to be everywhere and no-

where."
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A CONVERSATION Willi
CHANDLER BURR

Can you tell us a bit about yourself as a writer? I guess

that's a way of asking, simply enough, how you bec ame

one.

Well, I'm a journalist normally based in New York, though I've

lived for the past two years in Paris. I'm thirty nine, born in Chi

cago and raised in Washington, D.C. I studied at a Chinese Univer-

sity in Beijing, got a certificate of political studies from I ' Inst it ut

d'Etude Politicoes in Paris, did an internship in Tokyo with a huge

Japanese corporation, Mitsui Buss,m, while getting my masters in

international economics and Japanese. And sort of in the middle of

things, a bit by accident, I started my career as a journalist <it age

twenty-three when a friend who was working at The Christian Sci

ence Monitor happened to call (I was living in Japan .it the time) and

mentioned that their Southeast Asian < orrespondent was looking

for a stringer. I called the guy in the Philippines, and two months

I.iter I'd started mv career in Manila, interviewing senators and the

archbishop and reporting on a coup d'etat with the sound ol ma

chine guns in the background. It was an unforgettable time for me,

both wonderful and terrifying. I sometimes thoughl I was going to

drown, but I learned an enormous amount enormously last

.

How did The Emperor oj Scent begin?

As the resull of pure chance. On January c, i 99K, I was waiting in

line to board the Eurostar in Paris 's Gare du Nord to go to London

when the loudspeakers announced there'd be a twenty minute

delay. So I started talking to the guy next to me, around forty, nice,

open, with what I thought was a very Italian face ( I uca has an aston

ishing physical resemblance to Gianni Versace). We talked about the

s< ene in the first Mission: Impossible where loin Cruise Hies the heli
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copter into the Eurostar tunnel. "But of course," said the guy, "that's

impossible according to the laws of physics," and he explained why

in detail. I said, You know a lot of physics. "I'm a biophysicist." Oh
yeah? What do you work on? "Smell. I created a new theory of

smell." We talked during the entire trip, and at Waterloo I said to

Luca Turin, I want to write about you.

So you started writing it, but often we don't complete

projects we start. What made you finish?

It's funny, but unlike with other projects, I never once—not

once—had the thought that this wasn't absolutely worth telling.

The further I got into it, the more I found this story both mesmer-

izing and, actually, important. Perfumes with their unforgettable

beauty, the huge secretive corporations that manufacture them, a

man with an extraordinary, almost supernatural power. And though

I've written about science, the profoundly dysfunctional, corrupt,

backbiting aspects of it were to me both new and astounding.

How did you discover the world of perfume?

Entirely through Luca's experience as a passionate, obsessive, de-

voted genius of perfume. I'd never thought about perfume before. I

didn't even find out about his perfume collection and his book, Par-

fums:La Guide, this bestseller in France, until weeks into our conver-

sations on smell, when he casually said, almost as an aside, "By the

way, did I tell you how I got into this question of a theory of smell?"

The stories of him at age five, analyzing and describing odors and

perfumes, perceiving the world of smells that usually we don't even

notice, took me completely by surprise. One moment that really

drove home to me the art and craftsmanship of perfume was in the

conversation in Bombay with Quraysh, the attarwallah, a seller of

attar, perfume. Although it takes about four minutes to read the

parts I put into the book, the conversation actually lasted several

hours, Luca talking to Quraysh, Quraysh showing him fragrance

after fragrance, and Luca could (I'd never really seen this before),
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just from smelling them, not only give the fragrances' names (and

their creators and the stories of their origins) but, for the perfumes

the attarwallah had himself created, name the molecules and atoms

the guy had put in.

What's a "good perfume"?

People ask me this a lot now. I'll respond very specifically. A good

perfume is one that doesn't deteriorate in an hour, one that is a

work of art during its entire journey and not just the first ten min-

utes, one that doesn't start in a field of tuberose next to an azure sea

only to finish in a laboratory. These things are absolutely necessary.

As for the aesthetics, I could give you my opinions, but everyone

decides for themself what they love.

For you, is a perfume a work of art the same way that a

painting is?

The specific nature of each biological sense—smell, sight, hearing,

touch, taste-—leads us to create an art that speaks to that sense, and

each sense's art is profoundly different. Someone once said that all

art aspires to the state of music, because the nature of the sense

of hearing demands that hearing's art, music, take an entirely

ephemeral form; you stop playing the instruments, the art disap-

pears, whereas a painting is always there on the wall. But at the

same time, a sublime meal is also an art (for the sense of taste) born

to die immediately, and yet fine cuisine is no less physically real than

a painting. The biology of the sense of taste determines the form of

the art made for the sense of taste. A perfume enclosed in a bottle

and thus impossible to smell is not different from a painting in

another room, impossible to see. But when it escapes, perfume

changes. It ripens, flowers, rots with time. It decays and disappears,

and a painting can't do all that. Smell, sight, and taste have biolog-

ical commonalities. And significant differences. Just like the art we

create to satisfy each of them.
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Is the world ofperfume open or closed?

Closed. Absolutely. This is not to say they're nasty people, simply

that their work is secret. What they do makes an enormous amount

of money for Estee Lauder, Donna Karan, Gaultier, Mugler, and on

and on, and these guys demand absolute loyalty and confidentiality,

which creates a culture wary of outsiders.

Do smells have secret powers?

Secret? I don't think so. Just astonishing powers: you walk into a

florist's shop, take a breath. . . .

Finally, what are your ten favorite perfumes?

Well, I'll give you a list of my ten favorites as of today, right now.

But the list could go on and on. And it changes all the time. You have

to, I think, start out understanding that there is no such thing as

a "masculine" or "feminine" fragrance. Luca once said to me that

masculine perfumery is (unfortunately for it) defined negatively,

which is to say by what you "can't" put in it, flowers, bright notes, et

cetera. And the marketers straitjacket feminine fragrances, simply

in the opposite direction, no "masculine" notes, whatever that's sup-

posed to be. Don't listen to them. Luca has always worn whatever

he's liked, and so have I. So the following list (in no particular

order, I should add) has a mix of masculines and feminines, and you

should feel free to wear any perfume you like.

i) Angel by Thierry Mugler. Marketed as a feminine, in reality as

unique as a person, this utterly marvelous scent is, to quote

Luca, "brilliant, at once edible (chocolate) and refreshingly toxic

(caspirene, coumarin)." Created by the legendary parfumeur

Yves de Chiris, Angel doesn't bother even pretending to pay lip

service to categories. Don't let its initial personality startle you;

wearing it is like having a conversation, because this thing will

talk to you for hours on various subjects, sometimes chocolate/

cinnamon, sometimes fresh ginger and spices in cream, and
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sometimes the heady, symphonic interior of a Greenwich Village

flower shop (irises, lilies, roses, their cut stems and leaves) mixed

in with the scent of the concrete and car exhaust of the New

York street that enters with every customer. I have dined in fine

restaurants with Angel on, and it was the most delicious thing

about the entire evening. Wear it and see.

2) Vera Wang by Vera Wang. There are some fragrances that are

good in any circumstances and some that lend themselves to cer-

tain times and places. Wearing anything Guerlain to play tennis

would be weird (while wearing Tommy Girl to play tennis would

be perfect). It depends on what the perfume evokes and how

you want to use it. Vera Wang has created a fragrance that is sim-

ply elegance in a bottle. Smelling it is like watching a beautiful

woman in an evening gown walk leisurely past and give you a

radiant smile. Since this is a self-assured, quiet American ele-

gance, it's relaxed, and you could use it at the office if you

wanted. But I'd hold it in reserve for evening. You smell this, you

stand up a little straighter, your eyes a little brighter in the

smooth air, the jazz combo sound flows a little richer. Gorgeous.

3) Quartz by Molyneux. When I was seventeen, I used to make

pocket money by selling perfumes at a little French perfumery in

Georgetown, in Washington D.C., where I grew up. One of the

scents I loved was Quartz, which I bought (and still buy) for my

mom. This is not grandiose perfumery; Quartz is a fragrance of

simple loveliness and grace marked by a quality of absolute clar-

ity. If you like those things, you will like Quartz. Its heart is

orange blossom (I'm told), Molyneux markets it as a feminine,

and it is a classic female fragrance. And I can tell you that a foot-

ball player jock high school roommate of mine sprayed some on

one morning as a joke (this was at boarding school, I had a bottle

of it) and that afternoon hunted me down and, gripping my arm,

demanded, "Hey, where can I get this shit?" In our AP English

class alone he'd had five girls nuzzle him as they leaned in, aston-

ished and delighted, to smell his neck.
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4) Hanae Mori for Men by Hanae Mori. What amazes about Hanae

Mori's creation is that it manages to be at once elegant, enticing,

understated, and (crucially) just ever so slightly odd (the citrus,

which you only perceive from time to time). This is not a showy

fragrance. It is calm and classic and subtle, a scent that both

bathes you in soothing limes and cloaks you in the most tasteful

charcoal suit you've ever worn. Hanae Morifor Men will always be

correct. It will always "work." It's arguably a perfect fragrance. I

would say that it is also arguably much better on women than on

men, but I don't believe that; it's for anyone who appreciates its

superb qualities.

c) Paris by Yves Saint Laurent. Someone once said to me that of

all the perfumes they know, the perfume brief in which YSL de-

scribed to the perfumer what they hoped to get out of Paris must

have been the shortest brief ever written: "Make us the most

gorgeous rose perfume in the world, over and out." In my view,

they've done it. Paris is a gigantically wonderful rose. In fact,

what I like about it is that it is not anything else. It pretty much

dispenses with top notes and bottom notes, just explodes onto

the scene and envelopes you and starts radiating unabashed lux-

ury. (Jo Malone's got an absolutely terrific rose created by Mau-

rice Roucel that is sort of Paris in the sleek modern Waterloo

station.) Paris has, to my mind, the most class in the YSL lineup.

And it stakes out another position too: contrast Paris to, for ex-

ample, YSL's Baby Doll; almost strange that YSL would decide to

market a perfume that is essentially a millimeter away from

Fiorucci's supersweet olfactory joke (and I like Baby Doll, but it is

in part, with it's supersweet pinkness, meant to make you laugh).

Clearly the YSL people simply wanted to give us two terrific

characters playing two utterly different roles. Baby Doll defines its

delightful Betty Boop territory. And Paris reigns over the perfume

terrain of powerful, bold, glorious, heady, rosy grandeur.

6) The Dreamer by Versace. After all those goddamn, tired out,

hairy chested, cliche macho, standardized masculine fragrances,
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you have to wonder: who the hell at Versace was the genius who

came up with The Dreamer? First, this is so not your father's after-

shave that it smells like it fell to earth from the strange, powdery

stellar globulous pictured on its box. Like Angel, The Dreamer

startles you. Smell Eau Sauvage, and you think, "Oh, men's

cologne." (Ho hum.) You smell this thing, and not only do you

not think men's cologne (because you can't possibly), you think,

"What is it?!" "It" is, first, absolutely mouthwatering. It is walking

through a French pastry shop next to a spice market in southern

Thailand. Then there's ice cream, gun powder, fruit candy, hot

cocoa, marshmallows, blood-orange peel, and probably some

DDT. It is the most mesmeric fragrance I know.

7) Coco Mademoiselle by Chanel. I offended a perfumer in Paris by

describing Coco Mademoiselle. What I said was that Chanel had

clearly decided to create a perfume that American teenage girls

would immediately want. His eyebrows arched; "Well, it's a bit

more than that," he said. Yes, I agree. It was an entirely forehand

compliment: As with Ralph by Ralph Lauren, which was obvi-

ously created for the same purpose, Coco Mademoiselle is both an

entry level Chanel fragrance and a very smart marketing deci-

sion, and there's nothing wrong with either, at all. God knows

Nos 19 and 22 can be tough to appreciate immediately. If you like

nice scents, you like this perfume, instantly. Period, end of dis-

cussion. It is lovely, flowery, a fresh-faced seventeen-year-old in a

summer dress, of excellent quality so the fragrance lasts, and,

behind the seeming sweet simplicity, something much more

compelling than might at first appear. That something is simply

that when you come across someone wearing it, you want to lean

closer to them.

8) Happyfor Men by Clinique. A rare example of the marketing

and creative people working together, Happyfor Men is exactly

what it says it is. This is (let's be clear) a feminine fragrance being

sold to men, and every man, and lots of women, should own it.

Wake up Happy, work Happy, go to the barbeque Happy; a guy
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who smells like this is sunshine and cool, summer beach and in-

telligence, snowboarding and sexiness. I'd describe the scent, but

nah, track it down and try it. Damn, this stuff is nice.

9) Pure extract of hay by Laboratoires Monique Remy. This is

not a perfume. It is a perfume ingredient. I smelled it once or

twice in a tiny glass vial. It smells like absolutely pure sunshine

that has puddled on a barn floor in summer. It is astonishing.

1 o) Bigarade by Jean-Claude Ellena and En Passant by Olivia Gia-

cobetti for Frederic Malle/ Editions de Parfums. I only put these

two together because they were both created for Frederic

Malle 's uniquely strange and difficult-to-find perfume outfit,

which produces fragrances made like no others, rather expen-

sive, and appallingly good. Malle got an idea in his head, went to

individual great perfumers, and offered a deal: Make me a per-

fume. Your ideal perfume. Put whatever the hell you want in it,

the most expensive, fabulous stuff around. Create it exactly as

you think it should be. And I'll bottle and sell it. In the little

Malle boutique at Barneys, which is the only place in New York

City you can smell these things, they make a big deal out of their

central metaphor, that these perfumes are written by individual

authors given full authorial integrity and simply published by

Malle, who may edit a bit here and there but basically just puts

out the work. (It's why it's called "Editions de Parfums," which is

also the website: www.editionsdeparfums.com; a maison d'edition

in French is a publishing house.)

Weird Concept. The result is outrageous. All eleven fra-

grances in the current lineup range from very good to truly su-

perb; two strike me as outrageously superb, Bigarade and En

Passant, though they are utterly different. The best way to de-

scribe Jean-Claude Ellena's Bigarade is to say, first, that it is a vast

smell. And second, that it smells like a human being in the sum-

mer in a complex weather system; whoever this person is, we

can smell them, they're showered and clean but it's warm and

they have a smell all the same, and the lovely, complex smells of
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summer are all around and clinging to their skin, and also it

seems to have just rained because there's the scent of rainwater

on pavement and perhaps a bit of ozone, plus some flower petals

and grass that got washed into the puddle they're stepping in. As

for En Passant, Giacobetti has done a perfect flower, but the scent

is so fascinating that what this woman has crafted isn't just a

smell; the damn thing transportsyou with loveliness. I would say that

it's magic, but I know it's simply molecules. Still, your retinas

shrink from the pure pleasure of this scent.
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1 . Perfumes are made by commission (as much great art has histor-

ically been) from a recognized palette of materials (like a painting)

that strike different notes (like music) in a specific medium (like

sculpture). They are also made by giant corporations according to

marketing research for the purpose of making profits. Is a perfume

a work of art or a commercial product?

2. Given Luca Turin's experience, how close is "the scientific en-

deavor" in its largest and most philosophical sense—objectivity,

complete sharing of data, openness and transparency, and the unbi-

ased testing of new ideas and data—to the actual practice of sci-

ence? To what degree does Emperor challenge your beliefs about or

trust in science?

3 . What do each of the following words evoke for you positively,

negatively, viscerally, symbolically: smell, scent, fragrance, odor, nose.

Do you use your sense of smell?

4. Have a friend or someone in your book group take five to ten

common items from your home—talcum powder, toothpaste,

Coca-Cola, vitamin B pills—and then close your eyes, ask your

friend to hold them ^p to your nose, and see if you can identify

them.

List the five senses in descending order of importance to you.

Then list what you consider the top art forms that speak to each

sense (e.g., architecture for vision, R&B for hearing, velvet for

touch) and explain your order.

6 . Bring a perfume to your group (make sure each of you brings a

different fragrance). Have everyone smell all of the fragrances.

Now you and the other members do two things. First, choose your

favorite and write a description of it without using any adjectives or
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boring old categories ("floral," "woody," "musky," et cetera) but in-

stead only nouns, similes, and metaphors /images. Read your de-

scriptions aloud. Second, defend to the group your choice for best

perfume; this will mean that each of you will have to have a theory

of what makes a perfume good or bad.
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"CHANDLER BURR . . . HAS TRANSFORMED A

CHANCE MEETING WITH A CURIOUS BIOPHYSICIST

NAMED LUCA TURIN INTO AN AMUSING AND

POETIC ADVENTURE IN SCIENCE AND ART."

—The Washington Post

The Emperor of Scent tells of the scientific maverick Luca Turin,

a connoisseur and something of an aesthete who wrote a

bestselling perfume guide and bandied about an outrageous new

theory on the human sense of smell. Drawing on cutting-edge work

in biology, chemistry, and physics, Turin used his obsession with

perfume and his eerie gift for smell to turn the cloistered worlds of

the smell business and science upside down, leading to a solution

to the last great mystery of the senses: how the nose works.

"What happens when Luca Turin, a likable scientist who happens

to possess an unusually sensitive nose, proposes a new theory of

smell that promises to unravel the mystery [of scent] once and for all?

That's what readers find out in this often funny, picaresque expose

of the closed world of whiffs, aromas and odors—and the people

who study them." —Publishers Weekly (starred review)

"Exhibiting more grace than a magician in tails, Chandler Burr brings

science and the people who practice it to life in The Emperor of Scent. . ,

Burr does a remarkable job of explaining both Turin, the man behind

the idea, and his science." -

—

The Denver Post
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